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PREFACE
This document is a collection of technical reports on research conducted by the participants
in the 1993 NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship Program at Kennedy Space Center
(KSC). This was the ninth year that a NASA/ASEE program has been conducted at KSC.
The 1993 program was administered by the University of Central Florida in cooperation
with KSC. The program was operated under the auspices of the American Society for
Engineering Education (ASEE) with sponsorship and funding from the Office of Educa-
tional Affairs, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C. The KSC program was one of nine
such Aeronautics and Space Research Programs funded by NASA Headquarters in 1993.
The basic common objectives of the NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship Program
are:
a. To further the professional knowledge of qualified engineering and science faculty
members;
b. To stimulate an exchange of ideas between participants and NASA;
C. To enrich and refresh the research and teaching activities of participants' institu-
tions; and,
d° To contribute to the research objectives of the NASA centers.
The KSC Faculty Fellows spent ten weeks (June 1 through August 6, 1993) working with
NASA scientists and engineers on research of mutual interest to the University faculty
member and the NASA colleague. The editors of this document were responsible for
selecting appropriately qualified faculty to address some of the many problems of current
interest to NASA/KSC. A separate document reports on the administration aspects of the
1993 program. The NASA/ASEE program is intended to be a two-year program to allow
in-depth research by the University faculty member. In most cases a faculty member has
developed a close working relationship with a particular NASA group that has provided
funding beyond the two-year limit.
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3ABSTRACT
A number of optical communication lines are now in use at the
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) for the transmission of voice, computer
data and video signals. At the present time most of these channels
utilize a single carrier wavelength centered near 1300 nm. As a
result of previous work the bandwidth capacity of a number of these
channels is being increased by transmitting another signal in the
1550 nm region on the same fiber. This is accomplished by means of
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). It is therefore important
to understand the bandwidth properties of the installed fiber plant.
This work developed new procedures for measuring the bandwidth of
fibers in both the 1300nm and 1550nm region. In addition, a
preliminary study of fiber links terminating in the Engineering
Development Laboratory was completed.
4SUMMARY
A number of multimode optical communication links are now in use
at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) for the transmission of voice,
computer data and video signals. At the present time most of these
channels utilize a single carrier wavelength centered near 1300 nm.
As a result of previous work the bandwidth capacity of a number of
these channels is being increased by transmitting another signal in
the 1550 nm region on the same fiber. This is accomplished by
means of-wavelength division multiplexing (WDM).
The main goal of this experimental program was to characterize the
bandwidth of the fibers used in these systems in the 1550 nm
window.
During this project, new test procedure was developed to measure
bandwidth using the HP 8702 Lightwave Component Analyzer System
and associated components. The system was used to determine the
bandwidth of a small number of fiber optics communications links
terminating in the Engineering Development Laboratory at KSC.
Using the new test procedure, bandwidth measurements were
accomplished on all muitimode fiber test links terminating in the
engineering development laboratory. These measurements showed
that the 1550 LED bandwidth distance product of .42 + .01 GHz*km.
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INTRODUCTION
A number of muitimode optical communication links are now in use
at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) for the transmission of voice,
computer data and video signals. At the present time most of these
channels utilize a single carrier wavelength centered near 1300 nm.
As a result of previous work the bandwidth capacity of a number of
these channels is being increased by transmitting another signal in
the 1550 nm region on the same fiber. This is accomplished by
means of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM).
The main goal of this experimental program was to characterize the
bandwidth of the fibers used in these systems in the 1550 nm
window.
Practical considerations such as modal dispersion, material
(chromatic) dispersion, detector rise time, modulation limits of the
receiver...etc, limit the usable bandw idth-1 The fibers have the
capability of transmitting a multiplicity of signals simultaneously
in each of two separate bands (1300nm and 1550 nm) 2,3.
It is important to mention that this this study has not determined
the properties of the overall fiber optic plant at KSC with any great
statistical certainty.
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ANALYSIS OF EXISTING DATA
2.1 SAMPLE OF DATA
A number of RF spectra were collected using the HP8702 Lightwave
Component Analyzer. The experimental arrangement used is shown
in Figure 2-1 and a sample of the spectra collected using a 1530nm
LED as the E/O converter is shown in Figure 2-2. Four different E/O
sources can be employed LEDs and lasers with output wavelengths in
the 1.5 micrometer or 1.3 micrometer windows.
DDD(  I
[] [] [] HP8702
DD
RF R A ,,.,.v
2
HP85047
EiO source
mode scrembler
fi ber
under test
/
/
O/E detector
short
Figure 2-1. Lightwave Analyzer Setup Used to Collect Data
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Figure 2-2. Spectrum of Unk from CDSC to HQ using 1530 nm LED
A preliminary analysis of these results revealed fundamental
problems with the data. Most spectra showed a 6 to 10 dE} roll on in
the low frequency region, a relatively flat area in the mid frequency
range and a roll off at the high frequency end. There is no physical
reason for the spectrum of an optical fiber link to roll on. A fiber
acts like a low pass filter and should exhibit the best transmission
at the lowest frequencies. Therefore an analysis of each element of
the lightwave analyzer as well as test procedures was initiated.
11
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LIGHTWAVE ANALYZER SYSTEM AND PROCEDURES ANALYSIS
3.1 Optical Spectra of E/O Converters
An Anaritsu optical spectrum analyzer was available in the
laboratory to be used to perform spectral analysis of coherent and
incoherent sources. This piece of test equipment was equipped with
an IEEE 488 computer interface which provides for bidirectional
computer communication. This equipment was interfaced with a
Macintosh IIx computer to enable the efficient collection of spectral
data in machine readable form during a project in the Summer of
1989. The analyzer was used to collect spectra of the E/O
converters.
3.1.1 LED SPECTRA. The optical spectra of the LED-type E/O
converters were collected. They are shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2
below:
12
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Figure 3-1. Optical spectrum of 1.3 micrometer LED E/O converter
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Spectrum of 1.53 micrometer LED
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Figure 3-2. Optical spectrum of 1.5 micrometer LED E/O converter
3.1.2 LASER SPECTRA. The optical spectra of the LASER-type E/O
converters were collected. They are shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4
below:
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Figure 3-3. Optical spectrum of 1.3 micrometer Laser E/O converter
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3.1.3 OPTICAL CALIBRATION CHECK OF SPECTRUM ANALYZER. The OSA
was checked by using a HeNe laser source. A graph of the spectra of
two LED's and the sharp peak of the 0.6328 micrometer laser is
shown below. All spectra collected were normal.
LED and HeNe Calibration Spectra
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Figure 3-5. Optical calibration spectra
3.2 BANDWIDTH OF E/O O/E CONVERTERS
The bandwidth of the E/O - short fiber- O/E link was checked
referenced to a short RF cable. Example RF spectra are shown for the
1.5 micrometer laser source and the 1.5 micrometer LED source in
Figures 3-6 and 3-7 below. The lasers had the same general
characteristics and the LEDs had the same general characteristics.
The lasers generally had a low-pass filter type response and the LEDs
showed a marked roll on at low frequencies mid then a roll off at
high frequencies- V
16
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Figure 3-7. 1530 nm LED E/O-Short Link-O/E Response Spectrum
3.3 PROCEDURES ANALYSIS
The operating procedure and equipment setup used for collecting
data was extensively analyzed. A number of problems were
identified and corrected. Most of the problems could be traced to
misleading equipment indications and poor human-machine interface
software. Each item discovered together with the fix for the item is
discussed in the paragraphs below:
3.3.1 DONE COMMAND USE AFTER CALIBRATION. The test procedure
includes a step where a short fiber link is attached between the E/O
- O/E system and a sequence of soft keys are depressed to memorize
the thru response of the basic'system elements. In the original
procedure, the sequence of key strokes was CAL,CAL. MENU, RESPONSE,
THRU. Then another key on the front panel was pushed. (Please note
18
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that labels in bold indicate front panel keys and small caps indicate
soft key inputs). A sequence of soft keys appear on the right side of
the CRT and get various screen labels depending on the mode of the
analyzer. The DONE soft key at the bottom of the screen must be
pressed in order for the instrument to accept and memorize the
reference loop. Since this was not done in the collection of data, the
spectra did not reflect just the response of the fiber, but also the
response of other system elements that should have been
compensated for. Therefore the original data is useless.
3.3.2 AVERAGING DURING DATA COLLECTION AND CALIBRATION. If
data is to be collected using averaging, then the reference short
loop response calibration should be done with the same level of
averaging. If averaging is used, the DONE softkey must be pressed
within one second of completing averaging or the instrument
incorrectly restarts the calibration averaging procedure. This is a
software flaw in the instrument.
3.3.3 USE OF PORT B FOR INPUT PORT. The diagram displayed by the
instrument during the guided setup phase of operation is incorrect.
The best dynamic range is obtained by utilizing port B as the input
port from the network instead of port 2 as shown in the guided
setup. This gives an improvement in dynamic range of about 10 dB.
An improved equipment setup diagram is shown below in Figure 3-8:
'000
000
DO
HP8702
RF R A B
Ill"
•HP85047
fi ber
ur,der test
" 4
, mode scrambler A ,__ O/E detector
Improved equipment setup for bandwidth tests
isolatoriflaser short
is used
Figure 3-8.
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3.3.4 SINGLE CHANNEL VS DUAL CHANNEL OPERATION. Improved
graphs and more reliable operation can be obtained if single channel
operation is used.
3.3.5 SIGNAL LEVEL TEST. With an averaging factor of 16, an
acceptable signal level from the E/O converter thru the test fiber to
the receiver is different for each different E/O converter, it is
recommended that acceptable signal levels be established for each
converter and wavelength region and that a test be made of the
signal level thru the loop prior to making bandwidth measurements.
If the signal level is not sufficient, bandwidth measurements
should not be attempted. A conservative set of cutoff points is
given in Table 3-1 below.
Table 3-1. Cutoff signal levels below which no measurement should
be attempted without changing the procedure.
E/O Converter
=1550 LED
1550 LASER
1300 LED
i MINIMUM SIGNAL LEVEL
-34 dBm
-32 dBm
1300 LASER
-26 dBm
-33 dBm
3.3.6 INTEGER REFERENCE LEVEL CONTROL. Vertical reference level
control should be set to integer values in order to make it easier to
read the output graphs.
3.3.7 DB PER DIVISION FIXED VERTICAL SCALE. Vertical scale/div
setting should be set to integer values in order to make it easier to
read the output graphs. I recommend 1 dB/division.
2O
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BANDWIDTH OF KSC MULTIMODE FIBER
4.1 TYPICAL FIBER TEST LINK
The Fiber Optics Laboratory in the EDL building has a series of
multimode fiber optic links to the CDSC building. See Figure 4 -1
below for a diagram typical of any of the 2.4 km links marked (5-
12). The bandwidth of pairs of these links was measured using the
improved procedure discussed in the previous section. The bandwidth
of the 6.3 km links (1-4) were also measured. They are routed from
the EDL to the Bananna River Repeater Station. fiber
fiber CDIC EDL optic
optic EDL _ r lab
lab
connector
patch (typ.)
pannel
(typ.)
Figure 4-1 Typical Link from Fiber Optic Lab to CDIC and Back
Tables 4-1 thru 4-4 detail the results of the bandwidth
measurements.
21
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Table 4-1. Bandwidth measurements EDL links using 1300nm laser V
Length
_kt._) /MHz_
loop !-2 to B_.S . 12.6 ..... 369
1o99,p__3--4to BRRS 12.6 i 230
loop 5-6 to CDSC 4.8 640
!oop 7-8 to CDSC 4.8 399
loop 9-10 to CDSC .. 4.8 494
1ooo 11-12 to CDSC 4.8 344
Forward Reverse
(MHz}
414
241
653
459
509
336
Av_. BW*Dist.
(MHz) (GHz*km)
391.5 4.93
235.5 2.97
646.5 3.10
429 2.06
501.5 2.41
340 1.63
Table 4-2. Bandwidth measurements EDL links using 1550nm laser
!9or 1-2 to BR-BS
loop 3-4 to BRR s
[.19o.E_5.-.6..t o CDSC
loop 7-8 to CDSC
i.0.,9.E9-10 to CDSC
IOOD 1 I- 12 to CDSC
Length iForward Reverse Av_. BW*Dist.
(km) I _MHz) (_Ml:tz) _MHz_) (GHz*km)
12.6 [could not measure_ .....
12.6 97 102 99.5 1.25
4.8 275 260 267.5 1.28
4.8 181 261 221 1.06
4.8 262 198 230 1.10
...... i'69..... -if4".... ffa.......4.8
Table 4-3. Bandwidth measurements EDL links using 1300nm LED
Length Forward
_ktn) ' _MHz)
loop 1-2 to BRRS
!.oop_ 3-4 to BRRS
loop 5-6 to CDSC ....
1ooE.7-8 to CDSC
!0op 9-10 to CDSC
looo 11-12 to CDSC
12.6 252
12.6 198
4.8 470
418 ..... 345
4.8 384
4.8 , 281
Reverse! AV_. BW*Dist.
/MHz) /MHz) _GHz*km)
242 247 3.11 ..
196 , 197 ........ 2...48
479 474.5 2.28
330 337.5 ..... 1,162___
371 377.5 1.81
273 277 1.33
,..,,.j
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Table 4-4. Bandwidth measurements EDL links using 1550nm LED
.......... ____
loop 1-2 to BRRS 12.6 ! 34.1 33.6 33.85_1 U.4._ "1
ioo"3-:,ioB_: i2__J 34.2 34.x _1
_p 7-_-,ocDsc 4.8 _ s6.6 _.._ ,?,':,\ I __7, i
}_..._, 9-10 to .CD_SC___. 4.8_ ___9.L3__ i___.]-._-- _8_-_8-_-- _
:_i'i-_T"_-_5_ 4.8 82.9 _ o_.o ....
An example spectrum collected using the 1550ran LED E/O source for
loop 7-8 is shown in Figure 4-2 below.
I dB/ REF -i0 de
START
Figure 4-2.
.300 000 MHz
I
STOP 3 000. 000 000 ),IHz
Sample Spect[um EDL Loop 7-8 1550ran LED E/O source
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CONCLUSIONS
Significant results were achieved. The original data to be analyzed
was found to be unusable. The test procedure was updated and
refined. Using this new procedure, bandwidth measurements were
accomplished on all multimode fiber test links terminating in the
engineering development laboratory. These measurements show
that the 1550 LED bandwidth distance product is .42 + .01 Ghz*km.
Further work should be done to sample bandwidth of the multimode
fiber links in the 1550 nm window of the rest of the fiber plant at
KSC using the new test procedure.
24
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ABSTRACT
The robotics lab at the Kennedy Space Center is investigating the possibility of
using a "serpentine" manipulator for Shuttle inspection and payload processing.
Serpentine manipulators are characterized by a large number of degrees of freedom giving
them a high degree of redundancy. This redundancy allows them to be used to reach
confined areas while avoiding collisions with their environment. In this paper, the author
describes a new approach to controlling the joint rates for an n degree of freedom robot
such that it moves its end effector to a desired position while simultaneously avoiding
collision of any part of the robot arm with obstacles. Joint rates which move the end
effector toward the target are found via a Lyapunov stability function. The gradient of an
obstacle cost function indicates the direction toward obstacle collision in the joint space.
The component of the end effector joint rates orthogonal to the obstacle gradient becomes
the commanded joint rates. A notional eleven DOF model is used to numerically
demonstrate the efficacy of the control law.
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5I. INTRODUCTION
The range of motion achievable by a robot manipulator's end effector is a function
of the number and type of joints or degrees of freedom it possesses. Any degrees of
freedom in excess of the minimum number required to reach an arbitrary end effector
position and orientation within the workspace are considered "redundant". Commercial
manipulators typically possess six or fewer DOF for primarily "anthropomorphic" tasks
such as industrial assembly and are therefore not redundant.
There are some tasks for which such standard manipulators are not well suited,
such as those requiring an extended reach in a confined workspace. For that reason, so-
called "serpentine" manipulators have attracted interest. Their designation and appearance
(Fig. 1) suggest the long reach and dexterity associated with snakes or tentacles. They
achieve this snake-like ability by possessing a high degree of redundancy. This
redundancy allows them, theoretically, to "wriggle" an end effector into a confined or
difficult to reach point while allowing the robot arm to be configured in such a way as to
not contact the surrounding environment.
Figure 1
Serpentine Manipulator
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One possible application is the inspection and processing of shuttle orbiter
payloads in the Payload Changeout Room. During final launch preparations, tasks such as
connecting/disconnecting umbilicals, removal of lens covers, or visual inspections must be
carried out on Shuttle payloads. It is difficult and sometimes treacherous for technicians
to see or reach many of the points at which these processes must take place and the
payload itself may be put at risk. A serpentine robot is currently under development at
KSC to study the feasibility for its use for such tasks [1].
There are two traditional approaches to controlling robot motion: to determine
the dynamical equations of motion for each of the joints and generating the required
torque for desired end-effector motion, or to control the joint velocities in response to the
robot kinematics.
The complexity of serpentine motion, coupled with collision avoidance
requirements, typically dictate relatively slow motion. This usually renders the dynamics
of the robot arm negligible. Therefore, only the kinematics of the serpentine motion need
be addressed.
Several approaches to controlling redundant manipulators for collision avoidance
have been suggested. Maciejewski and Klein [2], Nakamura [3] and Wegerif, et al [4]
make use of the pseudo-inverse and some variations of null-motion. Sciavicco, and
Siciliano [5] make use of Lyapunov stability and an augmented configuration space to
track a prescribed trajectory and incorporate obstacle avoidance. Alternatively, Pasch
[1], and Asano [6] prescribe an end effector path and cause each joint to follow it in a
"follow-the-leader' mode. All of these methods require that at least the end effector's
trajectory and velocity be prescribed. This presumes that a clear path for the end effector
is easily determined. Only [4] allows for the end effector to deviate from the prescribed
path but only as an emergency measure.
In this paper, the author presents an alternative method for determining an
acceptable robot trajectory which allows the end effector's path, as well as the entrained
link's to be free to move around obstacles.
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11. MANIPULATOR KINEMATICS
The position and orientation of the end effector r _R" is described, using the
standard Denavitt-Hartenberg convention as a function of the generalized vector of joint
displacements q a R" for a manipulator with n joints.
r = r(q(t),t) (1)
At present, only the end effector's position is of interest, giving m = 3. The
Denavitt-Hartenberg convention, (described by Craig [7]), permits a single degree of
freedom for each joint. The rotation matrix which relates the ith link flame to the (i-1)th
frame is given by:
i-I R --.
i
co s 0i - sin 0_cos oq sin 0i sin o_, 1
Sio0 , cos0, cosa, -cos0, sin o_,, Isin oq cosoq _1
(2)
The angle oq reflects the rotation of the ith joint flame about the local x axis with respect
to the (i-1)th flame. The angle 0i is the rotation angle of the ith joint and corresponds
to a component of the vector q. The end of the ith link is located by the vector
r, r, |+'-'RLI, 0 0J r (3)
so that the end effector is located by:
E = E_=0r, (4)
a high degree of redundancy and by
[cos0_ 0 -sin0_ 1 [cos0_ 0 sin0_ 1o. loo,0 co,00,1 O¢x, _. _/2, i odd -1 1 0
The location of the link ends and the end effector is then found by Eq. (3). In this paper,
for simulation purposes, a notional 11 DOF manipulator is used. It consists of five links
each of unit length, each with 2 DOF and a base that can translate in the base frame x
direction. Numerical simulations and their graphical presentation were facilitated by
Mathematica [8], a symbolic mathematics software package.
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Serpentine manipulators are characterized by
a distinctive structure. Revolute joints are essentially universal joints possessing two
degrees of freedom. This permits any link to have an arbitrary direction in space. Two
degrees of freedom are modeled in the D-H convention by incorporating links of zero
length. Following the D-H convention, the link frames are alternately rotated about the
link ±x axes with every other link having zero length. Equation (2) becomes:
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HI. INVERSE K/NEMATICS
The velocity of the end effector is calculated by"
(6)
where the coefficient matrix ,(Or/Oq) = J, is the Jacobian matrix.
To achieve a desired trajectory for the end effector, when n>3, the differential equation
for the generalized joint displacements may be solved:
_q= (7)
where d"_ is the Moore-Peru'ose pseudo inverse given by:
j' = jr(jjr)-' (8)
Eq. (7) yields the minimum norm solution for q. This solution assumes an appropriate
scaling metric as discussed by Doty, et al [9]. In fact, because in a redundant manipulator,
n>m, there are infinitely many solutions to Eq. (6). The joint rates are a function of those
• •
rates which cause the end effector to move, qR and "null rates", q,v which do not. That
is, q=qR +q-,,
by:
where qR is the minimum norm motion given by Eq. (7) and q_,v is given
qu = (E. - J'J)li (9)
where E n is the nxn identity matrix and g _R" is an arbitrary vector• It is a simple
•matter to confirm that sand q_, are orthogonal vectors by taking their inner product•
Alternatively, multiplying Eq. (8) by J yields the null vector•
The selection of # generates one of an infinite number of joint rate combinations
which move all of the link--s but do not cause motion in the end effector. There have been
several control laws suggested which make use of the null motion to avoid obstacles.
Several of these are recapped by Nakamura [3] in some detail. A major shortcoming of
these methods is the requirement to prescribe the end effector path and velocity. Not only
can this be a difficult task in itself for a complex workspace, but, in some situations, it
proscribes joint motion which could avoid collisions.
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9IV. LYAPUNOV STABILITY APPROACH TO END EFFECTOR TRAJECTORY
In contrast to the pseudo-inverse approach, the author has adopted a Lyapunov
stability measure similar to that in [5]. However, whereas the end effector in [5] tracks a
prescribed end eff'ector path, here only the final end effector position is required. The
error vector e is defined:
e=r,-r (10)
where r r _ R 3
a fixed target
is the vector locating the target with respect to the robot base flame. For
i •
e= -r (11)
The Lyapunov scalar function v is defined
1 r
v = e (12)
Because v is a positive scalar (related to the error's magnitude squared), then, if the time
derivative of v is negative, e will go to zero as time approaches infinity. Taking the time
derivative gives:
(13)
An obvious selection for qR is to make its elements proportional to the elements of jre.
One such solution is given by
. ( jre _ (14)
where M is a positive definite matrix of dimension n x n. The computational simplicity
of Eq. (14) contrasts starkly with the complexity of computing the motion using the
pseudo-inverse approach in Eq. (7). In addition, since _qa is a unit vector scaled by M
and no matrices must be inverted, the control law works well even in the vicinity of joint
singularities.
The importance of an appropriate metric must be emphasized. Doty, et al [9]
show that results may be obtained which are non-invariant with respect to choice of
reference frame or dimensional units used to describe the problem. In Eq. (14) qR has the
dimensions ofradians/time for revolute joints and length time for prismatic joints. On the
right hand side of Eq. (14), J has dimensions of length/radians and length length for
revolute and prismatic joints, respectively, while the error vector has the units of length.
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Clearly the units of .Ire are incompatible with -qR" Normalizing ,/re as a unit vector
renders it dimensionless and the matrix M serves to give the appropriate unit metric. In
addition, the selection of the magnitude of the elements of M may be used to emphasize
the motion of some joints over that of others. This aspect will be discussed later as a
means of avoiding excessive joint rates or deflections.
Figure 2 shows three simulations of robot motion for different values of a diagonal
matrix M. For all the maneuvers, the manipulator has an initial end effector position
r_(0)=[3, 2, 0], shown in Fig. 2(a), and moves to a final end effector position of r_(tfl = [-3,
2, 0], indicated by the dot in the upper left portion of the workspace. In Fig. 2(b) the
final configuration and the end effector path are shown for M equal to the identity matrix.
That is, all of the joint rates are equally weighted. The end effector trajectory resembles a
damped sinusoid.
In Fig. 2(c) the motion of the last two revolute joints is given a weight often times
greater than the other nine joints. This causes the manipulator to attempt to reach the
target primarily by moving these two joints, which at one point causes a near singularity.
This is evidenced by the abrupt direction change of the end effector. Because of a fairly
large step size in the Mathematica program, the final conditions are not satisfied exactly.
In Fig. 2(d) the motion of the translating base and the first revolute joint are
emphasized by a factor of ten. The motion to the target is accomplished almost
exclusively by the motion of these two joints.
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Figure 2.
End Effector Trajectory Determined By Lyapunov Function
(a) Initial Configuration
(b) Final Configuration with Equal Weights on Joint Rates
(c) Final Configuration with Last Two Joint Rates Emphasized
(d) Final Configuration with First Two Joint Rates Emphasized
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V. OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
As noted before, most other proposed methods of obstacle avoidance presume a
prescribed end effector path that is obstacle free. This can be an important constraint
because it may require detailed knowledge of the work space or excessively complicated
path planing. By allowing the effector to seek its own path, the overall manipulator
configuration becomes much more robust in its ability to avoid obstacles.
As suggested by Khatib[10], each obstacle is assigned a cost function. Figure 3
shows a representative manipulator arm with obstacle avoidance points p_, i = 1,... rip,
where p, = Ix, y, z_J, identified along it. A likely location for such points would be
the manipulator joints and the link mid points but they may be dictated by sensor location
or other criteria. In this paper, obstacles are assumed to be rectangular parallelepipeds
with their center points oj , and with dimensions 2aj, 2bj, 2cj ,j= 1,...n o.
Figure 3.
Typical Designated Obstacle Avoidance Points
The cost function for the Jth obstacle with respect to the ith obstacle avoidance
point is given by the super-ellipsoid
y,),__ aj + _ +('_-zJlS (15)k jJ
Contact with the surface of the obstacle by the ith point is approximated by Cj (p_)= 1.
A potential function is defined by:
P= ETE]V[Cj(p,)- I]-' (16)
which guarantees that the cost becomes infinite before actual contract is made with the
obstacle. The gradient of the potential function is
3P
:-- (17)
- Oq
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The time rate of change of P can thus be expressed
dP =/_rq (18)
at - -
As one might expect, joint rates generated by Eq. (14) may also adversely change
the proximity to obstacles. However, if the only requirement on the joint rates is that the
error vector be decreased over every sub-interval, then an infinite number of trajectories
may be found which accomplish this. Assuming that at least one unobstructed trajectory
exists, one possible solution is to find the component of qs from Eq. (14) which is
This results in t'= 0. The Gram-Schimdt procedure described by
orthogonal to /1.
Luenberger [ 11], subtracts from qR
commanded joint rates:
its projection in the _ direction. This results in the
IIq1• • (19)q= qR R -- --
A
where/a is a unit vector parallel to/1. A three dimensional analogy is shown in Figure 4.
Moving toward a destination, a traveler's path intersects a portion of a hill. The traveler's
location is analogous to the robot's current joint configuration; the hill is an obstacle.
Going uphill in the direction of the gradient, increases the cost. By moving along a
contour line of constant cost, orthogonal to the slope, the traveler may simultaneously
move closer to his destination without going uphill. Eventually a point is reached where
the target is downhill.
In the three dimensional analogous state, it is easy to see that if the destination lies
exactly opposite of the summit from the present position, forward motion eventually
becomes impossible (the cost becomes infinite). Motion stops for the robot in the event
that no motion whatever will move the end effector closer to the target without colliding
with an obstacle. In the n dimensional joint space however, this possibility recedes as n
becomes large. That is, although this algorithm does not explicitly require redundancy,
redundancy increases its robustness.
Figure 4.
Three Dimensional Analogy of Obstacle Avoidance
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The control embodied in Eqs. (14) and (19) is demonstrated in the simulation
shown in Figure 5. Because the interest in serpentine manipulators is largely due to the
potential for reaching targets in constricted areas, in this example, the target is located
"down the hall and around the comer" with the walls modeled by three obstacles. A
collision free trajectory is generated by the method described above. Once again the end
effector trajectory is non-intuitive.
(I.. O+ -l.) (]se O.ZIS. O.Z._I)
(a) (b)
($.67. 1.31o 8.135)
|3.41. 2.41. *O.lZl}
(c)
\
i
(d)
Figure 5
Obstacle Avoidance Trajectory
(a) Initial Configuration
(b),(c) Intermediate Configurations
(d) Final Configuration
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VI. LIMITATIONS ON" JOINT RATES AND DEFLECTIONS
In addition to avoiding obstacles, manipulator arms are frequently limited in .the
magnitude of the joint deflections which can be achieved. In addition, the joint rates are
usually limited by the manipulator architecture. While not explicitly examined in the
author's research, some possible solutions are suggested.
It has been demonstrated that the joint rates can be influenced by the weighting of
the elements of the matrix M. The most straightforward approach is to weight each joint
rate independently by making M diagonal. The weight on each joint rate may be made a
function of its current deflection and commanded joint rate.
It is useful to think of the diagonal elements of M as the stiffness coefficients of n
non-linear spring. The deflection of the ith joint is bounded by q_ < q_ < q_,_-
Defining:
Ai = qimax--qir_
F, = q,._, + q,_
f, = 2q,-r,
Ai
(20)
The diagonal elements of M are defined:
m,=k,(1-rl,f_), i-1,...,n (21)
where k_ < qL / 2.
This function guarantees that the maximum allowable joint rate is never exceeded
and motion away from the maximum deflections is encouraged while motion toward
maximum deflection is discourage. This approach has not been implemented in any of
the examples in this paper and requires further verification.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A method for moving a serpentine manipulator's end effector to a target in a
constricted area while avoiding collision's of the manipulator's arm with the surrounding
workspace has been demonstrated. This method has the virtues of being computationally
straightforward. It is robust in the vicinity of singularities and multiple obstacles. While
it must be emphasized that this paper discusses only very preliminary results, the algorithm
appears to have great potential for successful implementation for achieving numerous
robot tasks.
Although the algorithm appears to be fairly versatile, the ability of the manipulator
to reach a target can be sensitive to its initial configuration relative to the target. While
path planning is not explicitly required, it is necessary to orient the robot with respect to
the target so that a likely path is unambiguous. In addition, it has been observed that there
are a number of cases in which the robot will not be able to reach the target. It is possible
for the end effector to arrive a point where no further forward motion is possible. This is
the case where a wide, fiat obstacle is approached and only moving away from the target
will eventually result in a configuration in which forward motion. Additional heuristics
need to be developed to address this possibility.
The scaling matrix requires further research. While the suggested configuration
works adequately, there is room for improvement. Further research is especially
necessary in properly scaling the control vector in order to avoid joint rate and deflection
limitations. These limitations, although addressed in this paper, should be further
investigated in the context of a realistic robot architecture.
Finally, although Mathematica is a versatile programming tool, it is far too slow
for practical numerical integration. For implementation on an actual robot, programming
in C language is recommended. Mathematica may be linked to a C code to evaluate
symbolically complicated expressions such as the Jacobian matrix or the obstacle gradient
vector.
_L j
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VIII. APPENDIX: MA THEMA TICA PROGRAM FOR ROBOT SIMULATION
Mathematica was used to produce the simulations in this paper. The parameters in the
following program are those for the simulation depicted in Fig. 5. Mathematica
commands are shown in Courier font. Explanatory comments have been added in
Times Roman font.
ClearAll [x, theta, al, p, r0, J, TO] ;
Clear [n, d, obsnum] ;
JacobianMatrix[funs List, vars List] :=Outer{D, funs,vars];
Norm[vars_List] :=Sqrt [vars.vars] ;
UnitVector {vats_List] :=vars/Sqrt [vars .vars ];
al : =Array [alpha, n] ; (*Vector of frame rotation angles*)
x: =Append [Array [theta, n], d] ; (*Generalized Vector of joint displacements.
The translational displacement of the base is given by d.*)
p:=Array[1, n] ; (*Vector of link lengths*)
(*R[n] defines the rotation matrix relating the nth
standard Denavitt-Hartenberg convention *)
R[n_] :={ [Cos{x{ [n]]],-Cos[al[[n]]]
Sin{x{ [n]]] },
[Sin[x[ [n]]],Cos[al[ [n]]]
cos [x[ In] ] ] },
[0,Sin[al[[n]]],Cos[al[[n] ]] } };
link frame to the (n-l)th frame using
Sin[x[[n]] ],Sin[al[[n]]]
Cos[x[[n]] ],-Sin[al[[n]]]
(*T0[n] gives the orientation of the nth link with respect to the base frame*)
T0[n ] :=T0[n]=T0[n-l] .R[n];
T0[0]=IdentityMatrix[3] ;
K[0]=IdentityMatrix[3] ;
r0[n ] :=r0[n]=r0[n-l]+T0[n] . {p[[n]],0,0}; (*Endpointofnthlink*)
mp[n ] :=mp[n]=r0[n-1]+T0[n]- {p[[n]]/2,0,0};(*Midpointofnthlink*)
r0 [0]=[d, 0, 0} ;
mp[0]={d, 0,0};
(*Manipulator architecture is defined by n, al, and p *)
n=10;
al= {Pi/2, -Pi/2, Pi/2, -Pi/2, Pi/2, -Pi/2, Pi/2, -Pi/2, Pi/2, -Pi/2 } ;
p={0,1, 0,1, 0,1, 0,1, 0,1} ;
joints=Table[Point[r0[i]], {i,0,n}]; (*Table of
plotting purposes*)
arm=Line [Table[r0[i],[i,0,n}]];(Line from joint
purposes*)
J=JacobianMatrix [r0 [n] ,x] ;
joint coordinates; for
to joint; for plotting
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(*Obstacles are depicted as rectangular solids with six coordinates: first three values are
coodinates of mass center. Second three values are x,y,z dimensions*)
obsnum=3 ;
ob [1]={2,2,-.5,2, 3, 5} ;
ob [2]={2.75, -.75, -.5, 3.5, .5, 5} ;
ob[3]={4.25,1.25,-.5, .5, 3.5, 5};
(*obstacleshape is a function wltich draws a rectangular solid in the plot to represent
each obstacle*)
obstacleshape [k ] :=
Cuboid[{ (ob[k] [[l]]-ob[k] [[4]]/2),
(ob[k] [ [2]]-ob[k] [[5]]/2), (ob[k] [[3]]-o5[k] [[6]]/2) },
{ (ob[k] [[I] ]+ob[k] [[4] ]/2),
(ob[k] [ [2] ]+ob[k] [[5] ]/2), (o5[k] [[3] ]+ob[k] [[6] ]/2) }] ;
(* co s t is the potential function*)
cost= (Sum [Sum[
i/(Sum[ ((mp[i] [[j] ]-ob[k] [[j]])/(ob[k] [ [j+3] ]/2))^8,
{j,l,3}]-l.l), {i,0,n}]+
i/(Sum[ ((r0[n] [[j]]-
ob[k] [[j] ])/(ob[k] [[j+3]]/2))^8, {j,l,3}]-l.l),
{k,l,obsnum}]) ;
(* mu is the obstacle gradient vector*)
mu=Table[D{cost,x[[i]] ], [i,l,n+l}];
s t ep = . 0 5 ; (*step ske*)
imax= 10 0 ; (*maximum number of steps*)
target={3.5, 2.5, O} ;
d=0;
theta [1 ]=0 ;
theta[2]=N[Pi/2] ;
theta[3]=0;
theta[4]=-N[Pi/2] ;
theta[5]=0;
theta[6]=-N[Pi/2];
theta[7] =0;
theta [8 ]=0;
theta[9]=0;
theta[10]=0;
pts=(Point[r0[n]] };
base= {Point [{d, 0, -3 }] };
Metric=DiagonalMatrix [I, I, i, i, I, I, I, i, i, I, I] ;
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(* Rob o t s im is a function which performs the actual simulation. It is largely devoted to
drawing the graphic images of the robot motion. It is started by compiling the program
and then typing "Robot sim"*)
Kobotsim: =
For [i=0, i<=imax, i++,
If[EvenQ[i], path=App end[pts'POint[r0[n]]];
track=Append[base, Point [{d, 0, -3 }] ];
Show [
Graphics3D [{ {AbsoluteThickness [2], arm,
Cuboid[ {d-.2,-.2,-3}, {d+.2, .2,0}] },
[RGBColor [I, 0, 0], PointSize [.02] ,joints},
{RGBColor [0, 0, I], AbsoluteThickness [i], Table [path] },
{RGBColor [i, i, 0], AbsoluteThickness [1 ], Table [track] },
{RGBColor [0, i, 0], PointSize [•02], Point [target] },
{Table [obstacleshape [i], {i, I, obsnum} ] },
{Text[NumberForm[r0[n],3], {0,5,0}, {-I, i}] }}],
Boxed->False, ViewPoint_>{ 0. 000, 0. 000, 3. 384 }, PlotRange-> [{-
1,5}, {-l, 5}, {-3,5}}] ;
pts=path;
base=track;
Print[i] ];
If[Sqrt[ (target-r0[n]) . (target-r0[n]) ]<.001,i=ima x] ;
(* The last six lines of code perform a fairly crude numerical integration with a first order
Euler's method*)
vr=UnitVector [(target-r0 [n] ) .g.Metric] ;
nu=UnitVector [mu] ;
v=UnitVector[vr- vr.nu nu];
For [j=l, j<=n, j++,
new[j]=theta[j]+step v[[j]] ;theta[j] =new[j]] ;
new[n+l]=d+step v[ [n+l]] ;d=new[ n+l] ] ;
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2ABSTRACT
This investigation explores the use of Electrochemical Impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
in combination with beach exposure as a short term method for analyzing the
performance of twenty-one zinc-rich primers. The twenty-one zinc-rich primers were:
Carboline CZ-11, Ameron Devoe-Marine Catha-Coat 304, Briner V-65, Ameron D-21-9,
Sherwin Williams Zinc Clad II, Carboline CZ-DT, Ameron D-4, Dupont Ganicin 347WB,
Porter TQ-4374H, Inorganic Coatings IC-531, Subox Galvanox IV, Southern Coatings
Chemtec 600, Glidden Glidzinc 5530, Byco SP-101, Tnemec 90E-75, Devoe Catha-
Coat 302H, Glidden Glidzinc 5536, Koppers 701 ,Ameron D-21-5, Coronado 935-152,
and Subox Galvanox V. Data were also collected on galvanized steel for comparison
purposes. A library of Bode magnitude plots was generated for each coating including
curves for the initial time and after each week of atmospheric exposure at the Beach
Corrosion Test Site near the Space Shuttle launch pad at the Kennedy Space Center
for up to three weeks. An examination of the variation of the Bode magnitude plots with
atmospheric exposure revealed no clearly identifiable trend at this point that could
distinguish between the good and the poor coatings. The test will be continued by
including EIS measurements after six months and one year of atmospheric exposure.
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3SUMMARY
This investigation explores the use of Electrochemical Impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
in combination with beach exposure as a short term method for analyzing the
performance of twenty-one zinc-rich primers. The twenty-one zinc-rich primers were:
Carboline CZ-11, Ameron Devoe-Marine Catha-Coat 304, Briner V-65, Ameron D-21-9,
Sherwin Williams Zinc Clad II, Carboline CZ-D7, Ameron D-4, Dupont Ganicin 347WB,
Porter TQ-4374H, Inorganic Coatings IC-531, Subox Galvanox IV, Southem Coatings
Chemtec 600, Glidden Glidzinc 5530, Byco SP-101, Tnemec 90E-75, Devoe Catha-
Coat 302H, Glidden Glidzinc 5536, Koppers 701,Ameron D-21-5, Coronado 935-152,
and Subox Galvanox V. Data were also collected on galvanized steel for comparison
purposes.
Electrochemical Measurements were performed on 4-inch x 6-inch x 1/8 inch test
panels. The panel included in this investigation had been rated previously to determine
their degree of corrosion performance on a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the highest
rating. The twenty-one primers chosen represent a wide range of performance. AC
impedance data were collected after one hour immersion time in 3.55% NaCI. Data
were gathered in the frequency range from 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz.
A library of Bode magnitude plots was generated for each coating including curves for
the initial time and after each week of atmospheric exposure for up to three weeks. An
examination of the variation of the Bode magnitude plots with atmospheric exposure
revealed no clearly identifiable trend at this point that could distinguish between the
good and the poor coatings. The test will be continued by including EIS measurements
after six months and after one year of atmospheric exposure.
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I. INTRODUCTION
7
For over 25 years, the process of coating testing at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC)
to identify materials for the long term protection of carbon steel structures has taken
place at the Beach Corrosion Test Site near the launch pad. The atmosphere at the
launch pad is highly corrosive due to the proximity of the ocean, high heat from rocket
exhaust, and now with the Space Shuttle, the acidic combustion products of the Solid
Rocket Boosters (SRB's). As a result of previous tests, zinc-rich primers were identified
as the best choice to provide long term protection of launch structures and ground
support equipment at KSC 1,2,3.
Exposure at the beach site provides very valuable data but it takes a long time. Testing
requires 18 months for preliminary approval and continued good performance for 5
years for final approval. This investigation explores the use of Electrochemical
Impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in combination with beach exposure as a short term
methods for analyzing the performance of zinc-rich primers. EIS has been used before
on bare metals4.and on zinc-rich primers s. The samples tested were flat, 0.16 cm (1/16
inch) thick coupons, 1.59 cm (5/8 inch) in diameter and did not include atmospheric
exposure.
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8II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A model 378 Electrochemical Impedance system manufactured by EG&G Princeton
Applied Research Corporation was used for all electrochemical measurements.
Electrochemical Measurements were performed on 4-inch x 6-inch x 1/8 inch test
panels. Twenty-one panels were coated with the inorganic zinc-rich primers listed in
Table 1. The panel rating corresponds to the degree of corrosion judged on a scale of 1
to 10, with 10 being the highest rating 6. The 21 primers chosen represent a wide range
of performance. Also listed on the table is the zinc content, and the thickness when
available.
The panels were mounted on an EG&G Princeton .Applied .Research Model KO235
Flat Cell with a working electrode area of 1 cm 2. The flat cell (see Figure 1) consists of
a flat cylinder clamped horizontally between two end plates. One end plate houses the
working electrode and the other houses the platinum counter electrode. The reference
silver/silver chloride electrode is housed in a Luggin well with a Luggin capillary
protruding from the bottom of the well.
AC impedance data were collected after one hour immersion time in aerated 3.55%
NaCI. Data were gathered in the frequency range from 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz using the
Auto Execute option of the M388 electrochemical analysis software. Three experiments
were performed in a sequence covering the specified frequency range and the data
were automatically merged and saved. The frequency ranges for the three experiments
were 100 kHz to 5 Hz, 10 Hz to 0.1 Hz, and 0.1 Hz to 0.01 Hz. The ac amplitude was
10 mV. After each set of measurements, the panels were mounted on a rack and taken
to the beach corrosion test site and left there for a week. At the end of the week, the
panels were brought back to the laboratory for a new set of measurements and the
cycle was repeated. Although the test will continue for as long as it is necessary to
identify a trend, this report only includes data up to the third week of exposure.
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9TABLE 1. MATERIALS TESTED, TYPE, RUST GRADE EVALUATION, ZINC
CONTENT, AND THICKNESS
COATING
_,MERON D-21-9
DEVOE CATHACOAT 302H
SHERWIN WILLIAMS ZINC
CLAD !1
AMERON D-4
AMERON D-21-5
BRINER V-65
CARBOLINE CZ-D7
DuPONT GANICIN 347 WB
INORGANIC COATINGS IC-531
PORTER TQ-4374H
SOUTHERN COATINGS
CHEMTEC 600
SUBOX GALVANOX IV
BYCO SP-101
CARBOLINE CZ-11
CORONADO 935-152
DEVOE-MARINE CATHA-COAT
304
GLIDDEN GLID-ZINC 5530
GLIDDEN GLID-ZINC 5536
KOPPER 701
CODE TYPE
A SB
B
C
D
E
F
RATING % ZINC
10.00
SB 6,32
SB 10,00
WB 9.41
WB
WB
G WB
H WB
I WB
J WB
WB
SB
K
L
M SB
N SB
SBO
P
Q
R
SB
SB
SB
SBS
SUBOX GALVANOX V T SB
TNEMEC 90E-75 U SB
GALVANIZED STEEL Z
WB = Water-based (inorganic
silicate)
SB = Solvent-based (ethyl
i._ilin_te/
N/A
N/A
10,00
N/A
N/A
6,38 N/A
10,00 N/A
9,94 N/A
86
9,79
9,10
9.10
8,75
8,13
10.00
5.25
10,00
8.50
7.00
90
N/A
90
N/A
N/A
N/A
84
N/A
86
2.00 76
7.00 N/A
2.75 N/A
76
COATING
THICKNESS
(MILS)
6,0
4,0
5.0
4,5
4,5
3,0
3,5
3.5
3,5
3.0
3,0
3,5
3,5
5,0
4.5
5.0
5.0
4,0
4,0
4,0
3,5
A summary of the weather conditions during the first three weeks of exposure appears
in Table 2.
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TABLE 2. WEATHER CONDITIONS DURING THE FIRST THREE WEEKS OF
EXPOSURE
rEEK 1
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
WEEK 2
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
TEMPERATURE
H 90 (32C), L73
H 88 (31C), L 72
H 87 (31C), L 72
22C0
H 88 (31C), L 76
H 87 (31C), L 70
H 87 (31C), L 72
H 86 (30C), 1_74
H 82 (28C), L72
H 87 (31C), L 73
H 84 (29C), L 68
H 87 (31C), L 78
H 86 (30C), L 71
H 83 (29C), L 70
H 86 (30C), L 70
BAROMETER %HUMIDITY
30.08 79
30.08 72
30.08 63
30.10 65
30.07 72
30.O5 7O
30.01 73
3O.03 67
30.15 72
30.13 76
30.08 78
30.06 83
30.08 79
30.07 85
RAINFALL
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.20
Trace
0.30
0.10
1.00
1.10
WINDS
Ell
S E9
E9
Ell
SE 11
Ell
SE 11
N7
SE9
SE 8
NW 6
E7
Calm
$9
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TABLE 2. WEATHER CONDITIONS DURING THE FIRST THREE WEEKS OF
EXPOSURE (CONTINUED)
WEEK 3
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4 H 92
Day 5 H 92
Day 6 H 92
Day 7 H 92
TEMPERATURE
H 88 (31C), L 71
(23C)
H 86 (30C), L 73
(20C)
H 86 (30C), L71
(20C)
(34C), L70
(21C)
(34C), L 77
(25C)
(34C), L 78
(26C)
(34C), L 74
(24C_l
BAROME] ER
(IN)
30.12
30.18
30.13
30.04
30.02
30.06
30.05
% HUMIDITY
78
RAINFALL
(IN)
Trace
WINDS
(MPH)
SE 9
89 Trace SE 7
76 Trace SE 7
81 0.00 SE 9
71 0.00 SW 9
0.00
0.00
73
65
SW 5
NW 7
V
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Corrosion potential values in volts are shown on Table 3. Graphical presentation of the
variation of the corrosion potential over the first three weeks of exposure is presented
in Figures 2-4. No identifiable trend was observed that would differentiate at this point
between the good coatings (those having a corrosion rating near 10) and the poor ones
(those having a rating closer to 1).
Data generated from impedance measurements are summarized in Figures 5-25 for
each of the coatings. The sets of data for each coating are given as Bode magnitude
plots, where the logarithm of the absolute value of the impedance (log IZI) was plotted
versus the logarithm of the frequency. Figure 26 is a Bode magnitude plot of galvanized
steel which was included in the surly for comparison purposes. Each figure includes the
initial data and the Bode magnitude plots obtained after each week of atmospheric
exposure. The plots indicate that changes are taking place in the coatings. However,
no clear trend is evident at this point that will allow to distinguish between a good
coating and a poor one. It is possible that a trend will develop with time. The
measurements will be performed again after six months of exposure and after one year
of exposure.
Time limitations did not permit to analyze the data in the Nyquist format. Future work
will focus on exploring the best parameters to identify a trend.
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TABLE 3. CORROSION POTENTIAL
COATING
AMERON D-21-9
pE CATHACOAT 302H
SHERWlN WILLIAMS ZINC CLAD II
ERON D-4
AMERON D-21-5
:lINER V-65
CARBOLINE CZ-D7
)uPONT GANICIN 347 WB
)RGANIC COATINGS IC-531
)RTER TQ-4374H
SOUTHERN COATINGS CHEMTEC 600
;UBOX GALVANOX IV
BYCO SP-101
CARBOLINE CZ-11
CORONADO 935-152
DEVOE-MARINE CATHA-COAT 304
LIDDEN GLID-ZINC 5530
ILIDDEN GLID-ZINC 5536
pPPER 701
_UBOX GALVANOX V
EMEC 90E-75
GALVANIZED STEEL
CORROSION POTENTIAL IN VOLTS
CODE INITIAL ONE- TWO- THREE-
WEEK WEEK WEEK
A -1.029 -1.025 -0.980 -0.947
B -0.004 -0.894 -0.143 -0.328
C -1.015 -1.024 -0.461 -0.923
D -0.990 -0.899 -0.767 -0.816
E -0.249 -0.552 -0.575 -0.155
F -1.009 -1.030 -0.995 -0.976
G -0.777 -0.117 -0.829 -0.869
H -0.895 -0.758 -0.968 -0.903
I -0.846 -0.725 -0.881 -0.867
J -0.992 -0.982 -0.944 -0.935
K -0.524 -0.571 -0.560 -0.616
L -0.988 -0.999 -0.979 -0.935
M -1.013 -1.025 -0.964 -0.965
N -1.051 -1.021 -1.008 -0.949
O -1.035 -1.022 -0.956 -0.926
p -0.987 -0.995 -0.939 -0.930
Q -1.016 -1.011 -0.957 -0.929
R -0.768 -1.015 -0.490 -0.771
S -0.975 -0.999 -0.937 -0.950
T -1.002 -1.020 -0.244 -0.584
U -0.983 -0.686 -0.861 -0.773
Z -1.024 -0.966 -0.959
6O
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Figure 11. Bode Magnitude Plot for Ameron D-4
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Figure 12. Bode Magnitude Plot for Dupont Ganicin
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Figure 14. Bode Magnitude Plot for Inorganic Coatings IC-531
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Figure 25. Bode Magnitude Plot for Subox Galvanox V
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ABSTRACT
The Shop Floor Control / Data Collection (SFC/DC) system is one of four major modules of the
Integrated Work Control System being implemented at the NASA Kennedy Space Center. The
SFC/DC system, which has been in operation approximately one and a half years, collects detailed
information regarding the duration of tasks as well as work stoppages duration. This information
needs to be effectively analyzed, so as be able to manage the shuttle processing activities under
the continuous improvement philosophy. We have studied the contents and form of tile SFC/DC
database, and based on the results of such study, we have designed a Shop floor Modeling,
Analysis, and Reporting Tool (SMART). SMART is a collection of compatible tools (off-the-
shelf as well as customized C-based tools) that work cohesively to prepare inputs for the analysis
models and process the various models. The feasibility of SMART has been demonstrated
through an initial prototype.
1. INTRODUCTION
This report is a summary of two extended repoIls that were written for the NASA TP-
OAO office of the Kennedy Space Center. A multitude of valuable, yet confidential, information
has been suppressed from this report.
This effort sought to design a cohesive framework for the effective analysis of the data
being collected through the Shop Floor Control / Data Collection (SFC/DC) system. The design
of such framework required a thorough understanding of the contents and form of the data in the
SFC/DC database. Once this was established, a conceptual design and data exchange protocols
for a Shop Floor Modeling, Analysis, and Reporting Tool (SMART) were devised. The SMART
fi-amework hacorporates methods and tools to answer questions regarding delay duration such as:
O
0
0
O
O
Do delays follow a pattern wittfin a flow?
Are delays correlated to the orbiter systems?
Are delays correlated to the shuttle elements?
Are delays correlated to the shuttle processhag facility?
What delays cause the most hnpact to the whole process?
Two protocols to provide inputs to the analysis models were considered: directly from the
1 This effort h_s been funded through a NASA/ASEE fellowship and dwough a grant from the Council on Re.arch and Caeativity of the Florida
State University.
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2database and from intermediate textfiles. At the moment of writing this report, NASA engineers
had limited access to the various SFC relational tables; therefore, we chose the second protocol:
intermediate text files. The procedures required to work with these models include instructions
to prepare the text fdes and to transform them into the format of the analysis tool.
STATGRAPHICS ® is being recormnended as the analysis tool based on its ease of use and its
macros programming capabilities.
Section 2 of this report describes briefly what SFC is and how its database is populated.
Section 3 describes the conceptual design for SMART. Section 4 gives a sample a proposed
procedures to analyze SFC data. Section 5 surmnafizes the results of this effort and their
significance to NASA and ASEE.
2. SFC/DC AND ITS DATABASE
SFC is one of the four clusters that make up the Integrated Work Control System
(IWCS), which will integrate the shuttle processing databases at Kennedy Space Center (KSC).
The IWCS framework will enable communication among the four clusters and add new data
collection protocols (Figure 1).
The Shop Floor Control (SFC) module has been operational for one and a half years;
however, at this stage, automatic links to the other 3 modules have not been implemented yet;
except for a partial link to IOS (CASPR). SFC revolves around a DB/2 database with PFORMS
acting as the database management system (DBMS). Tables in the SFC database are populated
either from the IOS database or directly by the user. The main d)aaamic entity in the SFC and IOS
database is a task; thus, the physical storage location and update privileges are driven by the
status of the WAD. Figure 2 shows the various states that a WAD may experience throughout its
life-cycle as well as the software systems (SFC or IOS) governing the WAD at each one of these
statuses.
The majority of updates to WADs are done by technicians. Once all tasks in lOS that fall
in the 1 l-day window are transferred to SFC, they are available to the technicians to work on.
(table orderopn). When technicians are ready to work on a task, or when they want to change a
task's status to hold, they clock in and provide pertinent information. This information does not
go directly into tsfOl_delay or tsJO2._task_worked; rather, it goes to other SFC tables, such as
ACTVEMPL from which the infonnation for tsfOl_delay and tsfO2__task_worked is extracted
once a week, as shown in Figure 3.
Tables in the SFC database are populated either from the IOS database or directly by the
user. Figure 4 depicts the data exchange protocol that is being utilized to littk lOS and SFC
databases. This protocol is executed in batch mode, and it enables almost real time updates to
both databases. It falls short of real thne because the protocol is executed either once a day (from
lOS to SFC) or twice a day (from SFC to lOS). lOS is not a DB/2 database; consequently, when
transferring data to (and from) SFC, it is necessary to extract the data to a format neutral to both
databases (ASCII or binary) and then load the data into the database tmique format. Tiffs
conversion is done automatically by a series of COBOL and REXX/SQL procedures. These
procedures have been designed to preserve data integrity: they avoid duplicate records, prevent
unauthorized updates, create tables for unexpected errors ha the data, and so forth.
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The SFC database is truly a DB/2 database; therefore, it is accessible through DB/2 SQL
COlmnands and QMF SQL, i.e. it is not necessary to go through the PFORMS application to
extract data out of it. Figure 5 shows the various ways in which NASA engineers may gain direct
access to the SFC/DC database, with QMF being the most suitable via to aclfieve the goals of tiffs
on-going effort.
J
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Figure 5: Gaining access to SFC/DC database
In a final report given to the TP-OAO office, we have given more detailed information
regarding the populating of the SFC/DC database, as well as extensive documentation on the
various tables in it. The reader is directed to contact TP-OAO office if interested in more details
than those provided in this report.
3. THE SMART CONCEPT
The Shop floor Modeling, Analysis and Reporting Tool (SMART) is a framework
designed around a relational database (Figure 6). The database contains statistical information
regarding work thne and delay duration. Under this framework, a link to the SFC/DC database
(via text files) has been set. The framework is sensitive to the user of it. We have identified three
possible users:
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6The Statistical user interacts with SMART to execute pre-defined analysis
procedures. Tiffs user would request from the designer user modifications to
SMART, so that new analysis models can become part of it.
The Modeling user interacts with SMART to extract raw data as well as statistical
sunanaries from its database. Tiffs user would request from the designer user
modifications to SMART, so that new modelhag ideas can be readily tested.
The Designer user interacts with SMART through its SQL query language and
other DBMS tools. This user would service the statistical user and modeling user
needs regarding the modeling and analysis activities at the TP-OAO office.
Figure 6: The SMART Concept
From Figure 6, we can see that there three major components to SMART, plus the access
for the designer user. Each one of these components adds capabilities to SMART as follows:
* SQL and DBMS Tool# Access: It enables the creation of tables as new analysis
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requirements are defined. It enhances accessibility of data from the analysis point
of view. It enables the creation of "canned" reports using the report tool of the
DBMS. It also enables the development of data entry forms as well as of specific
applications (as needed) using the forms and menu builder tools.
Expert Assistant: It is an knowledge based expert system that operates in three
different modes. It can be a tutor regarding the various statistical analysis, or it
can be an assistant to the NASA engineer in choosing appropriate analysis
methods, or it can provide user-sensitive and procedure sensitive help for the entire
SMART framework.
Knowledee Based Analysis: This component computes descriptive statistics an
esthnates on delay duration, conducts various correlation analyses, conduct
various hypotheses testing on the similarity of facilities, computes various joint
probability functions for delay duration, and it enables the collection of historic
behavior for possible use in other modeling activities.
C-based Data Cleaning It enables a semi automated link between the statistical
database and current SFC database by preparing extraction procedures and then
cleaning the resulting f'des. Once the files are cleaned, it utilizes embedded SQL to
insert the data into the statistical tables. It also enables the creation of input files
based on the format of the analysis and modeling tool to use.
The feasibility of SMART has been shown through a smaU prototype. This prototype
includes a menu driven interface, through which a cleaning procedure can be executed. The data
extraction and data cleaning prototype is partly operational for analyses on total delayed time for
a given flow, weekly delay duration, and probability functions for delay duration. In the next
section, we give one of such analysis procedures.
4. A SAMPLE PROCEDURE
The procedures developed are based on the premises that data in the SFC database is
reliable, and that necessary software routines will be developed to achieve the objectives of the
data extraction specifications.
Some variables definitions in this section utilized standard database notation which calls
for the pref_ing of fields with the table name. For exmnple, in the definition below, actvempl is
the name of the table that contains the field sdate (start date of work), stime, actcdate, and
actctime. The + sign indicates that the two fields will be concatenated. Boldface font is being
used as a reminder of the notation.
Wijk = actvempl.sdate+actvempl.stime - actvempl.actcdate+actvempl.actctime
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All the field names used in the definitions correspond to the actual nmnes in the physical
SFC table. The meaning of each field can be found in the final report given to the TP-OAO
office.
Most procedures described herein are composed of 4 major steps:
. Transfer of summary information from SFC data tables to statistical tables residing in
the mainfrmne. This transfer is done automatically by issuing SQL statements with the
INSERT/SELECT combination.
2. Extraction of summary information from statistical tables to text fries, so as to
generate reports and/or uses STATGRAPHICS for analysis. This is done by
executing SQL statement SELECT and utilizing QMF extraction capabilities in
conjunction with OS/2 data transfer protocol.
3. Cleaning of data text files. When extracted the t-des have some header information that
must be removed before STATGRAPHICS can use the file. This cleaning is done by
running a C program.
4. Analysis of data using STATGRAPHICS, which includes the generation of
appropriate graphs and summaries.
Some of the queries given in this report have been tested using the QMF version of SQL;
others have not been tested; however, we believe that no major changes are needed to these
queries to make them work as desired.
The nature to of the QMF version of SQL has forced us to extract fields that may seem
redundant from the analysis point of view, but these fields and grouping column functions are
necessary to make QMF SQL work.
Total delay time for a flow
To compute (for an entire flow) I) the total delayed time, 2) the total
delayed time per task, 3) the total delayed time per delay category
DEFINITIONS." A delay refers to the amount of thne (hours) that technicians could not
work on a task due to the lack of the appropriate resources (materials and personnel).
Dijk = tsfOl_delay.delayduration
k=l
NS i NSi NDij
TDTi = ETOSij = _ _ Dijk
j=l j--I k=l
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9TDF
NT NT NSi NDij
=Y-TD%=Z E E D :k
i=-I i=-I jffilk--I
NT NS_ ND#
TDCFI= _ Z _, Dijk
i=t j=t k=l
for each Dij k with delay code = 1
where:
Dijk =
TDSij =
TDTi =
TDF =
TDCFt=
ND ij =
NSi =
NT =
kth delay time duration (hours) for the ith task at the jth shop department, regardless
of code type.
Total delay time for the ith task at the jth shop department
Total delay time for the ith task
Total delay time for the flow
Total delay time for code I in the entire flow
number of delays, regardless of code type, that the ith task experienced at the jth
shop department. NDij = 1,2,3, ...
number of shops that worked on the ith task. NSi = 1,2,3, ...
number of executed tasks in the flow. NT = 1,2,3, ...
WHEN TO EXECUTE PROCEDURE: The TDF, TDF, and TDT should each be computed
at the end of a flow. The TDF report must be generated and trend analyses must follow,
so as to identify any adjustments necessary in forthcoming flows.
DATA EXTRACTION and ADDITION;
1. A text f'de (tdf.dat) which contains sts_num, orbiter_no, NT, and TDF (query 4.2.7)
2. A text file (tdt.dat) which contains actual entries for each task in a flow (query 4.2.8)
3. time for delay code for the givenA text file (tdcf.dat) which contains total delay
flow.(query 4.2.9)
4. 1 record to total_delay_flow table
5. NT records to total_delay_task.flow table
6. Up to 84 records to total_delay_code_flow table
(query 4.2.1)
(query 4.2.3)
(query 4.2.5)
PR OCED (IRE:
l.
2.
Ask user for sts_no, orbiter_no
Create an ASCII file (before.sql) with the following SQL commands. The lines
numbered 4.1.i are not part of before.sql; they axe cormnents in this report to
explain what each SQL command is supposed to achieve.
4.2.1 Command to determine the total delay time in the given flow. It produces
1 record with 3 fields (out of 4 in the target schema), and it inserts the
V"
_,,,d
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4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4
4.2.5
10
record into the table total_delay_flow
INSERT INTO total delay_flow (sts_no, tdf, num_ofdelays)
SELECT sts no,orbiter no, sum(delayduration), count(*)
FROM historic_tsfOl_delay
WHERE sts no = (id for a flow, e.g. sts-51)
Command to update the record created by query 4.2.1. This query fills
the 4th field in the target schema.
UPDATE total delay_flow
SET orbiter no = (orbiter use in this sts_no. Given by the user)
WHERE sts no = (id for a flow, e.g. sts-51)
Command to find out the total delay time per task in the given flow. It
produces one record per task executed in the given flow. Each resulting
record has 6fields (out of seven in the target schema). These records are
inserted into the total_delay_task_flow
INSERT INTO total delay_task_flow (sts__no, task_no, wad, wad_type,
tdt, nul--n delays,avg del,std del,max del,min del)
SELECT sts no, _ask no, max(wad), max(wad_type),
sum(delay_duration), count(*), avg(delay_duration),
std( de lay duration ), max( de lay dur ati o n ),
min( de lay duration )
FROM historic_tsfOI delay
WHERE sts_no = (id for a flow, e.g. sts-51)
GROUP BY sts_no, task_no
Command to update the records created by query 4.2.3.
the 7th field in the target schema.
This query fills
UPDATE total delay_task_flow
SET orbiter no = (orbiter use in this sts_no. Given by the user)
WHERE sts_no = (id for a flow, e.g. sts-51)
Command to find the total delay time pet" delay code in the given flow.
This query creates up to 84 records since there are 84 different codes.
Each record has 4 fields (out of 5 in the target schema). The records are
inserted into the total_delay_code_flow table
INSERT INTO total delay__code_flow (sts_no, delay_cat, tdt,
occurtTence, avg_del,std_del,maxdel,mindel)
SELECT sts no, delay_cat, sum(delay_durationt), count(*),
avg(delayduration), std(delay_duration),
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.
4.
.
6.
7.
8.
.
FROM
WHERE
GROUP BY
max(delay._duration), rain(delay_duration)
tsfO l_de lay
sts no = (id for a flow, e.g. sts-51)
sts_no, delay_cat
4.2.6 Command to update the records created by query 4.2.5. This query fills
the 5th field in the target schema.
UPDATE total_delay_code_flow
SET orbiter no = (orbiter use in this sts__no. Given by the user)
WHERE sts no = (id for a flow, e.g. sts-51)
Execute SQL commands in before.sql (only if the process is automated)
Create ASCII files (names given at each query) with the outputs of the following
SQL commands, using the QMF interface in conjunction with OS/2 data transfer
protocol. Transfer text files to appropriate sub directory (where C program for
cleaning data resides).
4.2.7 Query to extract delay time summaries for each flow (tdf.dat)
SELECT sts no, orbiter no, tdf, num_of_wads
m
FROM total_delay_flow
4.2.8 Query to extract delay time summaries for each task in the given flow
(tdt.dat)
SELECT
FROM
WHERE
ORDER BY
tdt, wad, wad_type, num_delays
total_delay_task
sts no = (id for a flow, e.g. sts-51)
wad
4.2.9 Query to extract delay time summaries for each delay code in the given
flow ( tdcf dat)
SELECT
FROM
WHERE
ORDER BY
delay_cat, tdcf, occurrence
total_delay_code_flow
sts no = (id for a flow, e.g. sts-51)
tdcf DESC
Open text t-des tdfdat, tdt.dat, read only mode.
Create a new report fde: dOCsts##.out
Count the number of records (NT) in tdt.dat and tdcf.dat (NDC)
Allocate arrays of size NT for tdt, orbiter, wad, wad_type, num._delays, of size
NDC for code and tdc
Set rain twt = 1000000 and max_twt = -10000.
-,,_4
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
toopI" i = 1 to NT
10.1 Read from tdt.dat: orbiter(i), wad(i), wad_type(i), tdt(i)
10.2 If rain tdt > twt(i) Then
rain tdt = tdt(i)
m
min wad = wad(i)
endif
10.3 If max_tdt < tdt(i) Then
max tdt = tdt(i)
max wad = wad(i)
endif
end loop1
loop2: i=l to NDC
11.1 Read from tdcf.dat: code(i), tdc(i)
elm loop2
Locate in tdLdat the value of TDF for the given flow
Print report as laid out in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5.
Write a message interpreting the meaning of the values in the report
Run STATGRAPHICS and hnport text file (tdf.dat), by using
instructions:
the
15.1 click on ut_!__,click on procedure_ macros, click on
15.2 choose SFCITDF1 and press F6 key.
following
5. SUMMARY
The results reported here include the following:
1. A better understanding of the accessibility of the SFC database. We investigated issues
pertaining to the physical storage of the SFC database as well as to the data base management
system (DBMS) administering the SFC database. The fact that DB/2 is the DBMS used for
SFC opens the possibility of accessing SFC 1) directly via SQL cormnands, 2) directly via a C-
based program, specially designed and developed for SFC, or 3) indirectly via LSOC
engineers. Each approach has its advantages and disadvantages, and we have discussed them
in the TP-OAO report.
2. Specific data extraction protocols are being recommended. These protocols address data
extraction from existing tables in the SFC database onto new tables as well as from the new
tables onto ASCII fries, so as to enable the interface with the statistical tool.
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3. Specific recommendations on direct access to SFC by a NASA engineer are being made.
These recommendations have been made to facilitate the conununication of NASA's needs to
LSOC software enghleers.
4. Design of SMART, a framework that will enable NASA engineers to manipulate SFC data,
analyze it, and do other modeling activities, without being concemed with the knowledge of
SQL. This framework utilizes existing software to carry out the actual statistical analyses, and
it includes a customized expert system to interpret the results before they are reported to
NASA.
5. Specific procedures have been developed to conduct a variety of statistical analyses on the
SFC data. These procedures give as much detail as necessary to enable the engineer to
conduct analysis even if SMART is not implemented. Some of these procedures have been
partially tested.
6. Specific subsets of SMART have been identified as candidates for an applied research
proposal.
7. A worthwhile, unique experience for both Ms. Colucci and Dr. Centeno. Among other things
that make this experience worthwhile are the facts that Ms. Colucci has seen first hand the
application of some of the 1E techniques she has been learning at school, and Dr. Centeno has
accumulated new exmnples that can be used in courses such as Operations Research,
Simulation, and Statistics. Similarly, NASA engineers have become more familiar with
databases, SFC, and statistical analysis in general.
L._.z"
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ABSTRACT
The MPMS mechanism possess two revolute degrees-of-freedom and allows the
user to measure the mass, center of gravity, and the inertia tensor of an unknown
mass. This paper develops the dynamics of the Mass Properties Measurement
System (MPMS) from the Lagrangian approach to illustrate the dependency of
the motion on the unknown parameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Mass Properties Measurement System (MPMS), illustrated in Figure 1.1,
consists of a serial kinematic mechanism with two intersecting revolute axes, z 1
and z 2, that intersect with fixed angle tx 1. The joint angles and rates denoted by
01, 02 and 01, 02, respectively, turn about the respective joint axes.
|
|
|
,0
"0 1
Unknown Mass
_ Turntable
Figure 1.1 Mass Properties Measurement System (MPMS).
The function of the MPMS is to measure the mass, center-of-gravity and second- "
order mass moments of an unknown mass placed on the turntable. The mass and
center-of-gravity can be determined from static measurements. The inertia tensor
must be determined from the dynamics.
The structure of the Mass Properties Measurement System (MPMS) lends itself to
a straightforward dynamics analysis using the Lagrangian approach. The
dynamics analysis assumes a 1 as a parameter.
The symbolic software package Mathematica was used to produced and verify
the equations presented here. In the analysis to follow, the standard Denevit-
Hartenberg kinematic parameters of the MPMS were employed.
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2. MPMS KINEMATICS
Table 2.1 lists the Denevit-Hartenberg kinematic parameters for the MPMS
mechanism.
Table 2.1 • Kinematic Parameters for the MPMS Mechanism
Joint d 10 [a c_
1 r 0 01 0 oh
2 r 0 02 0 0 °
From the DH-parameters of the MPMS mechanism listed in Table 2.1, the two
link transforms compute to
L1 = L2 = ,
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
(el 181 lsl)lR2/c2swhere 0R 1 = Sl "1;1 Cl -°1 cl = s2 c2
0 Ol x 1 0 0
0/0
1
and c i := cos(0i) , si := sin(0i), xi := c°s(c_i) and (Yi := sin(_i)"
kinematics transform of the MPMS equals
(2-1a)
°T2 = LI L2
(2-1b)
The forward
(2-2)
which computes to
°T2= ( 0R 2 00 0 0 1
(2-3)
where
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0R 2 =
N
CLC2-I;1 Sl s2 -CLS2- I;1 sl c2 _1Sl
s I c 2 +'c I c I s2 -Sl s2 + I;1 Cl c2 -tJlCl
t31 s 2 (Yl c2 1;1 )
(2-4)
The forward analysis presented here serves as reference. The rotation part
indicates how to change frame F 2 vector representations into frame F 0
representations. The dynamics analysis presented later will make use of the
forward kinematics °T2 .
3. MPMS END FRAME JACOBIAN
The Jacobian of the MPMS relates the joint-rates _1= [ 1_1
velocity V = Iv x o0x ]x of the end-frame,
V= J _1.
O2] x to the frame-
(3-1)
The Jacobian of the MPMS computes [1] [2] to
# 0 0"
0 0
0 0
2,01 = (3-2)
"2,2 (Yl S2 0
(Yl C2 0
k, Xl 1
The leading superscript 2 means that this Jacobian is expressed in frame F2
while the 0 indicates the motion the end-frame, designated by the second
subscript, is relative to the base frame Fo of the MPMS. The first subscript
indicates the frame origin at which file linear velocity is measured.
For convenience, we write
/2,o, /oo/   1s2ot2,01 / °v2,2 ) 2,01 = 0 0 and 2'°1 -" / GlC2 002,2 = /2,01 where Ov2,2 °0J,2
\ oo3,2 0 0 _. 1; 1 1
(3-3)
6
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4. MPMS DYNAMICS
The Lagrangian approach to dynamics of the mechanism requires the calculation
of the kinetic and potential energy of the moving masses.
Potential Energy Terms
_k
Assume the center-of-mass vectors for the first and second links equal r 1 and
r 2 . These vectors are constants in their own frames,
/ xq
lrl =|ryl / and 2r2 =/ry2[ (4-1)
\rzl J \r,2J
The gravitational field vector in Figure 1.1
_0
0g = gc (J1
I: 1
equals
and the potential energy of a mass m at position p equals
P = -m g_ p
hence, the potential energies PI and P2 of the first and second link equal
P1 -ml gX rl -ml 0gX0R1 1r= = 1
(4-2)
(4-3)
(4-4a)
and
• 2 *
P2 = -m2 gX r2 = _m 2 0g_ 0R2 r2 .
(4-4b)
The torques associated with changes in the potential energy of the mechanism
0P1 _P2 0P1 _P2 _P2 These torques
- and "tpe 2 = 202 + O0; = _1_;links equal "Opel- _0i -+ 201
compute to
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1;pe 1 = m 10l ge{rxl Cl + ry I "1;1 s 1 + rzj Ol sl } + m 20l gc{rx2 (Cl c2 - z 1 Sl s2)
+ ry 2 (-1; 1 c 2 s I - c 1 s2) + rz2 o 1 s 1 } (4-4a)
Xpe2 = m20l gc{rx2(-c2 Xl + Xl cl c2 - Sl s2) + ry2 ('_1 s2 - c2 Sl - 1;1 cl s2)} (4,4b)
Equations (4-4) will provide the means for measuring the mass and center-of-
gravity for each link.
Measuring MPMS Link Mass and Link Center-of-Gravity
By measuring the balancing torque on joint one and setting the joint angles at
different angles one can determine the required information about the first-order
mass moments of each link. This information will allow us to subtract the gravity
torque terms due to the mass of the MPMS when we desire to measure the mass
properties of the unknown mass.
Experiment 4.1 01 = 0, 02 = 0,
1;xl := ml 01 gc rxl + m2 171 gc rx2 (4-5)
Experiment 4.2 01 = 0, 02 = _/2,
"l:x2 := ml 171 gcrxl - m2 171 gc ry2 (4-6)
From these two measurements one computes
"l;xl - "l;x2 "_xl + q;x2
_ _ (4-7)
m2 rY 2 2 171 gc and m2 rxl 2 (r 1 gc
Experiment 4.3 01 = n/2, 02 = 0,
q;x3 := ml ql gc( ryl 1;1 + rzl 171) + m2 171 gc(- ry21;1 + rz2 171) (4-8)
Experiment 4.4 01 = _/2, 0 2 = _/2,
"ca4 := ml 171 gc(ryl q:l + rzl (rl) + m2 171 gc(- 1:1 rx2 + rz2 171) (4-9)
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From Experiments 3 and 4 one can find
"_x3- "Cx4 + m2ry 2 (4-10)
m2 rx2 = 151 1:1 gc
Relation (4-10) does not apply when z I = 0, i.e., when oc1 =/I;/2.
From (4-7) and (4-10) we can develop a linear relation in the other unknowns,
1 { "Cpel -- mlrxl c I -- m2 rx2 (Cl c2 - "_1 Sl S2)
1;'P el := s---1 15 1 gc
+ m2 ry2 (_,_i C2Sl -Cl s2 ) } =m 1 {ryx.Cl+ rzi 151 } + m2 rz2 151 (4-11)
Since the unknowns in (4-11) have fixed coefficients, those unknowns cannot be
resolved further.
In summary, (4-7), (4-10) and (4-11) provide the necessary information for
determining the MPMS gravity terms. The actual mass values and center-of-
gravity terms do not need to be determined completely.
MPMS Kinetic Energy Terms
The total kinetic energy K of the MPMS motion equals K = K t + K 2, where K i ,
i = 1,2, equals the kinetic energy of link L i defined with respect to the origin
define in Figure 1.1. The joint torques "_kel and 'rke 2 required to generate the
motion, assuming a conservative system, equal, according to Lagrange,
d__[3K] 3K
"Ckei = dt[g d- _i'
i = 1,2. (4-12)
The torque terms associated with each kinetic energy
d_VO__KjK.]0Kj
Zkej i= d-t_O(}i j - O---0i ' j= 1,2; i = 1,2.
(4-13)
sum to produce the total torque for that joint,
"eke i = "Ckeli + a:ke2i
(4-14)
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Since the origin does not translate, the kinetic energy for both links of the MPMS
equals the rotational kinetic energy,
1 (4-15)
Ki=_oi<.>Iic0i, i=1,2,
where coi equals the angular velocity and I i equals the standard inertia matrix for
link L i • In frame F i the matrix I i has constant terms.
From (3-1) and (3-3),
1,001 f) 1 °'1 2,002 2,0i 1
= , = o o_,2 [,02)
%1
(4-16)
The kinetic energy of the first link
1
Kl=7 1,0Ol <.> 111 1,0(01 (4-17)
does not depend on either of the joint variables nor 02, hence,
/°/d__d_[0K17 0KI _1
"_kell := dt_--_l j - _--0; -01 (0 (I 1 1;1) x lI1 I;1
(4-18)
dd_[_K11 bKI
Xke12:= dt_-_2 j - _-2 - 0
(4-19)
The kinetic energy of the second link equals
K2=2 _02) "o2 212 oo,2 02
and does not depend upon 01" Hence,
motion of the second link equals
(4-20)
the torque conuibution by joint one to the
10
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_aKq aK_ a?K_7
_ke21 := d___l]-_ 1 - d-___lj =
_0,+ _0, (1)
"(02 212 Jo),2
"oo2 212 '-' o),2 <'>_02) +o,2_l: ,,o,,: _02)
(4-21)
Similarly, the torque contribution by joint two to the motion of link two equals
+>?,/+
_ke22 := [02)
2,0ff 2,0, (0)
- " (o2 212 ,*o),2
2,0i "_ 2,0i
"o)2 212 ,* o),2 /o) ?.q+_,o,+_,o_/o/ ?.q[02) " o)2 212 "*oo,2 <'><-> tog)
3 2'°J x
• o)2
02)
212 2,0, + 2,0I x 212
,J o),2 "032
,.o, f_.q,*o),22
ao2 t_o2) (4-22)
From (3-3) compute
c2 0 /
2,o_ = ot 62 -s2 0
•'o),2 0 0
and
_2,0,
oo).2
002 c2 0 /
= (_1 -S 2 0
0 0
(4-23)
and deduce
_,oi+_,o,/o)_,o,+_,o_/o)(o)
"o02 212 °m'2 "- "(02 212 '*o),2 = '
2,01 "_ 2,01 =
"o)2 212 --'o),2 Izz2
(4-24)
(4-25)
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Relations (4-24) and (4-25) allows us to simplify (4-22), and, coupled with (4-19)
yields the joint-two, kinetic energy derived torque "_ke2,
'l;ke2 = 'l;ke22 +'gkel2= 2'0Ix'(o2 212 2,0io00,2 (_) <'> +
_) 2,0I "_
"m2 2,0i
002 212 oo0,2
,.0, ?.q+ 2,01 x '-' o0,2
212 a02 Iko2) (4-26)
The joint-one, kinetic energy derived torque "t;ke1 equals the sum of (4-18) and
(4-21),
(01) (_.1/
'l;kel = "l;kel 1 + 'eke21 = O1 Iwl + 2'01"¢"m2 212 2'0I°°_,2 <'> _02)
" {02 212 °°_,2 + " m2 212 °°_,2 } <°> Iv02 )
(4-27)
where
/°/ITI :=(0 (_1 "_1)x 111 (J1
1; 1
cannot be resolved further by any joint measurements
Using Mathematica to expand (4-27) and (4-26) yields
(4-28)
12
-,..,.j
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,I;ke I --- 01 IT1 + Izz 1;1 ('02 + "01 1;1) + O1{ Iyy C201 ('01 C2- 2 01 02 S2)
+ Ixx O 1 S2 (2 01 0Z c2 + "01 S2)
+Iy z(-'62c 2-2"6 lc 21; 1 +022s2+201 021:1S2)
+ Ira - (-{)22 c 2 - 2 01 02 c2 1;1- 02 s2- 2 "61 "¢1 s2)
- Ixy o 1 (2 {)1 {)2 C202 + "01 S202) ]
(4-29)
and
• oo
"_ke2 = Izz ('62 + "61 1;1) + O1{ Ixy _)12 C202 O1 + Ixz (012 c2 1;1 - 01 s2)
1 1
+ Iyz (-'01 C2- _)I 2 I;1 S2)- _ Ixx _)12 O1 S202 + _ Iyy {)12 O 1 S202 } (4-30)
Equations (4-29) and (4-30) yield the essential relations for determining the
unknown inertia matrix 12 and the term IT I from torque, velocity and
acceleration measurements.
5. DYNAMICS OF THE UNKNOWN MASS
The functional objective of the MPMS is to measure the unknown mass properties
of an object placed on the table of link two (Figure 1.1). The unknown mass is
rigidly attached to link two during the measurements. Conceptually, this makes
the unknown object a part of the second link, hence, tlm combined inertia tensor
t
12 equals
!
I 2 = ][2 + ][u (5-1)
where 2I u is the inertia matxix of the md_aaown mass described about the common
origin of frame F 0 and F I . The dynamics analysis in Section 4 applies to this
I' Thus, the torques derived from the kineticproblem with 12 replaced by 2"
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01 Irl in (4-29) andenergy of the unknown mass alone have the form of "_kel -
Xke2 in (4-30) with the inertia terms replaced by those of the unknown mass,
"l;keul := Izzu I;1 ('t_2 + "t91 1;1) + (_1{ Iyyu C2 (71 ('01 C2- 2 b 1 b 2 S2)
+ Ixxu (71 S2 (2 b 1 (12 C2 + "01 S2)
+ Iyzu (-'02 C2- 2 "01 C2 1;1 + 022 S2 + 2/91/92 171 S2)
+ Ix,u (-022 c2 - 2 b I b2 c2 x 1- "02 s2- 2 "01xl s2)
- Ixyu c_1 (2 01 02 c202 + "01 s202) } (5-2)
and
"ITke2= Izzu ('02 + "01 1:1)+ (ll{Ixyu 012 C202 O1 +Ixzu (012 C2 q;1 - "01S2)
• 1 " 1 "
+Iyzu(-O1 C2- 012zl S2)-2Ixxu 012 (71S202 +2Iyyu012(71s202 } (5-3)
Equations (5-2) and (5-3) yield the essential relations for determining the
unknown inertia matrix I u from torque, velocity and acceleration measurements.
6. MEASURING THE UNKNOWN MASS
Since the torque equations are essentially the same for the inertia terms of link
two of the MPMS and the unloaown mass, only the experimental technique for tile
latter will be developed here.
The first question to resolve:
Will measurements of the torque, angular position, velocity and acceleration of
joint one provide sufficient data to compute all the inertia parameters of the
unknown mass?
14
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The answer will to this question is No. To verify this claim, note that, potentially,
all six independent pareaneters in I u might be determined from (5-2) given that
Experiment 6.1: b2=o,  2=o,
Xk_.':= "01{]_u 'rl2 + 012{ lyy. C22+ Ixx. S22- hyu S202)
- 2 o 1 z l{ Iyzu c2 + Ixzu s2 } }
which, in inner product form, equals,
where k is the coefficient
parameters in I u •
"gkeul = "01 k <°> I v
vector and I v a six-vector of the
(6-1)
independent
k ".--
2
r" q;1
O12 C22
O12 S22
2
-O 1 S202
- 2 O 1 "_1 C2
- 2 o 1 "glS2\
and
Iyyu
gxxu
I v := -
-xyu
v
lyzu
k,.Ixzu j
(6-2)
If a vector can be found orthogonal to the coefficient vector for all choices of
MPMS configurations, then, six independent coefficient vectors k cannot be
obtained and, therefore, six independent equations in the six unknowns in I v
cannot be obtained. The vector x := [Ol 2 -'I;12 -'el 2 0 0 0] x ¢: 0 is such a
vector: k <-> x = 0 for all possible k. This implies no non-singular
measurement matrix M can be formed from the set of possible k that will yield
six independent equations. Since M x = 0 for any M whose rows are constructed
from different k's, the matrix M possesses a non-zero vector in its null space and,
therefore, must be singular. Note that this observation holds for any choice of
angle ot I between the two joint axes of the mechanism.
Observe that x cannot be solution to any inertia problem because it forces at least
one of the diagonal terms of I u negative, an impossible situation physically.
15
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Substitute x = I v, this is not a physically possible I v, into the general expression
for Xkeul and find that "rkeul = Izz u _1 _I "02 which proves that, minimally, one
must measure "02 on the second joint.
16
Experiment 6.2 01 = 0, "01 = 0,
_keul := Izzu I;1 "02 + (I11yzu (-'02 C2 + 022 S2 ) + G11xzu (-_22 c2 " "02 S2) (6-3)
hence,
'_keul =k <'> I s (6-4)
where k is the coefficient vector and I s a three-vector"
k := 2s)Ol (-'o2 +
 ,ol (-622 c2 - "62s2)
and Is := Iyzu (6-5)
xzu
By measuring the torque on joint one and the angular position, velocity and
acceleration on joint two, one can measure three independent equations (6-4) to
compute I=u Iyzu , Ixzu For example, if 02= n t2 _ t "_ _ t
, . 4' 62 = -2- ' 2 = "-2--- '
0 < t < _/-2, and o_I = tan-l[_/_, the measurement values of (6-3) for t=O,
t = 1, t = _/2 lead to the measurement matrix
(kX(t=O) ] (0.9069 0 -1.28255M=/kX t=l)/= 0.9069-2.33145 0.5176
_,kX(t=_)) 0.9069-1.28255 4.02925
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whose determinant equals det[M] = -9.13734, proving that M non-singular and
that M I s = x2 can be solved for I s. With I s known, the remaining inertia
3
parameters can be determined from the measurements in Experiment 6.1.
Conclusion: If one measures torques and angular acceleration on
joint one, then the angular position, velocity and acceleration on joint
two must be measured (or calculated) in order to obtain all the
inertia parameters of the unknown mass.
7. PROPOSED DESIGN FOR MPMS
Based upon the analysis in this paper, we note that
1. All the mass properties of the MPMS and the unknown mass itself cannot
be determined by measurements performed only on joint axis one
quantifies.
Discussions with Kedron Wolcott on the construction of the current prototype
indicates
2. Construction of the bearings for the MPMS
present significant cost and design penalties.
A talk with Richard Bennett indicates that
for a twist 0 < o_1 < 90 °
3. The current design occupies a large volume due to the twist
between the two axes.
4. The current design is not easily scalable to handle larger loads.
_x1 -- 54 °
Based upon the four considerations above, the author proposes that the two joint
axes of the MPMS be oriented at right angles, o_1 = 90 °, as shown in Figure 7.1.
This design eliminates the problems mentioned in items 2,3, and 4, but will
require a torque sensor o11 the second joint. The following analysis demonstrates
the latter observation.
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I
I
'0 2I
Unknown Mass
, Turntable
. zo
.L
Figure 7.1 Proposed MPMS.
Evaluate (5-2) and (5-3) for _xI = 90 °,
,l:keul := Iyy u C2('01 C2 -- 2 1_1 02 S2) + Ixxu S2 (2 01 02 C2 + O1 S2)
+ Iyzu (-'02 C2 + 022 S2)- Ixzu (b22 c2 + "02 S2)- Ixyu (2 1_1 {)2 C202 + "01 S20, )(7-1)
"l;ke2 "- Izzu "02
and
Observe that Izzu
+ Ixy u 612 C202 -- Ixzu "01 S2-- Iyzu O1 C2
1 1 612 S202
--_Ixx u 612S202+_Iyy u
cmmot be determined from (7-1). However,
and fixes 01 = 0, 01 = 0, then (7-2) yields
(7-2)
if one measures "l_ke2
18
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_ke2
IZZI 1 "--
when _)1 = 0, "01 = 0. (7-3)
To measure the other inertia parameters set 02 = 0, "02 = 0 in (7-1) and (7-2) to
obtain
"l;keul := ( Iyy u C22 + Ixx u $22- Ixyu S202 ) "01 (7-4)
l 1 " (7-5)
(Ixyu C202 -- 2 ]_t.xu $202 + 2 Iyyu $202 ) 012 -- 'l;ke2 "- (Ixz u $2 -at-Iyzu C2) "_ 1
The procedure would be to use (7-4) to obtain Iyy u, Ixx u ,Ixyu and then substitute
these values in (7-5) to obtain the remaining inertia terms Ixz u ,Iyzu •
Experiments 7.1 and 7.2 entail measuring both torques, _)1 and "01 with the second
joint axis fixed, respectively, at 0 2 = 0, n/2 and hi4. For the last angle,
measurement of the torque on the second joint is not required.
Experiment 7.1 _)2 = 0, "02 = 0
Xkel (7-6a)
1. 0 2 = 0 , Iyy u -
2. 0 2 = 7_[2
3.0 2 = n/4
"_keL
, IXXU '--
__  yo_C22_+_hxo 22-
' Ixyu = "0 1
"l;ke 1
(7-6b)
(7-6c)
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Experiment 7.2 02 = O, "1_2 = 0
1.02 = 0 , Iyzu = Ixyu 012 - 1:ke2
"4,
(7-6d)
2. 0 2=x/2 ,Ixz u =
-Ixy u 012 _ ,1;ke 2
(7-6e)
Equations (7-3) and (7-6) determines the inertia tensor of the unknown mass .
Further, the same measurements performed on the MPMS when it is unloaded
will allow one to compute the inertia tensor for the turntable and link.
8. CONCLUSION
Theoretical analysis proves the inertia parameters of an unknown mass can be
determined from the joint torques, positions, angular velocities and angular
accelerations of the Mass Properties Measurement System (MPMS). In particular,
the existing system requires measurement of the torque and angular acceleration
on joint one and the angular position, velocity and acceleration on joint two. A
proposed system, where the twist angle between the MPMS turning axes equals
90 °, permits computing the inertia terms in a simple manner with the additional
requirement of measuring the second joint torque for one set of measurements.
The new design offers some significant advantages. It packages more compactly,
allows simple mechanical scaling, and is easier and less costly to construct.
The next report will discuss actual physical measurements with the existing
system to determine the precision with which the MPMS can measure the mass
properties of an unknown mass.
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ABSTRACT
This report presents and interprets experimental data obtained from the Mass
Properties Measurement System (MPMS). Statics measurements yield the center-
of-gravity of an unknown mass and dynamics measurements yield its inertia
matrix. Observations of the MPMS performance has lead us to specific design
criteria and an understanding of MPMS limitations.
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_ J
V
1. INTRODUCTION
The Mass Properties Measurement System (MPMS), illustrated in Figure 1.1,
consists of a serial kinematic mechanism with two intersecting revolute axes, z 0
and z 1, that intersect with fixed angle ot 1. The joint angles and rates denoted by
01, 02 and 01, 02, respectively, turn about the respective joint axes. The angle 01
roils the table about z 0 and will be called tilt.
The function of the MPMS is to measure the mass, center-of-gravity and second-
order mass moments of an unka_own mass placed on the turntable. The mass and
center-of-gravity can be determined from statics measurements. The inertia
tensor must be determined from the dynamics. Reference[l] provides a derivation
of the MPMS dynamics equations.
In all the experimental work reported here, we have fixed the angle 0 2 at some
value during a measurement. In other words, t92 = 0 and 0"2 = 0 for all
measurements performed in this study.
' 0
t
", 2 1
Unknown Mass
Turntable
Figure 1.1 The Mass Properties Measurement System
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MPMS Dynamics
The total torque 1;totalI about the z0-axis equals
q;totall = 1;KEI + 1;PEI" ( 1-1 )
According to (4-4a) in [1], with o I = sin oq, Xl= cos c¢ 1, c i = cos 0 i, s i = sin 0 i,
i= 1,2, r l=0,r :=r 2 and m := m 2in that equation, the potential energy
related torque equals
zp_l = m (J1 gc{rx (Cl c2 - q;l st s2) + ry (-1;1 c2 Sl - Cl s2) + rz (ll Sl }" (1-2)
x_l equals the torque associated with the motion of the system (refer to (4-29)
in [1]),
.'_kel = 01 IT1 + Izz 1;1 (02 + "01 1;1) + (Jl{ Iyy C 2 G I (01 C2- 2 61 02 $2)
+IxxG1S2(261 62c2+'61 S2)
+Iyz(-'62c2- 2"01c21;1+622S2+261 62q_lS2)
+ixz(-[922C2 - 2 6162c21;1-02 S2- 2 01 1;1 S2)
- Ixy O 1 (2 61 02 c202 + "01 s202) }" (1-3)
The term IT1 describes the inertia of the first link and the other inertia terms, Ixx,
Iyy, Izz, Ixy, Ixz, Iyz describe the inertia of the second link plus the unknown
mass. Ultimately, to determine the inertia tensor of the unknown mass will
require knowledge of the inertia terms of the MPMS links.
The analytical relation (1-2) provides the means for computing the center-of-
gravity moment q:g = m g r while (1-3) allows one to compute the inertia matrix
12 formed by the combined mass of link two and the unknown mass.
MPMS Prototype
The first axis of the MPMS prototype aligns with the diagonal of a unit cube
(Figure 1.3), hence, the angle the first axis makes to the floor equals
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atan2(q-2,1) = 35.26 °. The complement of this angle equals the twist o_1 =
atan2(l,q-2 ) = 54.74 °. The body attached frame z-axis initially aligns with the
axis of 01. A rotation of the body by 02 = 120 ° will align the body attached frame
x-axis to the first axis of the MPMS. Similarily, 02 = 240 ° will align the body
attached frame y-axis to the first axis of the MPMS. This particular allignment
permits determination of the diagonal entries of the inertia matrix by simply
measuring the torque and position of the first axis. Computation of the off
diagonal terms, however, requires 02 to be time varying and measured.
02
120° Y
Unknown Mass
1
1
Figure 1.3 MPMS prototype with (x 1 = atan2(q-_, 1) -- 54.74 °.
2. COMPUTATION OF THE CENTER-OF-GRAVITY
To compute the center-of-gravity vector r- m g , the total mass m and
gravitational constant g must be lomwn. In the experiments to follow, we treat
(r 1 m g r x, (_1 m g ry and °lm g rz as the mflolown terms and fix both axes.
Measuring the reaction torque on the first axis for different configurations we
can determine the actual values of rx, ry and r z when the solutions are divided by
°l m g. Details of this procedure follow.
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MPMS Statics Coefficient Matrix
The coefficients of _ 1 m g r x, (_ 1 m g ry and _ 1 m g r z in (1-2) equal
Cx := cl c2 _ 1;1 s 1 s2, Cy := -x I c 2 Sl - Cl s2 and c z := rz _1 Sl, (2-1)
respectively. At 02 = Ix, Ix + 120° and _ + 240 °, where _t equals an arbitrary, but
fixed, angle, the coefficients form the coefficient matrix
cIx c 1- zl sit s 1
-c 1 (cit + "4-3 sit)/2- x I (_]-3 cit s_t) Sl/2
c 1 (-cIx + q-3 six)/2 + "cI ('43 cit + six) Sl/2
-c 1 sit - cit x 1 Sl )-c 1 (_1-3 cit - s_t)/2 + x I (cix + "43 sbt) Sl/2 (2-2)
c 1 (a]-3 cit + sIx)/2 + xl (cit a/-3 sIx) Sl/2 ol Sl
A note about these choices for 02. Physically, the angles 02 = 0, 120 ° and 240 °
were chosen to align axis one with three orthogonal axis F b selected in the
unknown mass. These choices of 02 permit calculating the diagonal entries of the
inertia matrix, expressed in F b coordinates, from torque and position
measurements on the first axis alone. Serendipitously, these angles allows us to
find an MPMS configuration for which the condition number of Cf equals one. In
fact, any three angles separated by 120 ° will allow the MPMS to be configured
such that a condition number of one can be achieved. Recall that a matrix Cf with
a condition number of one guarantees the optimum numerical stability when
inverting Cf.
By measuring the torque T 1 at joint one for each of the three angles selected for
02, we obtain the linear system of equations in the center-of-gravity unknowns,
T21 =(ylmgCf ry
31 k,rz]
Solving (2-3) produces
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 rll
1
ry _ - Cf 1 IT21 (2-4)
Z O" l Ill g k.T31j
Two central issues arise: 1) For what configurations is Cf invertible and 2) how
well conditioned is Cf for those situations where it is invertible7
The coefficient matrix Cf is invertible as long as
_33/2
det[Cf] = -T6- (6 + 2 c2otl - C2(ot 1_ 01 ) + 2 c20 l- c2(o_1+ 01 )) ¢rl Sl *: 0. (2-5a)
Notice that the determinant does not depend upon the initial angle Ix selected for
02 as long as the angles differ by 120 ° . The determinant of the coefficient matrix
can also be written simply as
_33I 2
det[Cf]= _ (1-_12sl 2)0 ls 1, (2-5b)
by using the not so obvious, but directly verifiable identity
6 + 2 c2etl - c2(et 1_ 01 ) + 2 c20 t- C2(oc1+ 01 ) = 8 (1 - (yl 2 sl 2 ). (2-6)
The condition (_1 Sl ;e 0 means that the angle 01 and the twist (z 1 between the two
axes cannot be zero or a multiple of x. These design constraints make physical
sense. Positioning the turntable at three different angles with 01 = 0 will not
change the z-component of the center-of-mass, and, therefore, cannot provide
information about r z. The same observation applies to the case where the twist
ot I equals zero.
1
The term (1 - _12 Sl 2 ) = 0 when Oil= 01= + g re. The MPMS with this physical
configuration can only measure r z.
Design Criterion
The MPMS configuration and structure must satisfy (Yl Sl _ 1 and _1 Sl _ O.
In particular, the MPMS must have a non-zero twist o_1 between the two axes.
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In the course of experimentation, sometimes the computed solutions based on the
data varied wildly. Analysis of the causes revealed that one error source was the
ill-conditioning of the numerical inversion of Cf.
Condition Number of the MPMS Statics Coefficient Matrix
The condition number c n for Cf equals
(2-7)
and )Lmi n are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues, respectively,where _Lmax
't
of Cf Cf. We now calculate the condition number c n of Cf as a function of the
twist o_1 between the shafts and 0 I, the angle of the first shaft. This will allow us
to determine the angle settings for 01 which
Using (2-2), direct computation yields
x 0
Cf Cf=
0
°°/_2 0 ,
0 9_3
where )_1, )L2, _L3 clearly equal eigenvalues of C_ Cf and compute to
L 1 = _-_ (6 + 2 c2a 1 - c2(¢z 1_ 01) + 2 c201 c2(o_1+ 0i),
(2-8a)
3 _ (2-8b)
7_2=_(6+2c2_ 1-c2(_1_01)+2c201 c2(_1+01),
= Sl 2 ,X3 3 Ol 2 (2-8c)
and do not depend upon the arbitrary angle p added to 0 °, 120 ° and 240 ° to 0 2.
Define 7 =
Applying (2-6) produces the simple expression
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2 2
1 - o 1 sl (2-9)
:= 2 Ol 2 Sl 2
Whenever _'3 -< _'1, the condition number c n of Cf equals )', On the other hand,
if _1 < _'3, the condition number c n of Cf equals 1[_',
/f T <l,then c n=l[_/ else c n=T. (2-10)
Selecting the Twist and Tilt to Optimize Condition Number
A plot of c n versus 01 appears in Figure 2.1 for t_ 1 = atan2(1,4-2 ) - 54.74°, the
angle employed in the prototype (Figure 1.3). Details of the W-shaped portion
of the curve is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Cn _ 1 = atan2(1 ,,/-2 )
Figure 2.1
30
25
20
15
I0
5
I 2 3 4 5 6
01 (radians)
The condition number c n of the coefficient matrix Cf vs. the angle 01
of the first shaft for _xI = atan2(4-2, 1).
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v
C n 1 = atan2(_,/2, 1 )
5
4
3
9.
// "-,..\ /'
"'-,.,//" ""-..-/'i
0.5 i 1.5 2 2.5
i
3
01 (radians)
Figure 2.2 Details of the condition number 0_1 = atan2(4-2, 1).
The condition number cn = 1, its optimum value, at that value of 01 for which
c n - 1 = 0. This occurs at 01opt = 0.7853981633974484 180/n = 45 °.
A plot of cn versus 01 appears in Figure 2.3 for O_1 -" X/2. Details of one period
of the curve is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
C n
60
50
40
30
20
10
'1
---- ---,
i
| II
.." %
1 '2 :-:
,' ,.I
i ..-" h .
-... _.*- --. -
ll I II i fill"
4 5 6
01 (radians)
Figure 2.3 The condition number cn of the coefficient matrix Cf vs the angle
1
of the first shaft for c_l = 2 n.
01
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0.9.
Figure 2.4
C n
_\ 9..s
--°.
"°m m-°"
0.4 0.6 0.8
I
0_1= _
3.5 _
:3
1.2
01 (radians)
1
Details of the condition number for c_1 = _ _.
The condition number c n = 1 at that value of 01 for which c n - 1 = 0. This occurs
at
01opt = 0.6154797086703873 180/rc = 35.2644 = o_1 = atan2(q-2, 1 ).
MPMS Configurations with Condition Number of One
A general plot of the condition number (Figure 2.5) illustrates the nature of the
condition number when the three angles selected for 02 split the circle into three
120 ° arcs. The plot has been truncated at c n = 5 to display the important
characteristics of the function.
V
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Figure 2.5 Plot of the condition number, clipped at Cn=5, as a function of 01 and
the angle o_1 between the first and second axis.
The condition number plotted in Figure 2.5 applies for any three angles chosen
for 02 which are separated by 120 °. The function c n is symmetric in 01 and c_ 1
and has period of rc along each axis. Figure 2.6 illustrates a single quadrant of
Figure 2.5 in more detail and Figure 2.7 depicts an overhead view.
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5
4
3
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1
0
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Figure 2.6 Plot of one quadrant of the condition number clipped at Cn=5.
When the condition number is one, all the eigenvalues of Cf Cf must equal one.
In particular, for c n = 1, (2-9) implies
_3 = 3 _12 Sl 2= 3 sin2(cxl) sin2(01) = 1. (2-11)
Furthermore, if _3 = 1, (2-9) and (2-8) easily proves that _'1 = _'2 = 1 and,
hence, c n = 1. Consequently, (2-11) provides a design equation for the MPMS .
For example, the minimum tilt 01 possible for c n = 1 occurs when Cll 2 = 1, i.e.,
1
o_1 = _+90 °. The minimum angle 01 must, therefore satisfy Sl 2 = _, yielding 01 =
+35.26 ° .
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The crease at the bottom of the well in Figure 2.7 depicts the curve (2-11) on
which the condition number of the coefficient matrix equals one.
Condition Nt,mber
_lpka I
0 0 t 2 3
Theta I
Figure 2.6 Top view of one quadrant of the condition number clipped at
Cn=5.
3. STATICS MEASUREMENTS
Another source of error discovered in MPMS center-of-gravity measurements
was the absolute accuracy of the torque sensor attached to z 0. The torque sensors
was rated 1% of full-scale rating of approximately 1900 in-lb. Measured torques
of 40 in-lb could be off as much as 50%. Furthermore, if the condition number
of the coefficient matrix where as little as 4, for example, with a twist
_zI = 54.73 ° and a tilt of 01 = 25 -24°, the error in the values for the center-of-
gravity components could be as large as 100%. In fact, it was just such large
errors that prompted us to look at the conditioning of the coefficient matrix and
seek twist, tilt and turntable angles that would yield a condition number of one.
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-,..J
Statics Measurement Criterion
The three turntable angles (0 2 ) should trisect the circle and the tilt angle 0 I
should be selected to satisfy (2-11) for a given oQ .
Tilt Axis Torsion
The dynamics measurements later will require oscillating the tilt axis at some
prescribed frequency. Any significant torsion spring action of the tilt axis would
affect the dynamics measurement. Essentially, we wanted to determine the MPMS
natural frequency to ascertain whether the tilt axis torsion would have to be
modeled in the dynamics. The prototype MPMS, upon which all experiments
were performed, possesses the twist angle _1 = 54"73°"
Theta 1 vs Torque 1
20.85
20.8
_tJ
_20.75
20.7
20.65
20"640 -120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20
0
Figure 3.1
Torque I (ha-lb)
Compliance of the tilt axis: 501 = (-0.0019°/in-lb) Xl
+ 20.5965 °
Figure 3.1 depicts the relationship between the angular deflection 501 of the tilt
axis as a function of the torque 1:1 exerted about that axis. The experimental
compliance c = 1/k of the tilt axis equals c = 0.0019°/in-lb. Assuming frictionless
operation, the natural frequency of the MPMS with the second joint fixed
approximately equals 16 Hz for a 50 lb force, 4 in from the first axis,
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_m---_ 32.2"12 = 16 Hz. (3-1)fn = 0.0019.50.42
In order to ignore the tilt axis torsion spring effect in the dynamics
measurements, we should oscillate the table well below the resonant frequency of
the second link and payload. A payload 9 times larger than the 50 lb force,
however, would produce a resonant frequency of about 5.3 Hz. Such a low
resonance would probably require modelling the shaft torsion for the dynamics
measurements.
Center-of-Gravity Measurements
The minimum-norm, least-squares values for the first mass-moments of the
turntable, plus an unknown mass placed on the turntable, yielded a first-mass
moment vector of m g r = [ 160 -41 284] (in-lb). The vector m g r was
calculated from the average values of 3000 torque samples per experiment, taken
from 30 experiments. The 30 experiments consisted of permutations of 10
measurements taken at each of tile three MPMS configurations {( 01 , 02 )} = {
(35°,0), (-35°,120°), (-350,240 °) }.
Since the torque sensor used in the prototype MPMS generated absolute errors of
19 in-lbs, small, first-order mass moments measurement were exceptionally error
prone. Figure 3.2 illustrates this point quite clearly. The three curves indicate the
error of each experiment about the solution m g r --- [ 160 -41 284] (in-lb).
The "blue" plot (the one that starts in the upper left-hand corner of the diagram)
indicates the most error in measurement. Although 19 in-lb almost equal 50% of
the measured y-axis first mass-moment of -41 in-lb, the huge number of samples
over which averages were computed produced consistent results within +6%. The
larger values of the x-axis and z-axis first mass-moments produced more accurate
readings; within +1% for m g r x (the "red" plot has a negative relative error for
the first experiment) and within +0.5% for m g r z ("green" plot). These results
are consistent with the fact that the absolute error of 19 in-lb has much less effect
on the larger torque measurements.
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4. DYNAMICS MEASUREMENTS
1The dynamics equation (1-3) for oq= 54.73 ° (ol = "el = _ )(62 = 0, 02 =
0, produces
,l:kel = {IT1 + im } "61 , (4-1)
where
1 _ 23/2 -- 23/2 "01.(4-2)
I m := _ ( 2 Ixx s22 + 2 Iyy c22 + Izz- 2 Ixy s202 Ixz s2 Iyz c2 )1
To test the MPMS prototype, we measured the angular position 01 and total
torque "Ctotall = "gKEI + 'I;PEI at joint one versus time in order to calculate the total
inertia seen by the first joint,
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_totall - "I;PEI (4-3)
{IT1 + Irn} -
The gravity term "_Pm exceeds _vml by a factor from 10 to 60, hence, the torque
difference "_totall - I;pE1 will be quite small. Subtracting two nearly equal numbers
produces large numerical errors. Initial experiments proved this to be a
significant problem. To eliminate it we balanced the unknown mass so as to make
the gravity torque "_Pm = 0. We then manually oscillated the second link and the
unknown mass point at about 8.7 Hz about the xp_ a = 0 and measured the resultant
torque and angular position.
We compute the angular acceleration "01 from 0 1 by the central difference
formula [1],-01(t2) + 16 01(tl)- 30 01(t 0) + 16 01(t_ 1) - 01(t-2)
"01(to) -
where h = t i - ti_l = 4 ms and O(h 4) indicates errors on the order of h 4.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 depict typical position and torque signals, respectively, for a
given experiment. The 12 in-lb absolute accuracy of the torque sensor used in the
prototype resulted in large instantaneous errors when measuring the small inertia
+ O(h4).(4-4)
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Position vs. Time
-0.26
o=0.265
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Figure 4.1 A plot of 01 vs time.
Total Torque vs. Time
, 00.............../ ......
I
-150
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Figure 4.2 A plot of '_totall vs time.
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torques. The mean of the absolute value of the torque [_kel I and position derived
angular acceleration 1"411 were computed for each experiment consisting of
5000 points. The ratio of these values were then taken as the estimate for the
measured inertia {ITI + I m},
{][TI + ][in } =
I_ke I I (4-5)
Figure 4.3 indicates the inertia measurement percent error for 10 different
experiments with respect to their mean value. The error is bounded ±10% about
a mean of 4.34 in-lb-s . These large error bounds can plausibly be attributed to
the torque sensor sensitivity. The measured torque values in Figure 4.2 were less
than 10% full scale, hence, the torque sensor, which is rated 1% accuracy at full
scale, produces approximately 10% error in the measurements.
o
ID
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5
0
-5
i | I i J
2 3 4 5 6-10
i
7
1
8 9 10
Experhnent Number
Figure 4.3 Percent Error in Inertia about Mean of 4.34 in-lb-s 2
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5. OBSERVATIONS OF MPMS PERFORMANCE
With single torque sensor and position sensor, one can measure the center-of-
gravity and the moments of inertia about three orthogonal axes. However, one
must minimally move and mea:sure the velocity and acceleration of the second
axes in order to obtain the full inertia tensor. These facts were established in [1].
To obtain accurate center-of-gravity measurements one should select MPMS
configurations where the condition number c n of the coefficient matrix equals
one. In other words, the choice of angles selected for measuring the center-of-
gravity matter significantly. A poor choice of angles can multiply the measured
error by a factor 1 < c n < oo. This explained why, in some of our earlier
experiments the errors where 600%.
Torque readings for both statics and dynamics measurements at the lower limit of
the torque sensor resolution also had significant impact on the measurement
reliability. The location of the center-of-gravity of the unknown mass affects the
size of the torque readings. This suggests placing the mass center away from the
zl-axis in order to drive the force sensor harder and produce more accurate
results. Taking these details into consideration center-of-gravity measurements
we made highly repeatable measurements (+0.4%) for a specific configuration
and setup.
Gravity torque dominates dynamics measurements and extreme measures must be
taken to minimize its affects. Dynamics measurements were made at a balance
point of the turntable using "high" frequency oscillations (= 8 Hz). The
combination of the smaller gravity terms about the balance point and the
increased inertia effects for high speed oscillations enabled us to more accurately
measure the much smaller inertial terms than would otherwise be possible.
Higher frequency oscillation are precluded because of the MPMS resonance near
16 Hz . Dynamics measurements were repeatable (+3.0%) for a given
configuration and setup and stayed within +10.0%, even though the measurements
were near the lower resolution limit of the torque sensor.
Stiction and friction also appear to play an important role in inertia
measurements on the MPMS. StictioJ1 was particularly ,_oticeable when balancing
the turntable. These effects were not modeled m tiffs effort, but should be taken
into account in a later prototype.
22
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS
In [1] it was recommended to make the twist ct 1 = 90 °. Further support for this
design change arises in the condition number c n analysis provided earlier. That
analysis proved that the minimum tilt angle of 35.26 ° for c n = 1 can only be
achieved when ct 1 = 90 °. By comparison ocI = 5.74 ° in the current prototype and
the tilt angle must be 45 ° in order for c n = 1.
At this point the limitations of the current prototype appear to be well understood
and further experimentation is contraindicated. If management decides to
continue with the MPMS concept, the follow-on prototype will require some
modificatins to correct the discovered problems with the first model.
The prototype MPMS permitted only manual actuation of joint one. A second
generation MPMS should •
1. Include automatic operation of both axes,
2. Match torque sensor with expected loads,
3. Utilize low friction bearings,
4. Add a position sensor on the second axis,
5. Incorporate a torque sensor on the second joint,
6. Explore concept with potential customers
7. CONCLUSIONS
Theoretical results verify the MPMS concept in principle, but experimental
results indicate several engineering limitations in the current implementation. In
particular, the torque sensor must be able to accurately measure a broad range of
values. The gravity terms dominate the dynamics and this fact makes it difficult
to obtain good inertial measurements.
To obtain the optimum performance from the MPMS when measuring center-of-
gravity:
1. Place the unknown mass's center-of-gravity away from the turntable
center.
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2. Measure the center-of-gravity every 120 ° turn of the turntable.
3. Tilt the turntable to file optimum angle to produce a condition number of
one for the coefficient matrix.
When measuring inertia :
4. Place the unknown mass so that the turntable axis passes through its
center-of-gravity.
5. Oscillate the turntable well below the resonant frequency of the MPMS
about the null gravity torque configuration.
Items 1 and 4 clearly compete with one another. Placement issues have not been
addressed here and would need further exploration should the MPMS project
proceed.
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Abstract
Protection of the environment and natural resources at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) is of great
concern. An expert/information system to replace the paper-based KSC Environmental Checklist was
developed. The computer-based system requests information only as required and supplies assistance as
needed. The most comprehensive portion of the system provides information about endangered species
habitat at KSC. This module uses geographic information system (GIS) data and tools, expert rules, color
graphics, computer-based video, and hypertext to provide information.
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A decision support system project has been initiated to develop software to assist with environmental
and natural resource management at KSC. A module for this decision support system was developed
based an the paper-based KSC Environmental Checklist. This checklist must be completed before most
activities of significance can be conducted/completed at KSC. The paper-based checklist requires infor-
mation and expertise that those completing the checklist often don't have.
A prototype expert/information system based on this checklist was developed. This system was
developed using KnowledgePro Windows (an expert system and multimedia development tool) and PC
ARC/View (a geographic information system (GIS) data display and analysis tool). The resulting system
requires a PC with Microsoft Windows and PC ARC/View. The checklist was implemented such that
users complete a computer-based checklist in a manner similar to completing the paper-based check list.
Based on items checked, the system requests additional information only as required. Users of the system
can request additional information to complete checklist items through hypertext links. The hypertext
links provide a variety of information. For example, one of the checklist items asks whether endangered
species habitat wiU be affected. Selection of this link accesses an extensive expert/information system
that provides information about KSC wildlife habitat, KSC habitat locations, wildlife species, and
wildlife habitat requirements. Much of the textual information in this section is based on a biodiversity
publication being prepared by NASA contractor personnel. Hypertext links are used to provide access to
this information. This system also makes extensive use of video caps, graphics, and GIS data.
The prototype system is in a usable form, but many additional features and capabilities should be
added. With only slight modifications, the habitat and wildlife module could be used as an educational
and training tool at KSC and many other locations including schools.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Kennedy Space Center (KSC) is not only home to many NASA activities but it is also home to 22
wildlife species listed as Endangered or Threatened on either the Federal or State lists. When NASA pur-
chased land for the development of KSC in the early 1960's, not all of the land was needed for the space
program. As a result, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in cooperation with NASA established the Mer-
ritt Island National Wildlife Refuge in 1963. Thus, the effects of NASA activities on the environment
and natural resources are of great concern.
A variety of monitoring and research activities are conducted by scientists at KSC to protect the KSC
environment and natural resources and to better understand the relationships between these systems and
NASA operations. These activities include: water quantity and quality monitoring and modeling (Dwor-
nik, 1984; Heaney et al., 1984; Bennett, 1989; Dierberg and Jones, 1989), soil resources inventory
development (Schmalzer and Hinkle, 1990a and 1991), climate monitoring (Madsen et al., 1989;
Dreschel et al., 1990; Mailander, 1990), wildlife monitoring (Breininger and Schmalzer, 1990; Dreschel
et al., 1991), and vegetation/habitat monitoring (Breininger, 1990; Schmalzer and Hinkle, 1990b; Provan-
cha and Hall, 1991).
To assist in protection of the environment and natural resources at KSC, an environmental checklist
must be completed prior to construction and many activities at KSC. The KSC Environmental Checklist
was recently developed for KSC along with a document to provide assistance in completion of the check-
list. Several of the checklist items that must be addressed require access to databases and information
that reside in various formats and at various locations at KSC. In many cases, this information is not well
documented and people requiring access don't know it exists. Other questions on the checklist can be
difficult to answer. Examples of such checklists can be found in KHB 8800.6.
The objective of this project was to develop a prototype expert/information system to assist with the
completion of the KSC environmental checklists. It is envisioned that this system would become part of
a larger environmental/natural resources decision support system that is being developed for KSC.
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II. RELATED LITERATURE
Environmental concerns and issues have and will continue to greatly shape the political agenda at
local, state, and national levels. Environmental considerations have become important components of
project planning as a result of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (Liroff, 1976) (Bear, 1989)
and public pressures. Environmental considerations are often accounted for through environmental
impact assessments.
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) requires the qualitative and quantitative prediction, analysis,
and assessment of the impacts of human activities on the environment. A variety of methods and tools
are used to perform EIAs. EIA techniques range from simple checklists and qualitative impact matrices
to complex computer-based approaches that use simulation, optimization, GIS, and expert system tech-
niques. The formats of these techniques range from narrative and qualitative descriptions to various
attempts at quantification and formalization, from monetization to graphical methods. The procedures
may involve experts, expert teams, panels, workshops, public hearings, and court proceedings (US EPA,
1992). The legal, procedural and institutional components of EIAs are important aspects but can vary
greatly from project to project.
Some of the EIA techniques that have been successfully used include:
• Graphic overlay methods (McHarg, 1968; Dooley and Newkirk, 1976)
• USGS Matrix (Leopold et al., 1971)
• Network Analysis (Sorensen, 1971; Sorensen, 1972)
• Cross-impact Simulation (Kane, 1972)
• EES Environmental Evaluation System (Dee et al., 1973)
• HEP Habitat Evaluation Procedures (US Fish and Wildlife Service, 1976)
• Decision Analysis (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976)
• W'RAM Water Resources Assessment (Solomon et al., 1977; Richardson et at., 1978)
• EQA Environmental Quality Assessment (Duke et al., 1977)
• METLAND Landscape Planning Model (Fabos et al., 1978)
• Goals Achievement Matrix (I-Ii11, 1968)
• WES Wetland Evaluation System (Galloway, 1978)
• AEAM Adaptive Environmental Assessment (HoUing, 1978)
• EQEP Environmental Quality Evaluation Procedure (Duke, 1979)
• CBA Cost-Benefit Analysis and related methods
• Mathematical modeling (Bonazountas et al., 1988; Forgensen, 1991)
• Interactive Systems Analysis and Decision Support (Fedra et al., 1987; Lein, 1989; Fedra 1991; Fedra
et al., 1991)
Additional details concerning EIA techniques can be found in Clark et al. (1984), Beanlands and Duinker
(1983), Tomlinson and Atkinson (1987), B regman and Mackenthun (1992), Bisset (1988), and numerous
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Fedra (1992) describes several intelligent environmental information systems applications the Interna-
tional Institute for Applied Systems Analysis has developed. XSPILL is a dynamic analytical model to
simulate the propagation of an accidental spill of a chemical in a river. XSPILL integrates GIS, a river
simulation, a hypertext information system, and graphical visualization techniques. Another system uses
several simulations, finite element techniques, GIS, visualization techniques, and expert systems to simu-
late the movement of groundwater contaminants under various scenarios. Fedra (1993) describes the
expert systems that are used in the overall system in more detail. The system is used for the management
of hazardous waste, site selection and risk assessment of landfills, and the design and evaluation of
groundwater remediation measures.
Fedra (1991) describes a series of computer-based decision support systems to assist with environ-
mental impact assessment. The decision support modules use expert systems, environmental assessment
checklists in rule-based formats, databases, GIS, simulations, and visualization techniques. Extensive
modules assess air quality, surface water quality, and groundwater quality.
Fedra et al. (1991) developed MEXSES, a rule-based expert system for environmental impact assess-
ment at a screening level, starting at an early stage of project planning and design. MEXSES uses
environmental assessment checklists in expert system form, databases, GIS, a hypertext explanation facil-
ity, and visualization techniques. The system was implemented on a UNIX workstation using X Win-
dows. MEXSES was successfully applied to the Lower Mekong Basin of Thailand.
Negahban et al. (1993) developed a GIS-based decision support system to assist with regional
environmental planning in the Lake Okeechobee, Florida basin. The primary contaminant considered by
the system is phosphorus from agricultural areas of the basin. Kowalski and Bagley (1993) describe the
US Army computer-based natural resources management system. Carlson et al. (1993) describe the Soil
Conservation Service (SCS) computer-based systems that assist with erosion control and water quality
protection. Garcia et al. (1993) developed a decision support system that uses GIS and habitat models to
quantify the quality of wildlife habitat. Shih and Mills (1993) developed a spatial and ecological forest
management system for upland central hardwood species of the US. Gough and Edwards-Jones (1993)
developed a knowledge-based system to provide EIA training. Gurganus et al. (1993) developed a
comprehensive educational/information transfer hypermedia program on environmental assessment. This
program makes extensive use of graphics and hypertext.
Denno and Brail (1993) describe a decision support system that uses GIS, models, video and graphics
to assist with transportation planning. Kindleberger and Meyers (1993) describe several applications in
which multimedia techniques and GIS are being integrated to develop decision support systems and train-
ing systems. The Home Ownership Counseling System they developed incorporates audio, video, anima-
tion, text, and GIS data to assist potential first time home buyers.
Many of the systems and techniques described above are applicable to this project and the larger KSC
environmental decision support system project.
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4IIl. PROCEDURES
3.1 Expert/Information System Development
The development of the environmental checklist experffinformation system followed conventional
expert system development techniques (Jones and Barrett, 1989; Waterman, 1986). The focus of the
expert/information system was narrowed to the paper-based KSC Environmental Checklist. The project
was further narrowed to focus on items in the checklist for which the KSC Ecological Program and the
Remote Sensing and GIS Lab routinely provide information.
A conceptual design of the system was developed following discussions with those involved in the
larger environmental decision support system project. It was decided to maintain the checklist format of
the original KSC Environmental Checklist. Expert/information system modules would be accessed from
individual items in the checklist.
Several sources of information were collected for use in the system development. Environmental
checklists and environmental documents that are used at KSC were examined. Publications describing
work conducted at KSC related to the environment and natural resources were reviewed. Literature
describing EIA techniques and tools that are commonly used was reviewed as indicated in the Related
Literature section.
The sections that follow describe the tools, information development and information collection pro-
cedures that were used. The system was developed on a 486 PC running Microsoft Windows. The sys-
tem utilized expert system techniques, hypertext, GIS, computer-based video, and graphics.
3.2 GIS Data Development and Documentation
Spatial data play an important role in the management of the environment and natural resources. As
described earlier, spatial data stored in GIS are often used in environmental impact assessment and other
systems for environmental management. Answers to several of the questions on the KSC Environmental
Checklist require the use of spatial data.
For this project, ARC/View (Environmental Systems Research Institute, 1992) was selected to display
and manipulate the spatial data. ARC/View is a tool for displaying, browsing, and querying geographic
or spatial data. ARC/View provides several significant advantages to this project. These advantages
include:
• Easy to use. ARC/View is entirely icon driven. Within a few hours, someone with no experience with
GIS tools can master the capabilities of ARC/View.
• Inexpensive. The cost of ARC/View for PCs and Macs is approximately $400 and for UNIX worksta-
tions approximately $900.
• Runs on multiple computers. ARC/View is available for PCs running Microsoft Windows, for Macs,
and for UNIX workstations.
• Personnel familiar with ARC/View. Several NASA contractor personnel have experience with
ARC/View.
• Supports multiple data formats. ARC/View is able to display spatial data that have various formats
including ARC/Info and ERDAS.
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5The disadvantages of ARC/View to this project are listed below. However, several of these disadvan-
tages wiU be eliminated with the release of a new version of ARC/View in late 1993.
• Limited data analysis capabilities. ARC/View is only able to display spatial data and generate simple
tables of statistics. Additional data analysis capabilities will be included in the new version of
ARC/View. However, additional capabilities will mean a more complex tool and thus additional
training requirements/commitments.
• No data entry/modification capabilities. Data can't be entered or modified using ARC/View. Other
GIS tools must be used to modify or add data sets. The new release of ARC/View will eliminate
some of this problem. However, this again increases the knowledge of ARC/View that a user must
have.
Despite these limitations, ARC/View should provide the capabilities required early in the project and the
KSC environmental decision support project. If additional capabilities are required, the new release of
ARC/View or ARC/Info would likely be viable options.
3.3 GIS Data at KSC
Extensive GIS data sets have been developed for KSC by the KSC Remote Sensing and GIS Lab to
support ecological and habitat research and management. The data sets identified for use in this project
include:
• Vegetation types
• Habitat types
• Soils
• Wetlands
• Groundwater recharge areas
• Scrub jay habitat
• KSC boundaries
Other GIS data sets have been developed by KSC Master Planning. The data sets identified for use in
this project include:
• Roads
• Buildings and parking lots
• Water lines
• Sewer and storm drains
• Power lines
• Drainage ditches
• Railroads
Numerous other GIS data layers are available from the Remote Sensing and GIS Lab and from Master
Planning. Portions of the remaining data sets will be useful to future decision support system
V"
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development efforts.
The above data sets listed above served as a starting point for development of the spatial data com-
ponent of the system. However, before using these data in ARC/View, additional data
labeling/documentation was required. Data from the KSC Remote Sensing and GIS Lab were stored in
ERDAS software formats. Although ARC/View could display these data without modification, the tabu-
lar reports of statistics aren't available for this format. Statistics are only available within ARC/View for
data in ARC/Info formats. The ERDAS data were converted to the ARC/Info format as described in
Appendix A (Conversion of ERDAS GIS Data for Use in ARC/View). In addition to conversion of for-
mats, the addition of labels was required. For example, the converted soil map contained only numerical
labels for areas and thus soil series names were added to the Info data tables. This process is also
described in Appendix A. Data from Master Planning were used without modification.
Once data layers were modified using the procedure described above, several views were constructed.
Within ARC/View, a view is a collection of GIS data layers and information about how to display these
data and the associated tabular data. A view defines the data that is to be displayed when it is opened, the
data that is available for display, the order of data layers in the display menu, data layer legends, and
other information. Several views were developed to support the different components of the expert sys-
tern.
3.4 Expert System Development Tool
Expert system development tools are usually used to facilitate the development of expert systems
(Engel et ai., 1991). For this project, KnowledgePro Windows (Knowledge Garden, 1991) was selected
as the expert system development tool KnowledgePro Windows supports both object-oriented and rule-
based programming approaches. The reasons for its selection include:
° Preferred computer for delivery. The preferred computer for delivery of the prototype system is a PC.
• Multimedia capabilities. KnowledgePro Windows supports PC multimedia extensions and provides
several multimedia capabilities. Graphics and hypertext can be easily incorporated within applica-
tions using KnowledgePro commands.
• No runtime license. KnowledgePro Windows applications do not require the purchase of a runtime
license.
• Interaction with other Microsoft Windows applications. KnowledgePro Windows runs under Micro-
soft Windows and thus interacts well with other Windows applications including PC ARC/View.
3.5 Habitat Module
One of the checklist questions asks whether endangered species habitat will be affected. To answer
this question, an extensive expert system module was developed. A publication on biodiversity at KSC
(currently under development) served as the starting point for this module. This document contains
extensive descriptions of wildlife species at KSC, habitat descriptions, and wildlife species habitat
requirements.
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The major sections of the habitat module include:
• Habitat descriptions
• Habitat locations at KSC
• Species use of habitats
• Species descriptions
Existing GIS data layers were reclassified to provide a GIS layer showing the habitat locations
described in the biodiversity publication. Numerous wildlife and habitat graphics were added to the
module. The process is described below.
3.6 Video Capture
Video footage of wildlife, habitat, and facilities at KSC was taken using a VHS video camera. Short
video clips ranging from 3 to 10 seconds were captured and compressed for use in the expert system
using Intel Smart Video Recorder hardware and software (Intel, 1993). Once captured, these video clips
can be played on a PC without the video board using Microsoft Video for Windows (Microsoft, 1992).
The runtime version of Microsoft Video for Windows does not require a runtime license and is easily
accessed from within KnowledgePro Windows applications.
The video was captured at a 160x120 pixel resolution at between 12 and 15 frames per second. This
resolution and speed was found to be the most effective option, given computer speed and file storage
requirements. A compressed video clip of 75 frames (provides 5 seconds of video at 15 frames/second)
required approximately 425 Kbytes of storage. This storage requirement was obtained using the compres-
sion algorithm recommended to obtain the highest quality video clips. Other compression options are
available but wiU degrade the quality of video dips. Video for Windows is capable of uncompressing
and playing compressed files at the speeds at which they were captured.
3.7 Graphics Capture
Slides and photographs of habitat and wildlife were captured using a scanner for the photographs and
a slide digitizing device for the slides. The digitized graphics were saved in the bmp (bitmap for Win-
dows) format. Graphics in this format were easily incorporated in KnowledgePro Windows applications.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section describes the views developed for ARC/View and shows example screens from these
views. The computer-based environmental checklist is also described and example screens are provided.
Keep in mind however, these systems are difficult to describe because of their dynamic nature and should
be viewed on the computer to be fuUy appreciated.
4.1 Example Screens from ARC/View
Several views were developed in ARC/View using the GIS data layers described previously. These
views can be accessed from the appropriate locations in the expert/information system or used in a stand-
alone manner with ARC/View.
Figure 4.1 shows one of the views that was developed within ARC/View. The tools window (left side
of the figure) allows users to query the database, measure features, find areas impacted within a given dis-
tance of a feature, and zoom within the data displayed. The center portion of the figure shows the habitat
map for KSC. Using the tools menu, one can zoom to the location of interest and determine the type or
types of habitat that would be affected and generate statistics of interest. The right side of the figure
shows the data layers available within the view and the legend for the habitat layer. Other data layers and
their legends can be displayed as desired.
Figure 4.2 shows a portion of the habitat layer from the previous figure. In this case, the user has
zoomed to an area of interest and selected a map polygon. A table for the polygon is displayed showing
the area, perimeter and habitat type. Other more complex tables of information are readily generated.
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9Figure 4.1 Portion of an ARC/View Data View
Figure 4.2 Data Table from an ARC/View Data View
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4.2 Example Screens from tile Expert/Information System
This section describes the operation of the expert/information system and provides example screens.
Once the system is started, the user is asked to provide the same information as requested by the paper-
based KSC Environmental Checklist. A portion of the computer-based checklist is shown in Figure 4.3.
The mouse is used to check the appropriate items. Checking some items invokes questions that require
additional information. For example, indicating the that construction will be done in a flood plain
invokes a question requesting whether the construction will be in a 100 year or 500 year floodplain.
Items within the system that are underlined are hypertext links. Selecting these items with the mouse
provides additional information. For example, selecting Construction in wetlands provides access to a
GIS layer showing wetland locations and types at KSC.
Selecting the Endangered species habitat link from the checklist provides access to the habitat and
wildlife species expert/information system. Example screens are shown in Figures 4.4-4.8. After select-
ing the E,dangered species habitat link, the user is presented a menu (Figure 4.4) requesting the type or
types of habitat that will be affected. Selecting habitat types provides additional information about that
habitat at KSC. Figure 4.5 shows the menu that is presented when the Scrub and Slash Pine habitat is
selected from the previous menu. Figure 4.6 shows the information displayed when the Species utilizing
Scrub and Slash Pine link is selected from Figure 4.5. This table lists the species that use this habitat and
describe how they use it. Each of the species is linked to additional information about that species as
shown in Figure 4.7 for scrub jays. Figure 4.8 shows a portion of the additional textual information avail-
able about scrub jays. The system user is returned one level (window) at a time after accessing additional
information to allow additional links to be explored.
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k-... i
Does the construction, installation, remoual, activation, or
operation of the proposed project involve= (Pill out one page _
for each alternative considered; See instructions, when in doubt.
check yes)
Rlternatioe nu_her and description:
OYES ONO
©YES 0 NO
0 YES 0 NO
O YES 0 NO
O YES O NO
O YES O NO
OYES 0 NO
O YES O NO
O YES O NO
O YES O NO
I I
Discha_o of any substance to the environment
Land alteration, excavation, dewaterin9
or _emoval of vegetation
_onstrucCion in wetlands
Construction in floodplain
Generation oF ionizing or non-ionizing radiation
or use of ang radiation source
Asbestos-contalning materials or £acilities
pCB-contaminated materials or equipment
Generation oF waste other than no_al
construct ion wastes
Use or storage o£ Hazardous or Toxic Naterials
flboveground or underground storage tanks
Figure 4.3 Portion of the Expert System Environmental Checklist
qhet types oF habitat are found within the
az, ea ot interest?
[] Estuarlne Waters and Edge
[] Impounded Open Water and Mud Flats
[] Salt Marsh
[] Cellall and Graminold Marshes
[] Coastal Dune and Strand
[] Ocean Beach
[] Scrub and Slash Pine
F'l Broadleaved Forests
O Miscellaneous Disturbed [e.g. cllrus. Brazilian Pepperl
[] Islands
[] Ditches and Canals
[] Ruderal Grass
[] Continue
Figure 4.4 List of KSC Habitat Types
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What type of additional information would you like?
[] Description of Scrub end Slash _ne habitat
[] Species that utilize Scrub and Slash Pine
[] Location on John F. Kennedy Space Center
[] Fqdures of Scrub and Slash Pine habitat
[] Video of Scrub and Slash Pine habitat
[] Continue
Figure 4.5 Menu to Access Scrub Habitat Information
..... .,,. _...: ......... _...._Lt..,.,..._...,.`:..:.....:,._......:.:._:.7.:_....<......::.>_.._._.!.:..7...`.:.:.!:%..`......._::._._.<_._.:._._::_._i_!_:_i_;_ii_ii_ii_i_i_!
.._.+x...:?_._.e-+vz-_ _.;_.._;_-:.:.:.:--.-,. ........ .,.......:.:.:.:.:.>.:._._...:._..._......_._ .................. ....._ .............. , ,_ _, • ..... ....
!_:,._:_z._:_:_`_:_:_:_:_:._:_.``_._:,,._._._```_.._:.._._,_+_.:._._._'...... u'irin this habitat 'LS 15 :_i
, The total number o£ przorzty taxon req "'_ h bitat is 30 "
The total number of priorit_ taxon using cn_s a -
Habitat Use
Florida Scrub Ja_ 4
Southern Bald Eaqle B4FI
Southeastern Beach House 2R
Eastern Indi9o Snake 4
Florida Pine Snake 4
E. Diamondback Rattlesnake 4
8_ctic Pereqrine Falcon F1
4Gopher Tortois_
Gull-billed Tern. FI
4
i
_ _oodpecke_ 3
Eastern Cgachwhi 4
Bed-shouldered Ha_h F2
Coo e_'s Hawk 3
Northern Harrier P2
F2
4
Merli________n
i:_:
:::'_
Dusky Pvqmv Rattlesnake 4 _._
,+:_-:.:-. :v >_:.:.:.:._:.:.x.: _._._.:.....%._.vt_.-.,.+:v.-....*..... ,_-,_, ..-.<....,.-.v.. .-.,..
-- ;_;_-,-_-:--.-.--_.v_v ''''_: ....................._ ;_`_:_:_:;:;:;:.:_:_:_:.:.:_:.:P_:.._i`_i_:_:..:._i#_i#..._:....i_i_:::::_- ._:._.::: !?-;!,._ _::_;_>.:;_._.:_.::V::!_:_! .'::i:" _:_:_::::._'::;::.-:;:-d_:::_.:
Figure 4.6 Species that Require and Use Scrub Habitat
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What type of additional Florida 8cr'ub Ja9 tn_ormation would 9ou like.'?
[] Seasonal abundance, population size. and measures of endangerment
[] Protected status on John F. Kennedy Space Center
[] Habitat location on John F. Kennedy' Space Center
I-1 Pictures of saub habital
[] Video of somb
[] Pic/ure of a Florida ScrubJay
[] Video of a Florida ScrubJay
[] General information
[] Continue
Figure 4.7 Menu to Access Scrub Jay Information
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_..._.:.:.:_ ,¢....:.'..'..x.:.:<<.x*z.:_..:..-_...-._ _':_:':':':'_ ...... _:"""_ "_""" _""''"" ....................... _ .......... "'" ....... _'" "'_" I
Florida ScPub Ja9 (Aphelocoma coe_ulescens coePulescens)
The FloPida Scrub Jay is _,efe_ed to as a dlsjunct Pace
0£ ScPub Jag _hich is _idespPead in the _estePn U.S. and
Mexico. Recent genetic studies haue sho_n that the PloPida
Scrub Jay has become distinct enough to be considePed a
sepaPate species and _t should be oF£icially _ecognized as
such _ithin the neap £utu_e (d. PitzpatPick and D.
HacDonald. peps. comm._. Its population has declined by at
least 58>:. due to habitat loss and degradation (Cox 1987) and
many l-ema_n_n9 populations ape vulnerable due to lo_
population s_zeo habitat £eagmentation, and degPadation
(PitzpatPick et el. 109t).
The PloPida Scrub Jay diet consists mainly o£ insects
and small vePtebPates thPoughout most o£ the year. _coPns
ape extremely important in _inteP qhen insect numbePs ape
lo_. Nesting season Panges £_om late Peb_ua]'g to eaPl9
June. Rep_oductlve success vaPies gPom one 9ea_ to the next
at R_chbold Biological Station in Highlands County
(t_ool£enden and PitzpatPick t984) and on ]{SC (BPeinlnge_ and
Smith unpublished deta). Unlike the _estern ScPub Ja!_, the
8 :':::--':] ::':::×_!_!::_ ::::::: ::Z': ":':':_:.<::_::::::::..::_::;_:':_-"x. :-:.:p.:::-::..::::'_.::::_:,:-'.__":.::::::.<:_?>.:_:._:.._:._ _: _::::p._:_".k_$:,.>':_::'<':::_::: '_::::'::::-_:$':;_:::_.:::-%::::- ::<-:.:.:+:,:-.:: :::::::::_:.':::::::::_%Y.':_":'%':.Z_.:_'..__¢.__:-__:_.:::'.:_:-_:;.::: __;-:._:¢,.:::,<.'_
Figure 4.8 Textual Scrub Jay Information
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A decision support system project has been initiated to develop software to assist with environmental
and natural resource management at KSC. A module for this decision support system was developed
based an the paper-based KSC Environmental Checklist. This checklist must be completed before most
activities of significance can be conducted/completed at KSC. The paper-based checklist requires infor-
mation and expertise that those completing the checklist often don't have and can't easily obtain.
A prototype expert/information system based on this checklist was developed. This system was
developed using KnowledgePro Windows (an expert system and multimedia development tool) and PC
ARC/View (a geographic information system (GIS) data display and analysis tool). The resulting system
requires a PC with Microsoft Windows and PC ARC/View. The checklist was implemented such that
users complete a computer-based checklist in a manner similar to completing the paper-based check list.
Based on items checked, the system requests additional information only as required. Users of the system
can request additional information to complete checklist items through hypertext links. The hypertext
links provide a variety of information. For example, one of the checklist items asks whether endangered
species habitat will be affected. Selection of this link accesses an extensive expert/information system
that provides information about KSC wildlife habitat, KSC habitat locations, wildlife species, and
wildlife habitat requirements. Much of the textual information in this section is based on a biodiversity
publication being prepared by NASA contractor personnel. Hypertext links are used to provide access to
this information. This system also makes extensive use of video clips, graphics, and GIS data.
The prototype system is in a usable form, but many additional features and capabilities should be
added. Suggestions for further development are included in the next section. With only slight
modifications, the habitat and wildlife module could be used as an educational and training tool at KSC
and many other locations including schools.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTINUED WORK
This section describes areas of continued and future work. Suggestions for continued work on the
KSC environmental and natural resources decision support system are given in Appendix D.
The expert system developed in this project is by no means complete. Several improvements to the
habitat module should be made. Additional graphics and video of wildLife and habitat should be added.
Graphics of habitat at various stages of development and for the different seasons of the year should be
added. Additional hypertext links within the program should be added. Further testing of current links
should also be conducted. At the present time, the GIS data is not linked to the expert system because the
computer used for development did not have enough RAM to allow both KnowiedgePro Windows and
ARC/View to run concurrently. The habitat module could be slightly modified and used for educational
purposes at KSC, schools, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Park Service, and other special
interest groups.
The GIS data for ARC/View should be subdivided based on KSC regions. The time required to
display the current data layers for all of KSC on the computer used for development (33 MHz 486 with 4
Mbytes RAM) is very slow. The habitat layer with slightly over 23,000 polygons requires approximately
16.5 minutes to be entirely displayed. The scrub jay habitat with approximately 7,800 polygons requires
just over 4 minutes for display. Dividing KSC into areas and subdividing the GIS data based on these
regions would improve the display time to an acceptable level. The appropriate regions could be
accessed through a menu or graphically using a map of KSC.
Additional GIS data layers for ARC/View must be converted for use on the PC. Disk space available
on the PC was not adequate to move all of the data desired. Appendix C provides instructions for conver-
sion of the data layers.
Additional expert system modules could be developed and added to the checklist to assist with items
not addressed in the current system. Other GIS data layers would be useful in answering some of the
checklist items. For example, one of the questions asks whether the proposed action will be in the 100 or
500 year flood plains. Only paper copies of these maps are available at the present time.
Other environmental checklists are used at KSC for certain activities. These checklists could also be
implemented as expert systems. Other expert system modules could be developed based on
questions/problems encountered by KSC pollution officers. Development of these expert systems will
also require additional GIS data layers.
Opportunities exist to devdop more comprehensive decision support tools for KSC such as those
described in the Related Literature section. Such tools would help with day-to-day operations and long
term planning.
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APPENDIX A. CONVERSION OF ERDAS GIS DATA FOR USE IN ARC/VIEW
ERDAS GIS files can be used directly by ARC/View. However, when used in this way, the data is
treated as an image and thus statistics are not available within ARC/View. If statistics from ERDAS flies
are desired within ARC/View, a conversion process must be followed. If labeling of areas is desired,
include the steps below that will allow labeling of polygons (steps 3-9). The necessary steps are
described below.
1. Use ARC/Info to convert ERDAS data to ARC GRID format (erdasgrid <in_erdas_file>
<out_grid>).
2. Use ARCAnfo to convert the ARC GRID format to the ARC POLY format (gridpoly <in_grid>
<out_cover>). This step is nec_sary since the statistics desired within ARC/View can't be
obtained from GRID data.
3. Within Info, select the Info file that contains the appropriate GIS layer statistics (SEL <info_file>).
The GIS layer files that must be modified are those that end with .PAT.
4. Export the information in selected file to an ascii file (EXPORT <filename> ASCII).
5. Cancel the association between the Info file and any external files (EXTERNAL)
6. Remove the data from the Info file (PURGE).
7. Modify the template of the Info file to include a new column or columns that will contain the labels
that will be added (MODIFY). MODIFY is used to interactively add a column or columns. Do
not remove existing columns.
8. An additional column or columns of data can be added to the file that was exported. A simple
CLIPS program was used to add a column containing labels that described numeric polygon labels.
The CLIPS code used for the wetlands data is provided in Appendix B (CLIPS File for Adding
Text Labels to Info Table for Wetlands Layer). Other techniques could also be used to add labels.
For example, soil series names were added as labels when developing the soils layer.
9. Import the external file into the modified template (IMPORT <ascii_file_name> ASCII).
10. The resulting information can now be accessed by ARC/View and the labels added will be
displayed in ARC/View tables.
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APPENDIX B. CLIPS FILE FOR ADDING TEXT LABELS
TO INFO TABLE FOR WETLANDS LAYER
(defrule xx
(declare (salience 5))
(initial-fact)
=>
(open "wetlands.exp" ex.file "r") ;;; open the exported wetlands data file
(open "wet" ex2 "w") ;;; open a file to write new data in
)
(defrule xx2
;;; read original data and determine text label to add - then add new label
(initial-fact)
=>
(bind ?c 1)
(bind ?c2 O)
(while (< ?c2 24000)
(while (< ?c 6)
(bind ?x (read ex.file))
(bind ?c (+ ?c 1))
(fprintout ex2 ?x crLO
)
(readline ex.file)
(if (= ?x 1) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 2) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 3) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 4) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 5) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 6) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 7) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 8) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 9) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 10) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (or (< ?x 1) (> ?x 10)) then (fprintout ex2"
(fprintout ex2 crlf)
(bind ?c I)
(bind ?c2 (+ ?c2 1))
)
)
v
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APPENDIX C. CONVERSION OF UNIX ARC/VIEW COMPATIBLE FILES
FOR USE WITH THE MS WINDOWS ARC/VIEW
Before files that are used with the UNIX ARC/View can be used with the MS Windows version of
ARC/View, these files must be converted. The conversion process is described below.
1. A file called pcname.c is installed with ARC/View during the installation of the MS Windows ver-
sion of ARC/View. This file must be moved to a machine running UNIX and compiled. The exe-
cutable file that is produced should be caUed pcname.
2. A UNIX shellscript file called pcwksp is also installed during the installation of the MS Windows
version of ARC/View. This file should also be moved to a machine running UNIX. It may be
necessary to modify the shell script to include the path to the pcname executable file that was
created in the previous step.
3. Use pcwksp to create a PC workspace from the UNIX workspace of GIS files (pcwksp
unix_workspace pc_workspace).
4. Copy the PC workspace created in the previous step to the PC with the MS Windows version of
ARC/View. Once copied, the MS Windows version of ARC/View should access the data in a
manner similar to ARC/View on UNIX. The speed at which MS Windows ARC/View displays
coverages may be significantly slower than under UNIX, especially with files containing large
numbers of polygons.
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APPENDIX D. STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
AND NATURAL RESOURCES DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS AT KSC
1. Identity potential users of the decision support system.
2. Provide key spatial (GIS) data layers to a small group (5 or 6) potential users.
°
.
.
°
7.
8.
ARC/View should be used to provide access to the GIS data. ARC/View is a tool for viewing GIS
data. It also provides minimal data manipulation capabilities.
The strengths of ARC/View include: 1) very easy to use - minimal training of those using it would
be requir_l (probably 2 one hour sessions); 2) cost - ARC/View for a PC is less than $500; 3)
NASA contractor personnel are familiar with ARC/View; 4) runs on several machines (PCs under
Microsoft Windows, Mats, and UNIX machines)
Data layers that will be provided initially must be identified. These wiU likely include: soils, wet-
lands, vegetation, habitat, facilities, and roads. For this limited number of data layers, existing
computer hard disks may be of suitable size. Additional hard disk space may be required or the
data layers could be placed on CD ROMs.
Involving potential users of software at the initiation of a project is almost always a good idea.
Involvement will increase their support for the project and acceptance of the final product.
Work with potential users of the decision support system to identify their needs and questions they
must answer that require the use of spatial and other environmental and natural resource data.
Providing ARC/View and some GIS data layers to potential users (see above) will provide an
opportunity to better determine what capabilities the decision support systems should have.
Once user needs are identified, decision support system modules can be identified to fit the needs of
the users. Software modules can also be prioritized for development at this point.
The additional data (both GIS and non-spatial) that will be required must also be identified. The
potential users can also assist with identification of additional data requirements.
Develop decision support system modules. Prototypes can be quickly delivered to potential users
to gain feedback.
Provide final versions of decision support system modules to potential users.
Maintain and develop new databases.
Maintain software modules.
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ABSTRACT
This study intercompared lightning data from LDAR and LLP systems in order to
learn more about the spatial relationships between thunderstorm electrical
discharges aloft and lightning strikes to the surface. The ultimate goal of the
study is to provide information that can be used to improve the process of real-
rnin of lightning by weather forecasters who issue
time detection and wa g ........... _ D_n,ina ILDAR) System pro-
lightning advisories. The Lign_nang De_ec_un__ _t_t_n_lude s cloud-ground
• . " I aiscnarues from _nunue_,,,
rides data on electr_c_. . _- .... _- cloud cloud-to-cloud, and sometimes
flashes as well as llgntnlng a_oz_ _w_ ...... ,
emanating from cloud to clear air outside or above cloud). The Lightning
Location and Protection (LLP) system detects primarily ground strikes from
lightning. Thunderstorms typically produce LDARsignals aloft prior to the first
• nowled e of preferred positions of ground strikes
round strlke, so that k --g ..... _,,_derstorm could allow advance
_I_ to the LDAR ua_a pattern _ro,, _ _,_._^. _,_r_hed in the report
stimates of enhanced ground s}rlke threa _o v_lative to the LDAR data
_xamine the position of LLP-de_ected ground str ...... potential
pattern from the thunderstorms- The report also describes other
approaches to the use of LDARdata in the detection and forecasting of lightning
ground strikes.
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SUM_%RY
The Lightning Detection and Ranging (LDAR) system shows great capabilities in
detecting lightning within thunderstorms, and emanating from thunderstorms to
ground or to clear air outside or above the clouds. Real-time displays of LDAR
data -- monitored on a daily basis and compared to personal observations of
cloud, thunder, and lightning conditions in the vicinity of KSC -- often revealed
• • • of discharges. For example, in the late stages of
intrlgulng patterns .... 1^n- _asi-horizontal dlscharges spanned, tens of
thunderstorm system , , ___k ...._ -neared to follow the top and noncom of
kilometers along parable± pau*, .... t_ 9_=" " h nderstorm _ynamlcs-
the anvil cloud layer. LDAR can glve inszghts _nto t u
Thunderstorms typically produce LDAR signals aloft prior to the first ground
strike, so that knowledge of preferred positions or ground strikes relative to
the LDAR data pattern from a thunderstorm could allow advance estimates of en-
hanced ground strike threat. The average lead time in this study was 5.26
minutes, only 19% of the storms showed a strike to ground within a minute of the
first LDAR detection of the storm. Two remote sensing methods of detecting
ground strikes were examined: the Lightning Location and Protection (LLP)
system, which detects primarily ground strikes from lightning, and LDAR, using
data points below 2.6 km.
Eighty-five percent of the LLP-detected ground strikes occurred within the
boundaries of the LDAR data cluster associated with the thunderstorms, and 98%
occurred within or less than 2 kmbeyond the storm LDARdata boundaries. Ground
ted during 41% of the minutes while LDAR detected
strikes _were d%_%C_n d strikes tended to occur near the center .of _hDeARL_a_
tnunuerstorms. - _ -_-_^- and nearly two milllon
defined storm, over.4000 LLP grounu ._o -,_, from June and July, 1993.
points were used in the s_udy, whlch _nvulved ........
The report also describes other potential approaches to the use of LDAR data in
the detection and forecasting of lightning ground strikes. These involved the
clustering of LDAR data into volumes encompassing the lightning activity of a
thunderstorm. For intercomparison, LDAR and LLP data were grouped together in
samples of one-minute duration. The characteristics and evolutions of these
-LDAR-defined storms" were examined in relation to concurrent and subsequent
• . . ee hundred ninety-one LDAR storms were defined, in_this
round str_kes Thr ........ _ _ - e time uur_ng their
g • ro_ucea rounu uu_=o _ .om
manner, of whlch 169 (43%) P _-_ _- -_-utes more than half of the ground
cast tlmes more _na** _v ,._.
existence. At fore .......... _ _ ...... _nt LDARboundaries of the storm,
strikes occur outslae tne Dounaarx_s u_ _,....... a onu the flanks of the
indicating the development of new thunderstorm cells _i
existing storms. On days when thunderstorms were quasi-stationary, some
preference was shown for future ground strikes along the southeast flank of the
current LDAR pattern; when thunderstorms were moving, some preference was shown
for future ground strikes along the rear (west-southwest) flank.
The LDAR characteristics of storms during minutes with ground strikes were
compared to those without ground strikes, on average, when there were ground
strikes the storms had many more LDARevents, much larger volume containing LDAR
events, larger cross-sectional area containing LDAR events, a much larger
vertical depth of LDAR events, a much greater number of LDAR events per unit
volume, and a greater number of LDAR events per unit cross-sectional area.
storms that produced ground strikes typically had more LDAR events than those
which did not produce ground strikes. Sixty-two percent of the storms without
ground strikes never had LDAR data rate greater than 50 data points per minute.
only 11% of the storms producing ground strikes had peak LDAR data generation
rate that low. By contrast, 81% of the storms with ground strikes had a period
of more than 150 LDAR data points per minute.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Kennedy Space Center (KSC) is located in one of the regions of the united
states (and even the world) that encounters the most lightning stikes to ground
per unit area (refs. 1,2,3). The possibility of lightning at the surface or
aloft is, of course, a hazard that must be avoided during launches, on a daily
basis, however, there are many operations at KSC which must be curtailed if there
is a threat of a lightning strike to ground in the vicinity. The accuracy and
timeliness of lightning advisories, therefore, has both safety and economic im-
plications. The ultimate goal of the research described in this report is to pro-
vide information that can be used to improve the process of real-time detection
and warning of lightning by weather forecasters who issue lightning advisories.
Prior to the development and implementation of remote sensing techniques for de-
tection of lightning during the 1970s, weather forecasters had little ability to
know in detail where lightning was occurring in regions beyond the range of eye-
sight. The locations of thunderstorms had to be estimated using radar -- based
upon crude correlations between the intensity of precipitation and cloud elec-
trification, or by recognizing characteristic shapes of thunderstorm clouds in
satellite imagery. National networks of lightning remote sensing systems now
exist (ref 4), that allow a direct knowledge of the location of lightning strikes
to ground with accuracy of a few kilometers. Two special, denser networks of re-
mote sensing equipment have been established to provide highly accurate infor-
mation concerning lightning in the vicinity of KSC: the Lightning Location and
e Li htning Detection and Ranging (LDAR) system.
Protection (LLI_ system and th . g ......... _T_e, " operated to detectIn ad ion, a aunch Pad Llghtnlng Warnlng _ys_,, _ ..... , is
e induced by thunderstorms or other atmospheric
electric fields at the surfac • IS detects
conditions, and a catenary Wire Lightning instrumentatlon system (CWL )
electrical surges in wires at the launch pads when struck by lightning. Data
from the LLP and LDAR systems were used in this study.
The LLP system (ref 5) detects lightning ground strikes through use of a network
of magnetic direction finding antennae which sense electromagnetic disturbances
in a broad band of frequencies triggered by lightning. Individual antennae de-
tect a particular ground strike at different azimuth angles, and the location of
the ground strike is essentially determined by finding the point of intersection
of lines drawn from the antennae toward the source of the disturbance. The LLP
system is approximately 90% efficient in detecting ground strikes near KSC, with
position accuracy of about i km.
The LDARsystem was developed by carl Lennon and colleagues at KSC TE-CID-3 (ref
6). Its antennae detect lightning-induced disturbances at 66 MHz frequency.
This system uses a time of arrival (TOA) approach, and extremely accurate timing
through use of the Global Positioning system (GPS). The lightning-induced dis-
turbance, travelling at the speed of electromagnetic propagation, arrives at dif-
ferent antennae at slightly different times. The three-dimensional position of
the lightning source is determined by converting these time offsets into distance
differences, and then performing a triangulation. The LDAR system began real-
time operation in June, 1992.
The LDAR system can generate up to 10,000 data points per second, yielding nu-
merous data points per lightning flash. Tests of the position accuracy of the
LDAR data by Launa Maier have shown that within 10 km of the central antenna, 95%
of the data points are accurate to better than 200m, and 50% are accurate to bet-
ter than 100m. Figure 1-1 illustrates a sample plot of LDAR data during one min-
ute, projected to their positions at the surface.
Because the LDAR system can detect thunderstorm electrical discharges aloft, it
has the potential to allow anticipation and warning of imminent ground strikes.
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Figure 1-1. Horizontal locations of the LDARdata points that occurred on the
map domain during the minute beginning at 1830 UTC on 22 June 1993 (Julian date
173), shown by dots. circles and rectgangles represent KSC and U.S. Air Force
warning areas, solid lines cross at the LDAR central site, about 1 km north of
the KSC Headquarters Building. The map domain extends 52 kmwest and east of the
central site and 40 km north and south.
For that potential to be realized in the lightning detection and warning process,
however, additional knowledge must be acquired regarding the relationship between
lightning aloft and ground strikes. This project contributes to that effort.
This study examines spatial and temporal relationships between lightning aloft
detected by LDAR and ground strikes detected by the LLP and LDAR systems.
Several questions are addressed. (1) what is the lead time between the first de-
tection of LDARevents and ground strikes? (2) Are there preferred locations of
occurrence of ground strikes relative to the pattern of discharges detected by
LDAR? (3} Can future positions of ground strikes be anticipated through know-
ledge of the current LDAR event pattern? (4) Are there signatures in the LDAR
data that can be used to determine when the threat of ground strikes has ended?
(5) Are there signatures in the LDARdata that reveal which storms produce ground
strikes and which do not?
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II. GENERATION OF THE DATA BASE
2.1 LDAR DATA
• si nals received from the LDAR network antennae are used to
The time serles of. . _ ...... _ _n_D a_ ontainin the x, y, and z positions
generate a sequentlal llsKin9 u_ _ ....... C g
of each event and the time of occurrence. The horizontal locations are given as
distances east (positive x) or west and north (positive y) or south of the LDAR
central site (site 0). The original data, therefore, can be used to reconstruct
details of individual flashes. Data are stored in files one hour in duration.
For purposes of this study, where spatial patterns were the primary issue, the
original LDARdata were converted from a data sequence into a 4-dimensional array
format. Time was originally reported by day, hour, minute, second, and micro-
second, and position in meters and fractions of meters. Array data in this study
were accumulated in one-minute segments, and cubes lk m3 in volume. Time accumula-
tion was done by truncating the seconds and microseconds from the time, therebythe minute. Horizontal accumulation was
referencing all data to the start of . •..... _ • eaer kilometers.
done by converting the original x, y, anu z poSl_±uL*_ _ _nt
Finally, LDAR data points more than 52 km from the LDAR central site in the east-
west direction or more than 40 km in the north-south direction were discarded.
This yielded a converted data base, referred to hereafter as "LDAR cubes" or
-LDAR bins", containing the number of LDAR data points per minute within each
element of the array of LDAR 1 km 3 volumes. Like the original files, the LDAR
cube files contain data for one hour.
The array horizontal dimensions of -52:52 by -40:40 (km) were chosen (1) to
confine the study to a domain where LDARdata were highly accurate, yet (2) allow
a domain sufficiently large that moving storms could be followed for at least one
hour without moving out of the domain. The rectangular shape was chosen to match
ns The array vertical dimension was 0-20
the aspect ratio of computer scree • • .... z -osition to the nearest
(km), with accumulation done by integerlzlng _u_
kilometer. The use of 1 km vertical resolution kept the size of the data base
reasonably small, but certain results below suggest that use of higher (-0.25 km)
vertical resolution would have been preferable.
Figure 2-1 shows the LDAR cubes emanating from the LDAR data of Fig. 1-1. some
of the LDAR cubes overlap, suggesting the nucleus of an LDAR-defined storm
classification scheme, discussed in section 2.3.
2.2 LLP DATA
The original LLP data were recorded sequentially in time and by latitude and lon-
gitude. For use in this study the time was referenced to the start of the
minute, as with the LDAR data, and the horizontal position was converted to
distance in kilometers east-west and north-south of the LDARcentral site. LLP
positions were stored as real numbers. Additional information available in the
LLP data files such as amplitude of the signal, number of return strokes per
ground strike,'and polarity of the lightning event, were not used in this study.
original LLP files contained all ground strikes during the day. Processed LLP
data used in this study were output in hourly files to match the LDAR files.
2.3 LDAR-DEFINED STORMS
Weather forecasters use satellite imagery and weather radar to detect and track
cloud and precipitation patterns, respectively. They are accustomed to identi-
fying the patterns of satellite and radar imagery associated with rain showers
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DAY I73, 22 JUNE I993
1830 UTC
STORM t
LDAR cubes .- _- 1 _-"
superimposed on '_
LDAR data points
\ o
E
Figure 2-1. LDAR cubes superimposed on LDAR data points used in LDAR storm
classification, as in Fig. i-I, except only a portion of the domain is shown.
and thundershowers- Likewise, as can be seen from Fig. 2-1, the LDAR data points
are clustered into packets affiliated with thunderstorms. It seemed natural,
then, to cluster the LDAR cube data into groups, yielding ,.LDAR-defined storms"
or "LDAR storms."
while humans can visually recognize patterns and clusterings of data readily,
rules must be specified before comparable results can be obtained by computer.
In the first pass of the computerized storm classification procedure, LDARcubes
from a particular minute are examined, contiguous groupings of LDAR cubes, or
near-contiguous groups within 3 km horizontal distance of each other, are
clustered together to form LDAR-defined storms. The storm classification scheme
proceeds by first finding the mean (x,y) position of all LDAR cubes during the
minute and clustering the LDARcubes nearest the domain mean into an LDARstorm.
The storm classification scheme then continues until all LDAR cubes within the
domain have been assigned a storm number. LDAR cubes separated by more than 3
kmfrom an identified LDARstorm trigger the initiation of a new LDARstorm- For
example, the closest of the three LDARcubes farthest north on Fig. 2-I is 4 km
from the cluster of LDAR cubes to the south, so that these three will be
classified as LDAR storm 2. All other LDAR cubes are within 3 km of a neighbor,
and are clustered to form LDAR storm i.
Figure 2-2 shows the result of the first pass of the LDAR storm classification
scheme, from a different case. This is for minute 1800 UTC of Julian day 188,
7 July 1993. Five LDAR storms have been identified in this pass.
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A second pass in the storm classification procedure eliminates ,,false storms" and
renumbers the remaining LDAR storms consistently within the hourly file. LDARkm 3
storms were considered to be false storms if they had volume less than 4
In terms of LDAR cubes, this means that at least four LDAR cubes had to contain
at least one LDAR data point during the minute. This lenient rule would not
discard a true lightning event, characterized by hundreds or thousands of LDAR
data points, but typically eliminates spurious points such as those generated by
electrically noisy automobiles, test signals at the central site, and the
occasional false LDAR point passed by the LDAR quality control procedures.
Figure 2-3 shows the result of the second pass of the LDAR storm classification
. In this case, false LDAR storms 2 and 5 of Fig. 2_2_hav_tboeue _ discarded
scheme. - -- - _'----_s and tne remalnlng _nL_ have been
due to sub-threshola volume ulm_n_v,, ,
renumbered.
consistent LDARStormnumbering from minute to minute becomes complicated if LDAR
storm shape changes dramatically or when adjacent LDARStOrmS expand toward each
other and merge. The storm classification procedure keeps track of the hori-
zontal position of each storm by computing the centroid position. This is the
weighted-mean position of the LDAR cubes comprising the storm, where weighting
is done by the number of LDAR events in the cubes. The rule invoked in the storm
classification scheme is that a new storm identification number is initiated if
the centroid position of the storm being processed is more than 6 km from the
position of any storm during the preceeding minute, otherwise, the storm with
centroid position nearest to a storm in the preceeding minute is assigned its
identification number. Should a large LD.ARstotrhmeSplit into several LDARStOrmS
(separated, by definition, by more than 3 Km), _n new storm nearest the original
storm centroid would take the parent storm number and the other storms resulting
from the split would obtain new storm identification numbers.
consistent LDARstormnumbering is also complicated by the fact that in early and
late stages some LDARstorms flash intermittently- During individual minutes the
LDAR storm may disappear. The second pass of the storm classification procedure
keeps track of the previous positions and identification numbers of all LDAR
storms during the past i0 minutes, intermittent LDAR storms that ,,reapDear"
"r revious positions retain their original
within i0 minutes and. 6 km of the__P _ _+_rm was inactive for more than i0
numbers. In the unllKe±y event _n_u _ =_ ....... _entification number.
minutes, but reappears, it would be reasslgn_u = **....
era two-pass procedure, LDAR-defined storms are numbered con-
In summary, aft ....... ___ +h_ ourlv file Clusters of LDAR cubes are
sistently for each mlnu_e uu_L,_ .... h _ •
identified as new LDAR storms when they are separated by more than 3 km from
other LDAR cube clusters (storms) and when their centroid is separated by more
than 6 km from any previously identified LDAR storm. This can occur (I) when
isolated storms suddenly appear; (2) when an existing LDAR storm expands so dra-
matically and asymmetrically that its centroid shifts by more than 6k m; (3) when
existing LDARstOrmS merge into a single, larger storm; (4) when an existing LDAR
storm splits into several smaller LDAR storms; (5) when a previous LDAR storm
that has been inactive for more than I0 minutes reappears. The percentage break-
down of these possibilities has not yet been studied, but it is believed that
(i), (2), and (3) dominate.
The storm classification procedure generated a new three-dimensional (x,y,t)
array of data containing LDAR storm identification numbers. This array iden-
tifies during each minute the LDAR storm number associated with the horizontal
position x,y. If no LDAR cube in the column above point x,y contained any LDAR
events during the minute, the array value was set to zero.
In the intercomparison studies of section 3, LLP ground strikes were attributed
to the storm nearest to the LLP location. The nearest storm was identified by
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Figure 2-2. LDAR storm identification numbers resulting from the first pass
of the storm identification scheme, from 1800 UTC, Day 188, 7 July 1993. A
few additional landmarks have been shown.
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Figure 2-3. LDAR storm identification numbers after the second pass of the
storm identification scheme. Identical to Fig. 2-2 except "false" storms 2
and 5 of Fig. 2-2 have been dropped and the remaining storms renumbered.
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first finding the LDARcube that contained LDARevents located nearest to the LLP
data point, and then determining the LDARstorm identification number attributed
to that cube.
2.4 COMPOSITE DATABASE
The data base used in this study is the set of hours when both LDAR cube files
and processed LLP files were available, and contained lightning events within the
analysis domain. This consisted of 33 hours during June and July, 1993. The
primary set of cases spanned the period from 22 June (day 173) to 21 July (day
additional hourly LDAR files were examined when no LLP events
201). A few ..... :_ hnt results from these nave not been included in
occurred within tne map uom_L,, ....
the results reported below.
The composite data base contained 1,853,170 LDAR data points and 4179 LLP ground
strikes. The two-phase storm classification procedure described above identified
319 LDAR storms in this data set, of which 169 (43%) were affiliated with an LLP
event during one or more minutes of their existence.
2.4.1 DERIVED LDARPARAMETERS- During the LDAR storm classification procedure
and subsequent data processing a number of additional parameters were derived
from the LDAR storm and LDAR cube data base information. These included:
(i) LDAR storm Events -- total number of LDAR data points within the LDAR
storm volume;
(2) LDAR Storm Volume -- sum of the number of LDAR cubes (total km3) contain-
ing LDAR events;
(3) LDAR storm Area -- sum of the number of LDAR columns which contained LDAR
events in some LDAR cube (essentially the LDAR storm cross-sectional
area in km2);
(4) LDAR Volume Density -- number of LDAR data points per km 3, obtained
by dividing the number of LDAR storm Events by the LDAR storm volu_e;
(5) LDAR Area Density -- number of LDAR data points per km z, obtained by
dividing the number of LDAR storm Events by the LDAR storm Area;
(6) LDAR Centroid X, Y, Z positions -- weighted mean positions of the LDAR
cubes comprising the LDAR storm, weighted by the number of LDAR data
points within the cubes;
(7) LDAR storm Breadth XS and YS and Depth ZS-- standard deviations of the x
y, and z positions of the LDAR cube positions comprising the storm;
(8) LDAR storm Z95 -- height below which 95% of the LDAR data points occur in
the storm; ...... eed of LDAR storm movement an
(9) LDAR storm velocity components CX, cx -- _ • • •
the east-west (positive when toward E) and north-south (posltlve when
toward N) directions, based upon a least-squares fit of all storm
centroid positions during the hour;
(I0) LDAR Storm Duration -- number of minutes between first and last
appearance of the LDAR storm;
(ii) LDAR storm Minutes -- number of minutes during which an LDAR StOrm
produced LDAR events (i.e., eliminating ,,inactive" minutes);
(12) LDAR-Based Ground strikes -- these were obtained by identifying LDAR
cubes below a threshold altitude, determined empirically, as described
in section 3.3.
Figure 2-4 shows a map of LDAR storm tracks that occurred between 1500 and 1559produced after pass 1 of the storm
UTC on 29 June 1993. This map was LDAR
classification scheme, and storms 5, 7, and 9 are discarded during pass 2.
storm movement tends to be somewhat wobbly, but an overall movement toward the
east-southeast can be seen for storms 3 and 4. other storms had shorter
duration- The wobbly character of LDAR storm movement is due partly to quasi-
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horizontal lightning flashes into newsections of cloud, causing abrupt lateral
shifts in the LDAR storm centroid from one minute to the next.
Figure 2-5 shows time series of the x, y, and z centroid values as a function of
time for storm 4 of Fig. 2-4. Dotted lines depict values one standard deviation
above and below the mean, giving a measure of storm width in east-west and north-
south directions and storm depth, considerable growth is shown in all dimensions
prior to the period of most frequent ground strikes.
Figure 2-6 shows the time variations of three other LDAR-derived parameters in
relation to ground strikes: LDAR stormevents, LDAR stormvolume, and LDAR storm
area. These are again for storm 4 of Figs. 2-4 and 2-5.
Figure 2-7 shows the time variations of three additional LDAR-derived storm
parameters in relation to ground strikes for storm 4: LDARvolume density, LDAR
area density, and Z95, the height below which 95% of the LDAR storm data points
occur. LDARvolume density and LDARarea density appear to correlate rather well
in this case with number of ground strikes per minute, with the peaks in ground
strike rate occurring about 4minutes after the peaks in volume and area density.
Variations in Z95 are much more suppressed than the other parameters, and have
apparently been suppressed due to use of LDAR cubes 1 km in vertical dimension.
This appears to have been too coarse, and perhaps the LDAR bins should have had
vertical dimension of about 0.25 km.
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Figure 2-4. Map of LDAR storm tracks, from hour beginning 1500 UTC of day
180, 29 June 1993, after first pass of LDAR storm identification scheme.
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Figure 2-5. Time series of LDAR storm x, y, and z centroid positions, for
storm 4 of Fig. 2-4. Number of LLP ground strikes per minute also shown.
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Figure 2-6. Time series of three LDAR-derived storm parameters in relation to
LLP ground strikes: LDAR storm events, LDAR storm volume, LDAR storm area.
For storm 4 of Figs. 2-4 and 2-5.
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Figure 2-7. Time series of three additional LDAR-derived storm parameters in
relation to LLP ground strikes: LDAR volume density, LDAR area density, and
LDAR storm Z95. See text for explanations. For storm 4 of Figs. 2-4 to 2-6.
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III•
INTERCOMPARISON OF LDAR AND LLP DATA
3.1 LDAR LEAD TIME
Time ran out in the summer project before the author could conduct phase 3 of the
storm classification project. This would have intercompared hourly files and
• from one hourly file to the next. Because this
• 'es of LDAR lead time used only a
renumbered storms conslstently m%l_ _yl fffm.,d_nW_
-h_se of the pro3 ect was not co 'h files were used,
_t of the total data pass. _- ;nitial formation oz s_[*_ [_e lead
_== _,,rs assuredly con_alneu _J_._ _-rinu these hours. _**_ _l_ _ke
domain. Twen?[-s_z_St"._-/ata defining a storm and u-_ .... 11%
time between the ilrsL _w_-_ _"
associated with the storm was 5.26 minutes, only 3 of the 27 LDAR storms, ,
had LLP ground strikes during the first minute of their existence.
all hourly files, and considering all LDAR
...... 11,, computed using ........ inutes determined in this
Data were a_uu_tJ = ..... $ _he f" st LDAK s_u_*- ,,, - _ -_ _allv
. " these _iles. __u,,_. ..... . _Ir the hour, though, ano _u_ e_ _
storms In. _ fleet mlnute of _ -- --;-utes w_± w= _
manner w111 b_ from_the ___ ather first LDAR s_o_i_ ....? ..... elon of the evo-
ewl _ormed s_o_*-=- _ . ualitatlve in_p_ •
represent n Y .... _--to the domaln. A q ....... ore frequent during
iq inu storms that moveu _*'---,e_d hat ground strikes w_= -,
__t _ u = .... t _
lution of selected storms s g9 • " ' 1 minutes or the late stages-
of storms than in the }_%thti_,e are expected to reveal
the mature stages min tee" in the Zux±._ ,= __ e manifested in a
_ ...... u - _-_"^s Th_S woU_u _ov b
Thus, LDAR storm producing ground s_r±_ - storms in
higher percentage
fictitiously low average lead time of 2.71 minutes, of the 169 LDAR
the full sample, 19% of the ,,first" minutes had LLP ground strikes, but this
number is fictitiously high.
3.2 PERCENTAGE OF TIME LDAR STORMS PRODUCE GROUND STRIKES
LDAR-defined storms were compared to ground strikes identified by LLP. Fourty-
one percent of the storm-minutes were associated with LLP ground strikes, some
LDAR storms never were associated with LLP ground strikes.
• CTION OF GROUND STRIKES
3.3 LDAR DETE _=--_ as _otential indicators
LDAR cubes centere_da_t0r_s 2, _t _i_h_eLCDO_S_%%%%;_[etc_it% _ ube_a¢_ _1 3
of l_22_2_i_l_nless tha- n.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 ks., P - usin _ varlouscolumn-mlnutes present _n the sample
altl ....... _o_ _ LDAR_ba_ed cube in
height thresholds- A column-minute is defined as a minute when any LDAR
the column of i km z cross-sectional area contained LDAR data points at an alti-
tude below the threshold- Very few LDARdata points are detected below 0.5 km.
TABLE 3-I. NUMBER OF COLUMN MINUTES
WITH LDAR CUBES BELOW REFERENCE ALTITUDES
LDAR column Minute_s
Altitude _
494
1.5km
2.5 km 2840
3.5 km 7801
• curs once in an LDAR column per
_-_ a -round str£ke only ?c ...._^_ _f LDAR-deduced ground
If it is assumeu _**__ _le 3-1 represent the n_!_=_ _ __ _; _round strikes
minute, the numbers _- _ .... _-oe. To match the n u_. e_ u_ _ _n the best
strikes using the LDAR cuDe?a_th_" LDAR data was avallaDl_L__qe 2 62 km.
..... ; usin_ the LLP system --_ ..... ;-_d bv interpola_u- _ _ "
ae_ec?_?_ ._?_-_^ for LDAR data is u_ .........
threshold alsluuu=
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LLP ground strikes and LDAR-estimated ground strikes, using a threshold of 2.5
km for LDAR columns, were also intercompared on an LDAR storm basis. Both LLP
and LDAR systems showed ground strikes associated with the storms during 798
minutes. Both LLP and LDAR systems showed that ground strikes were absent from
storms during 1174 minutes. There were 309 storm-minutes when the LLP system
indicated ground strikes were present and LDAR did not. There were 318 storm-
minutes when LDAR indicated ground strikes were present and LLP did not.
case studies (and past studies of LDAR detection efficiency) suggest that the
efficiency of detection of near-ground strikes may decrease with increasing
distance from the LDAR central site. Thus, it would probably be most accurate
to determine a threshold altitude that was a function of distance from the LDAR
central site.
3.4 LOCATION OF GROUND STRIKES RELATIVE TO LDAR STORMS
Positions of ground strikes detected by LLP and LDARsystems were composited with
respect to the LDAR storm centers. This was done in three ways. one compositing
method counted the number of ground strikes in one-kilometer distance increments
with respect to the LDARstormcenter. The mean distance to the LDARstorm edge
was computed along a radial from the LDAR storm centroid through the ground
strike location. The drawback to this method is that individual storm widths
varied greatly, making it difficult to determine the percentage of ground strikes
which occurred within the LDAR storm boundary. Ground strikes were also com-
posited by distance east/west and north/south of the LDAR storm center.
A second, -fractional" compositing method involved computing the distance to the
ground strike location and the distance to the LDAR storm edge along the radial
between the LDAR storm center and the ground strike location. The ground strike
locations inside the LDAR storm boundary were composited by fractional distance
to the storm edge, in categories 0 to I0. category 0 included ground strikes
from the LDAR storm center outward to a distance less than 5% of the way to the
storm edge. Category i0 included ground strikes at a distance 95% of the
distance to the storm edge outward to 5% beyond the storm edge (or to just less
than 0.5 km beyond storm edge, whichever was greater), category 5, for example,
included ground strikes from 45% to just less than 55% of the distance to the
storm edge. Ground strikes were also composited by fractional distance east/west
and north/south of LDARstormcenter. When ground strikes were outside the LDAR
storm edge in this second method, they were composited in one-kilometer in-
crements as in method 1. Category ii included ground strikes 0.5 to just less
than 1.5 km beyond LDAR storm edge and category 20 representing ground strikes
9.5 km or more LDAR beyond storm edge.
A third compositing method was used with moving LDAR storms. Here it was
anticipated that there might be a preference for ground strikes in the quadrant
toward which the LDARstormwas moving, for example. Thus, the third compositing
method used a storm-relative frame of reference: forward/rear and left/right
with respect to storm movement. Left and right orientations are determined by
looking from behind the LDAR storm toward the direction it is moving. Ground
strikes were then composited by distances and by fractional positions
forward/rear and left/right of the LDAR storm center with respect to the storm
movement vector.
Figure 3-1 shows the locations of ground strikes relative to the LDAR storm
during the same minute period. This diplay is based upon the second compositing
method above; i.e., by fractional distance to the LDAR storm edge, which is
located at category position 10 along the x axis. Figure 3-1a depicts ground
strikes detected using the LLP system; Figure 3-1b depicts LDAR ground strikes
in terms of LDAR columns below 2.5 km. Eighty-five percent of the LLP ground
strikes occur within the boundaries of the LDAR storm, and 98% occur either
inside or within 2km beyond the edge of the LDAR storm. By definition, 100% of
the LDAR-deduced ground strikes occur within the boundaries of the LDAR storm.
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Figure 3-1. Locations of ground strikes relative to LDAR storm center, by
fractional distance to edge of LDAR storm, which is at position i0.
a. (Top) LLP ground strikes.
b. (Bottom) LDAR-derived ground strikes, using LDAR data cubes below 2.5 km.
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care must be taken in interpreting Fig. 3-i. The fractional categories represent
ring-shaped areas concentric about the LDAR storm center- The area within the
ring increases with distance from the LDAR storm center- Thus, the area repre-
sented by small-numbered fractional categories near the LDAR storm center is
small, and a small percentage of the events would be expected to occur there.
For this reason, also shown on Fig. 3-1 are dots. The dots represent the per-
centage of ground strikes expected in the fractional categories if ground strikes
were distributed in equal concentration (number per unit area) within the LDAR
storm boundaries- Graphed percentages above the dots, then, indicate observed
ground strike concentrations greater than average. Graphed percentages below the
dots indicate observed ground strike concentrations less than average. It can
be seen that the inner half of the composite LDAR storm contained greater ground
strike concentrations than the outer portion.
Figure 3-2 shows the locations of ground strikes relative to the LDAR storm
during the same minute period, broken down into east/west and north/south
positions. Again, the dots represent expected percentages if ground strikes
concentration was uniform inside the LDAR storm. The ground strikes are
essentially distributed evenly on each side of the LDAR storm, with greater
concentrations than average in the inner half of the composite storm.
Figure 3-3 shows the locations of ground strikes relative to the LDAR storm
during the same minute period, but composited by distance from the LDAR storm
center (using compositing method i). Here the tendency for ground strikes near
the LDAR storm center shows up very strongly.
3.5 SUBSEQUENT GROUND STRIKES RELATIVE TO CURRENT LDAR STORM
weather forecasters must issue lightning advisories when ground strikes are
expected within 5 nautical miles (9.25 km) of a warning site. Because they need
to issue the advisories in advance of the first ground strike, it is desirable
to examine the relationship of future ground strikes to the current LDAR
position, such intercomparisons have been done with time "lags of I, 3, 5, i0,
15, and 20 minutes.
In performing these compositings, it was anticipated that the results might beIt was also recognized
different r_am2_ of _e_e2tCheodW_U_
for quasi-stationary storms and moving storms.
• vin storms a storm-relative f
that in the case of mo . g e latter a proach, uu_o_T-= ---_ ......
nrobablv be most approprlate. In_th ....... _ considered, so that tn_ _v ....
= -. _ - _ _ovement oZ the _ua_ _ .... _ __ ___i_o_ to its _uture
sec_lon _._, _*_ T .... _ ...... + _ e LDAR s_orm u__-
strike was composltea w_n _=_ _ th
location at the time of the ground strike. The LDARstormwas presumed to remaln
the same size and shape during the period. In actuality, the LDARStorm-relative
the around strikes was obtained by displacing the ground strike
position of vector - c dt , where C is the movement vector of the LDAR storm and
points by a
dt is the "time lag" (ground strike time minus current LDAR storm display time).
Table 3-2 shows the results of the time-dependent compositings for LLP ground
strikes with respect to LDARStOrmS- For reference to the above discussion, time
0 is shown, representing intercomparison of ground strikes to LDARstormwithin
flllated with "All storms" represent an inter-
the same minute. The columns af " " • eir current
comparison of all storms, and the storms are presumed to remain at th
• . es and sizes. In the columns affiliated wit
positions in thelr current shap -_orms whose speed could be computed and wlt_
-Quasi-Stationary" storms,, on±y _ .... _ _ts _4 6 km/h) in both the east/wes_
d of movement components less _nan _._ .___ • __ _,_h_ _se of "All Storms",
:_e_orth/southdirection s havebeencomposl_eu- _ .........
compositing has been done with respect to the current position of the LDARstorm.
There were 435 storm-minutes of this type at time 0, decreasing to 324 by time
= 20 minutes (an artifact of only using hourly files). In the columns affiliated
with "Moving" storms, only LDAR storms having speed of movement greater than 2.5
kts (4.6 km/h) and less than 49 kts (90.7 km/h) were composited. The setting of
an upper limit discarded a few storms where the computed LDAR storm velocity was
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Figure 3-2. Locations of ground strikes relative to LDAR stozln center, by
fractional positions east/west and north/south. Edge of LDAR stor]n is at
position I0. a. (Top) LLP ground strikes, b. (Bottom) LDAR-derived ground
strikes, using LDA/{ data cubes below 2.5 km.
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bDAR storm-minutes at time 0, de-
moving L • =n an LDAR storm-relatlve
probably spurious- There were 2483. compositing Is
creasing to 1553 by time = 20 minutes
frame of reference for ,,Moving" storms- a 1% increase in percentages
for quasi-stationary and movlng storms. ThlS is because afe storms
_indicateThese
• • " • •
The values in Table 3-2 that there is about
at time 0 validity.have been discarded for which no LDARstormveloclty could be determined
tended to be short-lived storms, probably of dubious
COMPOSITING OF FUTURE GROUND STRIKES
TABLE 3-2• CURRENT LDAB STORM BOUNDARIES,
WITH RESPECT TO THE
BY CATEGORIES OF STORM MovEMENT, IN pERCERT
MOVING
TIME ALL STORMS QUASI-STAT-in <1 <2 in <I <2 in <i <2
0 85 97 98 86 98 99 86 97 99
1 75 86 90 80 89 93 77 87 90
3 71 84 88 79 88 93 74 84 89
5 64 77 84 71 81 86 67 79 84
10 44 59 67 51 65 68 50 61 67
15 31 42 50 41 54 63 36 47 53
20 20 29 35 30 41 50 26 36 39
Notes: ,'in" means inside LDAR storm boundaries
<1 means within 1 km beyond LDAR storm edge
<2 means within 2 km beyond LDAR storm edge
to the
The values in Table 3-2 seem to indicate the merit of using compiling accordingthe storms
to LDAR storm movement- Percentages under "All storms" are with respectground strikes
initial position of the LDAR storm while, in reality, more than 75% ofthe percen age of future
oving partly for this reason, position decreases to 20% by 20 minutes-
were m _- _ _,_rent LDAR storm is 30% at 20 minutes,
falling inslae _*_ _-- quasi-stationary, the percentag;kes within 2 kmbeyond
For storms that truly were r und str ..... _ around
.improvement", and is 50% versus 35% for g o_ =_ the percen_a_= __2_= of
a 10% _ ^;-e increases of up to 6% are seen _ .... rm-relatlve _"ithinth LDA_ _
DAR storm =_ •L .... _de the LDAR storm due to use of strikes
strikes _u_ The increase is smaller for ground
reference with moving storms.
2 km beyond storm edge.
one way to summarize Table 3-2 is to note that more than half of the ground
strikes occur outside the boundaries of the current LDAR storm after i0 minutes-
Half of the ground strikes occur more than 2 km beyond the boundaries of the
current LDAR storm after 20 minutes for quasi-stationary storms, and after 15
m_nutes for moving storms. --_a_e of ground strikes _c_
- • the increase in perce_l_ _hunderstorms and _ .....
able expla_at_ of with time is Lu=_ .... _ rt time scales[
The prob .... _ LuAR storm _-^ on ra_n_ _'_ _ and tha_
curring outslaed_trike patterns evo±_= tend to grow wi_n _'--_le 3-2.
lightning gr°u_' d Chair lightning 2=_t2_ into the comp°sltln_°%_Wto the
Thundergt°r_L_ _ n anticipated or ?i%\_L_ f Table 3-2. are _
growth has nuu _rnal- ground s_=5?_-L; she existing s_u_ ....
some of the _ _Ys-torms-along the zlanKs u_
development ot new
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The data base can be used to determine if future ground strikes occur preferenti-
ally on one flank of the the LDAR storm. Figure 3-4 shows the composite loca-
tions of ground strikes after i0 minutes, with respect to quasi-stationary storms
(Fig. 3-4a) and with respect to moving storms in a storm-relative frame of refer-
ence (Fig. 3-4b). There is a slight preference for future ground strikes on the
south and east flanks of the current quasi-stationary LDAR storms. There is a
slight preference for future ground strikes on the rear flank of moving LDAR
storms. In the mean the rear flank was the west-southwest flank in this study,
though there was much variation in direction of storm movement.
3.6 PROBABILITY OF GROUND STRIKES MORE THAN 5 NAb"ZICAL MILES BEYOND LDAR STORM
EDGE
Weather forecasters must issue lightning advisories when lightning is anticipated
within 5 nautical miles (9.25 km) of a warning area. Table 3-3 shows the
frequency of LLP ground strikes that occur more than 5 n.mi. beyond the edge of
the LDAR storm boundary. In the case of moving storms at future times, the
position is relative to the projected position of the current LDAR storm
boundaries. Probabilities for "All storms" and -Quasi-stationary" storms are
with respect to the current positions of the LDAR storm boundaries.
TABLE 3--3. PROBABILITY OF GROUND STRIKES
MORE TB_%N 5 N.MI. BEYOND EDGE OF LDRR STORM
TI_ ALL STORMS QUASI-STAT. MOVING
0 0.5% 0.0% 0.4%
1 3.0 2.5 2.7
3 2.6 2.3 2.5
5 3.4 4.0 3.7
10 7.5 8.5 7.3
15 14.8 7.9 15.5
20 30.0 16.1 30.8
The probabilities shown in Table 3-3 are not point probabilities, but apply to
large areas. A conservative estimate of the probability that a particular area
of size 1 km 2 will be struck can be obtained from the values in Table 3-3 by
dividing by 61.3. This factor has been derived by using a mean LDAR storm edge
position 7.64 km from the LDAR storm center, and very conservatively assuming
that all ground strikes occurred between 9.25 and 10.25 km beyond LDAR storm
edge. Thus, the probability of a particular square kilometer area being hit when
beyond 5 n.mi. from the LDAR storm edge is less than 0.008% during the current
minute and not more than 0.5% after 20 minutes. Depending upon what risk is
acceptable, forecasters can probably make effective use of the current LDARstorm
boundary (and not need to add an extra margin beyond it) in issuing advisories
for lightning within a 5 n.mi. radius of warning sites.
3.7 CESSATION OF LDRRACTIVITY AND END OF GROUND STRIKE THREAT
Weather forecasters must issue statements indicating that the threat of ground
strikes has ceased. One potential tool in this task is the disappearance of the
LDARstorm. However, some LDARstorms are intermittent--especially in their late
stages--and may reappear after being inactive for a few minutes. Do these storms
still pose a ground strike threat? Table 3-4 indicates the probability of an
LDARstormstill yielding a ground strike after being inactive (producing no LDAR
events) for the indicated number of minutes.
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Figure 3-4. Locations of ground strikes i0 minutes later, relative to current
sitions east/west and north/south.
LDAR storm center, by fractional;P_ompositing relative to current posltlon
a. (TOP) Quasi-stationary storms
b. (Bottom) Moving storms; compositing relative to projected position of
current LDAR storm after i0 minutes, in storm-relative coordinates-
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TABLE 3.4[ PROBABILITY OF AN LDAR STORM THAT HAS BEEN INACTIVE
YIELDING A FUTURE GROUND STRIKE,
AS A FUNCTION OF THE PERIOD OF INACTIVITY
INACTIVE PERIOD PROBABILITY
1 min 46%
> 1 22
> 2 13
>3 7
>4 5
>5 3
>6 2
>7 1
>8 0.5
3.8 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STORMS THAT PRODUCE GROUND STRIKES AND THOSE THAT
NEVER PRODUCE GROUND STRIKES
LDAR storms that never produced ground strikes had short duration. Eighty-nine
percent had duration of 5 minutes or less. only 27% of the LDAR storms which
produced LLP ground strikes had durations that brief. Many (55%) of the LDAR
storms which never produced ground strikes were 1-minute events, representing odd
discharge patterns into areas not previously affected. This caused an apprec-
iable (> 6 km), momentary shift in storm centroid and caused the objective storm
classification scheme to trigger a new storm identification number. During the
next minute, when the odd discharge was no longer present, the LDAR storm
centroid returned to near its previous location, and the previous storm identifi-
cation number was resumed.
only 10% of the LDAR storms having 1 or 2-minute duration were associated with
LLP ground strikes, only 6% of the LDAR storms having 1 or 2-minute duration
were associated with LLP ground strikes if they contained less than 100 LDAR
events per minute. From a weather forecasting perspective, the implication is
that sudden large bursts of low-density LDAR activity that extend beyond the
previous LDAR storm boundary do not normally pose a ground strike threat.
The maximum number of LDAR events is less in LDAR storms that never produce an
LLP ground strike, sixty-two percent of such storms never contained more than
50 LDAR events per minute, only 11% of the LDAR storms associated at some time
with LLP ground strikes peaked at such a low LDAR data rate. By contrast, 81%
of the LDAR storms associated with LLP ground strikes contained more than 150
LDAR events per minute at some point during their existence.
3.9 LDAB STORM DIFFERENCES DURING MINUTES WITH AND WITHOUT GROUND STRIKES
It was indicated previously that only 41% of the LDAR storm minutes are
associated with LLP ground strikes. Is the LDARstormcharacter different during
minutes with LLP ground strikes? For brevity of wording, LDAR storm minutes
associated with LLP ground strikes will be referred to below as "LLP minutes";
those without ground strikes will be referred to as "non-LLP minutes".
LLP minutes had many more LDAR events per storm. The median values were 500 for
LLP minutes and 165 for non-LLP minutes, of course, some of these LDAR events
could be produced by the ground strike itself.
LLP minutes had a much bigger LDAR storm volume. The median values were 200 km 3
for LLP minutes and 50 km for non-LLP minutes. Again, some of this difference
could be due to an expansion of LDAR storm volume due to the ground strike
extending the storm volume downward to the surface. However, this hypothesis is
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vnot fully supported by LDAR storm height data. There was little difference in
the median heights of the LDAR storm centroid during LLP and non-LLP minutes.
Likewise, there was little difference in the median z95 heights, suggesting that
LDAR storm top was not significantly different (at least with the vertical res-
olution used in this study). LLP minutes, however, did have larger storm depth,
as measured by standard deviation of z. using twice the standard deviation,
median values were 4.15 versus 2.75 km for LLP and non-LLP minutes, respectively-
Some downward extension of the LDAR storm may be revealed here.
LLP minutes had larger LDAR storm cross-sectional area. The median values were
80 km z for LLP minutes and 36 km 2 for non-LLP minutes.
Despite having larger LDAR storm volume and cross-sectional areas, LLP-minutes
also had larger LDAR volume densities and _D_ _r_a densities than non-LLP= _ 1 and 2.2 LDARevents per
minutes. Median values for LDAR volume oen_x_ --_ 6 6 and 3 7 LDAR
km 3, respectively- Medi_21values for LDAR area density were .
events per km , respec_Iv Y-
3.10 LDAR--BASED pARAMETERS IN RELATION TO VARIATIONS IN GROUND STRIKE RATE
Because section 3.9 showed many differences between LDAR storm characteristics
• . . • nd strikes, and because some storms (such
durlng mlnutes wlth and wlthout LL_grOUved arameters were correlated to number
as in Fig. 2-7) revealed that LDAR derl P LDAR-derived storm parameters and
of LLP ground strikes, the correlation between
ground strike rate was examined in more detail. Temporal variations of eight
LDAR-derived parameters were examined in relation to temporal variations In
numbers of LLP ground strikes associated with the LDAR storms. LDARstorms were
only included in these correlation studies if they were associated with LLP
ground strikes at some time during their existence. The eight LDAR-derived storm
parameters examined were: (i) NLDAR, number of LDARdata points within the LDAR
storm volume; (2) VOL, LDAR storm volume; (3) AREA, LDAR storm area; (4) VOLDENS,
LDAR volume density; (5 AREADENS, LDAR area density; (6) ZMEAN, LDAR storm
centroid height; (7) ZSDI standard deviation of height of LDAR cubes within the
LDAR storm volume, a measure of LDAR storm depth; (8) Z95, the height below which
95% of the LDAR data occurs within the LDAR storm.
number of LLP ground strikes per minute
Table 3-5 shows correlations between ......... _ values. The correlations
associated with the LDAR storm and LDAR s_o_mp_ .......
are tabulated for simultaneous relationships (time lag 0), and for LLP ground
strikes which lag the LDAR storm parameter values by the indicated numbers of
minutes. The five LDAR-derived parameters with highest correlations are listed
for each time lag, in order of decreasing correlation.
In the correlation studies, ZSD, a measure of LDAR storm depth, had the highest
correlation for 9 of the ii lag times. LDAR storm volume had the highest
correlation for the other two lag times, I and 5 minutes. The number of LDKR
data points within the LDARstormhad the third best correlation overall, having
the second highest correlation for 3 lag times. Mean LDAR Storm height ranked
second for 2 lag times, z95 and LDAR storm area each had third highest
correlation for some lag time. Despite impressive relationships for some storms,
LDAR volume and area densities never ranked better than sixth for any lag time
when all LDAR storms that produced LLP ground strikes were considered.
unfortunately, the correlations in Table 3-5 were highest for time lag of zero
and generally decreased with increasing lag time. The exception was for lag time
of two minutes, when the correlation was higher than at 1 minute. Probably the
contribution of LDAR data points to the LDAR storm characteristics by the ground
strike itself is causing the highest correlation for lag time of zero.
It must also be noted that even the highest correlation by an individual LDARdepth from
• LLP ground
is 0 1 35% of the varlatlons in number ofstorm parameter " .592. This means that variations in LDAR storm
minute to minute would explain on y
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TABLE 3--5. CORRELATION BETWEEN LDAR-DERIVED STORM PARAMETERS
AND LLP GROUND STRIKE RATE, AS A FUNCTION OF LAG TIME
BETWEEN LDAR pARRMETERAND LLP GROUND STRIKE
LAG RANK 1 RANK 2 RANK 3 RANK 4 RANK 5
0 Z SD VOL AREA NLDAR ZMEAN
0 • 592 0 • 579 0. 542 0. 521 0 • 495
1 VOL Z SD NLDAR AREA ZMEAN
0. 492 0. 492 0. 457 0. 441 0. 422
2 Z S D VOL NLDAR AREA Z MEAN
0. 497 0. 486 0. 460 0. 441 0. 439
3 Z S D VOL NLDAR Z MEAN AREA
0. 478 0. 466 0. 446 0. 433 0. 424
4 Z SD VOL ZMEAN NLDAR AREA
0 • 450 0 • 433 0 • 415 0 • 414 0. 396
5 VOL Z SD NLDAR ZMEAN AREA
0. 433 0 • 429 0. 422 0 • 402 0. 392
6 ZSD NLDAR VOL zMEAN Z 95
0. 396 0. 384 0. 383 0 . 377 0. 359
7 ZSD ZMEAN Z 95 VOL NLDAR
0 • 376 0. 361 0 • 345 0 • 344 0 • 344
8 Z SD NLDAR VOL ZMEAN Z 95
0 • 355 0. 348 0. 347 0 • 340 0 • 325
9 ZSD NLDAR VOL ZMEAN Z 95
0 • 337 0. 323 0. 321 0 • 315 0. 303
10 Z SD ZMEAN Z 95 NLDAR VOL
0. 300 0. 291 0.278 0.265 0. 259
NOTE: LAG is LLP ground strike time minus LDAR storm
parameter time, in minutes
strikes per minute using a regression approach. However, experience with
multiple linear regression shows that this would be a good start if additional
LDAR storm parameters were not highly intercorrelated. If the temporal varia-
tions of other LDAR storm parameters were poorly correlated to ZSD variations,
then they would make additional contributions in a multiple regression equation
aimed at explaining the variations in number of LLP ground strikes per minute
from LDAR storms. Time has not permitted further pursuit of this topic.
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
• d has been to begin a process that may help
The ultimate goal of thls. stu y ...... _ .... _melv lightning advisories-
operational weather forecasters glve De_er _u_,,v_ ......
LDAR seems to provide information that can be useful to the forecasters.
In section I, five questions were posed that operational weather forecasters
might ask regarding use of the LDAR data. The answers to those questions are
reviewed here.
What is the lead time between the first detection of LDAR events and ground
strikes? The average lead time is 5.26 minutes, only 11% of the LDAR storms
produced LLP ground strikes during the first minute of their existence (section
3.1).
Are there preferred locations of occurrence of ground strikes relative to the
pattern of discharges detected by LDAR? Eighty-five percent of the LLP ground
strikes occur within the boundaries of the LDAR-defined storm, and 98% occur
either within the LDAR storm boundaries or within 2 km beyond them. The highest
concentration of ground strikes occurs near the center of the LDARstorm (section
3.4).
Can future positions of ground strikes be anticipated through knowledge of the
current LDARevent pattern? The percentage of ground strikes falling within the
boundaries of the current LDAR storms decreases with time. Half of the ground
strikes occur more than 2 km beyond the boundaries of the current LDAR storm (in
the case of quasi-stationary storms) or the projected position of the current
LDAR storm (in the case of moving storms) after 15 minutes for moving storms and
after 20 minutes for quasi-stationary storms. There was some preference for
future ground strikes to occur on the south and east flanks of quasi-stationary
storms and on the rear (west-southwest) flank of moving storms in this study
(Sections 3.5, 3.6).
Are there signatures in the LDAR data that can be used to determine when the
threat of ground strikes has ended? In latter stages of LDAR storms, they often
become intermittent, often disappearing for several minutes on the LDARdisplay-
only 5% of LDAR storms have future ground strike if they have disappeared for
more than 4 minutes; only 0.5% if they have disappeared for more than 8 minutes
(section 3.7). other signatures probably exist, but have not been quantified.
Are there signatures in the LDAR data that reveal which storms produce ground
strikes and which do not? Sudden large bursts of low-density LDAR activity thatboundary do not normally pose a ground
extend beyond the previous LDAR storm .
strike threat. There are a number of LDAR-derlved parameters that show
significant differences, on average, between storms tna_ produce ground strikes
and those that do not (Sections 3.8-3.10). Further research is needed before
these parameters can be used reliably.
tool for better understanding the dynamics of
LDAR shows great promise as a "-_ ....hen the LDAR data is used in
• processes, especla_±_ wthunderstorm electrificatl°n
conjunction with Doppler radar, surface mesonet, and wind profiler network data
that can reveal the location of convergence zones. These convergence zones, when
related to the flanks of LDAR- and radar-defined storms, can suggest the
preferred flanks upon which new thunderstorm cell growth will be preferred and
where future ground strikes may be concentrated- intercomparison of field mill
data should also prove informative. Expert system and neural network studies of
lightning prediction may be ways to assimilate the various types of information-
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ABSTRACT
The cost of premises wiring keeps increasing due to personnel moves, new equipment,
capacity upgrades etc. It would be desirable to have a wireless interface from the workstations to
the fixed network, so as to minimize the wiring changes needed. New technologies such as
microcellular personal communication systems are promising to bring down the cost of wireless
communication. Another promising technology is Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), which
could dramatically increase the bandwidth available for wireless connections. In addition,
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology is emerging as a technique for integrated
management of voice, data and video traffic on a single network. The focus of this investigation
will be to assess the future utility of these new technologies for reducing the premise wiring cost
at KSC. One of the issues to be studied is the cost comparison of "old" versus "new", especially
as time and technology progress. An additional issue for closer study is a feasible time-line for
progress in technological capability.
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SUMMARY
New technologies such as personal communication systems (PCS) and asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM) hold the promise to usher in a new era of mobile multimedia
communication. This could have significant impact at KSC in operations and in premise wiring
cost. Switching networks have evolved from circuit switching to TDMA to packet switching.
ATM is the next step in the evolution of switching systems, with the promise of carrying
multimedia service on a single network. Cellular communication service is evolving from an
analog FM system to a digital system based on TDMA. CDMA technology has also been
proposed as an alternative for digital cellular. At present, the cellular business is driven by the
voice market. But the lessons learned from the switching business indicate that cellular networks
will evolve toward packet based technology e.g. ALOHA, for adapting to multimedia service
based on ATM backbone network. The technology for building a multimedia terminal is already
here. The challenge for industry is to design and standardize a packet based cellular network that
can act as a wireless front end to the backbone ATM network. This may take about 8 years yet.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The cost of premises wiring keeps increasing due to personnel moves, new equipment,
capacity upgrades etc. It would be desirable to have a wireless interface from the workstations to
the fixed network, so as to minimize the wiring changes needed. New technologies such as
microcellular personal communication systems are promising to bring down the cost of wireless
communication. Another promising technology is Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), which
could dramatically increase the bandwidth available for wireless connections. In addition,
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology is emerging as a technique for integrated
management of voice, data and video traffic on a single network. The focus of this investigation
will be to assess the future utility of these new technologies for reducing the premise wiring cost
at KSC. One of the issues to be studied is the cost comparison of"old" versus "new", especially
as time and technology progress. An additional issue for closer study is a feasible time-line for
progress in technological capability.
In Section 1 we will outline the motivation for study of mobile multimedia technology at
KSC. In Section 2 we will outline the current status, issues and trends in PCS and ATM
technologies, especially as they relate to scenarios for development of mobile multimedia
technology. Section 3 will assess the technological options of Sec. 2 against the requirements
posed by the applications in Sec. 1. A reader wishing to get an overview without too much detail
may wish to skip Sec. 2 and proceed directly to Sec. 3. Final conclusions are presented in Sec. 4.
1.1 THE PROMISE OF PCS TECHNOLOGY
Personal communication system (PCS) technology is a predicted outgrowth of current
generation cellular communication systems. In the 1970s, mobile telephone service was expensive
and available to the rare few. By the mid 80s, cellular technology made it possible to expand
service to a large number of users in automobiles. By 1990, personal communications were
emerging in the form of lightweight mobile telephones that could be used by automobile
passengers as well as pedestrians. Yet, further improvements in mobile communications are
needed. Present technology is mainly geared for voice communications. There is a need to
develop data and fax services in the near future, and video services further down the road.
Another critical issue is improving the management of bandwidth in order to allow closer to a
universal service penetration. These issues are under active investigation [1]. Indoor mobile
communication needs further development, in order to allow tether-less access in the home and
office environments.
When fully developed, PCS technology promises to deliver an array of communication
services to a portable hand-held unit at any desired location. Fig. 1 summarizes some of the
features of future PCS technology. Visions of Dick Tracy and Star Trek will be fully realized. The
PCS terminal will be lightweight, operable indoors and outdoors, so the same terminal will allow
completely tetherless and mobile access to the network from home, office, automobile, or even
out of town. Global roaming will allow the same terminal to be usable anywhere. Just imagine,
your teenage daughter can start talking with her friend as soon as she wakes up, and need not
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hang up until she is ready to go to bed at night. Custom network services will be delivered on the
basis of user identity, not terminal identity or location. This means custom services such as speed
dialing, custom directory, call screening, billing authorizations, etc., will travel with you when you
go to a different city. Each person will have only one telephone number, whether they are at
home, office, automobile, hotel or fishing. The future PCS terminal will be more than just a voice
telephone. It will offer voice, video, and data services all in a single terminal. This means that in
addition to talking, you can use the PCS terminal for accessing your computer, or for that matter,
any authorized computer, receive fax and e-mail messages, make video phone calls, and access
video libraries. This issue is further discussed in the next subsection.
1.2 THE PROMISE OF ATM TECHNOLOGY
Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) technology is a packet switching technology. The
purpose of all switching techniques is to route data streams to specified network addresses. In
traditional circuit switching, e.g. in the telephone network, the address, i.e. the dialed digits, are
used to set up a dedicated wireline connection for that particular call. The message, i.e. the
conversation, is carried on this dedicated wireline connection. In packet switching, the message
bits and address are combined into a packet, and forwarded from node to node. Although packet
switching has the overhead of including the address in every packet, it has been found to be more
efficient than circuit switching for bursty data, such as is generated by a computer terminal.
Circuit switching, on the other hand, is more suited for fixed rate of data generation, such as
voice.
ATM technology [2],[3], has been proposed as the technology of choice for mixed data
types. Fig. 2 summarizes the potential benefits of ATM technology. ATM is a packet switching
technology with fixed-size packets of 53 bytes, called cells. The adoption of ATM technology
promises to allow mixed data such as voice and video to be carried over the same network,
instead of on separate telephone and LAN networks, as is done today. This will allow the
deployment of multimedia terminals, incorporating voice, video, and data, to communicate with
each other over a single switched network. By and large, video today is carried over non-switched
broadcast networks such as TV stations, and cable TV. The possibility of switched video and
switched multimedia service will allow services such as dial-up personal videophone, dial-up
videoconference to any location, dial-up video libraries, and electronic town hall.
1.3 KSC APPLICATIONS POTENTIAL
Let us consider the potential impact of combining PCS and ATM technologies. As we
noted above, PCS technology is targeted for universal access to mobile communications, and
ATM technology is targeted for universal multimedia communications. Together, these two
technologies will usher in a new era of mobile multimedia communications. The concept of mobile
multimedia communications will make possible bold new services and applications not yet
conceived. Some of the ways this could impact operations at KSC are considered (See Fig. 3).
One possible application is described by the title of the project. The possibility of universal
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wireless access to a switched ATM network will allow the deployment of tetherless multimedia
workstations. In particular, intercomputer communication will incorporate a wireless front end.
This means that a particular workstation may be placed anywhere, and will receive the appropriate
level of bandwidth service, regardless of location. Cable plant changes would not be required
following personnel moves. With today's technology, the hardwired cable network is designed to
handle a predicted pattern of bandwidth demand. If the demand pattern changes following
personnel moves, say for example if a CAD engineer interchanges office locations with a
secretary, the cable plant has to be rewired to meet the new location of high demand. At the same
time, the bandwidth resource previously deployed for a high demand location, will be wasted
when the demand at that location goes down.
Availability of wireless multimedia can significantly impact the information flow required
for shuttle and payload operations. Currently the information is stored in the form of OMrs on a
database system such as SPDMS. At the site of the operations, the information is carried on paper
or by voice on OISD. The availability of wireless multimedia, will allow video instructions for
operations, fast wireless scheduling updates, and videoconference among operation personnel for
problem resolution. With two-way wireless support for multimedia service, it becomes possible to
deliver rapid video verification of operation closeouts, as well as live video monitoring of critical
operations by remotely located expert personnel, e.g. firing room.
II. ATM AND PCS TECHNOLOGY BACKGROUND
In this section we will review some background material on the development of ATM and
PCS technology, emphasizing some key features that will be important in their application to
mobile multimedia technology. In the next section, we will evaluate the various technological
options against the criteria posed by the applications outlined in Sec. 1. Section 2 may be skipped
by readers not interested in many of the details.
2.1 DEVELOPMENT BACKGROUND OF ATM TECHNOLOGY
Traditionally, the telephone network has been circuit switched. For our purpose, what this
means is that the destination address, is first presented to the network in the form of dialed digits.
The network processes this information in a centrally located intelligence unit to set up an end-
to-end link between source and destination. The message, i.e. voice signal, is then applied to this
dedicated link and appears at the desired destination by virtue of circuit connectivity. This
principle is summarized in Fig. 4.
In addition to so-called space switching described above, modern telephone networks also
employ time-switching Time switching depends on time division multiplexing (TDMA). In the
context of the preceding discussion, we can visualize a TDMA network as shown in Fig. 5. Here,
the address is processed by a multiplexor and a demultiplexor located at either end of the link.
The multiplexor takes a number of message streams and places them on the link in time sequence
as dictated by the address. Thus the address is translated into a fixed position in the time
sequence for the corresponding message stream. The important feature to note is that the
processing of the address is now distributed between two intelligence units (multiplexor and
rv,tlN_'
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demuitiplexor) on either end of the link. We see that as technology progresses, the trend is away
from a central intelligence unit to a distribution of the intelligence and processing tasks.
Next, packet switching is considered. The conceptual operation of a packet switching
network is shown in Fig. 6. In packet switching, the address and message are bundled together to
form a packet, much as the message contained in a letter is bundled in an envelope with the
address on it. The packet is forwarded from node to node in the network. At each node, the
address is examined and a decision is made about which should be the next link for forwarding the
message toward its ultimate destination. Thus, packet switching is an example of distributed
processing, whereby the intelligence is distributed throughout the network.
The various technological options are thus seen as methods for managing access to the
communication link. At a more fundamental level, it is the bandwidth of the link that the users are
really demanding. The fundamental parameters of network design are the physical deployment of
links, their bandwidth capacities, and the network intelligence to manage access to the links in a
way that is fair to everyone. In traditional circuit switching, the physical access to the link is
closely controlled by the network intelligence. But once the physical connection for link access is
set up, communication can proceed with little help from the network. On the other hand, in
ethernet, an example of packet switching, all nodes have physical access to the link, and a great
deal of processing is required in each and every node to ensure orderly usage of the link, and
delivery of the message at only its proper destination. It is in this context of links, physical access
and intelligence location that we will set our problem.
It is well-known that circuit switching is efficient for fixed-rate data, such as voice, where
the source generates bits at a steady rate over long periods of time. But circuit switching is not
efficient for bursty data such as from a computer terminal, which typically produces long periods
of idle punctuated by short voluminous bursts of data bits. Packet switching provides more
efficient service for bursty data. For this reason, today we have a circuit switched telephone
network for voice, but packet switched LAN's such as ethernet and FDDI for computer generated
data communication. Meanwhile video or TV signals are carried over broadcast networks such as
network TV or cable TV.
The next step in technology evolution comes from a desire to have a single network for all
types of signal streams: data, voice and video. We noted above that voice is efficiently carried
over circuit switched network, and data over packet switched network. What type of network
should be designed for carrying a mix of traffic? This fundamental problem arises because of the
wide disparity in the bandwidth" demand of the different types of traffic. Data requires much less
bandwidth than voice, which in turn requires much less bandwidth than video. A circuit switched
network, including TDMA_ assigns a fixed amount of bandwidth to all users. This means all users
must be assigned as much bandwidth as those with the highest demand, leading to a great deal of
wasted bandwidth resource. Circuit switching ends up assigning more than their fair share of
bandwidth to users with low bandwidth demands. On the other hand, a packet switched network
favors users with high bandwidth demand. Since packet switching is a random access technology,
anyone can access the bandwidth resource. The low demand users will quickly release the
resource for others to use. Not so the high demand users. Because of their greater needs, having
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once gained control of the link, they will retain control for longer periods of time, thus effectively
locking out users with low demand.
In the ATM specification, the packet size is fixed as a resolution of the above problem.
Keeping the packet size relatively small forces the high bandwidth user to give up the link more
often, thus giving a chance for other users to access it. At the same time, too small a packet size
reduces efficiency for the high bandwidth users, since the overhead cost of the address in the
packet is incurred more frequently. The ATM specified packet size of 53 bytes is a compromise
between the needs of users with low and high bandwidth needs.
2.2 ISSUES AND OPTIONS IN MOBILE COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
Cellular phone communication for automobiles has been available for about a decade. A
summary of cellular system concepts is given in Fig. 7. The cellular concept is to divide the
geographical service area into circular regions called cells. All the mobile users in a particular cell
are serviced by a single base station located in the center of the cell. All the base stations are
linked through a switched network. The exchange servicing the network connecting the base
stations is called the MTSO, or mobile telephone switching office. The links from the base
stations to the MTSO can be land lines or high capacity point-to-point dedicated microwave links.
The MTSO is responsible for overall supervision and control of the cellular network.
A fundamental concept in cellular system planning is the number of channel sets, usually 4
or 7. All available channels are divided into a fixed number of channel sets. Each cell site or base
station is assigned one channel set, such that neighboring cells do not have the same channel set.
An example frequency reuse plan with 3 or 4 channel sets is shown in Fig. 8. Since there is only a
finite number of channel sets, there will be other cells in the system using the identical channel set.
There is a fixed mathematical relationship between the number of channel sets and the smallest
distance (as measured in terms of the cell radius) between cell sites using the same channel set.
Clearly, the smaller the number of channel sets, the shorter the distance before the same channel
set will need to be reused. An important capacity measure in a cellular system is the number of
users/cell per MHz of allocated bandwidth. For example let us consider a cellular system with 24
MHz of bandwidth. Each mobile user is assigned a channel or frequency-pair for 2-way
communication with his base station. Say the bandwidth required for analog FM voice
communication is 30 kHz in each direction, for a total of 60 kHz. Thus there are a total of 24
Mhz/60 kHz = 400 distinct channels available. If the number of channel sets is 7, then each cell
can support 57 users. The number of users/cell/MHz is 2.4. If the number of channel sets is
reduced to 4, then each cell may support 100 users. Thus, fewer channel sets lead to higher
service capacity.
Due to frequency reuse, for a user assigned to a given channel, there are other mobiles
using the same channel, located in other cells with the same channel set. These mobiles will cause
interference with the transmission from the user of interest. The amount of interference is larger if
the cochannel users are located closer. If this interference is intolerable, the separation distance
between cochannel users must be increased. The only way this can be done is to increase the
number of channel sets, with a corresponding reduction in the number of users/cell that can be
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supported. This is the basic tradeoff seen in cellular system planning. The number of channel sets
is a compromise between the desire to have low interference and the desire to have as many
users/cell as possible. This is shown in Fig. 9.
When cellular phones were first introduced, the price was high and the demand low. Only
a few large cells were required to service the demand. As prices came down, and the demand
grew, it became necessary to introduce more and more smaller cells. This has led to the growth of
the so-called microcellular systems technology. Microcellular systems are characterized by a large
number of small cells, some as small as a city block. In the next generation PCS technology, the
cells may be as small as individual floors in buildings. Each cell will be served by separate base
stations. One issue under active investigation is the effect of small cells on hand-offs. Hand-off is
the network action by which a mobile using a frequency in one cell, is automatically assigned a
new frequency in the adjacent cell, as it moves from one cell to the next.
2.2.1 DIGITAL CELLULAR
Although cellular phone service has seen phenomenal growth in the last few years, there
are a number of issues that need resolution. The most important of these is how to increase
service penetration among the population, so cellular service begins to approach the universal
accessibility envisioned in the PCS scenario. In general, the most obvious ways to increase service
capacity in cellular systems are to convince the FCC to allocate more spectrum, or to build more,
smaller cells. Initially, cellular service was based on analog FM modulation. Beginning in the
1990's, the industry has started a shift to digital modulation to increase service capacity without
getting new frequency allocations from the FCC. Instead of modulating the carrier directly with
the analog voice signal, the voice signal is first sampled and digitized, and the resulting bit stream
is used to modulate the carrier. Digital modulation can be binary or M-ary. In binary modulation,
only two waveforms are transmitted, representing binary 1 or 0. In M-ary modulation, the bits are
grouped, and a group of logzM bits are used to select one of M different transmission waveforms.
Use of M-ary modulation reduces the channel bandwidth requirement by a factor of log2M. The
two most widely used modulation options are GMSK, which is used in the European GSM
system, and QPSK, which is used in the Japanese and North American digital cellular standards.
Digital modulation allows a number of advantages related to capacity and quality.
Digitized voice can be processed by compression techniques to bring down the bit-rate to around
8 to 10 kb/s. This means that up to 3 users may be served in the 30 kHz bandwidth used by
analog FM. The bandwidth requirement may be even further reduced by using bandwidth-efficient
M-ary modulation. (However, use of M-ary modulation introduces the additional issue of power-
bandwidth tradeoff, discussed later in this report.) Additionally, digitized voice may be protected
against channel errors by FEC coding. This helps protect against errors in transmission which are
unacceptably likely to occur in an unprotected channel, due to reflections from buildings etc. In
fact, both the European and North American digital cellular standards do incorporate Viterbi
coding. However, use of FEC does require additional bandwidth, as discussed below.
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2.2.2 POWER-BANDWIDTH TRADEOFF IN DIGITAL CELLULAR
The power-bandwidth tradeoff is fundamental to all of the technological options being
considered to increase the capacity in digital cellular systems. The power bandwidth tradeoff is a
result of Shannon's equation. The maximum rate of information transfer, in bits/second, over a
channel of bandwidth B is
R = B log2(l+ S)
where S/N is the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver. For our purpose, we will use S/N
interchangeably with C/I, the ratio of the received power of the signal car_ing desired
information, to the received interference power. C/I is sometimes referred to as CIR, the carrier to
interference ratio.
For bandwidth efficient communication, to make it possible to serve the largest possible
number of users, we would like to keep the channel bandwidth low. From Shannon's equation we
see that for a given information transfer rate, we can reduce the channel bandwidth if we can
increase the SNR. But we saw above, that in cellular systems, increase in the CIR comes from
increasing the distance to the cochannel cells, which in turn reduces capacity. The precise effect of
the power bandwidth tradeoff in digital cellular is still a subject of ongoing research [4]. The
various technology options for enhanced capacity in digital cellular and the implications of the
power bandwidth tradeoff are summarized in Fig. 10.
2.2.3 QPSK, CODING AND TDMA
As was stated above, QPSK has been adopted as the standard modulation scheme for next
generation North American digital cellular. QPSK is 4-ary modulation, and therefore provides for
a doubling of bit-rate within the same bandwidth. Thus it should be possible to transmit 60 kb/s
over the standard 30 kHz analog cellular (AMPS) channel. However, from our discussion of the
power bandwidth tradeoff above, it should not immediately be concluded that this alone will lead
to increase in the system's service capacity.
The TDMA digital cellular standard also calls for coding. There are two forms of coding.
The first is voice or source coding, and the second is channel coding. Source coding extracts the
essential features of the information and represents them in fewer bits than when the analog signal
is sampled and digitized. Source coding applies only to voice or video signals. When sampled and
digitized, a standard voice signal requires 64 kb/s. Voice coding techniques such as ADPCM,
LPC etc. can be used to reduce the bit-rate. The TDMA standard calls for use of LPC to reduce
the bit-rate of voice signals to 10 kb/s. By the way, NTSC full-motion color video signal requires
76 Mb/s when sampled and digitized. Digital data compression techniques such as ADPCM,
DCT, wavelet technique, etc. can be used to reduce the bit-rate of video signals.
FEC or channel coding is used to protect against errors in the transmitted signal induced
by channel imperfections. Parity bits and CRC bits are two common forms of channel coding that
,_t"
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allow for error detection but not error correction. More advanced types of channel coding allow
for a limited amount of automatic error correction. There are two types of FEC coding: block
and convolution. Convolution coding with Viterbi decoding is a widely used FEC technique. Use
of FEC increases the number of bits to be transmitted. It would appear that this is undesirable due
to increase in the required channel bandwidth. However, the principle of power-bandwidth
tradeoff mitigates the bandwidth expansion by a corresponding reduction in the required CIR.
Thus channel coding can be a benefit. The digital cellular standard calls for convolution coded
FEC.
The new digital cellular standard uses TDMA. The users must take turns to use the
channel in an orderly synchronized way. Nominally, the total channel capacity is 60 kb/s, and the
bit-rate of raw digitized voice is 64 kb/s. When the effects of source coding, channel coding, the
need for guard time between users, and the reservation of time slots for network control is all
taken into account, it is seen that three digital users can fit into the 30 kHz bandwidth of one
analog user.
2.2.4 CDMA, POWER CONTROL, VOICE ACTIVATION, CELL SECTOKIZATION
CDMA has been proposed as an alternative to TDMA for digital cellular [1, p. 472]. The
main benefit claimed for CDMA is that it will provide for 20 times the capacity of the analog
cellular (AMPS) system. As noted above, the TDMA architecture provides for a tripling of
capacity.
CDMA is based on the spread spectrum technology that the military has used for many
years. There are two kinds of spread spectrum: Direct Sequence and Frequency Hopping. Direct
sequence is more popular because it is easier to implement in practice. In DS-CDMA each user bit
is converted into a specific long sequence of bits. The resulting string is transmitted using a simple
modulation such as BPSK. The user specific sequence of bits is called the PN code. The length of
the sequence is called the processing gain.
When CDMA is used, the transmitted bit-rate, and hence the channel bandwidth is
increased by a factor equal to the processing gain. Because of the increased bandwidth, by the
principle of power-bandwidth tradeoff, CDMA is able to operate with correspondingly reduced
CIR. For example if the user bit rate is 10 kb/s, which is typical for compressed speech, a
processing gain of 100 would lead to a transmission of I Mb/s. At the same time the required CIR
can be reduced, say from 3 to 0.03. It is the reduction in required CIR that leads to a capacity
benefit in cellular systems.
The CDMA system is designed to operate in an environment of many interfering users. All
users use the same frequency band. Each user in a CDMA system is assigned a unique PN code.
The receiver is tuned to a particular code. It uses a process called matched filtering to select the
user of interest and reject other interfering transmissions.
In addition to the reduction in CIR, additional capacity enhancing features are used in the
proposed CDMA cellular system. These are power control, voice activation, and cell
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sectorization. Transmitter power control is used so that transmissions from users close to the cell
site do not overwhelm the weaker received signals from users farther away. Voice activation is
based on the statistical observation that a typical voice signal is active only 38% of the time.
Shutting off'the transmitter whenever there is no speech signal present, reduces interference to the
other users. Sectorization means that the circular cell is divided into three independent 120 °
sectors by the use of directional antennas. In essence, cell sectorization is like having three smaller
cells, except that the hand-off between sectors can be handled locally, without interference by the
MTSO.
It can be shown that out of the factor of 20 capacity benefit of CDMA, about a factor of
10 can be attributed to cell sectorization and voice activation, and only about a factor of 2 to the
lower CIR. In general, it is difficult to improve capacity by applying the power-bandwidth tradeoff
alone. In CDMA systems, the increase in channel bandwidth offsets some of the capacity gains
obtained from the CIR reduction. On the other hand, in M-ary modulation, the increase in
required CIR offsets some of the capacity gains obtained from the bandwidth reduction. The
comparative features of TDMA and CDMA are shown in Fig. 11.
2.2.5 ALOHA AND PR.MA
ALOHA is the protocol developed at the university of Hawaii for random access packet
data communication [1, p.231]. It is inherently suited for bursty data sources such as computer
terminals. It avoids the wasted bandwidth associated with the uniform division of bandwidth
associated with such techniques as FDMA, TDMA, CDMA, etc.
Essentially, in ALOHA protocol, a terminal transmits a packet as soon as it is ready. The
transmission succeeds if no other terminal transmits simultaneously. Because success is a random
variable, this is also referred to as statistical multiplexing. A successful transmission is verified by
the destination terminal transmitting an acknowledgment to the source. If a transmission fails, the
packet must be retransmitted. The maximum utilization of the channel in ALOHA is 18%. Even
so, this is an improvement over TDMA when the data sources are very bursty. An improvement
of ALOHA is slotted ALOHA in which the time-scale is divided into uniform periods of length
equal to one packet duration, called slots. Every transmission is constrained to start at the
beginning of a slot. The maximum utilization in slotted ALOHA is 36%. A further improvement is
carrier sense multiple access (CSMA), in which each terminal monitors the channel for any
ongoing transmission, and defers its transmission until the current transmission is complete.
CSMA is used in ethernet. Each improvement in channel utilization comes at the cost of increased
complexity in the receiver. In general, packet communication networks use some sort of statistical
multiplexing. This is also true for ATM. Statistical multiplexing performs well when the total
network load is light, but the channel utilization drops dramatically when the network traffic is
high, due to repeated collisions and retransmissions.
There has not been a great deal of attention devoted to packet communication in the study
of cellular systems. This may be due to the fact that cellular service started with voice. In fact,
even the voice market is yet to mature fully. The most noteworthy work in the cellular packet
communication is the development of PRMA (packet reservation multiple access) [5]. Cellular
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packet communication is still a subject of ongoing research [6]. Outside the cellular context,
packet radio networks (PRN) have been extensively studied [7] for their application to DARPA
survivable radio network architecture.
We will restrict our attention to PRMA here. PRMA is a combination of slotted ALOHA
and TDMA. Each PRMA frame consists of a fixed number of slots. Each slot can hold a single
user packet of 44 bytes of payload and 4 bytes of address. Users contend for a slot by randomly
accessing a vacant slot. If the base station successfully decodes a user's transmission in a
particular slot, that slot is reserved for that particular user in succeeding frames, much like
TDMA. The base station continuously broadcasts information about reserved and accessible slots
in addition to down link data for users already connected. Each packet is also acknowledged by
the base station. A user maintains control of his slot as long as he has data to send. When he has
no data to send, he relinquishes control, and other users may contend for that slot. Due to
statistical multiplexing, the number of users that can be supported can be larger than the number
of slots. The exact number will depend on the burstiness of the data streams. For voice traffic,
assuming voice activated transmission, there can be 1.6 users per slot [6].
m. DISCUSSION
In this section we will consider the technology options presented in Sec. 2 and evaluate
them against criteria posed by the applications of Sec. 1 to develop a scenario for the
development of mobile multimedia technology.
It is assumed that there will be a large number, possibly thousands, of wireless ports
scattered throughout the service area, indoors as well as outdoors. Users are free to access these
radio links anywhere, and demand variable amounts of bandwidth service, i.e. voice, data, or
video. The goal is to service a shilling pattern of bandwidth demand in a way that the cost is
proportional to the aggregate demand rather than the product of the peak demand times the
number of ports. In other words, although each port should be capable of servicing the peak
bandwidth demand, say for video, the actual network resource needed to serve the port should
depend only on the instantaneous bandwidth demand, be it voice, video or data. ATM networks
have this feature.
3.1 ISSUES IN MOBILE MULTIMEDIA
Following is a potential list of issues for discussion:
1) Granularity. How close should the ports be located?
2) Access method. TDMA, CDMA or ALOHA based.
3) Modulation and coding method.
4) Interceli network.
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5) ATM adaptation. Whether packetization should take place in the terminal or in the base
station.
6) Service capacity per port
7) Operation flexibility. How will a shifting demand pattern be serviced?
8) Spectrum. How much bandwidth will be needed, and where will it come from?
9) Cost
10) Technology development timeline
3.1.1 GRANULARITY, BANDWIDTH AND CAPACITY
The answers to these three issues are intimately linked. The number of users per cell that
can be supported is fixed by the spectrum available, and technology choice e.g. CDMA, PRMA
etc. Of course, users can have variable bandwidth demand, so by the word user we mean a
fictitious user with average bandwidth demand. Once the number of users per cell is fixed, the
number of cells required is fixed by the total demand in the service area. If there is enough
bandwidth to support 40 mixed service users, we may designate one port per wing in an office
environment. If the number of users per cell drops to 10 we may need a base station in every
room. The smaller the cell size, the less the bandwidth as well as power required. Thus smaller
cells have a practical advantage. In theory, smaller cells would require closer management by the
network as the demand moves from cell to cell.
As demand moves around, it is possible that there will be a demand imbalance from cell to
cell. To address this imbalance, it is proposed here that the intercell network be an ATM switch.
The traditional MTSO and cell planning which treats each cell equally and assigns equal
bandwidth to every cell are not desirable.
3.1.2 ACCESS METHOD AND ATM ADAPTATION
This issue should be clear to the reader by now. A review of the path taken by switching
technology and the trends seen in cellular technology suggests that many of the mistakes of
switching are being repeated by cellular. Switching technology developed with only voice in mind,
and had to go through a radical rethinking when data applications proliferated. The same trend is
now seen in cellular. The big debate in cellular is whether TDMA or CDMA is better for
capacity. It is proposed here that both are methods for dividing capacity equally among users, and
are suited for voice, not data. Mixed media service will require a packet based technology. It
could be PRMA, or some other technology yet to come. The choice of packet technology for
cellular use is still an active research area. Some lessons learned for packet radio applications in
DARPA may come in useful for this.
The above discussion also addresses the issue of ATM adaptation. Since the PCS scenario
V
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envisions a variety of terminal with varying bandwidth demands, it is essential that the access to
the radio port be packet based. Thus packetization should take place in the terminal, not the port.
3.1.3 COST
All the technology needed for a multimedia terminal is available today. It would most
likely combine a notebook PC, a miniature video camera, a packet network interface, similar to an
ethernet card, and a radio such as in a cellular phone. All of these items can be purchased today
for a total cost of $4000. The cost is likely to come down as the product is integrated and mass
produced. Based on the price trends seen in PCs, we can estimate that the cost would be around
$1000 in about 5 years.
3.1.4 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE
The real challenge in mobile multimedia technology will be to develop the network. This
will have to go through a lengthy and complicated process. First, the architecture has to be
developed further, and then standardized. This could involve a fairly long process of negotiation
between vendors, regulating agencies, and standardization bodies. Based on the experience with
digital cellular standard, we can guess that this will take about 5 to 7 years. After this, the
network will have to be deployed. Based on the experience with recent products such as PCs and
cellular phones this is a more rapid process and may take anywhere from 3 to 5 years. Therefore,
we should start to see prototypes in about 5 years, and widespread deployment in 8 years.
3.1.5 RF SPECTRUM USAGE AT KSC
An important issue is how much bandwidth will become available for mobile multimedia
technology. This is very much affected by how the RF spectrum is currently being used at KSC,
and the possibility and cost of interference with critical operations. For this reason a short review
of RF usage at KSC is included.
The primary operational communication systems, viz. OISD and OTV are not based on
RF. Mission critical communication is often carried on land links in order to increase reliability.
Where wireless techniques are conceived for mission critical operations, suitable error protection
such as CRC or FEC should be included for reliability. Wireless communications are primarily
used for communication with the orbiter itself. This includes telemetry, voice, data and video. The
communication is carried in the S-band (2.2 GHz) and Ku-band (15 GHz) using 80 Mhz of
bandwidth. The Ku-band is used when the vehicle is in orbit, while the S-band is used during
ascent and descent. In base operations, RF is used for emergency communications such as police
and fire rescue. These communications are carried out in the 150 Mhz, 400 Mhz and 800 Mhz
bands, each 20 Mhz wide. KSC must share the frequencies reserved for government use with
other government agencies in the area.
As technology progresses, new methods to utilize the spectrum more efficiently become
available. To implement these requires a consensus with entities holding existing claims to the
spectrum. Finding spectrum for new applications is not so much an issue of taking it away from
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existing stakeholders, as it is of finding new ways to share it for maximum benefit to the
community as a whole.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A review of ATM and PCS technologies shows that mobile multimedia technology could
offer benefits at KSC in operations as well as in ground support. Current trends in cellular system
technology are driven by the voice market rather than multimedia. Significant effort will be
required in the development of network technology to support mobile multimedia. A shitt toward
packet based cellular communication will make mobile multimedia possible. Prototypes costing
around $1000 are possible in about five years, and widespread deployment in about 8 years.
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PROMISE OF PCS TECHNOLOGY
PCS: PERSONAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
• Same phone anywhere -- home, office, car.
• Tetherless access
• Global roaming
• Access to custom terminal environment from any point in the
network
• Multimedia services -- voice, fax, data, video
• Lightweight, portable terminal
Fig. 1. Promise of PCS Technology.
PROMISE OF ATM TECHNOLOGY
ATM: ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER MODE
• Packet switching based technology
• Mixed services -- voice, video, data, on single network
• Multimedia services
• Dial-up video library
• Teleconference and video intercom
• Electronic town hall
Fig. 2. Promise of ATM Technology.
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KSC APPLICATIONS POTENTIAL
• Tetherless workstations. No cable plant changes. More flexible
deployment of bandwidth.
• Two-way wireless multimedia support for operations.
• Video instructions and scheduling
• Fast wireless video closeouts
• Video conference to/from mobile locations
Fig. 3. KSC Applications Potential.
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CELLULAR SYSTEM CONCEPTS
=Basic concept: Divide service area into circular cells. Assign
channels to cells; neighbor cells do not have same. Reuse
of channel in other cells.
=Channel : User's set of assigned frequencies for 2-way comm.
within the cell
=Cochannel cell: Where the same channel is being reused
=Reuse distance: Smallest distance between cochannel cells
=Cochannel interference
=Capacity grows as inverse of reuse distance
=Interference also grows same way
.Key problem: How to increase capacity but not interference.
=Hand-off : Automatic assignment of new channel as mobile
moves from one cell to another
,Base station or cell site : Radio port to land-based network, one
for each cell.
,MTSO : Mobile telephone switching office. Switch for intercell
communication.
Fig. 7. Cellular system concepts.
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ATHREE CHANNEL REUSE PATTERN
FOUR CHANNEL REUSE PATTERN
Fig. 8. Example of 3- and 4- channel reuse patterns.
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CELLULAR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
• Performance Measure : number of users per cell.
oLee's formula:
where m = users per cell
Bt = Total system bandwidth
Bc = Channel bandwidth
Cll = Worst case ClR (Carrier to interference ratio).
Varies directly as reuse distance.
Fig. 9. Cellular system performance.
CAPACITY ENHANCING TECHNIQUES
Method
BW CIR
(Reuse
dist)
Voice compression
Error correction
M-ary mod. (QPSK)
CDMA
Sectorization
Voice activation
dec
inc
dec
inc
none
none
none
dec
inc
dec
dec
dec
Fig. 10. Capacity enhancing techniques for digital cellular.
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PROPOSED DIGITAL CELLULAR STANDARDS
TDMA
• QPSK modulation
• Source coding (LPC)
• Channel coding (convolution)
• Triple AMPS capacity
CDMA
• Spread spectrum technique
• Cell sectorization
• Voice activation
• 20 times AMPS capacity
Fig. 11. Comparative features of TDMA and CDMA.
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CELLULAR SYSTEM CONCEPTS
=Basic concept: Divide service area into circular cells. Assign
channels to cells; neighbor cells do not have same. Reuse
of channel in other cells.
=Channel : User's set of assigned frequencies for 2-way comm.
within the cell
oCochannel cell: Where the same channel is being reused
=Reuse distance: Smallest distance between cochannel cells
oCochannel interference
oCapacity grows as inverse of reuse distance
olnterference also grows same way
oKey problem: How to increase capacity but not interference.
oHand-off : Automatic assignment of new channel as mobile
moves from one cell to another
=Base station or cell site : Radio port to land-based network, one
for each cell.
oMTSO : Mobile telephone switching office. Switch for intercell
communication.
Fig. 7. Cellular system concepts.
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FOUR CHANNEL REUSE PATTERN
Fig. 8. Example of 3- and 4- channel reuse patterns.
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CELLULAR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
.Performance Measure : number of users per cell.
oLee's formula:
B, / B c
I
where m = users per cell
Bt = Total system bandwidth
Bc = Channel bandwidth
Cll = Worst case CIR (Carrier to interference ratio).
Varies directly as reuse distance.
Fig. 9. Cellular system performance.
CAPACITY ENHANCING TECHNIQUES
Method
Voice compression
Error correction
M-ary mod. (QPSK)
CDMA
Sectorization
Voice activation
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Fig. 10. Capacity enhancing techniques for digital cellular.
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PROPOSED DIGITAL CELLULAR STANDARDS
TDMA
• QPSK modulation
• Source coding (LPC)
• Channel coding (convolution)
• Triple AMPS capacity
CDMA
• Spread spectrum technique
• Cell sectorization
• Voice activation
• 20 times AMPS capacity
Fig. 11. Comparative features of TDMA and CDMA.
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COST-BENEFITS OF ADVANCED SOFTWARE:
A REVIEW OF METHODOLOGY USED AT KSC
By
Prafulla Joglekar
Abstract
To assist rational investments in advanced software, a formal, explicit, and multi-
perspective cost-benefit analysis methodology is proposed. The methodology can be
implemented through a six-stage process which is described and explained. The current
practice of cost-benefit analysis at the Kennedy Space Center is reviewed in the light of
this methodology. The review finds that there is a vicious circle operating. Unsound
lnethods lead to unreliable cost-benefit estimates. Unreliable estimates convince
management that cost-benefit studies should not be taken seriously. Then, given extemal
demands for cost-benefit esthnates, management encourages software engineers to some
how come up with the numbers for their projects. Lacking the expertise needed to do a
proper study, courageous software engineers with vested interests use ad hoc and
unsound methods to generate some estimates. In turn, these esthnates are unreliable, and
the vicious circle continues. The proposed methodology should help Kennedy Space
Center to break out of this vicious circle.
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COST-BENEFITS OF ADVANCED SOFTWARE:
A REVIEW OF METHODOLOGY USED AT KSC
By
Prafulla Joglekar
Executive Summary
Advanced software (ASW) investment decisions are multi-stage, varied, complex,
risky, and controversial. Therefore, we need a systematic methodology to assist rational
ASW investment decisions. I propose a formal, explicit, and multi-perspective cost-
benefit analysis (CBA) methodology for this purpose. I outline a number of rich concepts
and principles of this methodology, and recommend a six-stage process for its
implementation. In the light of this methodology, my review of the current practice of
CBAs at KSC finds that the practice is seriously deficient.
The basic cause underlying these deficiencies is that we are caught in a vicious
circle described by the following paragraph:
At present, CBA studies fail to capture all the relevant concerns. They measure only
selected costs and benefits using questionable assumptions and unsound methods. As
a result, the estimated costs a,d benefits are highly unreliable. Consequently,
management looks at CBAs not as decision-making tools, but as mere exercises in
generating numbers for external justification of decisions already made. Thus,
management does not take CBA studies seriously, and simply leaves the conduct of
CBAs up to the initiative of the software engineers involved in specific projects,
without any provision for additional resources and expertise needed for these studies.
Lacking resources, and the necessary expertise in economic analysis, but with vested
interests in justifying their projects, courageous software engineers use creative, but
ad hoe and unsound methods to conduct their CBAs. The resulting cost-benefit
estimates are highly unreliable, and certainly not worthy of use in any rational
decision-making. Thus, management's view that CBAs are to be used merely as
exercises in generating numbers for external justification is reinforced, and so on.
The vicious circle continuesl
I recommerid that at KSC, we should try urgently to break out of this vicious
circle. The methodology I have proposed provides one exit point to break out of this
circle. The other exit point is a change in management's perception of what a good
methodology can do, and its willingness to provide adequate resources and appropriate
expertise to the conduct of CBAs.
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COST - BENEFITS OF ADVANCED SOFTWARE:
A REVIEW OF METHODOLOGY USED AT KSC
1. Introduction
Advanced software (ASW) projects are exciting. They keep us at the cutting-edge
of technology; they help us develop and challenge the best minds in software
development; they promise to capture the knowledge and expertise of the brightest and
the most experienced personnel in the space program; they promise to minhnize the
chance of a human error while maxhnizing the chance of rapid trouble shooting ha a
launch count-down; and in general, they have the potential to help improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of the operations at Kennedy Space Center (KSC). With the
national focus on US competitiveness, we are also looking forward to ASW projects that
promise commercial spin-offs.
As exciting as these promised benefits are, software development alone does not
ensure actual realization of those benefits. Often many other necessary conditions must
be obtained. For example, software such as Knowledge-based Autonomous Test
Engineer (KATE) and Reasoning Based on Intelligent Computer Operations and
Networking (RUBICON) will not enable us to actually reduce the manpower at the
Firing Room consoles until management is willing to deviate from the traditions and
practices that have clearly worked in the past, but that may be inferior and costly in the
future compared to the use of these ASW.
On the other hand, advanced software development is not necessary to obtain
certain improvements in operations efficiency. One well-known problem of today's
computer systems is that their true potential is seriously under-utilized. For example, we
are nowhere near realizing the reductions in hard-copy costs that are possible with the
electronic communication capabilities already ha place. Thus, detractors of ASW often
suggest that what we need is not more investment in ASW, but more investment in the
training and in the management of a change in people's attitudes and habits necessary for
a fuller exploitation of the existing technology. Of course, proponents of ASW counter
that exploiting even a small fraction of the potentially huge benefits of an ASW project
may be well worth the costs of its development. Clearly, we need to identify the optimal
mix of resources to spend on ensuring fuller use of existing technology and on
developing new ASW.
In addition, there are a variety of interesting and challenging issues to resolve in
ASW investment decisions. Given many ideas for ASW projects and lin|ited resources at
hand, we must decide which ideas to pursue and at what level of funding. By their very
nature, ASW projects take many years to complete and carry the risks of tectmical,
schedule, or operational failure. Thus, investment decisions pertaining to an ASW project
are not simple one-shot, yes-or-no type decisions, but multi-stage decisions requiring a
reassessment and redesign of the project at various stages in its life cycle. Below are a
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2few examples of the many interesting and challenging issues one has to deal with when
making ASW inves,nent decisions.
Some projects, such as the replatforming of the Shuttle Connector Analysis
Network (SCAN), seem unavoidable given the obsolescence of the current platform. Yet,
replatfonning opens several possibilities for enhancements to current SCAN capabilities
(e.g., LRU trace-through, Automated retest, Wire trace diagnostics, etc.), and total
project costs depend upon the enhancements we decide to seek. We would be foolish not
to exploit some of these opportunities for enhancements. However, the larger the set of
enhancements we seek, the greater would be the project complexity and the consequent
risk of failure. Thus, the real issue to be decided here seems to be what specific
enhancements to seek and what not to.
Some projects, such as the Ground Processing Scheduling System (GPSS), seem
to deserve continued funding on the basis of their past and measurable successes.
However, the issue here may be who should fund it from tiffs point on, and at what level?
If GPSS's benefits are clearly demonstrable and the costs of its further development will
be lower than its future benefits, is it time to spin it off as a commercial venture? Under
' this approach, a private firm will have to fund GPSS's further development and share in
the rewards of its future success. Thus, a larger portion of Code C budget may be
available to fund other ASW projects which may be too risky for a private (and risk-
averse) entrepreneur but quite acceptable to a (risk-neutral) government. On the other
hand, because of the many complicated legal and political issues involved, attempts to
commercialize GPSS too soon could actually slow down its development and
implementation.
Other ASW projects such as KATE, and RUBICON seem to deserve continued
funding because they are based on truly visionary technologies. The issue here is whether
these ASW projects represent a situation of "a solution looking for a problem to solve,"
and whether given our desire for being at the cutting-edge of technology, funding of
visionary technologies is justified in and for itself.
Another issue pertaining to KATE and RUBICON seems to be the threshold level
of funding needed to keep these projects at a reasonably productive pace. For some
projects, no funding at all may be better than some funding below the threshold level.
One concern is that with the speed at which some ASW projects are proceeding, there
may be cheaper and better commercial products on the market long before our
development is complete. Considering that possibility, the question is: Are we simply
providing taxpayer-funded software development experience to the contractor?
When funding an ASW project (See Attachment A), we seem to budget for the
time software engineers would spend on that project. In reality, the project uses many
other resources in the organization. Computer hardware, and office supplies are the
obvious examples of these. In addition, there are many hidden costs (hidden until we
recognize them). For example, to the extent that ASW projects attempt to capture
corporate knowledge and expertise, they require substantial time and cooperation from
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various experts. Unless these experts' thne is explicitly budgeted for the ASW project,
project schedule and success may depend on the goodwill of the experts, mid may even
risk neglect of the experts' normal duties which may be launch-critical today. Unless all
relevant costs of an ASW project are uncovered, added-up, and compared with the
project's likely benefits, one does not kaaow whether that ASW development would be a
wise idea.
At the same time, it should be realized that if the experts are not convinced of the
value of the project, or think that their jobs will be at risk once their expertise is captured,
software engineers will not succeed in capturing their expertise. In other words,
successful hnplementation of an ASW project often requires that each one of the many
stakeholders of the project should find it cost-beneficial from his/her own perspective.
In short, ASW investment decisions are multi-stage, varied, complex, and risky,
and their success depends on the cooperation of multiple stakeholders. It is no surprise
that while there are a few success stories, there are many more instances of project
failures, long delays, and wasted resources. Thus, most ASW investment decisions seem
to be controversial. It is therefore imperative that we develop a systematic methodology
to assist rational ASW investment decisions.
In Section 2, I propose a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) methodology to assist these
decisions. I had hoped to demonstrate the use of this methodology in a couple of actual
decision situations. Unfortunately, at KSC the concept of what a CBA methodology can
do, mid where to apply it, seems to be very different than mine. At KSC, CBAs are used
to justify past decisions, or our preferred choices, to some external constituency. CBAs
are not seen as an assistance to decision-making. Indeed, ASW projects that are facing
serious decision points seem to avoid a systematic CBA. As a result, I did not really get a
chance to demonstrate the use of my methodology. On the other hand, as is clear from
the discussion in Section 2, I did have the opportunity to study several instances of the
current practice of CBA at KSC. Attachments A through D present the relevant excerpts
from the CBAs I studied. In section 3, I review the current practice as a whole and
contrast it with nay methodology. Section 4 provides my conclusions and
recommendations.
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2. The Proposed Methodology
Rational decision-makers always assess the costs, benefits, and risks of the
alternative choices they have. However, this assessment is often informal, implicit, and
olfly from a single (the decision-maker's) point of view. I recommend that at KSC the
assessment of ASW investment alternatives be formal, explicit, and multi-perspective.
Organizational decision-makers clearly recognize the need for a formal process of
assessment. An explicit assessment forces us to articulate all underlying assumptions and
verify their validity. An explicit process is also easier to study, improve over time, and
pass on from one generation of decision-makers to the next. Many researchers suggest
that a cost-benefit assessment be "objective." I believe that costs and benefits of an ASW
lie ill the "eye of the beholder." In other words, assessments, by their very nature, depend
upon one's point of view, and hence are subjective. Instead of attempting to avoid this
subjectivity, I reco_mnend that the assessment be from the point of view of each one of
the major stakeholders of an ASW investment. As I have suggested before, such a multi-
perspective assessment hnproves our chances of obtaining full cooperation from all the
stakeholders, and hence the chances of project success.
Rational decisions based on such a formal, explicit (therefore well documented),
and multi-perspective assessment need no further efforts to justify them to our superiors
or to the general public.
2.1 Richness of the Methodology
Fomml CBAs have been done for over ninety years now, ever since the 1902
Harbor Act required that Army Corps of Engineers could build only those water projects
that could be shown to generate more money than they consumed. Given the language of
the Harbor Act, the foci of early CBA were on
(i) justifying a decision already made, and
(ii) quantifying all costs and benefits in dollar terms.
In many organizations, these loci continue to prevail even today. However, over
the years, as CBAs are done in a wide variety of organizations analyzing a wide variety
of decision situations, the CBA methodology has evolved considerably. In a previous
publication [1], I have reviewed this evolution, and clarified a number of common
misunderstandings about what a CBA methodology is, and is not.
Briefly, by now, we recognize that although a CBA can be used to justify a
decision already made, its most cost-effective use lies in arriving at the right decision.
We know that not all cost and benefits can be measured in dollar terms, if they can be
measured at all. We have developed a variety of techniques such as cost-effectiveness
analysis (CEA), cost-utility analysis (CUA), and technology assessment (TA) to
accommodate variables that defy measurement and valuation in dollar terms. More
importantly, we recognize that rational decisions can be made without forcing a
quantification of the non-quantifiable, or a prediction of the unpredictable. I see these
insights and techniques as an integral part of what I call "the CBA methodology."
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The most fundamental principle of the CBA methodology is to account for (not
necessarily quantify) all incremental costs and benefits resulting from a decision
alternative. To enable us to do this task properly, the methodology provides a number of
rich concepts and principles. For example, it describes the many different types of costs
and benefits we may encounter, including: direct and indirect; tangible and intangible;
fixed and variable; controllable and non-controllable; one-time and recurrent; etc. The
methodology emphasizes the need to account for the opportunity cost of an action. The
principle is to count the net benefits we would have reaped had we taken the best
alternative action instead of a given action, as a cost of the given action.
The methodology tells us to pay attention to the cause-effect as well as the multi-
producer-single-product relationships as may be present, and to attribute benefits and
costs to the causes or the producers, as appropriate. It incorporates concepts and tools to
adjust for the associated risks and uncertainties. In analyzing a multi-year stream of costs
and benefits, the methodology provides us with techniques for converting these multi-
year flows to comparable and consistent units, so that we do not "confuse apples for
oranges". In short, the methodology is very rich and insightful.
2.2 A Clarification of Some Common Misperceptions
Unfortunately, ha the information systems literature, some scholars have
hlcorrectly equated CBA methodology with such t-mancial teclmiques as internal rate of
return or present value calculations. While accounting for the thne value of money is an
in,portant principle of CBA methodology, the methodology is much broader in its scope
than the narrow techniques it may use in specific analytical situations. I want to
emphasize that I am recommending a methodology, not a single technique.
A methodology includes not only a toolkit, but also an understanding of the
situations where each tool is most appropriate to use. Self-examination andlstmprovement
are integral parts of a methodology. Thus, answers to questions such as cost-benefit
analysis beneficial? Is cost-effectiveness analysis effective?" are legitimate parts of the
methodology [2]. We recognize that some times, the benefits of conducting a fonnal
and explicit CBA are not worth the time and costs required. The proposed methodology
welcomes a formal, explicit, and rational decision not to pursue a CBA in such situations.
The methodology also requires that the scope and the level of detail of a CBA
study be consistent with the magnitude of the likely costs of a wrong choice in an ASW
investment decision, and with the time available for decision-making. A CBA study that
costs $10,000, when the largest possible difference between the net benefits of the best
and the worst choice is only $5,000, does not make any sense. Similarly, a study that
takes a year to complete will not assist a decision that must be made within a month.
Thus, in my view, a common fear, namely that a CBA will cost too much and take too
long, is simply a misperception of the methodology.
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One widely-held belief is that a CBA is useful only when a project is initially
approved or disapproved, and it has no role to play in subsequent decisions about annual
funding levels, etc., particularly so, if an original CBA was not conducted at the time of
initial project approval. Once file methodology proposed here is in place, there will be no
reason to assume that a CBA with properly defined scope and level of detail cannot assist
the current year's funding decision pertaining to an on-going project, whether an initial
CBA exists or not.
Of course, when an initial CBA does exist, the analysis in subsequent years is
considerably easier. This is so because under my methodology, the initial CBA for an
ASW project, incorporating Rapid Prototying (RP) and anticipating a three year
development cycle, would include a decision tree analysis (DTA) of the year-by-year
alternative possible milestones of accomplishments and subsequent choices. Such a DTA
spells out precisely what to do, once we know which one of the various possible
milestones actually occurred during the previous year.
Perhaps the most pervasive misconception of the CBA methodology is that it
accounts only for the "economic" costs and benefits, and ignores the many non-economic
values we seek. With that misconception, some people even suggest that a CBA has no
role to play in any government agency, let alone NASA, since govermnent agencies exist
precisely because market forces fail to provide for certain non-economic societal needs. I
have shown elsewhere that economists in general, and CBA methodologists in particular,
have always concerned themselves with the capture of the non-economic values [1]. The
methodology I am proposing insists that all values, economic and non-economic, be
captured, and captured explicitly. When this methodology is hnplemented, perhaps its
greatest contribution may lie in the clarification of the real values at KSC, in such trade-
offs as between obtaining assured launch success using existing (and proven) technology
and developing ASW for more efficient and effective launch operations in the future.
2.3 A Process for Implementation
With this overall framework in mind, I propose that at KSC, we use the six-stage
process depicted in Figure 1 for assessing various ASW investment alternatives.
Stage 1 requires that the decision context of a CBA study be articulated
explicitly. That is, we must identify the decision alternatives to be evaluated in as
specific tenns as possible. For example, in the SCAN replatforming project (See
Attactunent A), evaluating the costs and benefits of the total replatfonning effort does
not help any decision, since in face of the obsolescence of the current platform,
replatforming must be done. What we need is an assessment of the incremental costs and
benefits of each enhancement sought while replatforming. We must still assess the costs
and benefits of the basic (no enhancements) replatforming effort, but only to set the base-
line from which the incremental costs, benefits, and risks of an enhancement can be
assessed.
i
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Figure 1
A Process for Applying CBA Methodology to ASW Investment Decisions
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._ management should: o approve/disapprove projects
o recommend redesign of ASW
o provide feedback to CBA methodology
L
Provide clear and
complete
description
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In addition, in this Context Articulation Stage, we identify all the major
stakeholders of an ASW project, define tile horizon (one year, or five years, etc.) over
which benefits and costs will be assessed, guessthnate the upper and lower bounds on tile
costs and benefits of each alternative, and make decisions on which altematives will be
the subject formal CBA studies, and from which stakeholders' points of view. In other
words, we make a judgment on which CBA studies would be cost-beneficial.
It is important to define a reasonably long but limited horizon. For example, it
does not help any decision we can make today, if we assess the costs and benefits KATE
assuming final completion and implementation of the total KATE vision, which is
estimated to need $27M in software engineers' thne alone. At the current funding level of
$300K, it will take ninety years to realize that visionl (See Attachment B).
In the Context Articulation Stage, we should also begin to compile a list of
assumptions underlying our study. In subsequent stages, we should be diligent in
updating this list, as necessary.
Stage 2 requires the enumeration (or listing) of all the categories of changes
resulting from an investment in an ASW alternative, both during the development of the
ASW and after it is operational, but without going beyond the defined horizon. These
changes may be in:
(i) the use of resources including hardware, facilities, labor (both software engineers'
time, and supporting experts' time), etc.,
(ii) information input and output including quantity, quality, speed and timing,
(iii) NASA's mission performance including on-schedule and safe launches, maximum
productive use of available resources, being at the cutting edge of technology and
providing commercial spin-offs, etc., and
(iv) Contractor performance including profitability, productivity, etc.
We want to enumerate these changes not only ha the sponsoring department (e.g.,
a vehicle flow manager in the case of GPSS), and the software development group, but
also in the various non-sponsoring but potentially affected dixectorates and contractors.
As suggested before, this may be important in obtaining the necessary cooperation from
the experts in various affected organizations, without risking a neglect of their normal
duties.
In addition to the above changes, we should also enumerate the technical,
schedule and operational risks associated with an ASW project. Also, we should not
forget to update the list of assumptions we began to compile in Stage 1. Indeed, as
depicted by the feedback arrows in Figure 1, I visualize the six stages of this process to
be overlapping, earlier stages requiring feedback and updating from later stages, and vice
versa.
In short, Stage 2 ensures that we account for all costs, benefits, and risks of an
ASW project, and their timings, within the defined horizon. It also ensures that
hmneasurable costs, benefits, and risks remain as prominent in our analysis as the
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measurable ones. After all, making a decision (in Stage 6) inevitably involves a trade-off
between the measured and the unmeasured.
Once the relevant changes are enumerated, it is important to identify those that
defy any measurement (e.g., the quality of information), describe them as clearly and
con'tpletely as possible, and determine if they are still amenable to valuation (perhaps
through such approaches as the user's willingness to pay).
When feasible, measurement that occurs in Stage 3 is an important prelhninary
to valuation. However, even in the case of the measurable, such as the reduction in
scheduling meeting durations attributable to GPSS (See Attachment C), we must have a
proper historical base-line measurement, and the ability to project that base-line into two
futures, one with GPSS hnplemented, and one without. Just because in the pre-GPSS
enviromnent, we used to schedule a meeting for an hour, and we used to invite 106
people to this meeting, does not mean we can use 106 hours per day as the base-line.
We must examine as to how long these meetings actually used to last, and how many
people used to actually attend.
If nothing else, Stage 3 tells us what data we must begin to collect, so as to track
the performance hnprovements brought about by an ASW. In projecting tile without-
ASW future, it is hnportant to not assume a simple status quo from the history. We must
examine as to what other forces may be influencing the base-lh_e. For example,
experience ill scheduling past Orbiter flows may also help reduce the scheduling meeting
durations necessary for future flows.
Shnilady, a reduction in weekend overthne, clahned as a benefit of GPSS (See
Attactunent C) may also be the result of a simple management policy to not approve
certain types of overthne work regardless of what it does to the launch schedule, and the
result of improved logistics and operations technologies in OPF. What is important is to
isolate and measure the incremental contribution of GPSS to this reduction in overtime.
It is hnportant in the measurement stage to identify the many co-producers (i.e.,
necessary conditions) a proposed ASW may need in producing a benefit. For example, to
realize the savings in Firing Room manpower afforded by KATE or RUBICON (See
Attachments B and D), a co-producer is the necessary cultural and attitudinal change in
LCC management. When such co-producers are identified, one must estimate their
probabilities of existence during each year of the defined horizon, and then in Stage 5,
make the necessary adjustments to the measured or valued annual benefits, by
multiplyhag the benefits with these probabilities. Thus, if the likelihood of a cultural
change is zero, the expected benefits of manpower reduction due to KATE and
RUBICON will be zero.
Another issue in the measurement of ASW project benefits is whether several
projects are claiming the same benefits. For example, both KATE and RUBICON may
be claiming the same reductions ha the Firing Room manpower.
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On the cost-esthnation side, a similarly complicating issue is one of the joint use
of same resources (e.g., tile same computer and cormnunications hardware) by many
different projects. We need to develop a systematic method for identifying the
incremental changes in these resources brought about by each ASW project.
Costs are often assumed to be easier to measure than benefits. However, in
identifying exactly what costs are incremental, there are many issues that need to be
resolved particularly in the contract management enviromnent at KSC. If contractor
compensation is based on head-count, will not the savings in direct labor on one task
(brought about by an ASW) be shnply "absorbed" (at least, in terms of their accounting)
by some other tasks7 If demonstrated savings will be accomplished only in future years
through prudent contract negotiation, such a contract negotiation should be identified as a
co-producer of those savings.
In Stage 3, the idea is to measure the changes in resources in their physical units,
e.g., labor hours, CPU hours, etc. Then in Stage 4, we attempt an explicit valuation of
these resource changes. Of course, we may deliberately exclude some of the resource
changes from this valuation. For example, as long as the replatformed SCAN meets the
desired maximum access time requirements, we may not place an explicit value on the
system's actual access time. On the other hand, certain changes that could not be
measured (such as better quality of information) could now be explicitly valued at least
in subjective terms by the users of that infommtion. This is possible as long as we do not
insist on valuing everything h, dollar terms. Thus, at least until Stage 6, some changes
may be valued in dollars while others are valued on a "user satisfaction scale" of 1 to 10,
etc.
Separation of valuation from measurement is critical in the multi-perspective
analysis I am proposing. It allows us to recognize that different stakeholders value a
given change in resources very differently. For example, from a cost-plus-f'txed-fee
contractor's point of view a cost saving has no positive or negative value. For an empire-
building manager, the reduction in the manpower under his supervision has a negative
value. If a fixed G&A pool will be collected by the contractor by the end of the year,
regardless of the direct labor hours involved, should not G&A be left out of the rate
NASA uses to value each labor hour saved'/The proper labor rates to use in Attachments
B, C, and D can be arrived at, only when issues of this sort are resolved.
For many other resources such as computer hardware or office facilities, market
prices are cozmnonly seen as an "objective" source of value. However, economists point
out that market prices are not value-free; they derive from a particular income
distribution and from existing institutional and legal arrangements. As such, at times it is
necessary to adjust market prices to reflect specific stakeholders values. For certain
benefits, such as the improved quality of decisions supported by an ASW, market prices
may not be available and valuation must be imputed from the relevant stakeholder's
beliefs, attitudes, and preferences.
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Clearly, a number of assumptions are required in this valuation stage, and we
must not forget to update our list of explicit assumptions. Sometimes, during valuation
we realize that somethings we had originally decided not to measure can and need to be
measured. Thus, there may be a feedback from this stage to Stage 3.
In Stage 5, the explicit values must be adjusted for the timing and uncertainty of
their occurrence. It is in this Adjustment Stage that we must also adjust for the
probabilities of existence of the co-producers of our benefits. These adjustments often
require assumptions regarding discount rates and the " r'
various stakeholde s risk
preferences. Thus, once again, we must update our list of assumptions. Finally, in this
stage we must also conduct a sensitivity (i.e., what-if) analysis considering alternative
values for the various assumptions, e. g., alternative discount rates, alternative timings of
occurrence of particular events.
At the conclusion of Stage 5, the analyst's task is complete. In Stage 6, the
decision-maker(s) must consider the valued and the unvalued together from each
stakeholders point of view to arrive at the final assessment of an ASW alternative.
Somethnes this Final Assessment Stage may provide a clear decision regarding the
funding of the project, and sometimes it may lead to a redesign of the ASW project under
consideration to make it more attractive to one or more stakeholders. In the latter case,
we may have to repeat the entire process beginning with Stage 1.
2.4 Implementation Requirements and Advantages
From the many analytical issues I have identified, it should be clear that the
conduct of this methodology cannot be left to the software engineers of an ASW project.
The methodology must be guided by a person who is knowledgeable in the underlying
philosophical, economic, and financial principles. This person would need the advice and
cooperation of people familiar with contract terms and accounting systems, in addition to
the advice and cooperation of the major stakeholders of an ASW project. The first time
we apply this methodology, these requirements may seem prohibitively expensive and
time consuming. However, once the first full study is complete, the methodology will be
easy to apply to other ASW projects since a number of complicated measurement and
valuation issues may be already resolved.
I think that an investment in this methodology will pay back many times over
through better decision-making at KSC. As suggested in the foregoing discussion, the use
of this methodology will also provide the following additional by-products:
(i) No additional efforts needed to justify the decisions to external bodies,
(ii) Better product designs of the ASW under consideration,
(rid Greater cooperation and commitment to the ASW project from the multiple
stakeholders,
(iv) Greater chance of on-schedule and successful development and implementation,
and (v) Knowing the co-producers of our ASW's benefits may help us work on
improving the probabilities of existence of those co-producers.
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3. A Review of the Current CBA Practice at KSC
Before I say anything else, I must say that I appreciate the willingness of the
authors of tile CBAs in attachments A through D to subject their studies to a
methodological review. Given that they had no background or training in the relevant
philosophical and economic issues, I admire their creativity and courage in authoring
these studies. I mean no harm or insult to these authors when I point out the conceptual
errors in their methods. I particularly achnire them for recognizing, on their own, that
most of thek numbers were simply wild guesses, and that the margin of error in their
esthnates was perhaps very large. I am most encouraged to find that these authors axe
highly interested in obtaining the necessary background, and in developing a better
methodology for the future.
In Section 2, I have already commented on many specific conceptual issues in the
studies represented ha Attaclunents A to D. I will be happy to provide additional detailed
co_mnents and suggestions to tile authors, if they so desire. However, here I want to
review the overall practice of CBAs at KSC. In the light of my proposed methodology,
we can observe many deficiencies in the current practice. However, two important
deficiencies seem to be the root causes of the rest of them.
First, CBAs are not done to actively assist the decisions at hand. Instead, they
seem to be produced for public relations (i.e., justification of past decisions), or
documentation requirements (in the justification of a preferred decision). In project
review meetings I observed, CBAs were often introduced casually with phrases such as
"now let us see where we are going with our numbers." In other words, they are given
little credibility, and practically no scrutiny.
Indeed, at KSC, I have observed instances where managers facing complex
problems deliberately avoided CBAs. I believe that this practice is based on the many
misperceptions of what a CBA is, and how it can assist decision-making, discussed
earlier. I hope this report helps correct that misperception. At the same thne, as I will
explain in a minute, given the current state of CBA practice at KSC, these managers were
fully justified in avoiding CBAs.
Second, the conduct of CBAs is left to the initiative of software engineers who
have little background, trahaing, or assistance ha the pertinent methodology. Thus, each
study seems ad hoc, developing its own methods and concepts. Indeed one engineer
suggested that it was KSC's standard operating procedure "to build a brand new road
every time we want to go to Orlandol"
Each one of the available studies seems to violate one or more of the fundamental
principles of the CBA methodology. None of the studies I examined tried to capture all
the costs and benefits, as is required by the methodology. None of them made all of their
underlyhlg assumptions explicit, or esthnate probabilities that the explicit assumptions
will be valid. Most studies did not seem to use proper base-lines or proper projection
methods in the measurement of their costs and benefits. They failed to separate
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measurement from valuation, and to address the many issues of valuation from the
perspective of the multiple stakeholders. Even the more conunonly understood practices
of the CBA methodology, such as adjusting for time value of motley in a multi-year
stream of costs and benefits, were not used in the CBAs at KSC.
In short, the current practice is seriously deficient.
Speaking as a professor, I am sorry, but I must assign an F grade to this practice.
At the same time, I must add that despite this team grade, most individuals who are
involved in the current practice of CBAs get unqualified A grades. These individuals
have been doing their pans sincerely and to the best of their abilities. They have also
been very cooperative and candid with me and open to my ideas. As wiU be clear below,
the deficiencies of the current practice are not the fault of any individual.
3.1 The Vicious Circle
As I think about the two root causes of deficiencies together, I have come to
realize that we are caught in a vicious circle which can be described as below:
Available CBA studies measure only selected (not all) changes brought about by the
development and implementation of a given ASW. At times, they force
quantification of the non-quantifiable, or prediction of the unpredictable. The
baselines used in the measurement are often incorrect. Measurement (in physical
units) is not separated from valuation. Valuation is from a single (as against each
stakeholder's separate) point of view. Values are not adjusted for their probabilities or
thning of occurrence. Sensitivity analysis is not done. In short, many principles of the
CBA methodology are violated.
As a result,
The focus of the CBA studies is primarily on the quantifiable. Very hnportant but
non-measurable costs, benefits, and risks are left out. The margin of errors in the
quantified estimates is very large. The real values of the Agency mission, the values
of senior managers, the values of the contractors, etc., are not captured by the
analysis.
Then,
• Because CBA s do not capture and address the real values and issues, and because the
studies' estimates are unreliable, Management looks at CBAs not as decision-making
tools, but as mere exercises in generating numbers for external justification of
decisions already made.
Thus,
. Management allocates few resources, and leaves the conduct of CBAs up to the
initiative of the software engineers involved ha specific projects.
Next,
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Lacking resources, and the necessary expertise in economic analysis, but with vested
interests in justifying their projects, cotnrageous software engineers use creative, but
ad hoc and unsound, methods to conduct their CBAs.
But this results exactly in the situation described in the starting bullet of this process, and
the vicious circle continues1
Figure 2 depicts this vicious circle graphically.
x.j
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Figure 2.
The Vicious Circle
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Available CBA studies measure only selected
(not all) changes brought about by the development
and implementation of a given ASW. At times, they
force qualification of the non-quantifiable, or prediction
of the unpredictable. The baselines used In the
measurement are often Incorrect. Measurement (in
physical units) is not separated from valuation.
Valuation is from a single (as against each
stakeholder's separate) point of view. Values are not
adjusted for their probabilities or timing of occurrence.
Sensitivity analysis is not done. In short, many
principles of the CBA methodology are violated.
The focus of the CBA studies is
primarily on the quantifiable. Very
important but non-measurable cost,
benefits, and risks are left out. The
margin of errors in the quantified
estimates is very large. The real values
of the Agency mission, the values of the
senior managers, the values of the
contractors, etc., are not captured by
the analysis.
Lacking resources, and the necessary
expertise in economic analysis, but
with vested interests in Justifying their
projects, courageous soltware engineers
use creative, but ad hoc and unsound,
methods to conduct their CBAs.
Because CBAs do not capture and address
the real values and issues, and because
the studies' estimates are unreliable,
management looks at CBAs not as decision-
making tools, but as mere exercises in
enerating numbers for external
stification of decisions already made.
Management allocates few resources,
and leaves the conduct of CBAs up to
the initiative of the software engineers
involved in specific projects.
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4. Conclusion and Recommendations
I have argued that ASW investment decisions are multi-stage, varied, complex,
risky, and controversial. Therefore, we need a systematic methodology to assist rational
ASW investment decisions. I proposed a formal, explicit, and nmlti-perspective cost-
benefit analysis (CBA) methodology for this purpose. I outlined a number of rich
concepts and principles of this methodology, and described a six-stage process for its
hnplementation. In the light of this methodology, we reviewed the current practice of
CBAs at KSC.
Although I have concluded that current practice is seriously deficient, I believe
that most NASA employees already knew that, and many are looking forward to
improving that practice. I think my principal contribution is the identification of the
vicious circle we are in, and consequently, my prhnary recommendation is:
Break out of that vicious circle.
The methodology I have proposed provides one exit point to break out of this
circle. The other exit point is a change in management's perception of what a good
methodology can do, and its willingness to provide adequate resources and appropriate
expertise to the conduct of CBAs.
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ATI'ACHMENT A
b
Excerpts from a CBA of SCAN Replafforming
Cgat _ and BatnmfitI
5.1 _ ........ e difficult to
e re latforming ot a_u_ =.. andated
The benefits for th Primarily associated wits _h_ OsF
antifY because they_are P .... a mioration towa_u _.._ _^. ,
qu - __ L_nN, The P _a"j'_ . = _s _h_ current _N
changes Lu ?_".._1 make a numD?r, u_ __1_ Ich laeans
_.l wh
eratlng Sys_wm -- _ Dlalogl u__-
op -_.nnnents (i.e D3M, ..... ;_h he necessxty
softWare. ?q..-r-¥__ t. resulted. H°weve_'.Y*_*'*-_ - number of
benefits t ..... _om are as follows.
realized by the new -¥-_ ......
He required resyNo/ engineers will be able to perform
useful work Immediately after sccesslng the system. ALSO,
no garbage collection and no checkpoint operatiOnS as
required by the LIS_ language.
A single on-llne database which will make all data
available to the users at all times and elimination of the
need to reconstruct a new KB for each mission.
gllmi_atlon of KB builds will also mean that system
engineers will have access to modified circuitry as soon
as EO modlflcstlons are e_tered.
Elimination of unused reports and replacement with reports
that are more in line with the needs of the use_
CoaUaunlty.
A-1
V
5.2 .... re°latformlngw ll
an expenSzve unuu_ __- ,-h e volume of functionaXxt:Y
t be resolved e_d _..* _. v..k. The major element or
tits _"v .... --_ -Ith software ----- -" ...... well as
some costs w*_ _ cost estimates are uo_ .... _..
revised running cost-, estlmatton tooza _,.
using CASE Methods
best data available at this
time.
following seotions
conjunction with the
5.2.1 DOVOlopment Col_ S#ti_ste_
• replatforming SCAN a_e best
The development cost of .L.._ . mar dsvelopmenu stages
understood in terms u_ Cl_e _u,_ rr i st_ e_ are Analysis,
described by CASE Methods. TheSe g@rid Docume_tstlon. Each of these stages a_e
Deal n, Build
• g._-_ belOW With manpowe_ estimates based on the best
OeSCr_D_
info_matloo avmilmble _t thi_ time.
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The Analysis stage will verify the findings groin the
strategy Stage and expand them into sufficient detail to
ensure system accuracY, feasibility and a sound foundation
for design.
The Design Stage will take the detailed requirements from
the Analysis stage and find the best way to fulfill them
and achieve agreed service levels, given the techoical
environment and previous decisions on required levels of
automatiON, using
The Build stage will code and test programs,
appropriate tools. TheSe depend on the technical
environment and types of programs involved-
The Documentation Stage Will deliver user manuals and
operations hand-over documentation, which must be
sufficient to support the system testing tasks in the
conCurreSt build stage.
The current manpower estimates associated with the described
tasks are as follOWS (calendar weeks equals total man-weeks
divided by 4.2/ current _a_ning level).
See APPENDIX A.3 Manpower Analysis Summary, for details.
Total man-dayss
AnalySiS Stage Total man-weekss
calendar weak.; __21--
Total msn-days|
Design Stage Total man-weeks! _I_
calendar weeks;
Total m_n-day6_
Build Stage Total man-weeksl
calendar weeks; __/A---
Total man-haysl
DocumentatiOn Stage Total man-weeks; -----4---
Calendar weeks;
'the primary impact of this analysis is an i.dication that tl_e
replatforming may not be achievable per the original
schedule at the current manning level. Current manning
levels indicate that a February 1994 completion date is a
more reasonable estimate. To meet the planned schedule of a
July 1993 completio_ d_te would require increased manpOWer as
follOW_!
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Analysis 5,64.6
Design O. 2
Build-Dec
See Appendix A.4, proposed
HilestoneSl for scheduling implications
manpower requirements.
5.2.2 xmpXemen_ation So_imeteo
implementation estimates will depend
which have not been made at this time.
will also be associated with the
discussed in section 4.3.3.
5.2.3 Running Coat sstimetee
Development Schedule and
of .the estimated
on hardware decisions
Impl_meNtation costs
transition methodology
Running cost estimates should be reduced significantly
because of the elimination of the Knowledge Base build tasks
currently performed by Data Bank. Bunning co0ts will also be
modified by the maintenance level required on any new
l_ardware. _unning costs may be increased by additional
backup requirements imposed o_ LSDN, which may be required to
reliably support the planned  BMS.
time, is is
wl,ile all un cost data is Mot available at this
r . = _e reolatformed system will p_esent a net
expected t_au _'o _ . -
decrease in operatloNal running costs.
5.3 G_st/Banafit LnaXvmim
ts versus benefits is virtually impossible
The analysis of cos __ _C _N olatforming, for a _u._er of
ii_ the context u_- -_- - == mandated Dy software
The _eplattormxng _= - easily
_eaSons. its tO be gained are no_
obsOleScence, the betel are unknown at thls time.
quantifiable and some of the costs
The best that oa_ be stated is that the replatforming will be
expensive as indicated by the estimates in section 5.2.1. To
keep these costs iN perspective, it must be remembered that
it i_as taken more than five years for the SCAN system to
achieve its current level of functionalitY, including effort
associated with approximately 300 problem Beports. The costs_ecognition that SCAN is
stxlL,^_ a repiatfo_m_ _z'-w=_ _e will GontXnue _0
time and teau___'_.inee_ing Wo_kloau.
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qA'VI'ACItMENT B B- 1
Cosls Benefits Analysis for the D¢ploymen! of theTest Engineer (KATE)
Knowledge Based Aulonomot's
INTRODUCTION " of electromcchanical and fluid systems
ooi for h©alth monitorin_ __ " r causes. Capabililics exist
KATE.!s a t _ .. " I tin and drag,using f_lu ¢ _ i h Shuttle.
,..,. o,..=  o. ,lo,,of ....,. +.o./'o.of
;_'.':_u_i. wo,k i.cludes dcvc'°pmct" .u,'_..C.t_l,.Alth Management 3yslcln t v ..-.-..
i for the complet© deployment of KATE
s is a cost benefits analyss a 0 lattons. As wil!l all
What follow ........ , for both launch and day In d! It. _,., ..... is and axe
• t_ Fifili_ ](0011! ¢,VU'Ul,iW..-t - .: ........ a_ tllCOfOOrateO In[o Ilila ¢..,jfS . . ,[liJO d-- -- t ...... ,c an 0 ISSUII|DIIUIli _rv_.sv "L - . I.'._--, .rOCfS s COfllfOI Silo
forecastS, scvcr.ai t;av_,-,,, .-- m¢nt "and dcplo mcnt o! iiUfill_;-s I'-
_,-,,_d below. Since the dcv¢.lOl_ ,_,. ...... , K_Y_ much of the cost data needed for.a
..... , ...... ,,-,,_ r¢ in liter[ tlllltll_"1 .t
iltOliilOllii[ 171i ..... a Ot exist Or is in a fonnal/envi[oumc"t I.anal sis either does It " KATE must ix: vicwM
detailed cost benefits . .Y ,,,:,t. ,izat staled, this analys.tl for .... , *--..-fits of the
• " " tO ODtalll. t3rllJI !. O[ COSI_ anu ut, m.,..
which It i.s dlfrlcul!_.. " Live and speculative study .... _, ..... ,;,,qiv¢ Dollar
.... ,.. it' s es._citc¢, a qualtta ..... ,-,-;_t..., cost oats ¢atslc.u q-... ....
as I.}_llll_o ill ........ I,J,r_ ii w i-I I liUillbibllt
is data Eor oaf _eas where insufflcienl cost daisKATI! system, in mz_t= 1,,, ......... I¢ I
a olated from th • th ' ar umcnlS. The derivation
values were ¢_,Ua gI . ,.,_-dmat© was derived hum p.lausibtlllY _g t.,_,, of this text and
existed a quan"ta"v_."":..';_-ha,, ©bccn Iefl nursing o! m¢ ..a.- ,,.-,,-_
of all die Cost ucncl- va.-,...,, .. -
reside Its appcndicics at the end of thi; report.
ASSUMPTIONS
i. "lllis analysis does not lake into account the validation Costs for KATE deployment.
this is due to die fact dial at the present time no decision has been made conccmt,g
die methodology to Ix: used in validating non-GOAL, Firing Room tesidc,t
applications-
2. Tids analysis does nol lake into tccounl any transition costs other than estimates for
ualnlng costs included into assumption # 5.
3. Si,c¢ at die current lime only one Shuttle sys_m has been implemented in KATE
(KAI"E-LOX) a lineu exuapolation of costs is estimated for an expansion in tlzc
_onomy of scale from one application to a ruing rooln wide systcm.
4. A measure of modelling complexity for a particular Shuttle syslem is defined as
the number of Function I)¢signilO_l (P'Ds) associated with Ihat system.
ime is iv©n aS 8 _/FD. TIdl _sumpdon is based
• .nea of model dev¢lopn_., nt,_tt ..,,,,,hg ooe nuncr (i.©. this includes the time
5........ SUre m,-- .'._ .r ..ra
on experience and itssum¢l a _n, _, r
neccessarY to lep,rn and mod©l in KATE).
6. l_e labor rate is defined M 40.00 $/_r, ( appro_Imal© LSOC _at¢).
ORIC}N_.L P:_F :S
2__ OF POOR QUALIT'I'
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
IMMEDIATE BENEFITS (< 3 yra)
I. KATE can draw conclusions on system behavior, bolh currcnl and fulm¢, based on
men! in ut. Upon operational activation, for Lhc inlcgmdoa
analysis of mcas._ - _.P_ , .,_ _ ......-" " Ic ,-mr flow .hay b0 _calized duc to
• $ Of _ _ It au.uu_ _,- w_|llC r- • " " On
coasolc alone saving . ,__. ...... _...d f_,- daily nmnttormg opcrauons (n - .
dure._ Icss support ca mccfs _;-_ ,_._ _-.,._ -_'_,_,_, _,_,inccrs working 3 shifts pot oay
-" c Icsdn ) This _gu_ is ba_cd u,,., ,.,,-,---..*:-g ........ .--,- Would cQualc Io
actlv g " DaSC(I on sh_ .uwa 1_- jr,,--. - •
at 60 days pr flow. Total cost savings,
$ 900,0oo per year.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS (>3 yrs)
KATE repros©his on© analytical loci which can be fiscd for muldpl© subsystcms by
c base used for reasoning and analysis. Cost savings _rc in
chmlgiQg lh¢ kaowlodg --".... ;-'-' --I" ,he knowlede¢ has© for each class of
I ClO ll[Lcnl |1111¢ ;)I_.W w,. I • . _ , • " " "
s_ncc the same reasoning soflwar¢ is used for all subsystems.
B-2
_2;! Estimated Cos! Expcndim_s
The costs in developing a total KATE Firing Room system ( including knowledgc
bases for each Shuttle system as wcll as Ibe KATE shell ) is csthnawd to bc
@ $ 30 Million.
iidcs cun©nd rcstding in GOAL pertain..on!y to._. n.trol and
Nolo that the ¢ap a.b.! ,----._ _TE ould have these Wim m¢ ad_uon o.
monitoring capa|)utucs, w-¢-; ...... w
diagnostic capabilid©s.
2.2 Estim ated Cost S avin_
Sustaining ©nginccring costs for a fullydcployed KATE syslcm, on a per ycar basis
arc csdmated to b¢ @ $ 5.6"/Million.
Now Ihat this sustaining engine©dog cost ©sdmat© is appro_imatcly
• costs for sustaining th© current complement of GOAL
loss than Ih© ©sumal.ed_ __ .,,.,.._ .... ,-;,,in- ©npinccring cost savings for
• dig . lnc _A_ m..m-, D p •
softwa_. (s_ appca. _ ..... ,.°..r.,.,, h,-..'_liZed at©©suamted m be
nmintaiaing _r,oun_lsottwm_ .-- ,-,,,,v ....
@ $ 2.33 Minion •
mab,cnancc opc[atlons, poil.ow_ _ _ ,a _..,.,h,_dOn in nmn-oowcr may be realizable
advisory syslcms (Sc_ appcndl.x n b a '." '_ '""- • " " .
widmm impairing _a/©ty. This _avlnga ¢quat©sto _pproximadcy a _avmgs of $ 5 62
Million per y©_r,
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"11_¢toCal costs savings lhat may t¢ re,iced on J y¢_ty basis is estimated to b¢
@ $ 7.95 Million pr y¢_'.
icm vrrsi°ncan b¢ used f°r :¢_liomCnd calizcd
KATWSys . " s stcm©val | • • andlraiai"g3. Tl:c _ " _m and off-line Y _ © for opcrauons
_,,ulation tool for tr_} g- --:-.-_nin,, stomate softwar
.'";'_._.,..,,a, die IzC,CCSSIcYol IZ_.m,,. p -
4. Reduction In Ih© size of |aund_ ;cam for all od_¢r ¢onsol©s based on th© same radonai
as used in ttl $ j2.2 _bov©.
B-3
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APPENDIX A
CONSOLE FD 8 hrl [d RATE
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
Cg
CIO
INTO
CII
CI2
8000 64,000 hrs _ 40.00 $1hr
5600 44,800
5600 44,800
2400 19,200 --
6500 52,000
51 O0 40,800
5900 47,200
6400 51,200
4200 33,600
2000 16,000
I
7000 I 12,000
I
I 0,000 160,000
TOTAL
B-4
CO.ST/CONSOLE
$ 2.56 M
1.7gM
2.08 M
1.63 M
l.Sg ri
2.05 M
1.72 M
0.64 M
$ 27.80 I"1
ESTIMATED COSTS FOR KNOWLEDGE BASE DEVELOPMENT
I .
Tills estimate was doubled to rage Into account the uncertainty
In developing KATE applications Involvong high-speed, dlgttal systems.
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CONSOLE
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
FD
8000 X
5600
5600
2400
6500
5100
5900
6400
cg
4200
CIO
2000
INT6
7000
CII I0,000
CI2
TOTAL
51ZE
80,000 LINES
56,000.
56,000
24,000
65,000
51,000
59,000
64°000
42,000
20,000
70,000
100,000
68,700 ' 4,081 K
B-5
KATE with control " Estimates based on experience with the KATE-ALO
system suggest a 15 _, increase In the amount of
code needed to reallze control procedures. "
4,081 K * 15 _ " 4,963 K lines
ESTIHATED sIZE oF TOTAL KATE C,+ APPLICATION
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suSTAINING ENGINEERING
B-6
GOAL ESTIMATES
7 I"IILLION LINES Of GOAL cODE (@)
tO0 S/W ENGINEERS (@)
LSOC LABOR RATE _ 40 $/hr
oNE I"tAN yEAR _ 2000 hr
5usTAINIH6 EHGINEEB|NG
C0515 ESTIM^I_
20OO hCS X
40 S/m" X tO0 _ $ B,O00,O00 $/Yr
7,000,000 lines
1.143 S/line
KATE ESTIMATE
4,96:3,000 lines X 1.143 S/lIne "
5,670,000
$/Yr
pOTENTIAL NET SAVINGS
8,000,000 $/YR " 5,670,000 $1YR
2,330,000 $/YR
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Excerpts from a CBA of OPSS
ATI'ACHMENT C c-1
I. Tile dally scheduling meelings wele 0onsldelably sllollened. II Ihe dally Scheduling meellng
would llave been held using Ills lion-At sclledule, approximately 83 Items el resoling lime would
ilavo boon expended Iol Ille eldir¢ flow. Howevel. because el li_e use el Ihe AI based scheduler.
oldy 42.03 lloms wele spenl, yielding a savings el aboul 40.23 Items. Based on e rate el
$34/hr Ior each el the t06 engineers Illal allend Ilia meellngs, lira use el Ihe GPSS schedule
iosullad in a savings el aboul :_144,986 (See allaclnnenl i) lot Ihe enolnee, s' lime along wiili
a savings el about _t2,000 Iol tile person who used io pllyslcally "lay tape" Iol Ills paper
sclledules.
"";'sit delays. TPS (Tllermal l-.ioleCll )' veldcle
2. Fleduciiorl/ellmlnall°n ulWee_,_ _cl ,squired ovellime during Ihls flow based on
coldlgurailon- Normally duling a 16 week Ilow TP8 spenl 1;461.950 on ovelllme. By utillzlllg
tim GPSS scheduler St 10,129 WaS aclually spent Ior leclmlclan support. Tills lesulls in a cos!
_avla0S el $371,821 (See ellacllmenl 2). The _avlngs was accrued because GpSS was able Io
wedicl weekend ovolllme al+d reduce of elhnlnale tn seine IllslenCes due Is boiler iorecaslil_g el
+
conlltcls.
Total cost savings Ioi 6Tff60, OV-IO2 ale estimated at +52a,809.
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ATTACHMENT D D-i
nuazeoH coat AN_¥BIB $TUD¥
V
j___TA_qK_D_LIL_T_t_ ...... A-tormLne L f the
livaluato cite ItUDXCOH co.cept from a_J_ aipeQ_u _v _c ubne( uont impLa.m.t_r.io, Lnt:o CCH5 2 _a
- - -'---olo".m-_ a. _ u i ........ coa_ nay back £or
COllt; IkliUe(]l uuv.. • _ .... ot mitt, tel _. W_ _ L I_g'OVgUt| _ r
WU|g a_ t;Ite OI_s_ _,,- .......... D
oituLC to oimral;IOli£1,
xh_a meaxmm
A. itunlCOX daveLopmanl: will coozl:iilue Lit I;ha dtrectLon" de|l_rLbad
be iow.
o Tim pbl_S displays and coda will be used as the RUBICON DP5
ilylltellt lliOltltOr. L_C g'elJOlUtiOl|. HLYI_' pl_U dump analyzer filial
oi_iiOr all&lySlS lipplicatiolin Will run ulidSl; t|la system inonitor.
Tim i[ollowilig [tell|El are plalil|ed for Lmplemelil:atLon in FY93t
o Ot,£.q muse be modified to allow multiple applications to run
Oil I_he llama nmcliLlto _ltd r.|tett WLl_ _)SCOlltfl flUalCOH.
o 'rim xlYr CHIPS porl_LOn will be lltcorporat;ed t;o run un dal'_ t;hLs
IiOW ItUU][COH I]ySCOIiI.
o Hliare I!eEflibla. _|le irlo(t.wa, re dayeloped by ItOCkWell WLgl be
.I;ttttmd {a_. tIFfl NOV nt:F°kell)'
o ItUUIeOH muse be cottverted to run ultder MOTIF,
Future ptanolcapabLlitiei! will depend all the direction ayi3cem
(}izrj[lioel_lig decides Lo beoC ,uLc teatiltg lieeds,
B. Tile i,titltSlgellteltt iSSUeS liar allow[fig veiiiele llK)liLtOl_llg _rOlli a
tamale Location (outside the |_tr_lig I_O0.t) Will be worked.
C. 'l'lzo tral.mlnLaaiOlt of data from all 4 vehicles on a BL,gle ,etwork
Wt|t be COilip lated Slid validated. Tills in currentLY scheduled to
b_ complete alCoultd tile i, id-1993 _imel_ralna.
D. Tile etliernel: its|work used for t.lte trali0mLai_ion of vehL(_la data
cutd wo_kflt.ar-[Ol| t.o wOl[-katat'iolt colnlaultLcaE[Oll wil|. be _Ul]y
lli_Llll;{tiliod slid aupporl_ed.
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ORi_NAL P_C_ IS
OF POOR QUALITY
RUBICOH _OB_ AHAI, Y_IB _TUD¥
D-2
<._.
If I; pOFIITIVS COaT fl_V I-H.qfi
A, Opt|lal, zetion o_ mal_power, reaO_l:OOU
l)e,cripCion! ItOl_ICON call be uned eLl|let. Ill the office "or" in one
FIi co inoliicoc all 4 velticleo during Ll.uma of vehicle
power-uP HONITOR ONI.,Y nupporr-. It.. In enl:Imal:ed cltur-
DP,.q in Ln O itKJnl.l:oF only mode appro;cin_l:el._{ 05_ o_
tile Cilne cite velticle iO power.ed up,
I.'.:_c savirLgns $274,000 14 enq _ T3]lhc x 40 I_r./wk x 52 wkn|.
OP_I currel_clY uupporC0 veltlcte power, up per.lode 3
tzhifCn a day wicl_ 4 engineer0 on _lrnt: chill:, 4 on
uecoeLd altil!c altd 2 eel r.hird nhitC for. a cor-al o1_ up
caH be ut:ilized as a
co I0 people a day. RUfllCON
tnel:|lod fol: uurvivabllll:Y by DPS hal:dW_r.e englneer.a
I:o coHc ii_ue vehicle OuppoL'c when ahul;_lo bud_jec
cur.Duck, lm|b_ct: I_|lQ Oumber. o1_ uy_Lem ellg_.neeL_ ill
r.lle g_oup. 'l'lte llUmber. O[_ engineer0 nui_P °¢'Ein(J
veltlcLi_ cenEi_ltU could bo z educed Co 2' people pe_:
_|lifc for. a _o_al oI_ 6 people _ d_' WlEhoul;
ltllp_Cl_iltg Ve||[C[e I_o_tiiig,
U. &void opening unneaeaaarY IPR'¢
imflc_lpr-ionl /_nol,_loun coHdLr. Lonn r.bal_ Imve been Been before and
documelll:ed ell _It IPIt can happen again at: _ lar-ec
d/_l:e. Wkt:|_ i,o IPltlPlt hinEo_:Y dal:a _-eadil.Y evattable,
1Plt,a call be opened only co be _-ene_rched IoH_J
elloucJh ¢.o f iltd o_41;, t:|taE r.tie pl:oblele NaB iSeelt before
alld [u _1_ eXl _[aLIted Coltd_E[Olt0 'rile engineer" muur-
r.lten clone the IPfl ¢H] _lt exp_ail|ed condJ_Elon.
EuC SavillOOl QIB,OOO/y_
• : _,,./].y
Thece Itau heel| an =vet.age ol_ appr.OXllr_UelY 16
explained coHdicLoll IP I_°n openod per year (averaged
over. I_he la_c 12 ¥ee_r.a). Ic le e0Cimaced that out o_
_lloue 16 IPit'n char- I_UL_ICOH could have poCeHCiallY
avoided apprOXilna_ely 9. 'l'l_ene problenus wer.e eir-her
add=:e_eed oat p_ev_ou_t IP R°o or _lte data In cite RUBICON
daCabaue could have helped u.de_0cend the pl:oblem and
avoid opeltiltg an IPII. The e0cia_l;ed co01; t,o open eltd
c[oUe all IPft in _2,000 ('rhia I tuure doea nor. l.Hclude
t_he time _equired Co inveaCiga_e Cl_e probl.ein).
vo nnt;ial avotdanoe ot an unneoeee t Y launoh io=ub
i)eucripcion; If tile cime remaining in tl_e taunch window ta ohort,
b_' providi,lg a quick, p|ecine explanal;ton or _ogk-
acound proceduL'e _o¢ all bCC violation (o.e chac can
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be ratioualized ao being OK to launch given certain
co.diciou_ are N_el;| tl,a_; would altow the cauul2 to
reoumo quickly you could preclude DI| unnecaao_rY
laUl|C|l Bct'ub.
I.'.-c Savtnga; A mtuimum _t million aav_uga would be realized.
D. _,radoo£t between GO_b verneu ItUgICON imt_d:enanoe fo_" DIPB Byutem
dtupta_f moi_LC, o_tllg •
I)e,cclpC-ionl Oaica IIUI_ICON l_ lncol_poral:ed into C12 applical21on
oofcWc_re [,t CC.HS 2, _ppc'oxinml;eY 12 OOhb d[¢pla¥
pg'Ogl_allMI WL]J- |lO lOl_gOIf be it'oquilt'ed.
'rhuo, elm i,_Incenailce l,mnpower requiced on 12lm GOM.,
nofl2wafe c_u, be t-edl_-ecCed Co iit_iltl2a},l_ the ItUI_ICOH
ny_l_em s0_niCo¢ _ol_tWalre.
EaC 5avlngal He coal: aaviog_ but: no addi¢lon_l coliC, incurred.
=
_e
Improved ¢lratntng foe new hl.lr@¢
Deucrlptionl Nhell Itew hi_ea al:e bl_ougl_t on boa_'d they cUrl_ellclY
luual2 go I_l_'ough @_¢@n_Ive Craining. H_¢h the reaocd
alid playback and debugger capabilities, eltgineera
C_lt be El:_il|ed UBillg acCua], ve|l[c_e data to gel2 _sll
u,lderol2_tidilig o_ llow_ the DP_ nVnCem wol_ka, goilucea
celt alma be ll_aerted co teat ceaclciOn_l ¢o pcob_el_.
'l'llli_ ca_ab_ icy iU Ouppo_'Ced ¢otally aeperal2e £t-o,,I _ ,d
121_ CCH_l _oC ¢,|Iu_ &voidil,g _clledull,_g co;t£11ccn
I_educ_llg I_ilO lilllPelCl2 Oil ol21iel." nyeEellltl.
eli Elie i_eflcw_re developmel_U tilde, ino_t computer
::air, cad dagceefl ¢equl¢e C on _ pt-og_ml_ml_lg lal_guage.
He_ Ili_-ea caii be mot-e pFoducl_lve in a muell aliocCe["
detecmine but: h_a the potent:left
EOC Savingal 5avi;tgn i_ I_aFd to
be A l_[g_ll_lC_llt {llllOUlit. ..
g. OEftcelgiri_g' Room tool to reduoe Lhe time It t6koa to _.lid
i_tucorloal lizfor_t ton.
l)e_c_il)ciott: IpR/PII illl_torical data and the PtiN muut often be
re0eatched co OuppozU alWrJling Erom general
11;_lisgemeltr- tluesCi°lla/c°nceglia r.o t_oubteoltooU tag
I)roblenm. I_y aea=:chlng a quick acceaa dat_baae for
12|;e required luformaclon you ca=t =:educe _he _,_nlpower
requi_ed Lo pt-ovtda the i_eceoa_t;.' ljlfol'm_12io_.
F..C 5_vtuga; _t3,OOOIyeari.'.ol2i,,v3ued 15 ay_tem engineero apending .5 houro per
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O. "Path tinder m
I)elJc r l L_t:ion;
week ae_rcl_Lllg documenta t.tmr- reaide in the RUBICON
dac_b_ne. 'rite t:L.m required _:o _jearCh Lhe PNW o. a
_pecif_c r.Op_c _o_" e_c_t"V I'Q c_wl bq =:educed b_' ¢La mucl_
¢LO 20 lit_ltUCell.
I_O_ izew Bppl:o¢Lellat Iklid Qlil_b_l_l;_¢li {0_ CCHli 2.
ili and _etaly_iB" c_n be
a, _roacllea.to "_"ic.o_r.._._e el_ltote,lr- r.eelmtquea
Hell l[ .... z ,:,u_LUl;IC.eu. a._ ,,,'," ". -,.=- ,_,,virOlimenE t li@Y
te c=- =,,dvrove,, one cc.s 2 .
c_IL De. u=v'_,t_.. = I[tslllce¢' =lriu _,,.,.--" ._._,,. ,,re ¢..eaC.ecz
•,,,-,.,,ld Do u ¢,_-*_-*''d ,. ..=C|1111.oU@l i _,_v ..- . __,._..
could be
Ea_ Savlllga; CCHS 2 wi_l require = _aalve le==:ning curve, h aide
benel_il; o1_ r_llia alld or.liar aimil(zr projecCe will be
l_nr-er undera£=ndllig oE izew =pproiichea Co ayar.em
lle_l¢ll inoHiEor illg,
luunOi_ vol_LOle_, ccsn be
i)eHCC[t}CiOltt HeW approachea I:o inon_r-oring and _n_Y _llaConl:ed _ltd ev_u_r.ed. _ more e_lolonr- aecimique_
c_o be deveLoOed =lid proven In _|ll_ envl_-onmenl: r.lmY
could be ur.ilLzed _al_r.er ¢md ee_aler in a fur.ureCo=tverllelY, ¢ochniquea
lau=ich vei_icle ellvLl:onmenC"
ctl_ _re r.en_:ed buc do itor- _o=:k ca_t be nor..ed r.i_uu
repe_t:lllg t:he aame inlli_kea could be avoided in the
ziew e_tv_rO_me_£ •
l_Ul=Ci_ veiticlea will require a =IgnIEicai_I_ir. o£ r.hie ¢md or.her
I".HC L;aVLHUOl Fur.ure ..... u_ve. A aLde be/te_=°r_ underecandii,ig, oE
uilnLlar |)=u._---.--- .... =rein heaLCll _i=* =w° "
l_leW _|)pro_kclleti I.u 01""
• ac_Ce i[ cite arc" |=ardware/uol_r-ware' porEczble
ao_cw_re modulea can be reuaed,._it:h aome mlnoz:
_dil_ic_i°na' gre_r.lY _educing aoftware developmenr-
c i=,el coaCu,
I
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RUflXCON CO_T _A,I._¥gXB _TUDY
• =
_'I_OATXVR cost B_¥Txqs
b. Dual nmi,¢enanee o¢ OOb4L, dinplaym end RUBICON Bymtem Hm, itor.
i)t._,cri|)rlOl,; Durllt(/ Life ctl,ei_rama f¥o,t Oc¢.ober 1993 tirttl.l CCHS
2 in operal:loltal, _liere Wilk be mallbtenAltce
required el, bogh the GOAl.. aoEtware aa well ae the
SyuC.eltt ittOlt[C.or pro.lOll o_ ItUDKCON.
Cost Impact; $4,500/year
!d£_1 ¢-equi_e approx_um_oXY Set ,_nhdu_ [nc¢eaee on
,.attdL_ozy du_l_lt (:either chmzgo p_ckagefl. The_e were(cimr. ilnpacr.ed r.he 1226 ,,_i*d4rorY change drLvern
GOAt. d_uplay proQra.m r.ltaC DI_ES can replace) Over
Llte paul 2 yearn fo_ a CoEel o_ approx[maLely 550
i,alilloura. 'rifle l[igure doea ;ioc iu,ciude tile bcc
B. hddL_loliat nminrelmnce required ¢o _tlnrein CLIPB rulee.
Deac_lpCion! /_ addiCio.al ,5 enQlneer would be i_equired to
ilailitaill _.he e_pecr. 8_(aCela portion, (Nor.e, 1'ltLfl
_itc).udefl iltc_._l_($liO.ltCe O|| Elm I_CC, HDT and any ocl_er
CblP_ ll_du_e,)
Co_I: Impacl: t #35, O00/y'ear
coat. in ,,_re t;Imn ;tbnorbed
itUlOibelE 01_ a_lmlEoxt eli_.lteore
Ln the reduocion, o¢ _he
required.
e. bddltgonal imlntonanoe
Deacrlpciont
Cone I.,pacC;
required Cot dst,_bsee.
Tliere _lll be _ aumll i.creaae in manpower required
Co iMlnCailt r.ho dar.abafle, Ilowever, auConmr.to-
roul:lliea _ill mak0 ¢hLa ¢.¢iflk; a aimple procedure.
bacab_ae rour.ioea c_it be run wltile ocher ca_ka are
per [ormed.
' _2,100/yenr (O Elo_n/year x 8 hr/Elow x _;)3/hr)
IC wiLL cake dl_ e_r.Ll_r.ed 0 llourfl per _]ro_ Co
Ill_[liC{_Ll_ IF.lie d_t_bal]O, HLtii dOCUlltOlll;li eli line there
wou_d be ]efllt Iteed r.O IItAIttt¢_l_' ul_&Ee E|te paper
vera/o, oE the documenca, A reduction in document
di_cribuCioll Call alao be realized aa well am
reducioig _Im m,_u.C of paper u_ed.
t,,,,.. D. _ddLtionat _ork required to uet up additional CH freaking
• prooedure_,
_-...,..(
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DeucripCioN!
Coa_ Impact!
1'lie Initial develop,uenl: of rulea/guidelinen will be
= Itli$|illlA_ _InpAC_ =lld i_ A][OAd_ $ll wo[k. '|'hta wou_d
be a o,te time imp_cL LhaC could {like _11 ocl|er
proceaaea) requi_e periodic u_di_Loal:ion.
No RUBICON cage llap=C¢,
'l'lza oper_cloezal lmimcc lo unknown but =hould noc
requite a uigetiflca,t_ =,,_unc at additional work.
(Note; TitLe ¢auk will be done Ear el:her aya_e,,m
Cltac are beittg developed anyway.)
E. otttce
Deacripl:ionl
Co_t IlOpact$
Imrdware mtntenance comte.
'rite UNiX ,,_chinea u_ilLzed to run RUBICON outaide
oE the CCH_ 2 ettvi_onmeltC Would Fequt_e N=iztce|taztce
El_Oin ctz,te co r,,tnm.
Exact coat: ia not known pc thie time. qrhe _ctual
dollar a,,v3uttt; will be iltatg=tlEic=nl: otnce |:here ia
a lCtt'ge goal@ _tltl;elialk¢@ COlll_g-¢tEIU oil l;h@ /_IP OllOwa°
're dale0 eta repai_ coar.a have been incurred Ichte
coyote a period o£ appco_iaml:elY 2 yea_o), plane
are in work l:o fold l:lte maintenance oE tl=eee
wo_ku_a_iona under the LSDN m_inl:enance plan. 'ride
will provide quick l:u_na¢ound on Itg_dwage probleum-
ICKacl: coal: ia ;,o_ k;tow;; at, r.hia tinm.
V. CLIPB validation.
Deacription; Tim validation of the CLIPS portion of RUBICON ie .
u;tde_ [evtew, He dal:a extaca on thLn _t title l:tme,
Cage llnpactl _acU coat ta not known at thta time.
t
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ABSTRACT
Untreated aqueous soybean and wheat leachate and aerobically
treated wheat leachate prepared from crop residues that are
produced as a component of the Controlled Ecological Life Support
System program designed to support long duration space missions
have been compared and general chemical characterization has been
accomplished. Solid phase extraction and high performance liquid
chromatography were used to accomplish comparisons based on
chromatographic and ultraviolet absorption properties of the
components that are present. Specific compounds were not
identified, however, general composition related to the initial
presence of phenol-like compounds and their disappearance during
aerobic treatment was explored.
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SUMMARY
Aqueous leachate samples prepared from soybean and wheat crop
residues that are produced as a component of the Controlled
Ecological Life Support System program designed to support long
duration space missions have been compared and general chemical
characterization has been accomplished. Solid phase extraction
and high performance liquid chromatography were used to
accomplish comparisons based on chromatographic and ultraviolet
absorption properties of the components that are present.
Specific compounds were not identified, however, several
compounds known to be present in these plant residues were used
for comparison purposes. General composition related to the
presence of phenol-like compounds was explored. The raw
leachates and aerobically treated leachates are highly colored
and aqueous fractions of the leachates exhibited chromatographic
properties similar to flavonoid and tannin-like materials.
Aerobic treatment of leachate samples removes or converts most of
the discrete phenol-like constituents, however, flavonoid or
tannin-like constituents remain after aerobic treatment. An
exhaustive characterization is not a feasible undertaking because
of the complexity associated with leachate composition.
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I • Introduction
The Controlled Ecological Life Support Systems(CELSS) program has
as a main objective the construction of a life support system
that will provide food, water and oxygen for long duration space
missions and will allow for recycling of some of the wastes
produced(l-4). An ongoing project involves growing plants under
hydroponic conditions. The plants of current focus include
wheat, soybeans, lettuce and potatoes. It is desirable to
recycle non-edible portions of the plants to minimize waste
product buildup and to minimize the need for additional materials
to support the plant growth cycle.
One current problem involves the characterization of crop
residues, specifically the root, stem and chaff portions of these
plants. The water soluble leachate of these dried residues
contain both inorganic and organic constituents. The inorganic
constituents have been characterized and can be recycled as
fertilizer in the growth chambers(5). It is not unusual for a
natural product material to contain in excess of 100 different
chemical species. Specific fractions might include
carbohydrates, organic acids, polyphenols, tannins and humic
materials. A variety of analytical techniques are typically
employed to derive solutions to complex chemical problems of this
nature.
This report describes an extension of a previous study (6)
performed to obtain a basic understanding of the chemical makeup
of the organic composition of water leachate solutions derived
from crop residues. A specific task was to investigate the
composition of the liquid fraction taken from an aerobic reactor
that is designed to decrease the total carbon load of the
leachate (Strayer and Finger, private communication 1993). A
brown color persists in the bioreactor and increases in intensity
as the leachate is used to replenish the hydroponic solution.
The yellow-brown color associated with aqueous systems that
contain dissolved organic matter is typically associated with the
presence of tannic and humic acids. Color can also be associated
with the presence of flavonoid compounds. Anthocyanins,
flavonols and flavones constitute this flavonoid group of
compounds. The anthocyanins are intensely colored and account
for the brilliant colors associated with many flowers.
Substituted flavones and flavonols tend to exhibit yellow-brown
colors that deepen as concentration increases. Preliminary
investigations have shown that the organic composition of the
untreated leachate can be subdivided into broad categories with
complex chemical makeup (6). Potentially useful techniques for
characterization of the leachate include liquid chromatography,
spectrophotometry, gas chromatography and mass spectrometry. The
utility of High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) in the
chemical characterization of plant products can be demonstrated
by studies such as reported by Lee, et al (7) where separation,
identification and quantification of sugars, non-volatile acids,
flavones, flavone glycosides, carotenoids and anthocyanidins were
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reported. A photodiode array detector was used to characterize
spectral properties of each class of compounds. Several recent
reports use HPLC and UV spectrophotometry to characterize the
flavonoid and/or phenolic compositon of various plants (8-15).
Methods of analysis for tannins have been the subject of a recent
review (16) and HPLC methods for tannin determination have been
published (17-19). The chemical makeup of tannins is extremely
complex. Broad groups of water soluble compounds include
hexahydroxydiphenic acids, gallic acid esters with molecular
weights less than 3000, proanthocyanidins with molecular weights
less than 20,000 and additional compounds with molecular weights
near 200 are also present.
In the previous study (6) leachate fractions and subfractions
from potato, soybean and wheat were compared by HPLC to determine
if major similarities or differences exist. The present study
has focused on wheat leachate both before and after aerobic
treatment and suggests that phytotoxic compounds of simple
phenolic structure have been removed by the aerobic treatment,
however a tannin-like or flavonoid-like mixture persists that
accounts for the brown color.
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II. Experimental
2.1 CHEMICALS
Acid and phenol derivative samples were purchased from
Aldrich Chemicals with the exception of Naringin, Coumarin 7-
hydroxycoumarin and 4_methyl-7-hydroxycoumarin and Morin which
were purchaced from J. T. Baker and Quercetin which was purchased
from from Eastman Chemicals. Methanol and acetonitrile were HPLC
grade purchased from Fisher or J. T. Baker. Water was obtained
from a Hydrodyne Ultrapure/picopure purification system which
provided 18 megohm water filtered through a 0.45_ filter. All
HPLC mobile phase solvents were filtered through Nylon 66 0.45_
filters prior to use. All aqueous based mobile phases were
prepared fresh at three to four day intervals. Standard
solutions of the various analytes were prepared in methanol at
concentrations of 200-1500 ppm. All analyte solutions at these
concentrations were stable and were stored at 4 °C as a
precaution.
2.2 INSTRUMENTATION
Routine HPLC was performed using a Perkin-Elmer HPLC that
included a PE Series 4 LC Microprocessor Controlled Solvent
Delivery System, Rheodyne 7125-075 rotary injection valve with 50
_i sample loop, reverse phase column and LC 85B Variable
Wavelength Spectrophotometric Detector. Chromatograms were
obtained using a LCI-100 Laboratory Computing Integrator.
Typical injection volumes of 25 _i were used in most applications
and were delivered to the injector using a I00 M1 syringe. Full
scale absorbance of 5.0 units (5.0 AUFS) was provided from the LC
85B. An attenuation of 1024 on the Computing Integrator is
required to display the entire 5.0 unit absorbance scale on the
integrator printout. A typical attenuation setting of 16(0.078
AUFS) was determined to be acceptable for the display of most
chromatograms in this study. When an attenuation other than 16
was used, that attenuation is reported relative to the
attenuation of 16.
Several different mobile phase compositions were evaluated,
however the most extensively used mobile phase involved a
gradient elution based on 0.3% aqueous phosphoric acid (solvent
A) and 0.3% phosphoric acid in methanol (solvent B). Flow was 1.0
ml/min, with solvent A for 5 min., linear gradient to 50:50 A:B
over 30 min., linear gradient to 100% B over 20 min. and 100% B
for up to 30 min. A 250 x 4.6 mm Altex Econocil Cls column with
C_s guard cartridge was used for all chromatograms.
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Ultraviolet absorption spectra were obtained using either a
Perkin-Elmer 552 UV-Visible spectrophotometer with Hitachi Model
52 X-Y recorder for output or a Beckmann Model DU-64
microprocessor controlled UV-Visible spectrophotometer. UV
spectra were obtained as aqueous methanol dilutions.
2.3 LEACHATES
Three different leachate samples were investigated. A soybean
leachate sample dated 3/26/93 was obtained from Dr. Jay Garland.
Most studies centered on wheat leachate. The biomass identified
as BWT-931, level 3 was used to prepare fresh leachate as
previously described (6). These samples were stored frozen until
used. Several samples of aerobically treated wheat leachate were
obtained from bioreactor ISAB-2. After daily removal of
approximately 1 liter of bioreactor slurry, the addition of 40g
dry biomass and sufficient water to maintain the bioreactor
volume at 8 liters was performed. Bioreactor liquids were
obtained as subsamples of the slurry that had been removed or
were drawn directly from the bioreactor.
2.4 SOLID PHASE EXTRACTION (SPE)
Most leachate sample were partitioned into fractions prior to
HPLC investigation. Partitioning was accomplished using Sep-Pak
Bond-Elute-SAX cartridges (i00 mg sorbent bed) from Analytichem
International, 300 mg sorbent bed -C,s PrepSep cartridges from
Fisher Scientific (-CtsPS), I000 mg sorbent bed -C1s and -CH or
I00 mg sorbent bed -Cls, -Cs, -C 2 from Altex. Cartridges were
conditioned prior to use by washing with multiple aliquots of
methanol and multiple aliquots of water. Flow was controlled at
less than 1.0 ml/min by vacuum applied to the cartridge.
Accurately measured aliquots of leachate sample and eluent were
used to selectively partition components and elute leachate
fractions from the Sep-Pak. Leachates were filtered through
0.45_ Nylon 66 filters before SPE. Treatment of samples by SPE
resulted in several eluent fractions depending on the specific
scheme employed. Table 1 summarizes the specific fraction
labelling scheme that was used. The SPE procedures were
accomplished by eluting the SPE cartridges with the following
solvents: Water which resulted in fraction f2, 20:65:15 (v/v)
methanol:water:acetonitrile for fraction fE, 20:65:15:0.3
methanol:water:acetonitrile:phosphoric acid for fraction rE3, and
20:65:15:1.0 methanol:water:acetonitrile:phosphoric acid for
fraction fEi.0. In several situations multiple portions of a
single eluent were collected. When this occurred the fraction
designation was expanded, e.g. f2A, F2B, etc. to represent
collection of multiple water fractions. All leachate samples and
SPE fractions were stored frozen at -4 °C and were warmed to room
temperature prior to use.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 REPRESENTATIVE COMPOUNDS
Preliminary experimentation focused on the HPLC and SPE behavior
of several commercially available compounds that are commonly
found in various plant species. Structures for some of these
compounds are presented in Figure 1 and expands the selection
from that previously studied (6) to included several flavonoid
compounds. Chromatograms that demonstrate the separations
possible for mixtures of related compounds are presented in
Figure 2. HPLC retention times obtained for several known
compounds are presented in Table 2. These observations suggest
that the separation of fairly complex mixtures of these types of
compounds is feasible and practical. However, some of these
compounds elute with nearly identical retention time. Other
chromatographic conditions that utilize different columns and/or
mobile phases may improve the quality of separation.
The SPE behavior of twelve different compounds is summarized in
Table 3. The SPE partitioning behavior of individual compounds
is drastically different on different SPE stationary phases. For
example, the chlorogenic acid partition efficiency when water is
used as eluent varies from 95% on -C 2 to 0% on -CtsPS.
3.2 LEACHATE SOLID PHASE EXTRACTION AND CHROMATOGRAPHY
Leachate composition is very complex (6), therefore the use of
SPE to obtain simpler fractions prior to HPLC is essential. The
use of various SPE reverse phase cartridges allows for
fractionation by removal of nonpolar or moderately polar
components from the aqueous sample upon passage through the
cartridge. Removal is based on preferential solubility of each
considered component in water or the organic functional group
associated with the sorbent bed of the SPE cartridge. The SPE
-SAX cartridge will interact to remove negatively charged ionic
species from aqueous solution based upon ion exchange
' ' ninteractlo •
Conditions for SPE extraction of various leachate samples and
aerobic reactor liquid phase are presented in Table i. These
schemes typically generate four to twelve fractions. The number
of fractions is determined by sorbent bed size, I00-i000 mg, and
the amount of sample to be partitioned. The SPE sequence number
refers to the actual number assigned to the experimental sequence
and the Figure Reference Number refers to the figure in this
report that presents the HPLC chromatogram for the designated
fraction (Figures 4 12). In some cases the SPE fractions were
subjected to another SPE using a second sorbent, typically -SAX
(Figures 6, I0 and ii). The chromatograms displayed in Figures 5
and 7 demonstrate the influence of SPE sorbent selection upon
/!
sample fractionation. Considerable differences (see Figures 5
and 7) are observed when using I000 mg cartridges of -CI8 and -CN
sorbents. The -CN sorbent was used exclusively in the previous
study (6). Elution volumes were dictated by sample and sorbent
bed size and visible observation of colored band accumulation and
movement through the sorbent bed as a particular eluent was
applied. For example in SPE Sequence 9/Figure i0 the apparent
irregular size of eluent aliquots used was dictated by
observation of yellow-brown band movement through the sorbent
bed. The success of this approach can be found when the
chromatograms for the various fractions are evaluated (see Figure
I0). Figures 5 - 7 represent fractions and subfractions from
soybean leachate and demonstrate the complexity of the samples
and the utility of using a combination of SPE/HPLC for
characterization. Figures 8 - ii provide parallel information
regarding untreated wheat leachate. The comparison with
chromatograms for aerobically treated wheat bioreactor liquid
(Figure 12) becomes dramatic.
The ability of organic molecules to absorb UV radiation is a
function of chemical structure and bonding considerations. Each
compound will absorb over a somewhat characteristic range of
wavelengths. Chromatogram appearance can therefore be influenced
by selection of monitoring wavelength. Chromatograms displayed
in Figure 4 demonstrate this effect. Wheat leachate fractions
were chromatographed and monitored at four different wavelengths.
The changing amplitude of the peaks appearing at approximately
15.3 minutes, at approximately 19.6 minutes and the band that
appears over the 25 - 45 minute interval demonstrates how
selection of wavelength can influence chromatogram appearance and
provide basic information regarding composition. At the same
time it can be possible to derive some information about compound
identity from peak amplitude changes that are observed. For
example, the peaks at 17.3 and 19.5 minutes which do not appear
in the chromatogram obtained at 320 nm rules out flavonoid type
compounds. The UV absorption spectra for flavonoids exhibit
relatively strong absorption in the 300 to 400 nm range.
The UV spectra (Figure 3) compliment those presented previously
and include compounds that were not available for earlier study
(6). For example, spectrum CfA is from a cinnamic acid
derivative, Spectra A, B and CRY are from polyhydroxy flavones,
spectrum NGN is from a polyhydroxyflavanone and R is from a
flavone-rutenocide. Other spectra displayed in Figure 3 are for
compounds commonly found in various plant species.
The use of UV spectral properties for identification is limited
in a positive sense because these spectra are devoid of spectral
fine-structure that is present in other techniques such as
infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and mass
spectrometry. It is an ideal choice as a detection technique for
HPLC because instrumentation is relative simple and inexpensive
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Jand it allows detection to take place at very low concentration
levels.
3.3 AEROBICALLY TREATED LIQUID
Before leachate is used in a plant growth chamber it is treated
aerobically to reduce the total carbon content. This treatment
results in the conversion of carbohydrates and sugars to carbon
dioxide which is removed from the system. The organic content of
the bioreactor liquid is decreased considerably. A persistent
brown color characterizes the untreated and the treated leachate.
Various samples of bioreactor liquid, designated ISAB-2, SPE
Sequence 15/Figure 12 were subjected to SPE and HPLC of the SPE
fractions. The chromatograms that were obtained from bioreactor
samples obtained 30 min. after start of feeding, at 20 min. after
completion of feeding and at 21 hours after completion of feeding
demonstrates the effectiveness of the treatment in modifying
composition. Chromatograms show a total lack of the individual
resolvable peaks that are present in untreated wheat leachate SPE
fractions that are obtained by the same procedure, see Figure 9.
The observed behavior was verified based on Sequence 17 where
samples were taken 2 hours before feeding, at 30 min. into the
feeding and 20 min. after completion of feeding. It appears that
simple phenolic and polyphenolic compounds are comsumed by the
aerobic digestion, however compounds that are responsible for the
brown solution color are not totally removed. The chromatograms
from fractions f2 and fE3 (Figure 12) suggest the presence of two
groups of compounds that provide the broad band peaks in the
corresponding chromatograms. Both fractions contain brown
colored material but because the retention times associated with
the bands are different some chemical difference in structure is
suggested. In addition the fraction f2 chromatograms in Figure
12 have peaks that elute near the column void volume near 3
minutes. UV spectra of collected eluent from various HPLC runs
yield spectra with absorption maxima near 280 nm for these
rapidly eluting peaks. UV spectra for flC and fE3B fractions are
similar with absorption band shoulders from 260-300 nm and 270-
320 nm, respectively. In addition absorption band tailing occurs
beyond 400 nm and 450 nm, respectively. These spectra appear to
be quite similar to flavonoids such as Biochanin A, Crysin,
Naringenin and Rutin but they are not similar to a tannic acid
sample which exhibits an absorption maximum below 280 nm and
little absorption beyond 310 nm. Two commercially available
tannic acid samples were used. Both exhibited non-specific
partitioning on -Cl_. Multipeak/bands were present in all
fractions from fl to fE_ 0 and were not similar to the fraction
chromatograms obtained from the bioreactor liquid samples. It is
possible that a thorough spectrophotometric study of these
fractions will provide additional insight regarding composition.
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IV. SUMMARY COMMENTS
The use of solid phase extraction and high performance liquid
chromatography for preliminary characterization of general
similarities and differences in the chemical composition of
aqueous leachates from crop residues and bioreactor liquids in
the Controlled Ecological Life Support System program has been
accomplished. The composition is complex. Wheat leachate has
been studied both before and after aerobic treatment to reduce to
total carbon load. The presence of highly colored anionic
materials, as well as other colored and colorless compounds that
can be fractioned from the samples by solid phase extraction
provides the basis for an involved study to determine
composition. High performance liquid chromatography using
ultraviolet absorption as the detection tool was used to further
characterize composition. It is apparent that a modest number of
individual compounds of unique structure and other groups of
compounds with similar structure constitute the organic
composition of the untreated leachates. No specific compounds
were identified, however, it is possible to determine the
presence of flavonoid-like and phenolic-like classes of compounds
in untreated leachate and in aerobically treated leachate. It
has been demonstrated that several specific phenolic-like
compounds that are produced by many crop plants are not present
in measurable quantities in the leachate samples that were
available. However, it is possible that related compounds are
responsible for the chromatographic behavior observed. Aerobic
treatment produces a liquid that is quite different from
untreated leachate. An extension of this work should include the
identification of some of these compounds. Once identified,
controlled experiments that relate to persistence and
accumulation of these compounds in the treated leachate enriched
hydroponic solutions used in the growth chambers will be
possible. An exhaustive characterization is not possible because
of the complexity associated with the leachate composition. In
fact it is probably not necessary to fully characterize the
composition as long as a general understanding of the type of
compounds that are present is documented and studies undertaken
to understand the role played by these compounds in the
hydroponic solutions.
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Figure i.
Structures of Some Representative Compounds.
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Figure 2. HPLC Chromatograms of some Representative Compound
Mixtures Measured at 280 nm. See Table 2 for identification of
peaks. See text for chromatographic conditions.
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Figure 3. Ultraviolet Absorption Spectra for Selected
'vRepresentatm e Compounds.
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Figure 7. Chromatograms for Comparison of SPE -CH Fractions of
Soybean Leachate measured at 280 nm.
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Figure 9. Chromatograms of SPE Fractions of 9.6 ml Wheat
Leachate Obtained from I000 mg Altex -Cla Measured at 280 rim.
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Wheat Leachate Obtained During and After Bioreactor Feeding.
Chromatograms are obtained at 280 nm unless noted.
A. 30 Minutes after start of feeding.
B. 20 Minutes after completion of feeding.
C. 21 Hrs. after completion of feeding, feed duration 2
hrs.
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Table I.
Sample, size
Soybean, 4.8mi
fEs(se q . 7)
0.28mi
fE^(seq. 7)
0.28mi
Soybean, 4.8mi
Wheat, 0.8ml
Wheat, 9.6mi
fE 3B(Seq. 9)
0.28ml
fE 3c(Seq. 9)
0.35ml
f2(Seq. 9), 0.8ml
Wheat, 0.5mi
pH 2
Wheat, 0.5ml
pH 8.5
ISAB-2
1 ml, day 14
ISAB-2
1 ml, day 14
ISAB-2
1 ml, days 25
and 28
ISAB-2
day 52
Tannic Acid
1 ml, 5000 ppm
ISAB-2
1 ml, day 59
Conditions Used for Solid Phase Extraction
of Soybean and Wheat Leachates.
SPE Fraction Scheme and
Cartridqe Designation
1000mg
-C18
100mg
-SAX
100mg
-SAX
1000mg
-CH
100mg
-SAX
1000mg
-C18
100mg
-SAX
100mg
-SAX
100mg
-SAX
100mg
-C18
100mg
-C18
-C18 (1)
-SAX(2)
1.6ml f2
1.0, 2x0.5ml fE
1.0ml fE 3
2x0.4ml fE
2x0.3ml fE3
see Seq. 7A
see Seq. 7
2x0.4ml fE
4x0.4ml rE3
1.6ml f2;
0.8, 0.6, 1.5, i.I ml
fE3; 2xl.6ml fEio
2x0.4ml fE3
2x0.4ml fE1o
see Seq. 9B
see Seq. 9B and
2xl.6ml fEt.0
0.5ml f2, fE3, fEl0
0.5ml fl/2;
see Seq. I0
0.5ml f2, fE, fE3
and fE1.o
see Seq. 12 -C18
-C18(I,3) 1.0ml f2, 0.5ml
-SAX(2,4) 0.5ml fE, rE3, let.0
-C18
-SAX
100mg
-C18
2xl.2ml f2; 0.8, 1.2,
2x0.8ml rE3; 3x0.8ml
let0
0.4ml f2; 0.8ml rE;
0.4ml fE3; 0.6ml fE1o
0.5ml fl/2; 1.0ml fE;
0.5 ml fE3
SPE Seq. /
Fig. Reference.
v/5
7A/ 6
7B/
7/7
8/8
9 /9
9B /
9C / 11
9W / 10
10 /
11 /
12 /
14 /
15 / 12
16 / 13
17 /
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Table 2. Representative Compounds Used
in Chromatographic Studies
Compound Abbrev.
Biochanin A B
Caffeic Acid CfA
Catechin Hydrate CtH
Chlorogenic Acid CIA
Cinnamic Acid CnA
Coumaric Acid CA
Coumarin C
Ethyl Vanillin EV
Ferulic Acid FA
Gallic Acid GA
Hesperidin H
7-Hydroxycoumarin HC
7-Hydroxy-4-
methylcoumarin HMC
p-HydroxyBenzoic Acid pHBA
Indole I
Indole-3-Acetic Acid IAA
Morin M
Naringin Nar
Naringenin NGN
Protocatechuic Acid PCA
Quercetin Q
Rutin R
Salicylic Acid SA
Syringic Acid SGA
Uracil U
Vanillic Acid VA
Vanillin V
HPLC Retention Time, min.
51.7 51.8
31.9 32.5
26.8 27.0
29.6 29.9
44.1 - 44.4
36.3 - 36.4
39.7 - 40.7
37.7 - 37.9
37.1 - 37.4
16.7 - 17.2
38.7 - 39.0
35.2 35.6
47.3 47.6
28.1 28.7
42.0 - 42.6
37.1
42.9 - 43.6
37.9 - 38.3
44.9 - 45.2
22.7 - 23.2
45.0 - 45.3
40.2
41.2 41.9
32.1 32.9
39.4
30.8 31.3
32.9 33.4
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Table 3. Solid Phase Extraction Partitioning Efficiency
of Selected Representative Compounds on Four
Different Extraction Cartridges
Compound #g" 100mq -C,_ 300mq__n__,_S
fl/2 fE fgs fl/2 fE fEs_
Gallic Acid 5.2
Protocatechuic Acid 10.4
Catechin Hydrate 2.1
Chlorogenic Acid 2.2
Caffeic Acid 5.2
Syringic Acid i0.0
7-Hydroxycoumarin 5.3
Naringin 11.7
Coumarin'" 12.0
Uracil" 2.5
Indole 5.6
Cinnamic Acid 5.2
I00
I00
67
5O
62
54
22
2
5
I00
85 15
33 100
5O 100
31 7 95
42 4 97
78 40
91 7 33
95 9
5
3
60
67
91
81 13 6
68 23 9 20 80
Compound _q" 100mq -C 2 100mq -C s_
fl/2 fE fE3 fl/2 fE fE3_
Gallic Acid 5.2 100 I00
Protocatechuic Acid 10.4 100 I00
Catechin Hydrate 2.1 100 86 14
Chlorogenic Acid 2.2 95 5 87 13
Caffeic Acid 5.2 72 28 92 8
Syringic Acid i0.0 64 33 3 93 7
7-Hydroxycoumarin 5.3 i00 56 44
Naringin 11.7 93 7 4 88
Coumarin'" 12.0 98 2 15 84
Uracil" 2.5 2.5
Indole 5.6 I00
Cinnamic Acid 5.2 41 58 1
8
1
92 8
79 20 1
See text for SPE cartridge descriptions.
1.0 ml of 12 component standard added.
fl/2 1.0 ml water except 2.0 ml water for CIsPS.
fE and fE3 1.0 ml each.
Compounds not resolved in chromatogram. Partitioning
efficiency reported represents a combination of
recoveries for the two compounds.
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ABSTRACT
NASA is developing a mechanism to manipulate and insert Racks into the Space Station
Logistic modules. The mechanism consists of a base with three motorized degrees of
freedom, a 3 section motorized boom that goes from 15 to 44 feet in length, and a Rack
Insertion End Effector (RIEE) with 5 hand wheels for precise alignment. The robotics
section has been tasked with the automation of the RIEE unit.
In this report, for the automation of the RIEE unit, application of the Perceptics Vision
System has been conceptually developed to detemfine the position and orientation of the
RIEE relative to the logistic module and a MathCad program is written to display the
needed displacements for precise alignment and final insertion of the Rack.
The uniqueness of this report is that the whole report is in fact a MathCad program
including text, derivations and executable equations with example inputs and outputs.
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RACK INSERTION END-EFFECTOR (RIEE) AUTOMATION
Narasimha S. Malladi, 1993 Summer Faculty Fellow, Tuskegee University
1. INTRODUCIION
Towards the automation ofthe RACK INSERTION END-EFFECTOR (RIEE) Mechanism, Applicationof
tile Perceptics Vision System has been conceptually developed to determine the position and orientation of the
ILIEE relative to the logistic module and a MathCad program is written to compute and display the
displacements required to
1) Align the RIEE relative to the logistic module to prepare for final insertion of the Rack, and
2) Translate the Rack Rotation axis and rotate the Rack about it for file Final Insertion.
The above displacements are used for the actuation of motors to be hacorporated hi the Improved RIEE
Mechanism.
The following sections describe concepts, derivations of fonnulae and the MathCad program with sample
input and output. With the help of this report a scaled prototype of the hnproved RIEE Mechanism with an
integrated Vision System can be quickly developed and tested.
2. THE R.IEE MECHANISM
The RIEE is a space mechanism with 5 degrees of freedom. It has 12 links and 15 joints. It is used to align
the axis of rotation of the Rack and perfonn the final insertion of the Rack into the logistic module. The
boom, carrying the RIEE, has 4 degrees of freedom. Fig. 1 and Fig.2 show the RIEE in retracted and
installed positions as per drawing set # 82K03931.
°J"
J
-\
Fig. 2
Fig. 1
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3. DETERMINATION OF THE COORDINATES OF THE TARGETS IN THE CAMERA FRAME
To insert the rack, we have to know the positions of the rack attach points on the module, shown as
lower support points (S) in the Fig. 3 below. In the following analysis, we derive the expressions for
the coordinates of the left and right lower support points by getting the hnages of the spherical targets
suspended vertically from the supports employing a set of two cameras for each target. The firgure
shows the relationship of the canleras to the targets ill the y-z plane of the boom coordinate system
carrying the RIEE mechanism The RIEE mechanism has 2 end effector points on the left and right
skies shown by lettter E, and a top end effector point P Diffemet views of this mechanism c_,, be
studied in the set of drawings # 89K03931. The points shown in the figure carry prefixes for
"Right" and "L" for "Left" in the analysis that follows.
RIEE IVlEC.HANISM SCHEMATIC
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In Figure 4 the frame that carries the cameras of the Vision System is called the Camera frame. A coordinate
system O2X2Y2Z2 is established at 0 2. X2Y 2 plane is the plane containing the axes of the all 4 cameras. It
should be made sure that all tile camera axes are co-planar with proper calibration. The camera frame is called
frame 2.
In Figure 4, camera 1 and camera 2 are used to get the coordinates of the right target. The coordinates
obtained by camera I are x C 1 and zC 1 which are perpendicular to the axis of the camera. Let the distance of
right target from the camera 1 be YCI wlfich cannot be measured. The coordinates obtained by camera 2 are x
C2 and zc2. Let file distance from the camera 2 to tile right target by YC2, which cannot be measured. In the
following derivation we determine YCI by eliminating YC2"
ZCl .- 1
,_
xc1 .- -2
xc2 "- -'7°7
d TC := 20
z coordinate of Right Target image centroid from Camera 1
x coordinate of Right Target image centroid from Camera 1
x coordinate of Right Target image centroid from Camera 2
Nominal Distance of file Target from the line of Cameras
Distance of Target from Camera frame
d CI := 10
d C2 := 10
dc12 := dc1 + dc2
Distance of Camera 1 from origin of frame 2 (camera frame)
Distance of Camera 2 from origin of frame 2 (camera frame)
Distance between camera 1 and camera 2
o_ C12
[d C12_
:= atan _]
Angle between axes of camera 1 and camera 2
The coordinates of the right target in frame #2 situated as shown in Fig. 3 are given by:
Using the output of camera 1
Using the output of camera 2
XRT2 = xC 1 + dc1 [1]
YRT2 = YC 1 [3]
ZRT2 = zc1 [5]
Equating the right hand sides of equations [1] and [2], and rearranging, we have:
XRT2 = xC2,COS(Od2) + Yc2,sin(od2) - dc2 [2]
YRT2 = -xc2*Sin((z 12)+Yc2*COS(Od2) [4]
ZRT2 = zC2 [6]
xc1 -xC2"COS(O_c12) +dcl + d c2
Y C2"- sinQx C12)
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or
_(XCl-XC2"C°S(etC12)) +dcl2
Y C2" sin (ct C12)
Substituting the above expression for YC2 into equation [4], we have
Y RT2 =-x C2" sin ( a C12) 4-
(x C1 -x c2-COS(O_ C12) +d C12)'cos
-xc__m(_c_)_+xc,_o_(_c,_)-
yRT2- sin(o_c12)
xc2cos(oc1_)2+_c12oos(_c1_)
-,.c:,..-,-,.c:x.,:os(,,..c,.,..)-,--_c:,.,,co_(,,.c:,.2)
y,,.._- s_(,:,.c1_
C_c_+_c1_._o_(_c_)-_c_
yRT2 sm(_c1_)
Coordinates of Right Target in frame 2 are:
RT2
RT2
RT2]
x CI + d C1
c,_,:,.2-,-_c,-)-co_(_c,..,_)- x C2 RT2 8
RT2 = 8.9998
RT2/
3O8
In Figure 4, camera 3 and cmnera 4 are used to get the coordinates of the left target. The coordinates obtained
by camera 3 are xc3 and zc3 which are perpendicular to the axis of file camera. Let the distance of left target
from the camera 3 be YC3 wlfich catmot be measured. Tim coordinates obtained by camera 4 are xc4 and
zc4. Let the distance from the camera 4 to the left target by YC4, which cannot be measured. YC3 is
detennined by elhrtinating YC4 hi the same way we did as for the right target. Following shnilar substitutions
and simplifications, we get the coordinates of the left target in frmne 2.
°m
z C3 "- -I
°_
x C3 "- -2
x C4 "- -2.121
d C3 := 10
d C4 := 10
dc34 := dc3 +dC4
z coordinate of Left Target image centroid from Camera 3
x coordinate of Left Target image centroid from Camera 3
x coordinate of Left Target image centroid from Camera 4
Distance of Camera 3 from origin of frame 2 (camera frame)
Distance of Camera 4 from origin of frmne 2 (camera frame)
Distance between camera 3 and camera 4
d C34._
ct C34 := atan k--d-_TC ]
Angle between the axes of camera 3 and camera 4
The coordinates of the left target in frame #2 situated as shown in Figure 4 are given by:
Using the output of camera 3 Using the output of camera 4
XLT 2 = xc3 - dc3
YLT2 = YC3
ZLT 2 = zc3 ZLT2 = zc4
YC4 in the above is eliminated by following the procedure adopted for the right target.
Coordinates of Left Target in frame 2 are:
x C3 - d C3
LT2
LT2
(d C34 - x C3) • cos (ct C34) +
XLT 2 = xC4*COS(O_C34) -YC4*sin(tXC34 ) +dc4
YLT2 = xc4 *sin(ctC 12)+YC4 *c°s(ctC34)
LT2 12
LT2 = .0005
LT2
x C4
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4. DETERMINATON OF COORDINATE SYSTEM ATFACHED TO THE RACK INTERFACE PLATE
ROTATION AXIS.
Derivation of the equations for determining the frame of reference 1 attached to the Rack Interface Plate
rotation axis at a special point (CE) on the axis joining the left and right end points (LE and RE) of the end
effector. This special point is the foot of the perpendicular from the top joint (P) on the rack onto the axis of
the end effector endpoints. See Figure 3 and Firgure 6 for details.
m :- I0 Distance between CE and CR
h := 30 Distance between CE and P
g := _m 2 + h 2 Distance between CR and P g = 31.6228
r GP := 15 Distance between G and P
G is a reference point on the boom where the end effector mechanism is connected, as shown in Figure 3 &
Firgure 6.
Coordinates of point G:
:=
In the following, rAB indicates the magnitude of vector AB, and XAB, YAB, and ZAB indicate the x,y,z
coordinates of the vector AB. The points that join the vectors are shown in Fig. 5.
Further, the "R" and "L" in the subscripts always means "Right" and the "Left" respectively. For example,
XRB indicates the x coordinate of Right B (point B on the right side).
•- 23.25
,m
r RBD "- 5.25 r RBF "- 3.125 r RFC
•- 23.25
r LBD "- 5.25 r LBF "- 3.125 r LFC
-,..i
E
A
/ "-
Firg_e 5
B
]-)
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rRBC := IrRBF 2 +rRFC 2 r RBC = 23.4591
"- I 2 2rLBC - rLBF +rLFC
Coordinates of Right B
(::/(!)_=
RB ]
r LBC = 23.4591
Coordinates of Left B
513 :=
LB
Components and magnitude of vectors AB
- - 17 z .- 11Y RAB - RAB
Y LAB := - 17
.m
ZLA B .- -11
"- I 2 2rRAB-- YRAB +ZRAB
r RAB = 20.2485
"- I 2 2rLAB-- YRAB +ZLAB
Nominal lengths of AC and DE
r RACnom "- 14.75 r RDEnom
:= 34.5 r LACnom
Increments in AC nominal and DE nominal (right and left)
r LAB = 20.2485
"- 14.75 r LDEnom - 34.5
ARA C := 0
ALA C := 0
ARD E := 0
ALD E := 0
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r RAC :- r RACnom + A RAC
r LAC := r LACnom + A LAC
r RDE "- r RDEnom + A RDE
r I_DE r LDEnom + A LDE
r RAC = 14.75
r LAC = 14.75
r RDE = 34.5
r LDE = 34.5
The sets of points A,B and C on the right and left sides of the RIEE mechanism will each form a triangle.
Here we derive the equations for finding the angle of file general (common to left and fight) vector BC with
known coordinates of points A and B, and the length AC in the y-z plane. Recalling Figure 5, we see:
E
A
./ "'"-_"-_.. z
C _-----'----'----_ B
D
Firg_J_5
Vector AC = Vector AB + Vector BC
Y AC=Y AB +r BC-COS (0 BC) and z AC=Z AB+r BC'Sin (0 BC)
Squaring and adding the above equations and simplifying, we have:
r Ac2=r + rBC 2 + 2-y AB.r
Dividing by 2rBC and further rearranging, results in:
Y AB'C°S ( 0 BC) +z AB-sin (0 BC)
AB 2 2 2r +rBC - rAC
+ -0
2-r BC
Let c BC-
AB 2 2r + rBC 2 - rAC
2-r BC
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Hence y_ cos(0B_)+z_sm(0B_)+c.c--0
The above equation is of the form:
a.cos (0) + b. sin (0) + c=0
Expanding the above equation using half angles, we have:
Dividing the above by
+ c +
wehavocos and letting tan = t
=0
a-(l-t 9 +2"b't+c'(l +t 2)=0 or (-a+ c)'t 2 +2"b't+ (a+c)=0
or (a- c)'t 2-2"b't-(a+c)=0
The above is a quadratic equation in "t" and has two solutions. The solution that is valid according to the
given geometry m
b + _a 2 + b2 - c2
2"b+4 4"b2 + '" (a2 - c2) or t=-
t= 2.(a- c) (a- c)
Therefore 0=2. atan(t)
The trigonometric equations to solve for the angle of vector BC in the triangles formed by points A,B and
C on the right and left sides of the RIEE are:
and
Y LAB'C°S ( 0 LBC) +z RAB'Sin(0 LBC) +c LBC=0
V_/heFe
c RBC "-
2 2 2
r RAB + r RBC - r RAC c RBC = 15.8311
2-rRB C
-D
c LBC "-
2 2 2
rLAB +rLBC -rLAC
2.r LBC
C LBC = 15.8311
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(z +lr 2-c0 RBC "- 2. atan Y RAB - c RBC 0 RBC = -5.6652 "deg
ZLA B + rLAB -CLBC
• -- =0 I..BC 2.atan 0 LBC -5.6652 "deg
Y LAB - CLBC
The points B,C and F on the left and right sides fonn a right triangle and vector FC is parallel to vector DE,
therefore, the following relationships are derived to compute the angles of DEs (left and right) from the
positive y axis in the y-z plane.
atan( r RBF /
_" R := \r RFC/
_'R = 7.6552 "(leg
0 RDE := 0 RBC + _" R
.m0 LDE - 0 LBC + _" L
_" L = 7.6552 "deg
0 RDE = 1.99 "deg
0 LDE = 1.99 "deg
Vector RE = Vector RB + Vector RBD + Vector RDE
0 RBD=( 0 RDE - 2)
Therefore, the coordinates of point RE are:
XRB
YRB + r RBD'C°S( 0 RDE - 2)
ZRB + r RBD'sin( 0 RDE - 2)
+r RDE- cos (0 RDE)
+r RDE-sin (0 RDE)
(i.:)(:= 4.6615
_"4.0488
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Vector LE = Vector LB + Vector LBD + Vector LDE
0 LBD= (0 LDE - 2)
Therefore, the coordinates of the point LE are:
Y LB + r LBD" cos (0
z LB + r LBD' sin (0
XLB
+r LDE'COS (0 LDE)
+ r LDE" sin (0 LDE)
Components of the vector from
LREI
LRE
LRE_
Left end LE to right end RE are:
= 4.6615
_-4.0488
._ J 2 2 2rLRE.- XLRE +YLRE +ZLRE
rLRE =20
The Components of Unit vector U1 along the line from left end LE to right end RE
U1 := LRE
u1 Lr_j
rLRE U1 =
UI
Pohlt CE is foot of the perpendicular from the top joint P on Rack Inserting Frame, to the line joining LE
and RE. From the geometry it is m units from RE along the negetive direction of the unit vector U 1.
The Coordinates of the point CE are:
(iCE := - m" UI CE = 4.6615
CE U 1 CE _4.0488
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Our intention now is to establish a Coordinate system attached to the Rack Interface Plate with Unit
vectors U1, V1 &Wl along its x,y & z axes and Point CE as the origin.. U1 is already defined above. VI
will be defined along the line from CE to P.
Our current objective is to determine the coordhlates of the point P. We will fred the coordinates by
writing the equations def'ming its distance from three pohats ha the R.1EE mechanism. These three points
are the reference point G, the right end point RE, and the point CE as defined above, and shown below.
.w"
LE
p_g_..
!1
i CE
,/
,r,
Rock Irttelf0ce Plate
/1t /
/
_4
t_,
/
Fig_.u_ 6
L...t
The equations are:
2
(x p _ x G-)2 + (y p _ y G-)2 + (z p _ z G')2=r Gp t7]
(xp_XCl_)2+ (yp_YCE)2+ (ze_zCE32--h 2 [8]
(x p _ XRE-)2 + (y p _ y RE')2 + (z p - ZRE')2=g 2 [9]
Subtracting equations [8] and [9] from equation [7], we get the following equations:
2 CE 2 2 2 _ h 2
al.xp+bl. Yp+Cl-Zp+G2-XCE -Y -ZCE =rGp
2 2 2 2 _ g2
a2. xp+b2. Yp+c2. zp+G2-XRE --YRE -ZRE =rGp
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[10]
U1]
,.,.-
where
a 1 := 2"(x CE - x G')
a2 := 2"(x RE - x G)
b 1 := 2"(Y CE - Y G)
b 2 := 2"(Y RE - Y G')
1:=:. (_cu--a)
_2 :=_.(Zl_- za)
G 2 := xG 2 +y G 2 +ZG 2
Equations [10] and [11] can be rearranged as:
al-xp+C 1-zp=-bl"Yp+k 1
a2"xp+C2"Zp=-b2"yp+k 2
where
kl := rGp 2-h 2+xCE 2 +YCE 2 + ZCE 2
k2 := rGp 2-g2 +XRE 2 +YRE 2 +ZRE 2
[12]
[131
al=0
a2=20
b I = 69.323
b 2 = 69.323
c 1 = -8.0977
c 2 = -8.0977
G 2 = 8"1"103
k 1 = 542.8125
k 2 = 2.3428" 103
Equations [12] and [13] can be arranged in the following matrix form:
12
D 12 :=
:12)(::) [141
D 12 = 161.9539
Using Cramer's Rule, we can solve for xp and zp
xp
( xyp+kl
_ 2.Yp+k2 c
D 12
After simplifying, we have
_ 2
zp
-blYp+kl)
-b2-Yp+k 2
D 12
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x p=b 3-y p -!- k 3
where
b3 "-
k 3 :=
[15] zp=b4"Yp+k 4
-al.b2 + a2"b 1
-b 1-c2+b2"c 1 b4 := D12
D12
al.k2-a2"k 1
k 1.c 2- k2"c 1 k4 := D 12
D 12
b 3 = 0 b 4 = 8.5608
[16]
k3=90
k 4 = -67.033
Recalling equation [7] and substituting for xp and zp from equations [15] and [16], we have:
(xp - x G_)2 + (Y p - Y G) 2 + (zp - ZG')2=rGp 2
(b3-Yp +k3- XG')2 + (y p - Y G') 2+ <b4"Y p + k4- ZG')2=rGp 2
Expanding equation [17] and rearranging, we get:
A.y p2 + B-y p + C=0
where
2 2
A:=b 3 +l+b 4
B := 2.[b 3"Ck3 - xG" ) - YG +b4"_k4- ZG') ]
C:= (k3 - x G') 2 +yG 2 + (k4- ZG')2 - rGp 2
A = 74.2878
B = -1.1477" 103
C = 4.2684" 103
[17]
[18]
Equation [18] is a quadratic in "yp" and has 2 solutions. The solution that is relavent to the geometry of
the RIEE mechanism is:
yp := y p = 9.2129
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Substituting yp back into equations [15] and [16], the coordinates of P are given by:
= 9.2129
Y P := Y P _ 11.8373/
zp 4"yp+k4
The z-axis given by unit vector W1 is along the line joining CE and P. Its components are given by:
W1
W1
W1
xp-XCE
1 WI = 0.8487
Yp-YCE "'_ _0.5295
z p z CE WI
The y-axis given by unit vector V1 is given by the cross product of vector W1 and vector U1. Its
components are given by:
W1x V1 x x
VI := W1 x U1 V1 = 0.5295
V1 W1 U1 V1 \0.8483
ve corn letelv specified the coordinate system located at CE..Thus we ha P ........ -1:.... s-,stem and a cooramate system located on the
We now Fred the relationship between mls coozu-,mt_ y
camera frame.
The x-axis of the camera frame defined by U2 is taken same as the U1, and the z-axis is defined by the unit
vector W2, which is at an angle _ hi the clockwise direction from the unit vector W 1 about the x-axis.
The origin of the camera frame is situated at a distance of d21 along the negative direction of the unit vector
W2 from CE. Therefore:
YCE - y P/:= atan p- z CE/
= 58.0257 "deg
h C := 12
The components of the unit vectors of the camera frame (2) as seen from rack insertion frame (1) are given
by:
/i l:/ I: /i
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The coordinates of the origin of tim camera frame 0 2 as seem from Rack Interface frame (1) are given by:
i 21
021
021
t:° )
The transformation of coordinates of the right and left targets from the camera frame to the rack insertion
frame is given by the following matrix equations:
Note that in the 4 x 4 transformation matrix on the right hand side:
the first column contains the components of the unit vector U2 as seen in frame I,
the second column contains the components of the unit vector V2 as seen in frame 1,
the third column contains the components of the unit vector W2 as seen in frame 1, and
the fourth column contains the coordinates of the origin of the camera frame as seen in frame 1.
'XRT1 1
YRT1 1
z RTI
S 21
rx U21
Y U21
:=
z U21
0
xv21 xw21 xo211
YV21 YW21 YO21
zv21 zw21 zo21
0 0 1
i RT2
• RT2
RT2
1
XRT1 I [8
0.73
Y 121"9422
z RT1
S 21
x LTI 1
I
Y LT1 .
z LT1 I :=
I
S 21
J
Px U21 xv21 xw21 xo21
YU21 YV21 YW21 YO21
zu21 zv21 zw21 zo21
0 0 0 1
xll. II T2"1"2T2 x LT1 I [-12Y I [7_9.:_8z LT1
S 21
5. SUPPORT COORDINATES IN BOOM COORDINATE SYSTEM:
h T := 12
x RS
Y RS
z RS
S1
Height of the supports above the targets as in Figure 3. Support Coordinates are:
Ixu1 xv1 XWl XCE
YU1 YV1 YW1 YCE
zu1 ZVl ZWl ZCE +hT
0 0 0 1
x RT1
Y RT1
r. RT1
1
x RS
Y RS
z RS
S1
98
53.6613
-3.0488
1
x LS
YLS
ZLS
SI
Ix U1
YU1
:=
zu1
o
x V1 x W1 x CE
Y VI Y Wl Y CE
zv1 ZWl zCE +hT
0 0 1
x LT1
Y LT1
z LTI
1
x LS
YLS
z LS
S1
78
53.6619
-5.0488
1
]
2
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6. DISPLACEMENTS IN THE BOOM ROBOT AND THE RIEE MECHANISM.
The center point CS on the line joining the left and right lower support points is given by
/1CS := RS + Y "_ CS = 3.6616
CS RS + z CS k--4.0488
Having found the coordinates of the supports and the midpoint, we move the boom such that the point CE
gets the displacement in the x and z direction of the boom keeping the y-distance from the targets
undisturbed. This displacement is shown exagerated in Firgure 7 below.
x CES x CS x x CES 1
CES := CS - CE CES
CES CS CE CES
= _19.0002 /
-15
_-,.,_09._0 _/
LS '-":
Le ItTargetPoh'tt /
Right Target Point
LE
I Booml
Boom
Boom cEs /
FigLu_7
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BoomJ:
Boom/ 4.4z09" lo"-i
/
Boom Di_lace ment / RE
____.___/ - ! ---" CEN RE N
The new coordinates of CE after the boom displacement
i CENI
CEN
CEN
 cE) ,oomCE + Boom
CE Boom
The new coordinates of Right and Left "B" are:
RBN := RB + Boom
RBN RB Boom
i LBNI
LBN
LBN
:= LB + Boom
LB Boom
i CENI
CEN
CEN
i RBN/RBNJ
RBN/
( LBN_
LBN
LBN
838= 4.6615
t-4.0488
The new coordinates of Right "E" and components of new right BE derived from Figure 5 are:
(_REN / := (YCEN / (YzREN/ =(34"6615 /REN ] k z RS ] REN ] \-3.0488 ]
( yzRBE)RBE := (Y RE - YB)RE z RB (_ RBE) =(34"6615/RBE\-4.0488,
R'E /C,,60,5)
RENI- (_ RBN) (_ RBEN] \-3.0488
The new coordinates of Left "E" and components of left BE derived from Figure 5 are:
LEN k z us ] LEN
=(34.6615)\-5.0488
(_ LBE)I..BE:= (_ LE - YI..B)LE z LB ( :LBE/LBE]
= ( 34.6615
\-4.0488 )
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_(3466,5/
\-5.0488 /
The lenghts of the new BE and the new DE on the right and left sides are:
"- I 2 2rRBEN.- YRBEN +zRBEN
"- I 2 2rLBEN - YLBEN +zLBEN
r RBEN = 34.7953
r LBEN = 35.0273
"- I 2 2rRDEN.- rR.BEN -rRBD
._ _ 2 2rLDEN.- rLBEN -rLBD
The new angles of the vector DE on the right and left side are:
r RDEN = 34.397
r LDEN = 34.6316
r RBD + z RBEN /
0 RDEN := 2. atan \r RDEN + Y RBEN]
/ r LBD + z LBEN 1
0 LDEN :: 2" atan _r L_ _" _ L_]
The angles for the new BC on the right and left are:
0 RBCN := 0 RDEN - _'R
0 LBCN := 0 LDEN - x L
The new BC components are:
RBCN := (rRBC'C°S(0RBCN)
(Yz LBCIN/-= (rLBC'C°S(0LBCN)LBCN] \r LBC" sin (0 LBCN) )
0 RDEN = 3.6512 "deg
0 LDEN = 0.3326 "deg
0 RBCN = -4.0039 "deg
0 LBCN = -7.3225 "deg
RBCN / \-1.638 )
(_LBCN / = (23.2678LBCN ] \-2.99 )
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The new AC components are:
r CN /
(_ LACN / := (S LABLACN / LAB
The new AC lengths are:
"- I 2 2rRACN YRACN +zRACN
"- I 2 2rLACN - YLACN +zLACN
The new increments are:
-m
A RDEN "- r RDEN - r RDE
A RACN := r RACN - r RAC
°_
A LDEN "- r LDEN r LDE
A LACN "- r LACN r LAC
Tl "= 0.I
The new rotations required are:
ARDEN
o_
V RDE --
rl
"2"_
VRAC ::
A RACN
"2"_
I]
ALDEN
LDE := .2"_
I]
VLAC :=
A LACN
.2-/_
rl
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RACN ] k-I 2.638]
(: LACN / =(6"2678 /LACN ] \-13.99 /
r RACN = 14.167
r LACN = 15.3298
A RDEN = -0.103
A RACN = -0.583
ALDEN = 0.1316
A LACN = 0.5798
V RIDE = -370.8683 "deg
RAC = -2.0989" 103 "deg
LDE = 473.7588 "deg
_1/LAC = 2"0874"103 "deg
i LREN
LREN
LREN
RBN 1
:=: REN
REN
LBN)
- LEN
LEN
I_ LRENI
LREN
LREN
"- I 2 2 2r LREN - x LREN + y LREN + z LREN r LREN = 20.0998
The new unit vector joining the left and right "E"s is:
I_ UIN_
UIN
UIN
i LREN
LREN
LREN
1
r LREN ul j-;99,
U1N] _0.0995/
• -r LRS "- RS xLS) 2 + (y RS - Y LS') 2 + (z RS - z LS)z
r LRS = 20.0998
The unit vector joining the left and right lower supports is:
.
US := RS - Y r LRS US = 3.0052" 10-
US RS z US _0.0995 /
Because these two unit vectors are now the same, they are parallel.
Let the final coordinates of Right and Left "E" be
LEF/REF/ (YzLEF/(_REF ] and
hi the forgoing equations, the above are used in place of "new" coordinates for RE and LE
REN LEN /
(YzREN) and (YzLEN ]
and calculations are repeated to obtain the final
displacements for tile wheels of the Right and Left BE and
AC.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
In this report the procedure to obtain the necessary displacements to align the RIEE mechanism for the final
insertion has been accomplished with example calculations. The MathCad software has aUowed us to
integrate the Text, Figures, Derivations mad Calculations, saving thne and space for a clear understanding
of the procedures and calculations.
It is recommended that an experiment be set up to obtain the images of prototype targets and process the
images to get the input data required for this software. The results of the software can then be verified be
verified against the actual locations of the prototype targets.
8. REFERENCES:
A. Drawing set #82K03931 and associated drawings
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this summer research project was to
investigate whether perchloroethylene can be used as a
solvent for the quantitative analysis of industrial hydraulic
fluids by infrared spectroscopy employing Beer's law.
Standard calibration curves using carbon-hydrogen stretching
(generic) and ester absorption peaks were prepared for a
series of standard dilutions at low ppm levels of
concentration of seven hydraulic fluids in perchloroethylene.
The absorbance spectras were recorded with 1.5-10 mm fixed
and variable path length sample cells made of potassium
bromide. The results indicate that using ester infrared
spectral peak, it is possible to detect about 20 ppm of the
hydraulic fluid in perchloroethylene.
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SUMMARY
1,1,2 trichloro-l,2,2 trifluoro ethane (CFC-II3)
commercially known as Freon-ll3 is the primary test solvent
used for validating the cleaned hardware at the Kennedy Space
Center (KSC). It is also used as a general laboratory solvent
for analytical work in a variety of sample matrices at KSC.
Due to the ozone depletion problem, the current United States
policy calls for the phase out of Freons by 1995. A 1993
(May) preliminary report by Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) on the efforts to replace Freon-ll3 for the
determination of oils and greases suggests the evaluation of
the feasibility of utilizing infrared-based methods, and
perchloroethylene (PCE) as an alternate validation and
extraction solvent.
NASA's chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) replacement group at KSC
has opted to persue the recommendations made in the EPA's
report to investigate infrared method and PCE since PCE has
high solvation compatibility with organics and generally
considered non-toxic (OSHA's LD50). Infrared method of
analysis with dispersive infrared spectrometers has been used
extensively for qualitative identification, and for
quantification at high parts per million (ppm) level or at
percent level concentration of the analyte. However, with the
advent of the Fourier transform method, state-of-the-art
spectrometers have become available for quantification at low
ppm level concentration of the analyte. In this project,
experimental data was obtained to assess the applicability of
the infrared method to the detection of industrial hydraulic
fluids in PCE at low ppm levels of concentration.
Standard calibration curves were prepared for a series
of standard dilutions of hydraulic fluids in PCE. The
infrared absorbance spectras were recorded with an FTIR
instrument operated from a computer-based data collection and
spectral analysis system, and using fixed and variable path
length potassium bromide sample cells.
The results indicate that it is possible to detect about
20 ppm of the hydraulic fluid in PCE using a generic or any
other absorbance spectral peak of the analyte. By optimizing
certain variables which may affect the interpretability of
the results obtained, the method may equally be applicable
to the detection of hydraulic fluids below 20 ppm.
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FTIR QUANTIFICATION OF INDUSTRIAL HYDRAULIC FLUIDS IN
PE RCHLO ROETHYLENE
I-I NT RODUCT ION
i. 1 Objective:
A feasibility study to
perchloroethylene can be used as
quantitative analysis of industrial
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR).
investigate whether
a solvent for the
hydraulic fluids by
1.2 Background:
I,I,2 trichloro-l,2,2 trifluoro ethane (CFC-II3) known
as Freon-ll3 is the primary test solvent used for validating
the cleaned aerospace hardware at the Kennedy Space Center
(KSC). For a safe space shuttle launch, it is of utmost
importance that the hardware be verified clean of organic
materials before use in an oxygen rich environment as that of
the Orbiter.
Freon-ll3 is also used as a general laboratory solvent
for analytical work in a variety of sample matrices at KSC.
Material Science Laboratory's (MSL) standard procedure calls
for the extraction of organic materials with Freon-ll3, and
subsequent determination of the non-volatile residue (NVR) by
gravimetric method.
Freons including CFC-II3 are known to remain in the
atmosphere long enough to migrate to altitudes due to their
high volatility, and are known to be a threat to the earth's
protective ozone layer. The Montreal protocol and the 1990
Clean Air Act calls for the accelerated reduction of the
substances directly responsible for ozone depletion of the
Antarctic ozone hole. The current United States Government
policy calls for ending the production of these compounds,
and phase out by 1995.
United States Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA)
Clean Water Act (CWA), and Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA) requires an effluent discharge permit for all the
industries connected to the wastewater treatment facilities.
One of the parameters required for the permit is the
analytical determination of oils and greases in the
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effluents. EPA's standard methodology calls for the
utilization of Freon-ll3 as the extraction solvent for the
determination of oils and greases in the effluents.
A 1993 (May) preliminary report by EPA on the efforts to
replace Freon-ll3 for the determination of oils and greases
suggests the evaluation of infrared-based methods, and
perchloroethylene (PCE, also known as tetrachloroethylene) as
an alternate extraction solvent. This report also
acknowledges that a lot of efforts are going on at the
national and international level to find a substitute for
Freon-ll3.
Chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) replacement group at KSC in
collaboration with NASA's and other independent research
centers is also working on to find a substitute for CFC-II3
for the validation process of cleaned parts. Among the
options, the MSL group decided to pursue the recommendations
of the EPA's preliminary report of investigating the infrared
method using PCE as a replacement solvent since PCE has high
solvation compatibility with organics, generally considered
non-toxic (OSHAs LD50), and has a high B.P. (121 oC) compared
to 48 oC for Freon-ll3.
Infrared methods of analysis with dispersive infrared
spectrometers have been used extensively as a general
analytical technique for identifying materials or
"fingerprinting", and for quantification of analytes at high
parts per million (ppm) or at percent concentration levels.
Infrared detectors in dispersive spectrometers are not
frequency sensitive. With the advent of the Fourier tranform
method, more sensitive, accurate, reliable and state-of-the-
art Fourier transform infrared spectrometers (FTIR) have
become available for the quantification work at low ppm
levels since in FTIR, infrared frequencies are converted into
audio frequencies, and the available detectors and
electronics have the ability to track both frequency and
intensity at the same time. This research project will focus
basically to investigate the feasibility of extending the
FTIR method for detecting low ppm concentration levels of
industrial hydraulic fluids in PCE.
V
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II-MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Istrumentation:
2.1.1 FTIR Spectrometer:
The spectrometer used for this study was a Galaxy series
300 FTIR spectrometer manufactured by Mattson Instruments.
The instrument employs a deuterium triglycine sulfate (DTGS)
detector, a Michelson interferometer, and a standard high-
intensity infrared source to cover the mid infrared range
from 500 - 5,000 wavenumber (cm-l). The Michelson
interferometer, which consists of a cesium iodide beam
splitter, a fixed mirror and a moving mirror, preserves both
the intensity and frequency information at the same time. An
internal He-Ne monochromatic laser monitors the position of
the moving mirror within the scan. The spectrometer was
operated from a computer-based data-collection and spectral
analysis analytical package called FIRST (Fourier Infrared
Software Tools). The FIRST analytical package automatically
collects the indicated number of interferogram scans, coadds
the scans, performs the fast Fourier transform, processes the
data, and plots the resulting sample spectrum. The block
diagram of the system is presented in Figure 2-1.
The results presented in this report are obtained using
the setting of 120 interferogram scans* at 4cm-i resolution
with detector gain setting of 4. A background spectrum of the
solvent (PCE) was always obtained before the start of
collecting the sample spectras since with an appropriate
background spectrum in memory, the spectrometer coupled with
FIRST automatically calculates the absorbance spectrum as a
ratio of the sample spectrum to the background spectrum.
2.1.2 Sample Cells
The most common method of sample preparation for
infrared examination of liquid samples involves placing an
undiluted sample (0.01-0.I mm thickness) between a pair of
transparent crystal windows. The recorded spectrum will be
*In FTIR, the scan is the mechanical displacement of the
moving mirror assembly and their total reflects the
sensitivity of the instrument (S/N ratio).
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the most characteristic of the whole composition of the
sample since no solvent or matrix interferences, and inter-
and intra-molecular interactions will be present to
contribute to the difficulties of band shifts and their
identifications. However, in dilute solutions (less than i00
ppm range) one experiences all sorts of difficulties since
spectras are recorded on thicker samples for obtaining useful
analytical information. The greater the number of solvent
molecules along the radiation path, the greater will be the
interferences and absorption by solvent molecules. Therefore
it is of utmost importance to optimize the sample thickness
for obtaining useful spectral information.
Sealed- and variable path length liquid infrared cells
(1.5-10 mm) having potassium bromide (KBr) and thallium
bromide iodine (KRS-5) transparent windows were used for
recording the absorbance spectras of the standard solutions
of industrial hydraulic fluids in PCE at low ppm range of the
analyte.
2.2 Industrial Hydraulic Fluids:
About 20 types of industrial hydraulic fluids and
greases are commonly used at KSC. Eight of the industrial
hydraulic fluids listed below were obtained from various
sources at KSC, and were utilized for the preparation of the
calibration curves. Most of them are ester-based hydrocarbon
type fluids. During the course of this study, it was observed
that one of the silicon-based fluid was not compatible with
PCE. For this reason, this study is focussed on the
preparation of standard curves for quantification for the
seven hydraulic fluids.
b
C
d
e
f
g
h
i
Red-Mil-H-5806
Rapid Tap Cutting Fluid
Dow Corning FS 1265 Fluid (this sample
was found not to be compatible
(Solubility) with PCE.
Mobile Jet II
Yellow MiI-H-83282
Green _ 1530 (Houghto) Fluid
Brown (ASTM _3) 3 1537 Fluid
PL-S Lube Oil (General Purpose) # 1542
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2.3 Perohloroethylene (solvent):
Perchloroethylene used for the preparation of all
dilutions in this study was a Fisher brand reagent grade
solvent having 0.5 percent of ethyl alcohol as a stabilizer.
In the early part of the study, about 3/4 gallon of a bottle
of the solvent was provided by a contractor group at KSC.
Once the borrowed stock was consumed in the preparation of
the dilutions, a newly purchased stock was used until the end
of the study.
2.4 Test procedure:
2.4.1 Preparation of Standards:
Several series of standard dilutions of hydraulic fluids
in PCE were prepared for recording the absorbance spectras.
Dilutions lower than I00 ppm were prepared from a stock
solution of each fluid in PCE. Since the objective of the
project was to investigate the detection of the analyte in
PCE, extreme care was taken not to cross-contaminate the
standard dilutions. Auto pipettes of different sizes and
brands available in the laboratory were used for dispensing
small volumes of the solutions into the volumetric flasks for
the preparation of standard dilutions. Tips for the pipettes
were only used once for the transfer of solutions, and were
disposed off properly. Dilutions of less than i00 ppm were
prepared before the start of recording the absorbance
spectrum, and were never stored for over 24 hours.
2.4.2 Cleaning Process:
The detection of an analyte at low ppm level of
concentration requires that the whole solution handling
process be standardized to avoid cross-contamination. It is
not cost effective to use glassware and syringes in
quantities for the preparation and transfer of large number
of solutions. A simple and practical procedure was used for
cleaning and filling of the sample cell with the prepared
standard solutions.
2.4.2.1 Volumetric Flasks Cleaning:
25 ml volumetric flasks were used for the preparation of
most of the standard dilutions. After each use, the flasks
were washed with warm 0.5 percent Liquinox solution according
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to the normal procedure used in the laboratory. After rinsing
with deionized water, the flasks were dried in an oven
maintained at 103 degrees Celcius. All the volumetric flasks
were rinsed twice with PCE before the preparation of the
standard dilutions.
2.4.2.2 Syringe Cleaning:
PCE for cleaning was transferred from a gallon bottle
into two cleaned 50 ml beakers. The syringe used for filling
the sample cell was cleaned twice with a 2 ml portion of the
pure solvent from the first beaker. Both the times, the
syringe was inverted and plunger moved to the outer-most end
of the barrel for rinsing of the whole barrel with the
solvent. It is not necessary to remove the barrel from the
plunger. The plunger was moved up and down 3-5 times with
paper tissue wipes at the tip of the syringe to soak the
maximum amount of solvent on to the tissue wipes.
2.4.2.3 Cell Cleaning:
A cleaned syringe was filled with 1-2 ml of the solvent
from the other beaker, and the solvent transferred gently
into the sample cell. Depending on the size of the cell, the
amount of the solvent to be transferred may vary. The teflon
plugs were replaced and the cell was given a gentle swirling
motion horizontally. The plugs were removed and the solvent
was allowed to drain from the lower orifice (right orifice
for circular adjustable cell) into a waste-beaker assigned
for proper disposal. Paper tissue wipes were placed on top of
the lower orifice of the cell to soak the maximum amount of
the solvent onto the wipes without giving a drastic motion to
the cell. The procedure was repeated with another portion of
the solvent. It is probable that a trace amount of solvent
may remain in the cell. It is assumed that this trace
quantity of the solvent remained in the cell will be constant
for all the standards in a series, and will have
insignificant effect on the slope of the standard calibration
curve.
2.4.3 Sample Cell Filling:
An appropriate amount of the standard solution was
transferred into an aluminum dish from the 25 ml volumetric
flask. 2-3 ml of this solution was drawn into a cleaned 5 ml
Lauer syringe. This volume may vary depending on the
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thickness of the sample cell. Using a very light hand
pressure, the solution was injected into the lower orifice of
the metal plate of the cell. It is important that the cell
should never be filled from the upper orifice at the top of
the front plate of the cell. After the cell was filled,
teflon plugs were replaced with a twisting motion to ensure a
good seal. All the times paper tissue wipes were used to
avoid the contact of the transferring solution with the cell
windows. The filled cell was physically observed for any
entraped bubbles of air before placing it in the cell holder
of the instrument for recording the absorbance spectras.
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III-RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1 Infrared Absorbance Spectrum:
When radiation at a particular frequency strikes a
molecule which has a vibrational frequency identical to the
incident radiation, the molecule will absorb the radiant
energy, and thus increasing the total energy of the molecule.
If a pair or group of atoms is to absorb infrared radiation,
it must undergo a change in dipole moment during the
vibration. The changing dipole couples the vibration of the
molecule with that of the incident radiation, and causes
infrared absorption.
Identification of a certain principal spectral peak(s)
of an analyte is necessary to be identified before
calibration curves can be plotted for quantification. Special
efforts were focussed to identify a particular generic peak
in all the fluids which can be used for the preparation of a
single calibration curve for detecting the total
concentration of hydraulic fluids in a mixture. One percent
dilutions of the hydraulic fluids were prepared in PCE, and
their absorbance spectras were recorded for the
identification of the most intense absorption peak(s). For
quantitative work, the absorbance spectras were recorded at a
sensitivity of 120 interferogram scans at 4 cm-I resolution.
Triplicate spectras were recorded for each of the standard
dilution, and the average of the three absorbance values
obtained for a particular spectral peak was used for the
preparation of the standard curves.
Ester-based hydrocarbon type fluids used in this project
have spectral bands around 2700 to 3000 cm-l, and near 1700
and ii00 cm-l. Because hydrogen is a light element, spectral
bands due to stretching of C-H bonds occur at a fairly high
frequency. The large broad band from 2700-3000 cm-i (generic
peak) is due to the stretching vibrations of the carbon-
hydrogen bonds in the hydrocarbon chain backbone structure,
and is very typical of organic compounds. Since it requires
less energy to bend a bond than to stretch it, bands due to
bond bending occur at low frequency. The peak near 1700 cm-I
is typical of an ester group, and also C=C stretch peaks
appear in this area. A typical absorbance spectra of a
hydraulic fluid is presented in Figure 3-1.
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3.2 Calibration Curves:
The absorbance data is useful for quantitative analysis
of analytes in dilute solutions where Beer's law is
applicable, and is that a linear relationship exists between
the measured net absorbance and the concentration of an
analyte in a solution. The net absorbance of the spectral
peaks obtained for seven hydraulic fluids at various levels
of concentration and sample thicknesses are presented in
Figures 3-2 to 3-22 in the form of calibration curves. The
net absorbance data was obtained using the analytical
software package called FIRST. Regression analysis was done
on each set of standards using analyte concentration as an
independent variable and absorbance units as a dependent
variable. The validation of the model is presented in the
form of R Squared. It ranges up to one with one being
optimal.
3.2.1 Mobile Jet II:
Figure 3-2 is a calibration curve for Mobile Jet II
Fluid in PCE using 1743 cm-I ester peak of the spectras
recorded with a 1.5 mm KBr variable cell. The graph
demonstrates a linear relationship between absorbance and
concentration of the analyte in the range of 50-500 ppm with
R2 of 0.99. The absorbance data of this series of standards
(10-300 ppm only> along with the data obtained on standards
prepared on a different date is presented in Figure 3-3. R2
of the two sets of data was found to be optimal (0.98).
Although variation in the absorbance units of the two series
of standards were observed, the two curves were found to have
similar slopes.
Figure 3-4 demonstrates the erratic scattering in the
absorbance data obtained on the generic C-H stretching peak
as compared to the ester peak of the recorded spectras with a
1.5 mm KBr cell. During the course of the work, it was
observed that too much background noise was resulting in the
area of the generic peaks of the spectras, and it was
impossible for the detector to distinguish between small
variations in the absorbance units in solutions with analyte
concentration at low ppm levels. The presence of several
peaks/bands around 3000 wavenumber in the absorbance spectrum
obtained on a pure solvent reflected the presence of some
contaminant in the solvent. As a check, a similar observation
was made on a newly opened solvent bottle at a later stage.
This observation suggests that the presence of the unwanted
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organic compound(s) may be a part of this particular batch of
solvent after all, and causing the background noise in the
generic peak(s) area of the infrared spectra.
The absorbance data for the ester peak in Figure 3-4
reflect that it is possible to detect about 20 ppm of Mobile
Jet II fluid in PCE R2 equal to 0.98. It was reasoned that
the detection of the analyte may be improved by increasing
the absorbance units with a larger sample size. The only
cell of higher path length available in the laboratory was a
KRS-5 cell having a variable path length of 2.5 mm. A
calibration curve (Figure 3-5) in the range of i-I0 ppm of
the analyte for the generic peak was prepared using the
spectras recorded with the KRS-5 cell. The graph demonstrates
highly scattered data obtained using the longer path length
KRS-5 cell. 5 mm and I0 mm KBr fixed cells were purchased
from Perkin Elmer Corporation, and absorbance data was
obtained on the ester peak (1743 cm-1) using a 5 mm fixed
path length sample cell. Figure 3-6 is a calibration curve of
the net absorbance data obtained on an ester peak of the
spectras recorded with 1.5 and 5 mm KBr cells. The slopes of
the two lines were found to be reasonably similar with R2
values of about 0.98. Efforts were also made to use the
absorbance data of the generic peak (2930 cm-1) for the
preparation of the calibration curve. This resulted in
failure due to the presence of several unresolved peaks in
the generic peak area. The calibration curves (Figures 3-4
and 3-6) demonstrate that ester peak is stable and can be
used for the quantification of Mobile Jet II in PCE. These
graphs also demonstrate that about 20 ppm of the analyte in
PCE can be detected under the experimental conditions.
3.2.2 Rapid Tap Cutting Fluid:
Figure 3-7 is a calibration curve for the Rapid Tap
Cutting fluid in PCE using an infrared spectral peak of
around 1086 cm-l. This particular spectral peak was found to
be more intense compared to the ester peak (1720 cm-l) at
high ppm levels of concentration of the analyte. Figure 3-7
demonstrates a linear relationship between the net absorbance
units and the analyte concentration (R2 = 0.99) in the range
of 50-500 ppm with the spectras recorded using a 1.5 mm KBr
cell.
The ester and the generic peak was investigated for the
preparation of the calibration curves below i00 ppm of the
analyte in PCE since the area around I,I00 wavenumber was
found to be full of scattered noise at low concentration
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levels. A series of standard dilutions of the analyte in PCE
was made in the range of 20-100 ppm to investigate the
possibility of detecting the analyte concentration below 50
ppm. The absorbance spectras were recorded with a 1.5 mm KBr
cell. The net absorbance was calculated for the generic as
well as for the ester peak, and was plotted as a function of
the analyte concentration. Figure 3-8 demonstrates that we
can detect about 20 ppm of the Rapid Tap Cutting fluid in PCE
using the ester peak. R2 value of the absorbance data for the
ester peak was found to be about 0.54. The lower R2 value may
be attributed to a bad standard of 80 ppm of the analyte in
PCE. The generic peak (2930 cm-l) in the concentration range
of 20-100 ppm with a 1.5 mm KBr cell (Figure 9) as well as in
the concentration range of i-i0 ppm with a 2.5 mm KRS-5 cell
(Figure 3-9) gave scattered absorbance data similar to the
Mobile Jet II sample. This reflects that the generic peak is
not recommendable to be used with this solvent for
quantification work due to the presence of other organics in
the solvent which produces background noise bands in the
generic peak area.
A series of standards (20-100 ppm) used for the
preparation of the calibration curve with a 1.5 mm KBr cell
was also used for the 5 mm KBr cell study. Figure 3-10 is a
calibration curve of the net absorbance data of the ester
peak of the spectras recorded with 1.5 mm and 5 mm KBr cells.
The absorbance data of the two graphs follows a similar
pattern. This reflects that 80 ppm standard is indeed a bad
standard causing R2 value to go down drastically. The data
also suggest that the optimum sample path length is somewhere
between 1.5-5 mm.
3.2.3 Red MiI-H-5606 Fluid:
A series of standard solutions of Red MiI-H-5606 in the
range of i0-i,000 ppm in PCE was prepared to verify Beer's
law. Figure 3-11 is a calibration curve of the analyte using
the generic peak (2928 cm-l) of the spectras recorded with a
1.5 mm KBr cell. The graph is found to be linear in the range
tested except for some scattering of the data observed below
50 ppm level of the analyte. R2 was found to be equal to
0.99, and the graph suggests that it is possible to detect
below 50 ppm of the analyte in PCE.
A new series of standards in the range of 20-100 ppm of
the analyte was prepared in PCE for improving the detection
of the analyte in PCE. The infrared absorbance spectras were
recorded using 1.5 mm KBr cell. The absorbance data obtained
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on the generic peak (2928 cm-1) for this series is plotted in
Figure 3-12 together with the generic peak absorbance data of
Figure 3-11 between 20-100 ppm range (4 points) of the
analyte. Scattering of the data for both the series was
observed and R2 was found to be 0.72 and 0.90 respectively.
The graph suggests that it is possible to detect as low as 20
ppm of the analyte without difficulty.
Figures 3-13 is a calibration graph for the generic
(2928 cm-l) and the ester (1738 cm-l) peak of the spectras
recorded with a 1.5 mm KBr cell. R2 for the ester peak was
found to be 0.35 as compared to 0.72 for the generic peak.
It reflects that there might be some other variables
affecting the ester peak of Red MiI-H-5608 fluid in PCE at
low ppm levels of concentration. In the range of I-i0 ppm
concentration levels, scattering of the absorbance data was
found to be similar to the Mobile Jet II and Rapid Tap
Cutting fluid with the KRS-5 cell (Figure 3-14). Figure 3-15
is a calibration curve of the net absorbance data of the
spectras recorded with a 5 mm KBr cell on two consecutive
days on a series of standards with concentration of the
analyte in the range of 20-100 ppm. The graph reflects that
the absorbance data obtained on the ester peak with a larger
sample size did not improve the detection limit of the Red
MiI-H-5606 fluid in PCE. The absorbance data also reflect the
instrumental drift on a low absorbance level (0.02 range) on
a day to day basis.
3.2.4 Green # 1530 (Houghto) Fluid:
Figure 3-16 is a calibration graph for the Green #1530
Fluid in PCE in the concentration range of 20-1,000 ppm using
a 1.5 mm KBr cell. The absorbance data of a more intense
absorbance peak at 1157 wavenumber was used for the
preparation of the calibration curve. The graph demonstrates
a linear relationship for Beer's law with R2 equal to 0.97.
It also demonstrates that it is possible to detect about 20
ppm of the analyte in PCE.
i0 mm KBr sealed cell was also used for recording the
absorbance spectras for improving the detection of the
analyte in PCE. It was tried to use the intense peak at 1157
wavenumber for measuring the absorbance units of the recorded
spectras. However, the efforts were met with little success
due to high background noise in the region of 1157 wavenumber
peak. Figure 3-17 is a calibration curve of the net
absorbance data obtained for the ester peak (1738 cm-l) with
1.5 mm and I0 mm KBr cells. The absorbance data obtained for
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the I0 mm KBr cell reflect that it is possible to detect
about 20 ppm of the analyte in PCE, however scattering of the
data was observed with the i0 mm KBr cell. With a 1.5 mm KBr
cell, it was not possible to obtain a defined slope of the
calibration graph using the ester absorbance spectral peak.
3.2.5. Brown (ASTM #3) # 1537:
Figure 3-18 is a calibration graph for the Brown # 1537
fluid using the generic peak (2654 cm-l) net absorbance data
of the recorded spectras obtained with a 1.5 mm KBr cell, and
also the absorbance data of the ester peak (1739 cm-l) of the
spectras recorded with a i0 mm KBr cell. As expected, the
absorbance units increased with the sample size. It is
interesting to observe that the slope is identical for the
graphs using two different absorption peaks. R2 for the
absorbance data for all points obtained on the generic peak
was found to be 0.97. The graph also reflects that about 20
ppm of the analyte can be detected in PCE.
3.2.6 Yellow MiI-H-83282:
The absorbance data obtained on the spectras recorded
for a series of dilutions of Yellow MiI-H-83282 fluid in PCE
with 1.5 mm and I0 mm KBr cells is presented in Figure 3-19.
The slopes of the two graphs using the net absorbance data of
the ester peak (1737 cm-l) are similar with R2 values equal
to 0.94 to 0.99 for 1.5 mm and i0 mm KBr cells respectively.
The calibration curve demonstrates that it is possible to
detect about 20 ppm of the analyte in PCE.
3.2.7 PL-S Lube Oil # 1542:
The absorbance data obtained on the standard dilutions
for PL-S Lube Oil # 1542 in PCE using different sample sizes
for recording the spectras are presented in Figures 3-20 and
3-21 in the form of the standard curves. The scattering of
the absorbance data is observed for the generic and also for
the ester peak using a i0 mm KBr cell. The slopes of the
graphs using the generic and ester peaks with a 1.5 mm cell
is found to be similar (Figures 3-20 and 3-21). The
absorbance data obtained on the ester peak (Figure 3-21)
reflect that it is possible to detect about 20 ppm of the
analyte in PCE.
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3.2.8 Mixture of Hydraulic Fluids:
All the calibration curves prepared above for the
detection of the hydraulic fluids were of the solutions of
the pure fluids in PCE. Most of the absorbance data obtained
on individual fluids has demonstrated that it is appropriate
to use the ester peak (1739 cm-l) for the quantitative
analysis of hydraulic fluids.
A series of dilutions of a mixture of five hydraulic
fluids, Red MiI-H-5606, Rapid Tap Cutting fluid, Mobile Jet
II, Yellow MiI-H-83282 and Brown ASTM # 3, was prepared in
PCE to study the behavior of the ester absorbance peak in a
mixture. The absorbance spectras were recorded with 1.5 mm
and 5 mm KBr cells. The net absorbance data obtained with a
1.5 mm cell for the generic and for the ester peak were found
to have an erratic behavior. Efforts were made to use the
generic peak (2854 cm-l) for the preparation of the
calibration curve with a 5 mm KBr cell but the data
demonstrated a highly erratic and similar behavior of 1.5 mm
KBr cell due to high background interferences by the solvent
in the region of generic peak(s) in the infrared absorbance
spectrum.
The net absorbance data obtained on the ester spectral
peak with a 5 mm KBr cell is presented in Figure 3-22. The
figure demonstrates that it is possible to detect 20 ppm or
less of the total hydraulic fluid using the ester peak and a
5 mm KBr cell. However, R2 value of the absorbance data was
found to be equal to 0.73.
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IV-CONCLUSIONS
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The results obtained on the quantification of hydraulic
fluids in perchloroethylene has demonstrated that it is
possible to detect high ppm levels of the analyte easily
with the infrared method using a generic or any other
absorbance spectral peak of the analyte. R squared is
found to be higher than 0.97 for the range (50-500 ppm)
used for the preparation of the calibration curves.
The calibration curves prepared for quantification of
the hydraulic fluids at low ppm levels of concentration
(20-100 ppm) in PCE have demonstrated that it is
possible to detect about 20 ppm of the analyte in PCE
under the experimental conditions of the test runs.
The data has demonstrated that the generic spectral peak
for most of the samples can not be used under the
present experimental conditions for the detection of low
ppm of the analyte due to background noise generated in
the generic peak area by the solvent tested.
The optimal sample path length is found to be
1.5-5 mm.
between
The results have also demonstrated that it is possible
to extend the applicability of the infrared method to
low ppm (2-20 ppm) levels of detection of the hydraulic
fluids in PCE. However, one must control certain
variables (sample size, contamination and background
noise) which may affect the interpretability of the
results obtained.
,.J
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V-RECOMMENDATIONS
I . Infrared method, generally is not a quantitative method
of analysis for the determination of analytes at low ppm
levels of concentration. In order to extend its
capability to low ppm level work, one must optimize
certain variables which may directly affect the
interpretability of the results.
- One of them is the sample size. It is found that the
optimum length of the sample lies somewhere between 1.5
mm and 5 mm. It is suggested to carry out the
experimental work to collect the data with a new
variable path length KBr or BaF2 (preferred since it
does not fog) cell.
- Another possible source of error in the detection of
the analyte by the infrared method (or any other
instrumental method) at low ppm levels m_y result from
the use of contaminated supporting materials like auto
pipettes. One of the auto-pipette ( 5ml range) used in
the project had multi-users. Under the normal laboratory
procedures, it is not possible to avoid contamination of
the pipettes. It is suggested that pipettes and other
supporting materials prone to contamination due to daily
routine laboratory work should not be used for research
projects.
- The infrared detector used in this research project
was a deuterated triglycine sulfate with cesium iodide
windows. It may be worth a try to use a more sensitive
liquid nitrogen cooled mercury-cadmium-telluride
detector which has a constant S/N ratio between 1,000-
I0,000 wavenumber for the quantification work at low ppm
level.
D_
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audio frequency
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A careful evaluation of the recorded absorbance spectras
revealed that sometimes the absorbance peak splits into
two peaks or more depending on the characteristic bands
of the compound. This evaluation on the spliting of the
absorbance peaks reflect that their intensity (height)
and position (wavenumber) varies with tile concentration
of the analyte especially at low ppm levels. It is
suggested that peak area instead of peak height should
be tried for the preparation of the calibration curves
for the quantification of fluids at low ppm
concentration levels of the analyte.
About 20 hydraulic fluids and greases are used at KSC.
Some of them are silicon-based compounds which have
limited solubility in PCE. It will not be possible to
determine their concentration using infrared method. It
is suggested to develop a model by running experiments
on mixtures having fluids and greases by infrared method
and also by the standard NVR method. The deviation in
the results can be used to optimize a K factor in the
following equation:
Total Concentration = K x Conc. (Infrared method)
where K is a predetermined ratio of the NVR method
concentration to the Infrared method concentration, and
is always greater than one. Since there are only a
limited known types of fluids and greases, it won't be
very difficult to optimize tile K factor.
For the removal of the non-volatile residue (NVR)
material for the clean validation process, it is
recommended to explore the possibility of using water at
or near supercritical conditions (SCW), since at these
conditions, water has properties as of a fluid and a gas
thus increasing its solvation power. Experimental runs
should be carried out to optimize the temperature and
pressure conditions for the maximum removal of the NVR
materials.
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FIGURE 3-2
FTIR Calibration Curve (Esfer 1745.8)Mobile Jet I1 in PCE
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FIGURE 3-3
Mobile Jet II in PCE (KBr Cell, . )rnm)
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FIGURE 3-4
IM FTIR CalibrationCurve 1obileJet I in PCE (KBr Cell,1.5 ram)
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FIGURE 3-5
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FIGURE 3-8
FTIRCalibrationCurve(Esler1743.8)Mo ile Jet IIin PCE
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FIGURE 3-7
FT1R Calibration Curve (1085.99 Wave #)
Rapid Tap Cutting Fluid in PCE
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FIGURE 3-8
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FTIR Calibration Curve(1.5mm KBr Cell)
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FIGURE 3-9
FTIR CalibrationCurve (Generic 2928.1)
Rapid Tap CuttingFluidinPCE
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FIGURE 3-10
FTIR Calibration Curve (Ester peak)
apld Tap Cutting Fluid in PCE
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FIGURE 3-11
0.6
FTIR Calibration Curve (Generic 2928.1 )
Red MiI-H-5606 Fluid in PCE
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FIGURE 3-12
FTIR Calibration Curve (G,eneric 2928.1 ) ,Red MiI-H-5606 in PCE (KB Cell, .5ram)
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FIGURE 3-13
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FIGURE 3-14
FTIR Calibretion Curve (Generic 2928.1)
Red MII-H-5606 Fluid in PCE
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PIGURE 3-15
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FIGURE 3-18
IC FTIR Calibration Curve (1157.36 Wave #)
reen # 1530 (Houghto) Fluid in PCE
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FIGURE 3-18
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FIGURE 3-19
FTIR CalibrationCurve (Ester 1737.9)
Yellow MiI-H-83282 Fluid in PCE
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FIGURE 3-20
ipL F_R Calibration Curve (2559.1 Wave #)- Lube Oil ((Den. Purpose) # 1542
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FIGURE 3-22
FTII_Calibration Curve (Ester 1741.83)ixture of 5 Indu trialF uids
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ABSTRACT
Unexpected occurrences of failures,due to stress corrosion
cracking (SCC) of structural components,indicate a need for
improved characterization of materials and more advanced
analytical procedures for reliably predicting structures
performance.
Accordingly, the purpose of this study was to determine the
stress corrosion susceptibility of 15-5PH steel over a wide range
of applied strain rates in a highly corrosive environment. The
selected environment for this investigation was a higly acidified
sodium-chloride (NaCl) aqueous solution.The selected alloy for
the study was a 15-5PH steel in the Hg00 condition. The Slow
Strain Rate technique was selected to test the metals specimens.
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SUMMARY
The catastrophic failure of some structural components,at Kennedy
Space Center, due to environmentally assited cracking has raised
questions regarding the reliability of those structures. To that
effect NASA has intiated a comprehensive program to identify
materials which are inmune to cracking under the above mentioned
conditions,and recommend them for future applications.
The purpose of this study was to determine the behavior of some
Precipitation Hardenable steels when exposed to a highly
corrosive environment at different strain rates. The material
selected for this study was a 15-5PH steel in the H900 condition.
The environment selected consisted of a highly acidified Sodium-
Chloride (3.5% NaCI) aqueous solution. The Slow Strain Rate
technique was selected to test the metal's specimens. The test
were programmed for strain rates between 10 -3 to 10 -5 inches per
minutes.
The data obtained from these tests beside being useful for
selection of materials on a sound engineering basis provides also
for a better understanding of the Stress Corrosion Cracking
phenomena.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
I.I BACKGROUND
The solid rocket booster used to launch the space shuttle, use
ammonium perchlorate as fuel and release approximately
seventeen(17) tons of hydrochloric acid into the atmosphere in
each launching. This acidification of the marine atmosphere has
led to severe problems and premature failure of various
structural components and critical equipment [i] at the launching
facilities at Kennedy Space Center(KSC).
The fact that some structural components have failed
catastrophically due to environmental cracking,has raised
questions regarding the reliability of those structures. Even if
catastrophic failures are rarely observed in practice,when they
occur, they may be more costly in terms of human life and property
damage than other types of falures.To that effect NASA has been
working in a comprehensive program to identify materials which
are not susceptible to cracking in the launch-pad's environment
when stressed, and recommend them for future applications.
1.2 STRESS CORROSION CRACKING MECHANISM
Delayed failure of structural components subjected to an
aggresive environment may occur under statically applied stresses
well below the yield strength of the material.Failure under these
conditions is caused by stress corrosion cracking(SCC) and has
long being recognized as an important failure mechanism.
Although many tests have been developed to study this mode of
failure the underlying mechanism for SCC are yet to be resolved
[2,3,4] and quantitative design procedures against its occurence
are yet to be established.These difficulties are caused by the
complex chemical,mechanical,and metallurgical interactions; the
many variables that afect the behavior; the extensive data
scatter [5,6];and the poor correlation between laboratory test
results and service experience.
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Cracking of materials may be either intergranular or
transgranular and may progres at velocities between 10-9 to 10 -1
mm/s.Three broad categories of stress corrosion mechanism can be
identified:
i. Pre-existing path mechanism - This mechanism relates
the cracking susceptibility to the chemical activity of
the grain boundaries (i.e. precipitates).
2. Strain assisted active path mechanism - This mechanism
is related to the rupture of a protective film at the
crack tip, followed by metal dissolution by the corrosive
environment.
3. Absorption mechanism - This mechanism is based on the
chemisorption of an environmental specie on the crack tip
which reduces the surface energy,and therefore reduces
the local fracture strength of the metal lattice.
1.3 LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANIC
The application of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanic (LEFM)
concepts has met with considerable success in the study of SCC
[7,8].Because environmentally enhanced crack growth and stress
intensity factor (K) can be used to characterize the mechanical
component of the driving force in SCC.
The critical stress intensity factor or fracture toughness (KIc)
represents the inherent ability of a material to withstand a
given stress-field intensity at the tip of a crack and to resist
progressive tensile crack extension under plane strain
conditions. Plane strain conditions requires that:
B=2.5 (Kic/Sys) 2 where:
o
B= specimen thickness
Sys = tensile strengh
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For materials that are susceptible to crack growth in a
particular environment this threshold value is called Kiscc and
represent the value below which crack propagation does not occur
for a given material-environment combination under plane strain
conditions (See Fig.l).
Stress corrosion crack growth rates have been investigated in
various material-environment combination,and the results suggest
that the crack growth rate as a function of the stress intensity
factor can be divided in three regions (See Fig.2).In region I
the rate of crack growth is strongly dependent on the magnitude
of the stress intensity factor,such that small changes in K
results in large changes in crack growth rate. Region I also
exhibit a stress intensity factor (Kiscc) below which cracks do
not propagate under sustained loads for a given material-
environment system. In region II crack growth rate ,for many
systems,is moderately dependent on the magnitude of K and for
some systems like high strengh steels in gaseous hydrogen, crack
growth rate is independent of K. The crack growth rates in region
III increases rapidly with K as K approaches KIC of the material.
1.4 SLOW STRAIN RATE TECHNIQUE
Before the early 1960's ,constant load and constant strain
testing on smooth and notched specimens of various configurations
became very popular. However the 60's produced two accelerated-
test techniques based on different mechanical approaches [9,10].
One of the techniques involved testing statically loaded
mechanically precracked specimens using Linear Elastic Fracture
Mechanics concepts. The second involved Slow Stain Rate testing
of smooth specimens. These testing methods have often produced
SCC in materials,where older techniques have failed to do so.
More recently Constant Strain Rate test have become widely
accepted as quality control or screening technique quite apart
from their usefulness in mechanistic studies. The prime
justification for this technique is that it accelerates a
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known rate determining step in the cracking mechanism of ductile
alloys-aqueous environment system (i.e. oxide-rupture rate). It
is not surprising then that good correlations are observed
between SCC susceptibility rated by this technique and by more
protracted methods involving static loads.
Strain rate is one of the most important single parameter in
evaluating SCC susceptibility of any metal or alloy in a given
environment. If strain rate is too high, fracture of the material
will be mostly mechanic (ductile) because the corrosion process
cannot keep pace with the straining process. On the other side if
the strain rate is too Iow, SCC may be prevented due to
repassivation of te exposed base metal,which may be to fast
compared to the frequency of the film rupture event. It has been
observed that strain rates in the range of 10 -5 to i0 -I S -I tend
to promote SCC in most cases.
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2.0 MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES
2.1 MATERIALS
The materials used in this investigation consist of 15-5PH steel
in the H900 condition. The nominal chemical composition is shown
in Table l,and the thermal condition is shown in Table 2. Table 3
is a summary of the mechanical properties of the material. A
photomicrograph showing the distribution of precipitates is shown
in Figure 3.
Compact tension (CT) specimens were machined from the as-received
material,such that the crack growth direction was perpendicular
to the material's rolling direction. Specimens were cleaned to
eliminate grease and other impurities from the machining
operation and then they were inmersed in a magnesium chloride
solution to produce the starting crack required in this type of
test. The specimen configuration is shown in Figure 4. The
specimens were then loaded into the testing machine and strained
until rupture occured.
2.2 EQUIPMENT
Test were conducted in a Satec's MATS II Universal Testing
Machine equiped with "NuVision II" sofware package for automating
the system. The minimum strain rate applied by the machine was
8x10 -5 inches per minutes. The crack-mouth opening was measured
with a double cantilevel beam type strain gage. A Laser based
type extensometer developed at KSC was also used to measure the
crack-mouth opening.
2.3 TESTING PROCEDURE
Following mounting in the testing machine, the specimens were
initially tested in air at different strain rates. A curve of
applied load vs crack-mouth opening similar to the one shown in
Figure 5 was obtained. From that graph the crack growth rate and
the stress intensity factor for the material could be evaluated.
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Table - 1
Cr
Nominal Composition Of 15-5 PH Steel
I
Ni Cu Mn SI Cb+Ta C
14.0- 3.5- 2.5- 1.0- 1.0- 0.15-
15.0 5.5 4.5 Max Max 0.45
0.07-
Max
Table-2 Heat Treatment Of 15-5 PH Steel
Temper Heat Schedule
Solution Treated
H 9OO
1900 F for half (.5) hour
Oil quench
g00 F for one (1) hour
Alr cooled
Table-3 Mechanical Properties Of Vaccum Melted 15-5 PH Steel
Temper Su Sys % Elong % R.A. Hardness
H 900 199.6 178.9 17 61 HB 401
Su-, Tensile Strength (KSI)
Sys = 0.2% offset yield strength (KSI)
R.A. = Reduction in area
HB = Brinell hardness
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Mag.-100X
Mag.-500X
Fig.-3 Photomicrograph Of 15-5PH Steel In The H900 Condition
Showing The Precipitate Distribution.
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A similar set of tests in a corrosive solution of 3.5% NaCl
acidified to IN.HCI was also scheduled. From the data obtained
from those tests the crack growth rate and the critical stress
intensity factor under corrosive conditions were to be evaluated.
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 GENERAL
The constant strain rate technique is a method to asses
susceptibility of metals and alloys to SCC. It provides a rapid
laboratory method to determine the SCC susceptibility of
materials in environments in which other tests do not readily
promotes SCC. The results are positive in that failure occurs
either in a ductile manner or prematurely in a brittle mode if
SCC occurs.
Several properties are used to define and compare the severity of
SCC of materials and aggresiveness of environments. Generally a
measure of the time to failure,or reduction in ductility in a
corrosive environment is compared to the behavior in an
environment which does not promote SCC, for example air. Increased
severity of SCC is indicated by shorter times to failure or
reduced ductility,as measured by reduction in area or reduction
in elongation. The presence or absence of SCC on the fractured
specimen can be unequivocally determined only by metallographic
examination. Results of those examinations can be presented
quantitatively by comparing the number or length of secondary
stress corrosion cracks.
The usefulness of Fracture Mechanics for defining SCC tendencies
in hig strength metals is derived from the ability to use the
parameter KISCC for calculating the stress-flaw size combination
necessary for the initiation of cracks growth. The value of Kiscc
is calculated from the load vs crack-mouth opening displacement
curve. From that graph the stress intensity factor for the
specific material-sample geometry-environment (KQ) will be
calculated according to:
KQ = [PQ /B_].f(a/W) where:
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B= specimen thickness
W= specimen width
a= crack length, and
f (a/W) = [ (2+a/W) (.886+464a/W-13.32a2/W2+14.72a3/w3-5.6a4/W 4) ]/ [1-a/w] 3/2
PQ=P5 if the load at every point in the graph preceded P5
(See Fig.5)
PQ=Pmax if there is a maximun load preceding P5 in the
graph (Fig.5)
The value of KQ will be equivalent to KIc or Kiscc if:
Pmax/P52 i.i0 and
B and a_ 2.5(KQ/Sy s)
if the above two constraints are not satisfied then the test is
not valid for determining Kic and Kiscc,and a new test have to be
done using a thicker specimen,usually 1.5 times thicker.
With values of KIC and KIscc obtained from the slow-strain rate
test and ultimate and yield strength of the material,a curve
similar to that in Fig.6 can be obtain, that will permit the
designer a better way of predicting the life of the structure for
a given design stress-crack length con_ination.
The application of the Fracture Mechanic approach to design
concepts relies on the definition of the boundary lines on the
stress vs crack-depth diagram. Figure 6 shows the no-crack
growth, subcritical-crack growth, and catastrophic failure regions.
The boundaries are experimentally definable,with limits imposed
by Sys and Su for smooth specimens and KIc and Kiscc for pre-
cracked samples.Where Sys is the material yield strength and Su
is the maxim_nn tensile strength.
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Whether or not a component will crack from the time of
commisioning will depend on the tensile stress-crack size
combination. If the initial stress intensity associated with this
combination is greater than Kiscc ' its lifetime or inspection
periodicity may be determined by integration of the appropriate
crack-velocity vs stress intensity curve.
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4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Constant strain rate techniques provide a rapid laboratory method
to determine the susceptibility of metals to stress corrosion
cracking. Absolute results are obtained because failure occurs
either in a ductile manner or prematurely by a brittle mode when
stress corrosion cracking is present. The absence of stress
corrosion cracking assures that the material can be used safely
under the specific condition examined. If stress corrosion
cracking is observed, judgement is necessary,because the material
still can provide sufficient useful life in service. The data
obtained from those tests beside being useful for materials
selection on a sound engineering basis provides also for a better
understanding of the stress corrosion cracking mechanism.
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5 •0 RECOMMENDATIONS
Due to the short time available and some unexpected delays part
of the testing program scheduled for the summer could not be
finished. So it is suggested that this study be continued and
expanded. The areas where expansion is possible include;
I- Testing at different temperatures,
2- Testing at other heat treatment conditions, and
3- Testing in real conditions (exposure to real
atmosphere under static load).
A similar set of experiments can be also done using other types
of Precipitation Hardenable steels.
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6.0 APPENDICES
6.1 APPENDIX A
Manufacturer certification of properties and quality of
15-5 PH steel.
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All testing procedures were conducted in accordancq with the latest
ASTM standards or applicable specifications.
The recording of false, fictitious or fraudulent stater_ents or entries
on this document may be punish,_d as a felony under federal statutes includ-
ing Federal Law, Title 18, Chapter 47. This certified test report has been
delivered to a consignee of material purchased from ASAP. To avoid the
possibility of its rlisuse on the redelivery of t;,i_J report to 'a third party
it must be recertified by and under the name of such consignee.
The chemical analyses and physical or rlechanical test report are
correct as contained in the records of the Corporation.
j_/_9_/CvL. "_ E. FAMULARO, CERTIFICATION CLERK
c__Tv_--_--
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M *Metalho ical SeTvices btc.
1201 8. Ninth Avenue
Maywood, lUlnols 60153
708.343.3444
Anderson Shumaker Company
824 S. Central Ave.
chicago,' IL 60644
!
Attentlon: Mr. Steven Trlbblo
Report No.: 9274-1
Dater 2-5-93
Order No.: 7401
Tensile and hardness testing of one (I) test bar Identlfled as 15-5
PHVAC, Condition Hg00, ||eat #4083-7, Job #10553, AMS 5659.
TEST RESULTS*
T-halle Testing
Tensile Strength, psi
Yield Strength, psi
(.2% offset)
% Elongation in 2"
% Reduction of Area
199,600
178,900
17
61
llard_ss Testing
Hardness, HB 401
* Testing performed in accordance with ASTM E8-91 and EI0-84.
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Respectfully Submitted,
Meta_l_rglcal Sarvloes Ino.
_"-" David _ Hoffman
Senior Metallurgical Englneor
iMetallurgical Services blc.
1201 S. Ninth Avenue
Meywood, Illinois 60153
700.343.3444
Anderson Shumaker Company
824 S. Central Ave.
Chicago, IL 60644
Attantlont Mr. Steven Tribble
Report No.: 9274-2
Date: 2-5-93
Order No.: 7401
s
Free ferrite examination of one (1) test bar identified as 15-5
PI{VAC, Condition I{900, Job #10553, lleat #4083-7, AMS 5659.
TZST RESULTS*
yTe. ForrltQ E_mln_tlo_
One (I) 15-5 PHVAC stainless steel sample was examined for
percentage of free ferrlte in accordance with Aerospace Material
Specification (AMS) 2315A. The sample was sectioned perpendicular
to the direction of rolling as identified in paragraph 3.1.6. The
sample was metall0graphlcally prepared in accordance with ASTM E3-
80 and examlnod in the etched condition at a magnification of 250X.
The mlcrostructure was rated for "percentage of'free ferrite in
accordance with the occupied squares method as outlined in
paragraph 3.2.1. The worst field determined by metallographic
examination was photographed at 250X and rated using a transparent
grid overlay. A total of fifteen squares were used in the free
ferrite calculation. The percentage of free ferrlte was determined
in aocordanoo with paragraph 3.2.1.1. The results are as follows:
_ercentaqe Free F@rrlte
.92
D_H/_J
Respectfully Submitted,
Metallurgloal Ber'vioes Ino.
Senior Hetallurgical Engineer
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ABSTRACT
Many helium-mass-spectrometer leak detectors at KSC employ sampling system that feature hand held
sniffer probes. Authors of general leakage-testing literature recommend sniffer probes for leak location but
not for quantitative leakage measurement. Their usc in the latter application at KSC involves assumptions
that may be subtle. The purpose of the research effort reported herein was to establish the significance of
indicated leak rates displayed by sniffer-probe-equipped leak detectors and to determine whether the use
of alternative hardware or testing procedures may reduce the uncertainty of leakage measurements made
with them. The report classifies probe-type sampling systems for helium leak detectors according to their
internal plumbing (direct or branched), presents a basic analysis of the fluid dynamics in the sampling system
in the branched-conduit case, describes the usual test method for measuring the internal supply-to-sample
flowrate ratio (a.k.a permeation ratio), and describes a concept for a sponge-tipped probe whose external
supply-to-sample flowrate ratio promises to be lower than that of a simple-ended probe. One conclusion is
that the main source of uncertainty in the use of probe-type sampling systems for leakage measurement is
uncertainty in the external supply-to-sample fiowrate ratio (In contrast, the present method for measuring
the internal supply-to-sample fiowrate ratio is quantitative and satisfactory). The implication is that probes
of lower external supply-to-sample flowrate ratio must be developed before this uncertainty may be reduced
significantly.
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SUMMARY
As was stated in the Abstract above, the purpose of the research effort reported herein was to determine
the significance of numbers displayed by helium-mass-spectrometer leak detectors equipped with hand held
sniffer probes (which are normally of value in leak location but not in the measurement of leak rates) and
to determine whether modifications of hardware or procedures may enable one to employ such devices for
quantitative leakage measurement.
The report classifies probe-type sampling systems for helium leak detectors according to their internal
plumbing, which may be direct or branched. In a direct conduit sampling system, gas flows from the probe
tip directly to the analysis cell of the mass spectrometer and the user interface for the spectrometer displays
infomration from which one may deduce the rate of transport of helium through that cell (or may, indeed,
display that information directly). In a branched conduit sampling system, gas flows from the probe tip
to a place (a mass separator cell) where the flow branches, a portion entering the analysis cell of the mass
spectrometer via helium-permeable window and the rest entering the low pressure port of a vacuum pump.
In a branched-conduit sampling system, the rate of transport of helium through the probe tip is typically a
large multiple of the rate of transport of helium through the analysis cell. This large multiple (the internal
supply to sample flow)ate ratio or permeation ratio) is special to each particular branched conduit sampling
system. The pressure in the mass separator cell is small relative to pressure in the atmosphere but large
relative to the pressure in the analysis cell of the spectrometer. Under such circumstances, the fluid in the
conduit is a continuum and obeys the ordinary equations of fluid dynamics.
The report then presents a basic analysis of the fluid dynamics in the sampling system in the branched-
conduit case. The equations of motion of a gas admit a simple analytical solution that holds when R_ << 1,
where R -_ p'Od/t_ is the REYNOLDS number based on mass density, p, and viscosity, t_, of the sampled gas,
tube diameter, d, and cr(xss sectionally averaged fluid speed, ,2, and e = die is a slenderness factor based on
the tube diameter, d, and the tube length, e.
The report then describes a standard test method for measuring the internal supply-to-sample flowrate
ratio of a branched conduit sampling system. The probe is first exposed to atmospheric air and the rate
of transport of gas into the probe tip is measured with a flowmeter. The probe is then fed gas of known
helium concentration from a bottle containing a calibrated gas mixture. A valve between the calibrated gas
bottle and the probe is adjusted until the flow rate of calibrated gas matches the flow rate of atmospheric
air determined earlier. The rate of transport of helium into the probe tip is then the rate of transport of the
ambient gas mixture times the helium concentration. Knowing the helium transport into the probe tip and
the helium transport through the analysis cell (whidl may be deduced from information displayed by the
user interface), the ratio of the former to the latter must equal the internal supply to sample fiowrate ratio.
The report illustrates the application of this test method in the case of an Alcatel leak detector, where the
internal supply to sample flowrate ratio was found to be approximately 1100.
The report then describes a concept for a sponge-tipped probe to be used in conjunction with a branched
conduit sampling system. The concept is meant to apply in the case when the rate of transport of sampled
gas through the branched conduit is large in comparison with the rate of leakage of helium one is trying
to measure. The aim is to lower the external supply to sample flowrate ratio to a value well below that
of a simple open-ended probe. One places the sponge-tipped probe in contact with a suspect leak (much
the way one would place the brush head of a vacuum cleaner over something one wants to vacuum up).
The assumptions are meant, to ensure that the rate of outward transport of helium by diffusion is small in
comparison with the rate of inward transport by convection.
The main conclusion is that leak detectors equipped with sniffer probes are capable of determining the
rate of transport of helium into the probe (even if the sampling system is internally branched), but that
quantitative measurement of the leakage from a suspect leak site will become feasible only after probes
of higher external sypply-to-sample flowrate ratio are developed. The topics discussed in the report have
implications in regard to the acceptability criteria of leakage from different parts of the shuttle orbiter and
the report also discusses some of these implications.
-.,j
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SECTION ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 INSPECTION FOrt LEAKS. DOCUMENTS. MOTIVATION FOR THE PRESENT PROJECT
Uncontrolled leaks pose hazards to personnel and equipment and compromise the ability of spacecraft and
ground support hardware to carry out their missions. Accordingly, shuttle operations personnel perform a
variety of leak tests on the shuttle orbiter between flights.
Technicians involved in space shuttle oprations at KSC perform routine tasks according to checklists.
Such checklists belong to a generic class of documents called Operations and Maintenance Instruction,
abbreviated OMI. Ref. 1, titled "MPS leak and functional test (LPS). (LH2 feed system)," is an example of
an OMI governing leak checking of the Main Propulsion System, specifically the system for the transport of
liquid hydrogen. Every OMI is subject to rules laid down in one or another Operations and Maintenance
Requirements and Specification Document, (OMRSD). Ref. 2, titled "Orbiter OMRSD main propulsion
system," (Rockwell International) is an example of an OMRSD, in this case the OMRSD that governs the
procedures described in Ref. 1. A third category of governing document is a Specification. Ref. 3, titled
"Proof pressure and leak detection-Aerospace plumbing systems and assemblies," (Rockwell International)
is an example of a Specification. The rtockwell Specification (Ref. 3) expresses acceptance criteria for leak
rates at various suspect Icak sites on the orbiter and states what kinds of instrumentation are permissable
to verify that tile acceptance critcria are satisfied. This Specification allows for leakage measurement by
means of hand-held sniffer probes. The OMI that pertains to leak testing of liquid hydrogen systems (Ref. 1)
specifically names the mass spectrometer leak detector as the instrument to be used to perform various
inspections.
A report titled "Report of KSC-STS GHe Leak Check Independent Assessrnent" by DENNIS PETERSON,
dated May 24, 1991 (Ref. 4) points out that, probe-type sampling systems with internally branched conduits
have now replaced earlier ones in which the conduits were unbranched. These changes in instrumentation
have induced changes in the conventions for the interpretation of meter readings during leakage inspections,
which may, in turn, result in overestimation or underestimation of the rate of leakage from a test object.
The PETERSON report argues that the possibility of underestimation is real.
The research reported herein was motivated by the need to address some of the questions raised in the
PETERSON report (Ref. 4) and to consider possible changes in the design of probes and sampling systems
that may eliminate some of the unccrtainties of existing syscms.
1.2 ON THE EXPRESSION OF LEAK RATES: DIMENSIONS
Before one can attribute differences in leak rate indications to differences in experimental configuration one
must discuss what exactly one means by the term leak rate. A value of the leak rate is a quantity with
certain dimensions and some discussion of these dimensions is in order. This subsecton supplies preliminary
information of this nature.
In fluid dynamics, a streamline is a mathematical curve in space that is tangent at all of its points to
the local velocity direction. Given a velocity field and a geometric point in that ficld, one can always draw
a streamline that passes through that point. If, alternatively, one is given a geometric figure in the form of
a closed loop, all of whose points lie in a velocity field, then one can draw a streamline through every point
on the perimeter of that loop. The family of streamlines so generated describes a tube-shaped surface and
is called a streamtube. Since a streamtube is a surface generated by streamlines and streamlines are tangent
to the velocity dircction at all of their points, one concludes that a strearntube is also tangent to the local
velocity direction at all of its points. It follows that a strearnlube is impermeable to fluid motion--fluid never
passes across it. Now evcry leak belongs to a particular strcaml, ubc. One may therefore apply all of the ideas
409
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that fluid dynamicists have developed for general streamtubes to the particular case when the streamtube
represents a leak.
Let S denote a geometric figure in the form of a surface that cuts across a streamtube at one particular
station along it; let u be the local fluid velocity vector; and let dA be the differential directed area element
normal to S and directed away from the downstream side of it (the magnitude [dA[ represents the geometric
area of the element described by the vector dA). Then tile volumet.ric rate of transport of fluid across the
infinitesimal directed area element dA per unit timc is u-dA. Let /_ be the resultant volumetric rate of
transport of fluid across the whole surface S. One may compute _ by summing the separate contributions
from all of the infinitesimal subsurfaces of S and express the result in the form of the following double
integral
£ ___ :f(u-dA). (1.1)
J.]
S
The parameter/k has the dimensions of volume per unit time. One may, for example, express a value of
in (cm)3/sec.
A gram-mole of a substance whose molecular mass is M is an amount of that substance whose mass
in grams is numerically equal to M. Thus, a gram-mole of helium, whose molecular mass is 4 is an
amount of helium whose mass equals 4 grams. Alternatively, one may say that M for helium has the
value 4 grams/(gram-mole). Let /_ be the molar rate of transport, of fluid through a streamtube across a
cross sectional surface S (one may, for example, express a value of _ in gm- moles/sec). Let p* be the
molar density of a gas (one may, for example, express a value of p* in gm/(cm)3). The number of moles
of gas per unit time that passes across the infinitesimal subsurface dA equals the product of the number of
moles per unit volume, p*, times the volume transport rate, u-dA across that subsurface, and therefore has
the value p* (u-dA). One may compute h by summing tile separate contributions from all of the infinitesimal
subsurfaces of S and express Lhe result in the form of the following double integral
h = ::p* (u-dA). (1.2)
S
The parameter h has the dimensions of amount of substance per unit time. If the flow is steady, the equation
of conservation of mass implies that the value of :t is the same for all stations along the streamtube. In this
respect, the value of et is an intrinsic property of the strcarntube as a whole. This streamwise uniformity
of/_ is to be contrasted with the possible streamwisc nonuni[ormity of the volumetric rate of transport ,_.
Variations of A may occur as a result of compressibility of the gas.
According to the ideal gas law p = p*_T, in which p is the pressure; T is the absolute temperature;
and 7Z is the universal gas constant, whose value is
T¢. = 82.08 atm(cm)3 (1.3)
gm-mole.°K
The word "universal" in the phrase "universal gas constant" is meant to imply that T_ is the same for all
gases (at least those that can be modeled as ideal gases). If one multiplies (1.2) by 7ZT and restricts attention
to the case when T is uniform over S, one obtains
i_T = T_T //p*(u.dA) = //p*T_T(u.dA) = //p(u'dA) , (1.4)
S S 8
whose rightmost member has the dimensions of pressure times volume flow rate.
If the pressure is uniform over the cross section S, one may move p across the integral sign in (1.4) and
obtain
anT = P ff(u.dA) = p/x, (1.5)
S
',,.j
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in which the last equality follows from (1.1).
If the absolute temperature T does not differ greatly from laboratory conditions (say T = 295°K --"
71.33°F), then one may carry out approximate calculations by assuming that 7ZT has the room-temperature
value atm'(crn)'_ (for T = 295°K = 71-33°F) • (1.6)
7ZT = 24,214 -gin-mole
If one accepts the value of 7ZT given in (1.6) then equation (1.5) furnishes a formula from which one may
calculate/z from the value of the quantity p/X or pA from the value of the quantity/_. In this respect, the
two parameters/_ and p/k, though they have different dimensions, both measure the flux of gas through a
streamtube and are both intrinsic properties of that streamtube.
Tile relation (1.5) between the molar rate of transport 7%, the parameter p/x, and the value of the
conversion factor 7ET given by (1.6) is independent of the choice of gas. If, for example, the absolute
temperature has the value T = 295°K and the parameter pZX has the value p/k _-- 1 x 10 -6 atm cc/sec, then
these data furnish enough information to calculate the molar rate of transport/_ from (1.5) (in the present
example,/_ would have the value 4.13 x 10 -11 gin-moles/see). This value of _i is the same whether the gas
is helium, hydrogen, nitrogen, or any other gas that can be modeled as an ideal gas. The observation that
the parameter pJk has meaning as a measure of the rate of leakage and that this meaning is not specific
to the choice of gas (or, for that matter, on the barometric pressure of the environment into which the gas
discharges) helps account for w_y some leak detectors display leakage rate in units such as millibar-liters/see
or atm-(cm)3/sec (both of which arc suitable units for the parameter p/X).
The parameter p/X also has a interpretation in terms of energy concepts. Thus, when gas leaks from the
inside to the outside of a test object via an orifice, some of the gas in the exterior region that had initially
abutted the leak site is displaced by the leaked gas. Thus, as fluid leaks out of a test object, it performs work
on the surrounding gas to displace it. The parameter p/X thus represents the rate at which the leaking fluid
performs such displacement work per unit time. In mechanics, the rate at which work is performed per unit
time is power, and the standard unit for power is the Watt (W). One concludes that p/X may be expressed
in Watts. Now one atmosphere (atm) is a unit, of preasurc equal to 1.01325 x l0 s Newtons per square meter
(N/(m2)), one Watt (W) is defined to be I N.m/scc, and one centimeter (cm) equals 10 -2 meters (m). It
follows that
atm.(cm) 3 [1.01325 x 105 N/(m2)]( 1 x 10 -2 m) 3 = 0.101325 N.____mm= 0.101325 W. (1.7)
-- see1 sec
sec
Motivated by the foregoing'considerations, I will refer to the parameter p/X as the leakage rate, flowrate,
or throughput in this report,. In this context, one may regard ttlc familiar unit sccs (for standard cubic
centimeter per second) as a shorthand for the more precise notation atm'(cm)a/sec or atm-cc/sec. ,Equation
(1.7) shows that 1 sccs is equivalent to 101.325 milliwatts (exactly) regardless of the choice of gas.
1.3 THE ANALYSIS CELL OF A MASS-SPECTII.OMETER LEAK DETECTOR
A 1968 NASA Contractor lleport titled Leakage testing handbook, prepared by J. W. MARII on behalf
of General Electric Company for .let Propulsion Laboratory, Padadena, CA (Ilc[. 5), furnishes a general
reference on the subject of leak testing. MAIIR'S description of the action of the analysis cell of a mass
spectrometer (op. cir., p 150) sullices for the purposes of the present report:
In the sector field mass spectrometer .... gas molecules entering the evacuated body of the
instrument are ionized by a bombarding bearn of electrons. The resultant positive ions are accel-
erated by the influence of a high wfltage into a magnetic field whose direction is perpendicular to
the plane of the mean path of the ions. Under the inlluence of this magnetic field, ions of different
m,xsses travel on ar(s of different radii. Ions of a particular mass pass through a slit and fall on
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a collecting electrode; from it they leak to ground through a high-value resistor. The ion current
through the resistor is amplified and read on a meter. By varying the magnetic field or accelerating
electric field, ions of any chosen mass may be collected.
One may surmise from the foregoing description of the principle of operation of the mass spectrometer
that
i = e_n, (1.8)
in which: i is the electric current that passes through tile receiver electrode belonging to a particular
charge-to-mass ratio of molecule; e is the charge of one electron; _ is the total flux of molecules of a given
charge-to-mass ratio through the instrument; r/ is the ionization efficiency, i.e. the ratio of the flux of
current-bearing molecules to 7%.The following calculation illustrates a self-consistency check of the units of
measurement of the various factors in (1.8):
Coulombs _ Coulombs ions molecules (1.9)
time ion molecule time
The basic presumption in the calibration of a mass-spectrometer leak detector is that er/ is constant, so
i o¢ h. One also assumes that ¢_ is proportional to the partial pressure of the helium on the upstream side of
the inlet leak to the instrument.
To standardize a mass spectrometer leak detector, one must determine the instrument response to a
known leak rate• A common method for producing a known leak rate is with the aid of a calibrated leak.
According to MARR (op. c/t., p 112)
Calibrated leaks, leaks which deliver gas at a known rate, are sold by a number of vendors...Cal-
ibrated leaks may be divided into two distinct categories--the reservoir leaks, those which contain
their own gas supply, and the non-rc.,_crvoir leaks to which tracer gas is added during test
Among the kinds of reservoir leaks are permeation leaks. According to MArtR (ap. c/t., p 114), such leaks
employ the principle [of] gas diffusion through a thin wall .... Tracer gas [is] permeated from the
area of high concentration to air or vacuum on tile other side at a rate governed by the permeability
of the thin membrane.
Tracer gas is the gas whose flux is measured by the analysis cell• Here, and elsewhere, I will assume
that the tracer gas is helium• A reservoir-type leak based on tile permeation principle may resemble a small
bottle with a hand operated valve. The valve attaches to standard size vacuum couplings. In use, the
operator attaches the standard leak to an input port on the leak detector and opens the valve. In some
leak detectors, the meter reading on the electronic cabinet is expressed in the same units as the leak rate
parameter p/k (say atm.(cm)S/sec). The label on the reservoir-type calibrated leak indicates its nominal
leakage. By comparing the instrument reading with the indication on the label, one adjusts the gain in the
electronic interface circuitry so as to force agreement between the two numbers. On other leak detectors the
meter reading may be in the same units as the electrical current in the ion beam, say Amperes. For such
a device, the ratio of the instrument reading (in Amperes) to the known leak rate for the calibrated leak is
interpreted as an instrument sensitivity factor. Regardless of how the instrument is standardized, the meter
reading of a helium mass spcct, rometer leak detector is proportional to (p]k)Ile,Analysis cell, namely the rate
of leakage of helium into the analysis cell of the mass spectrometer.
1.4 TESTING METHODS EMPLOYING ENCLOSURES AND SNIFFER PROBES
1.4.1 ENCLOSURE TESTING FOR LEAK MEASUREMENT• According to one scheme for the quanti-
tative measurement of leak rate, a fluid line or other test object is filled with gaseous helium under pressure.
One measures the rate of discharge of helium from a leak by first enclosing the test object in some kind
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of enclosure (e.g. a hood, boot, or bag), then flushing the enclosure with a suitable purge gas (the rate of
transport of purge gas bcing known), and finally measuring the helium concentration of the effluent.
Let (pJ_)purge be the rate of transport of purge gas into the enclosure. Let (pA)He, leak be the rate of
leakate of helium into the enclosure and let (pA)cm be the rate of discharge of gas mixture in the effluent. If
the absolute temperature of the gas is effectively uniform throughout the enclosure and the flow is stationary
in time, the net inflow must equal the net outflow and one deduces that
+ (ph).e,  o.k = (.£).m • (1.10)
Let c denote the concentration of helium in the effluent. Then
(,pA) ae, ,e.k (1.11)
c = (ph)om
If one elimates (pA)em from (1.11) by means o[ (1.10), one obtains
(ph)lle, I_,k (1.12)
c = (p£)pur . +
One may manipulate this equation algebraically to obtain a formula for (p]X)_i,, I_ak, namely
(ph)He, leak -_- _ (ph)purge •
If one incorporates a flow metering device into the purge gas delivery system then (p/\)purge is known. If
one then measures c by sampling the gas in the effluent and determining its helium concentration by mass
spectrometry, then formula (1.13) furnishes a formula for the determination of (pA)ue, le_k. If c is very
small compared to one, then one may approximate the expression (1.13) by (p]X)nc, l_k _ c(pA)Purge' A
1987 AIAA Paper titled "Development of the lIelium Signature Test for orbiter main propulsion system
revalidation between flights" by VINCENT J. BILARDO, FRANCISCO IZQUIERDO, _: R. SMITH (Ref. 6)
describes an enclosure-type method now in use [or the measurement of the aggregate helium leakage resulting
from all individual leaks in the aft section of the shuttle orbiter. The Rockwell Specification on Proof pressure
and leak detection (II.ef. 3) specifies that the term actual leak rate refers to the leak rate measured by one
or another of such enclosure-type tests (op. cir., §6.2 p 13)
1.4.2 SNIFFEIbPll.OBE TESTING FOR LEAK LOCATION. An enclosure-type test of a large or compli-
cated test object may establish that a leak exists somewhere but may give no indication of how many leaks
there are or where they are situated. A convenient method for locating such leaks involves the sampling
of the air in the vicinity of a suspect leak site with a hand held sniffer probe. The sampled gas is then
transported to a helium-mass-spectrometer leak detector where the rate of transport of helium into the leak
detector is measured and displayed by the instrumentation. In such applications of sniffer probes, only a
fraction of the helium that escapes from the leak in the original test object is collected by the sniffer probe,
(the uncollected helium escapes to the surrounding atmosphere where it is dispersed). Here, and elsewhere,
I will use the term external supply-to-sample flowrate ratio for the fraction
(.ix)He.
i.e. the ratio of the rate of release of helium from a leak in a test object to the rate of transport of helium
into the sniffer probe. Methods for standardizing helium-mass-spectrometer leak detectors enable one to
measure the rate of transport of helium into the sniffer probe quantitatively, but the measurement of the
external supply-to-samplc flowrate ratio is far more problematic. Notwithstanding the uncertainties in the
external supply-to-sample [lowrate ratio, the meter deflection that results when a sniffer probe is passed over
a leak provides useful information, namely information on where the leak is located.
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1.4.3 SNIFFER-PROBE TESTING FOR LEAK MEASUREMENT. A 1968 report titled "Measurement
and correlation of helium and fluid leak rates" prepared by A. E. SENEAR & A. W. BLAIR on behalf of
the Boeing Company for what was then the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston (Ref. 7) reports results of
extensive tests on artificially produced leaks. The aim of of these tests was to separate the dependence of
leakage rates on leak configuration (e.g. boundary shape and endpoint conditions for the pressure) from the
dependence of leakage rates on the specific choice of leaked fluid (e.g. |mlium gas versus hypergolic liquids).
In the course of this study, the Boeing investigators performed some tests that amount to a measurement of
the external supply-to-sample fiowrate ratio. Thus, SENZ^R & BLAIR write (op. c/t., page 42)
The helium sniffer probe attached to a CEC helium leak detector with 5 feet of Tygon tubing
and fitted with a 1/8" ID Tygon tip (per Grumman Specification LSP-1A-50121A) was used to test
an AN scribed fitting leaking at a rate of 1 × 10 -s cc He/sec at 380 psig applied helium pressure.
The absolute sensitivity of the leak detector at the end of the probe had previously been determined
to be 3.4 x 10 -l° atm cc/(sec division). When tested in the open laboratory and when holding the
probe perpendicular to the axis of the leaking fitting a vary large variation was obtained dependent
upon precise positioning, with over an order of magnitude difference recorded 60 ° either side of the
top of the fitting. Variations of about 50% at any one position were also noted. The maximum
indicated leak rate detected during this experiment (265 divisions) was 9 x 10 -s cc/sec, by an
operator with prior knowledge of the location of the leak.
Experiments were also attempted with discouraging results, using the fingers to hood the leak
in order to improve sensitivity. These readings proved quite unstable and non-reproducible although
an increase in sensitivity level was produced. Checking in the oper air, if relatively still, seems to
be the best, most reproducible method.
Table 8 [whose content is reproduced here as Table 1-1 on the next page] gives the results
obtained by four different operators on four different leaks utilizing both the hooded-by-fingers and
open still air probing techniques. These operators had no prior knowledge of the location of the
leaks. Examination of the data will reveal that the sniffer probe technique is not a quantitative
measurement. It is, to be sure, quite useful as a screening technique for locating relatively large
leaks (> 1 x 10 -6 cc/sec of helium).
SENEAR. & BLAIR. state the conclusion they draw from the foregoing results as follows (op. cir., p 70)
The sniffer probe is of qualitative vahm only. The observed leak rates are approximately three
orders of magnitude lower than the actual leak rate, and variations of 1300% are found between
different operators, and different probe attitudes.
The ratio of the number in the leftmost column of Table 1-1 to the number in the rightmost column of the
same row represents the ratio of actual to apparent lcak rate. This ratio is typically on the order of one
thousand. In these experiments, the conduit that transferred helium from the sniffer probe to the analyzer
cell of the mass spectrometer was direct, i.e. all of the helium that entered the probc tip was counted in the
computation of the apparent leak rate. One concludes that in the Boeing dala of Ref. 7 the ratio of actual to
apparent leak rate (whose value was approximately one thousand) was equal to Lhe external supply-to-sample
]towrate ratio of the sampling system that the investigators employed. Table 1-2 (on the second page after
this one) lists the values of the external supply-to-sample flowratc ratio corresponding to the data in Table
1-1 (specifically, the data corresponding to the label "w/o hood").
The Rockwell Specification titled "Proof pressure and leak dctection-Aerospace plumbing systems and
assemblies" (Re[. 3) states what methods of measurement are acceptable for the determination of leakage
rates. Method A of the Rockwell Specification, titled "Probe Technique" (op. cir. §3.5.1), indicates that
sniffer probes may be used for leak measurement. An appendix to the Specification titled "Leak Point
Matrix" defines the acceptable leakages from different parts of the shuttle orbiter. Table 1-3 (on the third
page after this one) reproduces the content of the Rockwell Leak Point Matrix
The Leak Point Matrix has two columns of numbers headed "Actual He Leakage" and "Indicated He
Leakage". For any one part of the orbiter (represented by a particular row in the Leak Point Matrix), the
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Known
Leak Rate
(cc/sec)
1 x 10 -s
5 x 10-6
Oper-
ator
A
B
C
D
Table 1-1. Sniffer-probe evaluation results
after Sencar _ Blair 1968 (Ref. 4, P 44)
Leak Indication L.D. Sensi- Apparent Leak Rate
(divisons) tivity (cc/see)
w/hood w/o hood
6.51 x 10 -9
5.22 x 10 -g212
695
219
265
84
339
69
w/o hood
18
14
17
16
17
8
6
[(cc/sec)/div]
3.62 x 10 -1°
3.73 x 10 -1°
3.73 x 10 -1°
3.40 x 10 -1°
3.62
3.73
3.73
x 10 -l° 3.04 x
x 10 -1° 1.26 x
x 10 -1° 2.67 x
w/hood
7.67 × 10 -8
2.59 x 10-7
8.16 x 10-8
9.01 x I0-s
lO-S
10-7
lO-S
A
B
C
6.35 x 10-9
5.45 x 10-9
6.18 x 10-9
2.98 x 10-9
2.24 x I0-°
1 x I0-6
5 x 10 -7
D
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
t Could not possibly
t Questionable
180
16
62
10
13
10
30
3
145
identify the
14
2
2
1
3
3.73 x 10-1°
3.62 x 10-1°
3.73 x 10-1°
3.73 x 10-1°
3.73 x 10-1°
3.62 x 10 lo
3.73 x 10 -1°
2
_l
__ 3.73 x 10 -1°
3:_ 3.73 x 10 -1°
number of divisions (if any)
6.70
5.8
2.31
3.73
4.85 x
3.62 x
1.12 x
1.12 x
5.22 x
x I0-s 5.22 x
x 10-9 7.5 x
x 10-8 7.45 x
x 10-9 3.73 x
I0-9 1.12 ×
10 -9 7.5 x
10-8
10-9
lO-tO
lO-tO
10-9
10-1o
10-9_
_t
1.1 x 10 -9
numbers in these two columns differ by a factor of exactly one thousand. The report titled "Report of KSC-
STS GHe leak check Independent Assessment" by DENNIS PETERSON of KSC (Ref. 4) suggests that the
Leak Point Matrix in the Rockwell Specification was developed at a time when sniffer-probe equipped leak
detectors used by shuttle inspection personnel at KSC featured direct-conduit sampling systems similar to
the ones used to generate the data in Tables 1-1 and 1-2. According to PETERSON, the factor one-thousand
between the Actual and Indicated leak ratc_ in the Rockwell Leak Point Matrix was developed during the
Apollo era. Some personnel with whom I have spoken refer to this three-order-of-magnitude adjustment as
the Apollo factor.
Now the sniffer-probe equipped leak detectors that fcature direct conduit sampling systems of the sort
used to generate the data in Table 1-1 have some disadvantages. Thus, the gas in conduit is at nearly the
same pressure as that of the analyzer cell of the mass spectrometer. At such a low pressure, the mean free
path of the gas molecules is large compared to the tube diameter. In order to transport a measurable amout
of gas, the sniffer-probe hose must be thick and unwieldy. Tile response time is also slow when the hose is
longer than a few meters.
Such practical considerations }lave motivated personnel in charge of leak testing the shuttle orbiter to
consider alternative configurations of tcst equipment. In the late eighties, they abandoncd sniffer-probe
equipped leak detectors featuring direct-conduit sampling systems in favor of sniffer probe equipped leak
detectors featuring systems of branched conduit type. In a branched conduit sampling system, the sniffed
gas is is allowed to flow at a significant fraction of atmospheric pressure through much of itsjpassage from
the probe end to the leak detector. In particular, the mean free path of the sampled gas is small compared
to the inside diameter of the conduit (even when the latter is on the order of a millimeter or so) and the flow
moves in accordance with the laws of viscous fluid motion. For such conduits, the response time may be no
longer than eight seconds even when t.he conduit is one hundred fcct long. To satisfy the condition of very
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Table 1-2. External supply-to-sample
flourrate ratio deduced .from data
in Senear _ Blair 1968 (Ref. 4, P 44)
Known
Leak Rate
(co/see)
1 x 10 -s
5 x 10 -6
1 x 10-6
5 x 10 -7
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
_h)l|e, test object,
1536
1916
1575
1835
809
1678
2232
958
1333
1342
2681
893
668
--t
__t
4555
t Could not possibly identify the
number of divisions (if any)
Questionable
low pressure in the analysis cell of the mass spectrometer, the fluid at the downstream end of the conduit
branches. One branch is separated from tile analysis cell by a helium permeable window (which is capable
of reacting the difference in gas pre._sure between the analysis cell and the downstream end of the conduit)
and the other branch is connccted to the low pressure port of a vacuum pump (whose exhaust is discarded
at atmospheric pressure). In the mean time, the only flow rate that the mass spectrometer measures is the
rate of flow of helium into the analysis cell. Thus the branch of the the gas stream that passes through the
the probe tip but does not pass through the analysis cell is not measured by the mass spectrometer (and so
does not contribute to the leak rate value displayed by the instrumentation on the electronic cabinet of the
leak detector).
Let (pA)tle, probe be the flux of helium into the probe and let (pA)He, Analysis ten be the flux of helium
into the analysis cell. Here, and elsewhere, I will refer to the ratio
(pA)He, p_ob, (1.15)
as the ingernal supply-lo-sample flowrale ralio. There is an Operation and Maintenance Instruction (OMI)
that governs the procedures for validating the Leybold Hereaus Ultratest F mass spectrometer leak detector
equipped with the optional Quick Test attachment (a sampling system of the internally branched type). The
procedure described in this OMI (Rc[ 8) involves the determination of a parameter (/he permeation ratio),
whose meaning is equivalent to the internal supply-to-sample flowrate ratio defined by (1.15) (see "cylinder
samples check", sequence 02-010, p 26, op. cil.). Messers. KELVIN R. POLK and J. PERRY GODFrtEY of the
Mass Spectrometer Laboratory of the Orbiter Proccssing Facility Shops (LSO-417) perform the procedures
V
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Table 1-3 Leak-Point Matrix from Rockwell Specification MFO00I-O03
(Re.[. 3, Appendix I, pp i3-15)
Test Point
Orbital Maneuverin S stem Reaction Control S stem
All welded/brazed joints
a,ll Mechanical joints
Ml He and propellant test points (capped)
All All vent ports (capped)
All He and propellant fill ports (capped)
MSI-IVl
Actual tie Indicated$
Leakage He Leakage
(scc/ e¢) ( cc/ ee)
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10 -'r
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10 -7
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10 -7
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10 -7
1 x 10-4 1 X 10-7
MPS Main Pro ulsion S stem
All cryogenic mechanical, welded and brazed joints
Tank door seals, flange seals, and swaged joints
Engine interface seal
Pneumatic joints less than 1/2 inch in diameter
Pneumatic joints greater than or equal to 1/2 inch in diameter
EPS [Electrical Power System]--Cryo system
All welded and brazed joints in H2 and 02 systems
Quick Disconnects uncapped H2 and 02 system
Quick Disconnects capped H2 and 02 system
Valve packs in H2 system
Relief valve in H2 system
Cryo tanks metallurgical joints H2 system
All dynatube connections or other mechanical joints
EPG [Electical Power Generator]-Fuel cell system
All welded and brazed joints
All dynatube connections or other mechanical joints
ECLSS [Environmental Control and Life Support System]
All welded and brazed or solder joints
All Quick Disconnects in ECLSS (capped or mated)
(unless otherwise specified)
All dynatube connections or other mechanical joints
All test ports and instrumentation ports (capped)
Window/Windshield Cavity Conditioning System_
All welded/brazed joints
All mechanical joints
Quick Disconnects capped
Bulkhead seals
All test ports and instrumentation ports (capped)
1 x 10-4 1 x 10-7
5 x 10-3 5 x 10-6
1 x 10-4 1 x 10-7
1 x 10-4 1 x I0-7
1 x 10-3 1 x 10-6
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10 -7
NA NA
NA NA
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10 -7
NA NA
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10 -7
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10 -7
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10 -7
1 X 10 -4 1 x 10 -'r
1 x 10.4 1 X I0-7
1 X I0-4 1 X I0-7
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10 -7
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10 -7
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10 .7
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10 .7
1 x 10 -4 1 x 10-"
5 x 10 -3 5 x 10 -6
I x 10-4 1 x 10-7
MSHP=Mass Spectrometer Hand Probe
_All leakage indication are "Single Point" leaks. These acceptance criteria, when using the
UItratest M, M2, or F system shall be corrected with the appropriate factors ... to
provide the maxiumum indicated reading which may be accepted.
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described in this OMI. They inform me that tile value of the permeation ratio for Quick Test systems they
test is nomrally between 300 and 400, and that the value 400 is typical.
In tile case when the sampling system is of branched conduit type, one may relate the actual-to-indicated
leak rate ratio to the external and internal supply-to-sample flowrate ratios as follows
(ph)lt., te*t object = (pA)lie, t,_t object X (ph)tle, p,obe (1.16)
(p/X).., ..atysi. ¢.,1 (pA)Ite, p,ob. (pA)lt., ...ly*i. ¢.11
actual-to-indicated external internal
leakrate ratio supply-to-sample supply-to-sample
flowrate ratio flowrate ratio
1.4.4 DIFFICULTIES IN TIIE INTEIkPRETATION OF ACCEPTABILITY CRITER.IA. With the aid of
equation (1.16), one may bring into sharper focus the difficulties of interpreting the Rockwell Leak Point
Matrix x'equirements (Table 1-3) in the case when the sniffer probe on the leak detector is used in conjunction
with a sampling system of branched conduit type. To fix ideas, suppose that a probe operator inspects a
test object with a Leybold-Ilereaus Ultratest F lcak detector equipped with a Quick Test sampling system.
Now the Quick Test sampling system is of branched conduit type (as opposed to direct conduit type), so one
may not assume automatically that the external supply-to-sample flowrate ratio is on the order 1,000 (as in
the Boeing data reported in Tablc 1-2). If one makes this assumption anyway, and assumes further that the
internal supply-to-sample llowratc ratio is 400, then a numerical computation of the actual-to-indicated leak
rate ratio is, according to (1.16),
400,000 = 1,000 x 400
actual- to-indicated external internal
leakrate ratio supply-to-sample supply-to-sample
flowrate ratio flowrate ratio
(1.17)
Of course, the value 400,000 for the actual-to-indicated leak rate ratio is much larger than the value 1,000
indicated in the Rockwell Leak Point Matrix (Table 1-3). Two hypotheses for this apparent inconsistency
come to mind:
Hypothesis I. The Quick Test probe acts on the air in its neighborhood as a mass sink. Transport of helium
toward the probe in consequence of Uds sink ]low dominates over transport away from the leak source in
consequence of molecular diffusion and lateral transport in consequence of ambient crossflow. The value
1,000 for the external supply-to-sample flowrate ratio, which was assumed in the derivation of (1.17), was
based on the 1968 Boeing data (Table 1-2). These data were taken with sampling systems of direct type.
But the Quick Test system is of branched type. The sampling system used to collect the data in the Boeing
study more nearly resembles the Leybold Hereaus Standard Probe, a sampling system of the direct conduit
type which may be fit to the Leybold Hereaus Leak Detector as alternative to the Quick Test attachment.
The rate at which this direct conduit system draws in atmospheric air is about 1 x 10 -3 atm.(cm)3/see-
For such a device, one may c_)njecture that the mechanism that dominates the transfer of helium from the
leak in the test object to the probe tip is molecular diffusion. Now molecular diffusion transfers helium
outward from the source in all directions and the element of solid angle subtended by the probe tip is small
compared with the total solid anglc of a celestial sphere centered on the source. The effectiveness of such
diffusive transferis low at best and may be hampered further by ambient crossflow at the test site. Some
such ambient erossflow will always be present owing to deliberate circulation of environmental air in the
test area and bouyant convection from temperature nor,uniformities of different objects in the test area (to
name only two causes). One may surmise that thc actual transfer of helium from the leak source to the
tip of a Standard Probe wiLh a draw rate of 1 x 10 -3 atm-(crn)3/sec is an inefftcient process which is easily
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disrupted by unavoidable conditions in tile test environment. The high value of the external supply-to-sample
ratio observed by tile Boeing investigators of Ref. 7 (i.e. the value 1,000) is, according to this argument, a
reflection of the inefficiency of this diffusive transfer process.
Consider now the Quick Test systern. The rate at which the Quick Test system draws in atmospheric
air is about 1.5 atm-(cm)3/scc. The flowrate of air through the Quick Test probe is therefore about 1,500
times the corresponding flowrate through the Standard Probe. The flowratc through the Quick Test probe
is, moreover, much larger than the actual helium leakage of any marginally acceptable leak indicated in the
Rockwell Leak Point Matrix (Table 1-3). One might conjecture that the Quick Test, unlike the Standard
probe, exertes an action on the leaked gins analogous to the action of a vacuum cleaner. In particular, the
flow of air exterior to the probe tip generated by the sucking of fluid into it is what fluid dynamicists call a
point sink. The tranfcr of helium outward from the leak source due to rnoiccular diffusion and lateral tranfer
due to ambient, crossflow is counteracted to a greater or le_er extent by the transfer of helium toward the
probe tip due to the sink flow. By making the sink flow large enough, one may arrange that the helium
transfer in the neightborhood of the probe tip is dominated by the sink flow. One may surmise that the
actual transfer from the leak source to the tip of a Quick Test Probe with a draw rate of 1.5 atm-(cm)3/se c
is a more efficienty procc_ than the transfer in the case of the Standard Probe (whose draw rate is three
orders of magnitude smaller). A value of the external supply-to-sample ratio that is conspicuously lower
than the one observed by the Boeing investigators of Ref. 7 would reflect the greater efficiency of the Quick
Test system in transferring helium. If, for example, one assumes an external supply-to-sample ratio of 2.5
then, under Hypothesis 1, a computation corresponding to (1.16) would be of the form
1,000 = 2.5 x 400 (1.18)
actual-to-indicated external internal
leakrate ratio supply-to-sample supply-to-sample
flowrate ratio flowratc ratio
}Iypothesis lI. When probe-type sampling sysLems are used, the Lerm Indicated Leak Rate is ambiguous unless
preceded by an appropriate adjeclive. Thus, Uncorrected lndicaLed Leak Rate refers to the flowrate of helium
through the analysis cell and Corrected IndicaLed Leak Rage refers to the flowrate of helium through the probe.
The numbers under the heading Indicated Leak Rate in the Rockwell Leak Point Matrix (Table 1-3) are to be
interpreted as Corrrected Indicated Leak Rates. Under IIypothcsis I l, one may relate the Corrected Indicated
Leak Rate to the Uncorrected Indicated Leak rate by an identity of the form
(ph)lt_, p_obe X (p_X)H_, a.alr_i_ cell (1.19)
(p2Xhle, .robe (p2X)t_e, analysis cell
Corrected Indicated " • __" Uncorrected Indicated
internal Leak Rate
Leak 1Late supply-to-sarnple
flowrate ratio
The Correction Factor, as used under Hypothesis lI, equals the internal supply-to-sample flowrate ratio
(a.k.a. the permeation ratio). One may compute the ratio of actual leak rate to corrected indicated leak
rate as follows: (p/_)He, test object __ (ph)lle, test object , (1.20)
(pA)lle, probe (pA)llc, probe X (pA)lle, analysis cell
(pA)He, analysis cell
or (ph)l_e, test object = (pAh_e, test obj_t + .------- ____
(ph)lle, probe \x(pm)|le, analysis cell _ (pm)ne analysis cell
Ratio of Actual Leak end-to-end internal
l/ate to Corrected supply-to-sample supply-to-sample
Indicated Leak Rate flowrate ratio flowrate ratio
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which is just a rearrangement of equation (1.16) above. If one assumes an end-to-end supply-to-sample
flowratc ratio of 400,000 and an internal supply-to-sample flowrate ratio of 400, then a computation corre-
sponding to (1.21) is
1,000 = 400,000 - 400 ,
Ratio of Actual Leak end-to-end internal
Rate to Corrected supply-to-sample supply-to-sample
Indicated Leak Rate flowrate ratio flowrate ratio
(I.22)
which is a rearrangement of (1.17).
Now Hypothesis I I is the more conservative of the two hypothesis in that it is more likely to overestimate
the rate of leakage from a test object. The information in tile Rockwell Specification (Ref. 3) is not clear as
to which of the above two hypotheses it requires. The relevent passages in the text of the specification read
as follows:
3.2.1 ...The Leybold-Hereaus Uitratest M, M2, or F with Quick Test atttachment shall have oper-
ating instructions attached that shall include the necessary ratio and entrainment information
so that its indicated readings may be converted to actual leak figures.
3.2.2 The permeability ratio shall be determined using the volume method for obtaining the indicated
leak rate and shall be 600 or less before the leak detector, with hose and probe, may be used
(Ref. Calibration Proccdure 344-2027 [titled "Calibration/Service Procedure for the Leybold
Hereaus Mass Spectrometer Leak Detector"]).
One should also recall one of the footnotes to the Leak Point Matrix reproduced in Table 1-3 above. That
footnote reads
All leakage indications are "Single Point" leaks. These acceptance criteria, when using the
Ultratest M, M2, and F system shall be corrected with the appropriate factors (ref. 3.2.1) to
provide the maximum indicated reading which may be accepted.
The quoted passage from §3.2.1 seems to require that the operatmg mstructmns attached to the Quick
Test contain not merely the Pcrrneation Ratio (i.e. internal supply-so-sample flowrate ratio), but rather the
full end-to-end supply-to-sample flowrate ratio (including the poorly understood factor due to the external
supply-to-sample flowrate ratio). In this rcspect, the Rockwell Specification seems to ask a great deal of the
personnel reponsiblc for preparing the machine for use. I havc rcad "Calibration Procedure 344-202T' cited
in §3.2.2 above* and am satisfied that the procedure for determining the Permeation Ratio is equivalent to
the one now in use (cf. Operations and Maintenance Instruction OMI V6H31, Revision A-1 (Ref. 8)).
The footnote to the Leak Point Matrix just quoted above secms to suggest the use of some kind of
correction factor to relate Indicated Leak Rate to Corrected Indicated Leak Rate. Parts of the specification
that mention corrections for helium background effects also allude to such a correction factor. Thus, in
§3.5.1.1 one reads
3.5.1.1 ...Normally/ideally the background should be low enough that the allowable leak (to be de-
termined) is at least several times the MDL [Minimum Detectable Leak] . ttowever, the MDL
vcrsus the allowable lleak is the limiting factor. The background reading shall not exceed the
Indicated Acceptance Criteria in Appendix I [the Leak Point Matrix, cf. Table 1-3 above],
or [or the Ultratest M, M21, or F the corrected Indicated Acceptance Critera (see note 2 of
Appendix 1).
"Note 2" cited above reads as follows:
* I am indebted to Dr. WILLIAM VAN DUSEN of Rockwell (ZK36) for furnishing me with a copy of this
document. I gather that Dr. VAN DUSEN, in turn, obtained his copy from Mr. RUSTIN VAN DYKE of
Lockheed Training (LSO-155). Spccial thanks arc therefore duc to Mr. VAN DYKE.
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2) When using the Ametek or Ultratcst M, M2, or I?, if the indicated leak rate reading does not
exceed the corrected indicated acceptance criteria, a background reading need not be taken.
Here again is an allusion to a correction factor. The last excerpt that provides any clue about indicated leak
rate is a definition in §3.5.1.4 (h), v/z
(h) The indicated leakage rate shall not exceed tile leakage criteria of Appendix I [the Leak Point
Matrix of Table 1-31 and shall be calculated using any mathematical tool that will produce the
same results as the following formula:
indicated ( leak detector ) (total background meter readings)lcak rate = sensitivity x -
(DuPont, or Veeco machines [of direct conduit type]) [or]
indicated = corrected - background meter readings
leak rate
(Ametek and Leybold-Hereaus Machine [of branched conduit type]) only if the total exceeds
1 x 10 -7 [no units given in original].
Again, there is an allusion to a correction factor. Lacking clearer information, one is inclinded to suppose that
the intentions of the Rockwell specification are more accurately reflected by Hypothesis II (which involves
the use of a correction factor and in which the external supply-to-sample ratio is assumed to be 1,000) than
by Hypothesis l (which involves no correction factor and in which the external supply to-sample flowrate
ratio is assumed to be approximately 2.5).
In the mean time, Operations and Maintenance Instruction V1009.005 (Ref. 1) covers the procedures
used by probe operators inspecting part_ of the hydrogen transport system for the shuttle orbiter. These
instructions do not make any use of a correction factor. They appear, i.herefore, to be more consistent with
Hypothesis I. There would seem to be a need to reconcile the requirements of References 1 and 3.
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SECTION TWO
CAPILLARY FLOW
2.1 TttE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF A VISCOUS GAS IN CYLIDRICAL COOR.DINATES
Let {_r,_0,_z} be a right handed orthogonal triad of unit vectors belonging to a cylindrical coordinate
system with radial coordinate ,', azimutil angle 9, and axial coordinate z. Let (ur,ue,uz) be the scalar
components of the fluid velocity vector u belonging to these coordinates. Let p be the mass desity of the
fluid (a quantity with tile dimensions mass per unit volume). Then one may write the differential equation
of conservation of mass in the form
1 O(_) a(pu,) (2.1)ap 1O(r_) + +_ =0.
0-7 + "r Or ," ao oz
The differential equation for the rate of change of translational momentum is a vector equation. In a three
dimensional space, this vector equation has three scalar components. Let p denote the local instantaneous
mechancial pressure in the fluid, and let (gr, go, gz) be the scalar components of the local gravitational force
per unit mass g belonging to the cylindrical coordinate system introduced above. Let _ be the coefficient of
shear viscosity in the fluid (a quantity with the dimensions of stress divided by strain rate, or, equivalently,
force times time divided by area).
If one assumes that there are no volumetric forces exerted on the gas other than gravity and makes
the usual assumption that the gas is linearly viscous, then the three scalar components of the momentum
equation are as follows. The radial component of the momentum equation is
i/0_ 0_ _0 0,,_ 0_ (_0)2) 0pP\ 0t +_r37+_---_ +_z-0_ _ - 0_
+7_ \_ +7_ \_00
2_/lOuo ur di_u)7 _,7-_÷ ?-
o [ (o,,._,r "-_-r/J + _ ff \'-b-Z_-'-_-r/J + Pg'-'
the azimuthal component of the momentum equation is
7"
and the axial component of the momentum equation is
0
_ +,,,,o.
,,.oo_Pk Ot +_--_r + - +_" o_ ]r
18 [ (Ou,.+Ou,_l l O [ l'Ouo lOu,'_] c9 [ (Su..+-;_ " _"k-57 - ,. ]j + 7.-_ "(,-_z+7--_-)J + _ 2# Oz
in which divu is an abbreviation for the divergence of the velocity field, i.e.
lO(ru,) 1 Ouo Ou_
divu- r _ +r'-_-I- (9-"_'
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
V
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2.2 SIMPLIFICATIONS
NEGLECT OF THE GRAVITY TERMS. I will assume, here and elsewhere, that the gas in the
(2.6)
0u_ 0ur)p _-_- +_z-5; -
2.2.1
capillary is ideal. Thus, p = pRT,
in which the mass specific gas constant R is related to the universal gas constant 7_ by
n (2.7)
M'
in which M is the molecular mass. Now the elements of the list
_,TN'
are the three scalar components of the pressure gradient vector Vp and the elements of the list
(pg_, pgo, pgz) (2.9)
are the three scalar components of the gravitational force per unit mass Pig- In view of (2.6), we have
IPg] P Igl (2.10)
Ivpl nr IVpl
If e is the length of the capillary, then an order of magnitude estimate of the quotient p/[Vp[ is (2.11)
P--P--~ e.
IVpl
The expression RT/[gl represents a |ength which is sometimes called the scale height of tlte atmosphere. To
be specific, if an isothermal atmosphere is in static equilibrium under its own weight, then the scale height is
the altitude increase within which the pressure decreases by one power of e. For air at T = 296 °I4, the scale
height is about 8.84 kilometers. If one denotes the scale height by H, then (2.10) and (2.11) imply that
IPg____J_l= I__L_)I__~ i. (2.12)
lVpl IVvl H H
I will assume, here an_I elsewhere, that e << H and, accordingly, neglect, those contributions to the momentum
equations (2.2)-(2.4) due to pg (cf. the list (2.9)) it: comparison with the contributions due to Vp (cf. the
list (2.8)).
2.2.2 THE NEGLECT OF TIME DEPENDENCE- I rcstrict the present analysis to flows with zero time
dependence. Accordingly, all of the terms in the system (2.1)-(2.4) involving the time derivative operator
O( ) Or will be equated to zero.
2.2.3 THE ASSUMPTION OF AXISYMMETRIC FLOW WITHOUT SWIRL. I restrict the present anal-
ysis to flows in which none of the flow variables depend upon the azimuth angle/9 and the swirl component of
the velocity, ue, is identically zero. Under the assumptions listed thus far, the system of equations (2.1)-(2.5)
O(p_) (2.13)
reduces to 1 0(rpu_) + - 0.
r Or Oz
1 c9 ((0u_ di3u)3 D ( /'Ou,. Du='_q0,, 2,,(.. div. + _ +
o,- T \T---5--/ 7_ _
0_0,
--_-z +--ff_-r)J +_zz [2_ \--b-_z -_JJ
I OUz Ou_ Op 1 0 (ro _--_-r+_-_z) = -5-; + -_ "r
(214)
(2.15)
(2.16)
10(,'ur) OUz (2.17)
and divu = r_ + O----z-'
respectively.
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2.2.4 USEOFTHEASSUMPTIONTHATTHECAPILLARYISSLENDER.Let£ be tile inside diameter
of the capilllary. If the capillary wall is impermeable, one may solve (2.13) for u_ as follows. If one regards
p, ur, & uz as functions of the argument list (r, z), then one may write (2.13) in the form
0 0 (2.18)
0-7 [rp(r, _)_r(r, z)l = -r_ [pC,, z)_=(r, _)]
An equivalent equation written in different notation is
0
o-_[_P(_'z)_(_, z)] = 0_ ['(_' _)_=(_'_)1 " (2.10)
If one integrates (2.19) with respect to _ from _ = d/2 to _ = r and applies an impermeable-wall boundary
condition (ur),-=d/2 = 0, one obtains
rp(r, z)u_(r, z) = - [p((, z)ur(_, z)l d_, (2.20)
or
-1 L r 0urCr, z) - rpCr, z) /2 _-_z [p(_' z)vc(_, z)] d_. (2.21)
Let Ur & Uz be velocity scales typical of the velocity components ur and u=, respectively. Then (2.21)
implies that Ur is related to Uz by the following order-of-magnitude balance
u, ~ u=d, (2,22)
or
U_ _.. Uze , (2.23)
in which
=_die (2.24)
is a slenderness parameter for the capillary. I will assume in what follows that e << 1.
Of the various viscous terms in the right member of the axial momentum equation (2.16), one may show
that the term
dominates over the others as follows.
capillary. Then
and
1 0 { Ouz'_ (2.25)
rx
Let p0 be a viscosity scale typical of the viscosity of the gas in the
1 0 /" Ou=_ poU= (2.26)
 or ,r"w) ~ ,
Our ) .,. tLoUr /_oeU_ poe2U_lO _'--_; _ ~ _ =--_ ,;: b-;:,-
in which the last equality follows from (2.24). Moreover,
(2.27)
(2.28)
Now
divu = .1 c9(ru_) + cqu:
r Or cOz
U_ U_ _U= U_e
a + e ~-T+-T '
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or U_e (2.29)
div u _ -- •d
a-S _' .... e d
The viscous terms (2.27), (2.28), & (2.30) are therefore of the order e 2 times the viscous term (2.26). If one
neglects these higher order terms, the axial momentum equation (2.16) reduces to
[ aUz auz_ ap 1 0 [ OUz_ (2.31)
If one carries out estimates of the order-of-magnitude of the various terms in the radial momentum
equation (2.14), one finds that the largest of the various terms is of the order ¢ times the largest of the
viscous terms in the axial equation (2.16). By the same token, the ratio of the inertial terms in the radial
equation to the inertia terms in the axial equation is also of the order e. Thus, the terms that balance the
radial pressure gradient in (2.14) are of tile order ¢ times the terms that balance the axial pressure gradient
in (2.16) and one concludes that ap/Or is of the order ¢ times ap/az. One is then led to treat p as a function
of the axial coordinate z only and to write (2.31) in the form
[ an= a,.,='_ dp 1 0 ( au='_ (2.32)
ptu, o--7+u,-E) =-_+ r-_ t(_-b-r)
2.2.5 USE OF AN ASSUMPTION INVOLVING THE CAPILLARY REYNOLDS NUMBER. Let p0 be a
density scale typical of values of p in the capillary. One may estimate the terms in the left member of (2.31)
as follows ¢9u_ UrU= poeU_ (2.33)
_.,,--_- _ po----_ "" ---Z- '
o_u: U_ U 2 (2.34).
The ratio of the order of magnitude of the inertia terms in the left member of (2.32) to the order of magnitude
of the viscous term in the right member is therefore
u2
-, ,0,
The expression poU:d/l*o is the Reynolds number based on the capillary diameter and axial velocity scale. I
will assume in what follows that ( _ (2.36)poUzd e<<l,
\ /z0 /
which allows one to approximate (2.32) by the simpler equation
dp 10 f Ou:'_ (2.37)
z-- "
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2.3 DEDUCTIONS FROM THE SIMPLIFIED EQUATIONS
2.3.1 SOLUTION FOR THE AXIAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION. If one assumes that the viscosity p
does not vary significantly across the cross section of the capillary, one may rewrite (2.37) in the form
l O [ Ouz _ l dp
; _ t"_)- ;_
(2.38)
One may write the general solution of the differential equation (2.38) in the form
-----r21dP+Aln( '_/2)Uz = 4 p dz + B (2.39)
in which the parameters #, p, A, and B are all independent of r. If one imposes the condition that the
velocity be finite on the axis 7--- 0, one deduces that A = 0. If, moreover, one applies the no-slip boundary
condition
= 0, (2.40)
one may compute the value of B. The resulting formula for u= is
u= = r 2- 1 dp (2.41)
4p dz "
Equation (2.41), or some equation of equivalent meaning, appears in nearly every textbook on fluid dynamics
and is normally associated with the names HAGEN and POISEUILLE. All of the standard derivations of (2.41)
with which I am familar, however, assume that the fluid is incompressible. The present derivation, which
makes no incompressibility assumption per se generalizes the result (2.41) to gas flow.
If one evaluates (2.47) oil the centerline r = 0, one obtains
(,,,).,,,x= -
If one orients the axes so that the positive z-axis points in the direction of the flow, then (uz),nax > 0 by
construction. It follows from (2.42) that dp/dz < 0, i.e. that pressure decreases in the direclion of the flow
(as expected!).
2.3.2 THE KATE OF TRANSPORT OF FLUID VOLUME. In (1.1), let S be a circular cross section
(normal to the axis of the capillary), in which 0 _< r _< d/2 and 0 < 8 < 2_. Let dA = rdOdr_z and
u = uz_z. Then u-dA = uzrdSdr and (1.1) becomes
= 4p dz 8-_ dz
O=Or=O r=O
(2.43)
2.3.3 COMPUTATION OF THE THROUGHPUT p/_. USE OF AN ISOTHERMAL ASSUMPTION.
STREAMWISE VARIATION OF THE PRESSURE. If one multiplies the two members of (2.43) by the
mass density p, one obtains
pA = . (2.44)
-....j
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According to the ideal gas law p = pRT. One may therefore substitute p/(RT) for p in the right member of
(2.44) to obtain
ph - 8_ RT dz 8t_ RT -_z "
Now pA is the rate of transport of mass through the capillary and is therefore independent of the streamwise
coordinate z. If one assumes, moreover, that the absolute temperature is effectively independent of z, then
one may integrate (2.45) with respect to z to obtain
(ph)(z-z0)= _KT 2 '
in which the constant of integration has been fixed by the condition
@)z=zo= v0. (2.47)
If one muliplies (2.46) by RT/(z - zo) and recalls that RTp = p, one obtains
ph = - _---_--- -- --- •
16# z - z0
(2.48)
If one evaluates (2.48) at a station where
O>)Z=Zl = Pl ,
(2.49)
then (2.48) implies that
P_-v_ (2.50)
P_= 1_, zq zo
One may apply (2.50), for example, in the case when station zero is the inlet (at, say, atmospheric pressure)
and station one is at the outlet (where the pressure is some given lower pressure). In this case, of course,
zl - z0 represents the length of the capillary, e.
If one eliminates pz_ between (2.48) and (2.50), one obtains, after simplification,
p_- p_ P_-v_ (2.51)
z -- z0 Zl - z0
One may intepret (2.51) as an interpolation formula for the local pressure p(z) at an arbitrary station z in
the range z0 < z < zl. If one solves (2.51) for p, one obtains
-- ZO
P= + (P_- P_) z, - "
which shows that in the case of gas flow, unlike the case of liquid flow, the pressure depends nonlinearly
upon the axial coordinate.
2.3.3 THE TIME FOR A FLUID PARTICLE TO TRAVEL TIlE LENGTH OF A CAPILLARY. Consider
a reference frame attached to a hypothetical material point which moves with the gas velocity u. Since the
material point moves with the fluid and the pressure decreases in the downstream direction, the pressure to
which the material point is subject must be time dependent. If one denotes the time derivative of p relative
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to the material point by Dp/Dt, one may show from tile chain rule and the kinematic definitions of the
velocity components in cylindrical coordinates that
Op uo Op cOp (2.53)Dp _ cop + +
Dt COt u_ o-_r r -_ + u'-_z
The assumption that the flow is steady (cf. §2.2.2) implies that Op/cot = O. The assumption that the
flow is axisymmetric (cf. §2.2.3) implies that Op/OO = O. The assumption that the flow lacks swirl (el.
§2.2.3) implies that ue = 0. The assumption that the capillary is slender (cf. §2.2.4) implies that ur << uz
and COp Or << cOp Oz. Equation (2.53) thus reduces to
Dp dp (2.54)
Dt uz dz
under assumptions and idealizations already introduced. If one multiplies (2.54) by p2, one obtains
, Dp (pdp ) (2.55)P -5_ = (wz) _
Consider a cylindrical surface where Uz equals the cress sectionally averaged fluid velocity gz defined by
h (2.56)
gz --=-_(d/2)2
On a streamline where uz = _, (2.55) becomes
2 Dp'_ ph dp
If one eliminates dp/dz from the right member by menas of (2.43), one obtains
[ 2DP'_ P_ ( 8# /k )=- = _P . (d_)' '
(2.57)
or p3
.2(d-_(v _)
The right member is independent of the axial coordinate z. It follows that the right member is independet
of t in a reference frame moving with the velocity u_ = _z. One may thus integrate (2.58) with respect to
time subject to the conditions (2.59)(ph=_o= po , (p)_=_,= v_
to obtain p3 _ p3 8_ " 2 to) (2.60)3 - _2)_(v_)(t_-
The two equations (2.50) and (2.60) relate the inlet and the outlet pressures to three other fixed parameters
for the capillary, namely the capillary diameter, d, the throughput, p/k, and the transit time, tl -t0. One
may eliminate any one of these latter three parametem between (2.50) and (2.60) to obtain a formula relating
the remaining two. If, for example, one eliminates the throughput p/X from (2.60) by means of (2.50), one
obtains
[ (d)2] 2 8 l(d) 2(p2-p_)2 (2.61). _p_-vo (t to)= (27_):, (_ _o)_(t_-t°)'z _(d/2)_ :70 ' -
whence v_ - V3032 (_ - _0)2 (2.62)
t_ - to = -(v_ _ v_)_ (d/2)_
The result (2.62) expresses the time of transit tl - to in terms of the inlet and outlet pressures, the fluid
viscosity, and the ratio d/(zl - zo) (which is the slenderness parameter e introduced in §2.2.4).
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2.4 DIMENSIONS OF THE QUICK TF£T CONDUIT. A ONE-CAPILLAI_.Y MODEL FOR PREDICT-
ING pA AND tt - to. COMPARISONS WITH OBSERVATION.
The Quick Test attachment to the Leybold Hereaus Ultratest F mass spectrometer leak detector may be
operated with hoses of various internal diameters. Thus, a standard red hose has an internal diameter
d = dr = 0.75 ram, a standard green hose has an internal diameter d = dg = 0.90 ram, and a standard blue
hose has an internal diameter d = db = 1.15 ram*. During maintenance of the machine some combination
of red and green hose is chosen by trial and error to ensure that the probe throughput p/X has the nominal
value 1.5 atm.(cm)3/sec- In a typical configuration, 25 feet of red hose is placed upstream of 75 feet of green
hose. Upstream of the hoses is a metal capillary whose length is typically 8 cm and whose inside diameter
is d = d¢ = 0.5 mm.
Suppose one idealizes the problem by pretending that a single green hose of length 100 feet constitutes
the whole conduit. Then ill (2.50), one may take zl - zo = £ = 100 ft = 3048 cm and d/2 = dg/2 = 0.045 cm.
For air at room temperature, say T = 295°K = 71.33°F, one may take _ = 1.8122 x 10 -4 dyne'sec/(cm) 2-
If, moreover, one assumes that (pl/po) 2 << 1, then (2.50) takes the approximate form
4
= 1-g; , 7'
in which Po = 1 atm = 1.01325 x 106 dyne-sec/(cm) 2. Thus,
7r(0.045 cm)4[(1.013 x 106 dyne/(crn)2] 2
PA _ 1611.8122 x 10 -4 dyne'sec/(em)2]( 3048 crn)
If one multiplies by 1 atm
1=
dynes (cm) a
= 1.496 x 106 (cm) e sec
1.013 x 106 dyne/(cm) 2 '
(2.64)
(2.65)
one obtains
p/_ _ 1.477 atm(cm)3 (all green hose) . (2.66)
see
This value agrees well with the target value p]x = 1.5 atm.(cm)a/sec •
If one repeats the calculation of p/_ but for an all red hose with d = d_ = 0.75 mm, instead of a green
one (with d = d 9 = 0.90 ram), one obtains
arm.(am)3 (2.67)
pz_ _ 0.712 (all red hose) .
See
Thus a reduction of hose diameter from d.0 = 0.9 turn to d_ -- 0.75 mm roughly halves the throughput.
If one substitutes the same values of the parameters into formula (2.62) for the transit time h - to, one
obtains 32 #_2 (2.68)
tt -to 3 po(d/2) 2
For the all green hose, (2.68) gives
32 [1.8122 × 10 -4 dyne'sec/(cm)2]( 3048 cm)2 = 8.754 sec (all green hose) . (2.69)
h - to _ -_- [1.013 × 10G dyne/(cm):](0.045 cm) 2
The corresponding calculation for the all red hose gives
h - to = 12.61 sec (all red hose). (2.70)
The response time for a typical Quick Test configuration is about 8 or 9 seconds. Once again, the
idealization that the hose is all green agrcss well with nominal performance data for the Quick Test.
• I am indebted to Messes KELVIN I{. POLK and J. PErtRY _ODFII.EY of the Mass Spectrometer Lab of
the OPF Shops (LSO-417) for furnishing me wiLil this information.
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SECTION THREE
A CONCEPT FOR A MICROENCLOSURE, OR SPONGE-TIPPED PROBE
The difficulty of obtaining repeatable measurements for the external supply-to-sample flowrate ratio
is vexing. This problem becomes moot if one can construct an alternative probe design that simulates an
enclosure, analogous to tile brush head of a vacuum cleaner, rather tilan a probe end exposed to the free air
in the test area.
I envisage a probe with a flat metal disk welded to tile end (punctured at the center, so the probe
capillary is not plugged). The diameter of tile metal disk must be large compared to tile capillary diameter.
If the capillary diameter is 0.5 mm then the disk diameter may be as small as 0.5 cm. A porus sponge or
foam material adheres to the disk and allows the user to place the probe fiat against the test surface.
If the draw rate of air into the probe is large compared to the rate of discharge of helium from the leak
one is trying to measure (as will be the case if the probe is attadmd to a typical branched conduit system),
then there is reason to believe that external supply-to-sample flowrate ratio may be reduced to a level on
the order of, say, 1.1 or less.
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SECTION FOUR
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
Recommendations:
1. Determine (by consultation with the authors, if necessary) whether tile indicated-to-actual leak rate
ratio in the Rockwell specification MF0001-003 should be interpreted as: (I) the end-to-end supply-to-
sample fiowrate ratio (i. e. tile product of the internal and external supply-to-sample flowrate ratios); or,
(II) the external supply-to-sample flowrate ratio only. If hypothesis (II) is correct then the Operations
and Maintenance Instruction V1009.005 (and, hence, current practice at KSC) is in conflict with the
Rockwell specification.
2. Initiate a program to develop a microenclosure probe, pre[erably a program that would lead to the
fabrication and testing o[ a prototype device at KSC within the next twelve months.
Conclusion:
The observed flow rate p_ and the time t, - to for a gas particle to travel the length of a capillary are
predicted well by the theory of capillary flow of a gas developed in the written report for this project
(provided it is applied under its stated assumptions).
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1.0 OBJECTIVES
The stated objectives for the Sumnler of 1993 were:
1. Review the Individual Development Plan Surveys for 1994 in order to automate the analysis of
the Needs Assessment effort.
2. Develop and implement evaluation methodologies to perform ongoing program-wide course-to-
course assessment. This includes:
• Propose a methodology to develop and implement objective, performance-based,
assessment instruments for each training effort.
• Mechanize course evaluation forms and develop software to facilitate the data gathering,
analysis and reporting processes.
• Implement the methodology, forms, and software in at least one training course or
seminar selected among those normally offered in the summer at KSC.
Section 2 of this report addresses the work done in regard to the Individual Development Plan
Surveys for 1994. Sectiou 3 presents the methodology proposed to develop and implement objective,
performance-based, assessment instruments for each training course offered at KSC.
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2.0 THE INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN SURVEYS FOR 1994
Section 2 of this report deals with the first objective, the Individual Development Plan Surveys
for i 994. The information stored in the Personnel Training Developmental System (PTDS) was
transferred to a Windows platform and processed using FoxPro for Windows. Section 2.1 presents the
SQL commands used to query the data bases and produce the requested reports. As an example, the first
page of each report is presented in file next pages. The full reports, already delivered to NASA, are
considered part of this Final Report. Section 2.2 discusses issues associated to training cost and priority
and presents recommendations for further rcsearch.
2.1 Commands Used to Query the Data Bases
2.1.1 Report #1 -- Courses by Type of Training by Organization
SELECT DISTINCT Report !. unit, Report l.tot, Report 1 .course num,;
COONT(Reportl.course num), SOM(Reportl.cost), Courses.title,;
Traintyp.type, Units.unitname;
FROM Reportl, Courses, Units, Traintyp;
WHERE Courses.course_num = Report l.course_num;
AND Units.unit = Reportl.unit;
AND Traintyp.tot = Report l.tot;
AND Reportl.unit = "AC";
GROUP BY Rcportl.coursc2mm;
ORDER BY Reportl.tot;
INTO CURSOR Repot I
CREATE REPORT reportl.frx FROM Report I WIDTH 0 COLUMN NOOVERWRITE
REPORT FORM reportl.frx TO PRINTER NOCONSOLE
2.1.2 Report # 2 - Type of Training by Organization
SELECT DISTINCT Report l.unit, Report ! .tot, COUNT(Report 1 .course_num),;
SUM(Reportl.cost), Traintyp.type, Unils.unitname;
FROM Rcportl, Courses, Units, Traintyp;
WHERE Courses.course_hum = Reportl.course hum;
AND Units.unit = Report l.unit;
AND Traintyp.tot = Report l.tot;
GROUP BY Reportl .unit, Report l.tot;
ORDER BY Rcport I .unit, Report l.tot;
INTO CURSOR Report2
CREATE REPORT rcport2.frx FROM Report2 WIDTH 5120 COLUMN NOOVERWKITE
REPORT FORM report2, frx TO PR1NTER NOCONSOLE NOEJECT
,,.j
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1994 I.dividual I)eveiow "ent i'lans07115193
()rgmdzati..: ^c --
Type .f Traini.g: Zo --
comptroller
Executlve and Management
C..r_e C..r._e "lille
K1894 COt]F ._E EXEC PIIB I'Ol, IggUE
K2176 _CIF.tlCE TECI| AI1D pIIDI,IC POI,ICY
KSa4 tiArA tlA/IAf=FJ4EII'FEDUCATIOlq PROG
K54_ EXEC DEVEI,f3PI,IF.flT _Ef41HAR
K6140 RE_ /.Ir=TEI_IJC pRC)(=RAH
K6166 FIAIIA_.EtIEITF DEV _1_4
K6339 IIlIHAII F.I.,F2tEIIT (Til l=:.)
K6427 CoI_IIIlCATIOti & TIIFI,UEIICE
K6715 MEP IIPDATE:HcH'F PEACTICE_ & O_GAll. CLIMATE
K6777 IlIIDI_.I29TAII[_I|I_. DU_IIIE.C.q POI,ICY _ OPS.
K753 HAtIACE?IEtrF DEVEI,_T'TIETr? .gE'HIHAR
K8164 ADM]H]._TRATTOH [)F PUBI,TC POLICY
K8 J 76 CROSS Ii',/C. DEPARq14EIIT I,IHES
K97 16 TAgK MAI,]ACEI.¶EII"I' (flA._A)
K9941 ,_EFITI,IA12 ON HAIIAC, EI_TAI, COHPE'FENCIES
K9942 EXECUTIVE p[_O,JECT |tAHAGk-_EHT
SII|)[It[|IIS [.r lype lo -- Execut ire and Mallagement
Number 0[ Ilequesls C_!
1 $O.O0
1 $1.775.00
12 S24,000.O0
1 $2,175.00
5 $4,465. O0
I $1,350.00
3 $3,750.00
3 _630.00
1 $670. O0
2 ,_6,600.00
4 $0.00
3 $5,325.00
9 $4,140.00
3 SO .00
1 $0.00
2 $o .oo
52 $54,880.0O
v
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1994 l.dividual I)evel.pme.t l'la.s
()lgnln|znli0ll: ^c -- comptroller
Page
Type .f "l'rnlni._: N.ml,rr of Req.e._t_
10 -- I_.XPCtlt:lvP _rl(] Hall_t_.mPilt 52
20 -- _Hp_rvJ _ol'y 68
3,T -- F:.O i n_r l.cl Cnn.rn I 3
3H -- F.nqLwo,_rlncl - ,',oro_l,ac- 2
30 -- F.vw_lvlnprinq Rloctrlcal/F.Ioctronlc 1
3T -- F.rw.cl|n_.erl.q - .c:y._tem.,=, ]r,ht._tr|al 1
4A -- PuhI|c or lll mi.P_.q Adml.i_tratton 46
4B -- FJ.auc_, Accountinq, Auditing 89
4(::: ---- PPr_OlIII¢) l 9
4D -- ERO. Rac_ or Rthrllc .gL.cll_..= 2
4_ -- P IL"OCt* r @ln"_t) t'- 97
4C. -- Policy. Ptogrnm. or H.lt,._qomo.tlt An)aly.qlR 7
41] -- ._PCtlrlty or llwe_tJg.ltl_n 2
4U -- Prf_:Jt'am al.1 rrotoct 14al}agemevlt 25
4Z -- @ther Adm|n|._t:ratlve 1
5A -- .qy._tPln._. Sa[et:y avld Arpa Acce._ T_nJniwg 4
_11 -- Academic Co.r._P Work 101
6A -- l_._q|c ClorJc_l O
613 -- lllt_r-p_rr-ov,al _wd Offlce 14anagement 11
6C -- .AdvnJl_l_t:rat:|ve Sygtem_ 10
6I) -- Other clerical 2
8A -- Or ielll:at.: Ion 1
RE -- tl_L_/O,al Ity Clrcle.q 3
8F -- Prochtct Jvl ty I
80 -- Profe_._lol_a]/rer_oltal Development 13
811 -- Comn.mlcatJon Sklll_ 25
87, -- Other G_Horal 1
9A -- Tolecommqmlcntion,_. Not workin0 2
913 -- Progrnnunlw_ and Programmlwq l.,al)_tlc'l_e_ 26
9D -- offic_ AqJtomatlonlAl/f. l_H_l.e_ 4
9E -- .go[twar_ Hnl_aoemol_t, .qy_t:om_ _o[tware 2
9Z -- Other C_mptltOr Ila_rlw.lv_ -_wl ._-nftw._r_ 2
"i'L) i'AI,S F()R ^c -- Coml,Lrol let 621
$54,8no.oo
$37,7n4.00
_325.00
$2,550.00
$o.oo
$390.00
$13.136.44
$33.332.00
$960.00
$o.oo
924.871.00
$3,050.00
$Sno.oo
$8,084.00
$320.00
_0.00
$22,797.8,
$634.00
$1,009.00
$750.00
$99.00
$0.00
_131.00
$3n6
$2,43_.00
$595.00
$1.210.00
_1,255.00
$2,500.00
$1,127.00
_n nn
216,532.32
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2.1.3 Report # 3 -- Summary by Organization
SELECT DISTINCT Report l.unil, COUNT(Report l.course_num),;
SUM(Report l.cost), Units.unitname;
FROM Report I, Courses, Units, Traintyp;
WHERE Courses.course_hum = Reportl.course_num;
AND Units.unit = Reportl.unit;
AND Traintyp.tot = Report l.tot;
GROUP BY Report l.unit;
ORDER BY Reportl.unit;
INTO CURSOR Report3
CREATE REPORT report3.frx FROM Report3 WIDTH 640 COLUMN NOOVERWRITE
REPORT FORM report3.frx TO PRINTER NOCONSOLE NOEJECT
2.1.4 Report # 4 -- Summary by Type of Training
SELECT DISTINCT Reportl .unit, COUNT(Report l.course_num),;
SUM(Report l.cost), Units.unitname;
FROM Reportl, Courses, Units, Traintyp;
WHERE Courses.course_num = Reportl.course_num;
AND Units.unit = Report l.unit;
AND Traintyp.tot = Reportl .tot;
GROUP BY Reportl.tot;
ORDER BY Reportl.tot;
INTO CURSOR Report4
CREATE REPORT report4.frx FROM Report4 WIDTH 640 COLUMN NOOVERWRITE
REPORT FORM report4.frx TO PRINTER NOCONSOLE NOEJECT
2.2 On Training Costs and Priorities
2.2.1 The Financial Impact of Training
Training is expensive, however, lack of training could be even more expensivel Reliable
estimates of training costs are needed for informed decision making by management concerning what
training to offer and what to postpone. In PTDS, the COURSES.DBF's data base fields "TUITION",
"BOOKS", and "OTHER COSTS" store information about each course's cost. Unfortunately, the
information is not always available, and even when availablc, it is not always current, nor complete. There
are a number of costs associated to a training effort, some of which are not included in the current data
bases. I
• Direct: Materials, instructor, tuition, cost for media, cost of cmployee travel and per diem,
employee salary during training, opportunity cost of foregone production.
• Indirect: Administrative, office space, computers, simulators, depreciation of facilities.
• Intangibles: Costs associated with potential failure of personnel to perform a task or job; savings
associated to finishing a job early due to good performance by everybody involved.
• • . . . . • - . ,
The tcnn.q dire , - -- t... ,i.. ,-alnCc's ofoaniT.'_tio_ w1_11¢ "lnoifccg is any ¢g,s_ us.,,,,_ .y
"direct" cost may be understood as tnc cost ix>me ,,y u.... o
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1994 Individual Development Plans
Summary by Organization
OrganiT_li.n N.mber .f Requesls
-- No mail code provided 13
AC -- Comptroller 621
CC -- chief Counsel 7
CD -- Center Director 20
CM -- Payload Management and Operations 40
CP -- Payload Projects Management 318
CS -- STS Payload Operations 2318
CV -- Expendable Vehicles 170
DE -- Engineering Development 136
DF -- Facilities Engineering 900
DL -- Electronic Engineering 1033
DM -- Mechanical Engineering 1225
EO -- Equal Opportunity Program 28
EX -- Executive Management 55
HM -- Human Resources and Management Systems 12
MD -- Biomedical Operations and Research 294
MK -- NASA Headquarters/Space Shuttle Operations 156
OP -- Procurement office 710
PA -- Public Affairs Office 221
PM -- Personnel office 733
PT -- Technology and Advanced Projects office 154
490
RM -- Mission Assurance
2464
RO -- Quality Assurance
RQ -- Reliability and Quality Assurance 50
RT -- Safety and Reliability 659
SI -- Center Support Operations 1254
SS -- Space Station Project o££ice 262
TE -- Grounds Engineering 985
TL -- Shuttle Logistics Project Management 363
TM -- Shuttle Management and operations 471
TP -- Shuttle operations 842
TV -- Vehicle Engineering 3066
Totals for KSC 20070
Page 1
C.st
$4,764.00
$216,532.32
$2,389.00
$23,616.00
$18,154.00
S193,895.11
$1,321,368.35
S121,802.00
$59,804.00
$484°378.92
$572,131.68
$459,930.46
$5,742.00
$19,647.00
$5,607.00
$148,244.18
$55,289.00
$301,214.91
$126,324.01
$103,086.00
$81,938.00
$294,545.!
$548,692.1_ ''#_
$30,0?2.66
$226,156.10
$544,933.96
$159,045.00
$811,079.95
$180,313.00
$267,918.92
$338,121.95
$1,388,009.52
$9,114,747.17
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1994 Individual Development Plans
Summary by Type of Training
Type of Training
I0
20
3A
3B
3C
3D
3F
3H
3J
3K
3M
3N
3P
3Q
3R
3S
3T
3U
3W
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
4G
4J
4K
4N
4P
4Q
4R
4S
4U
4Y
4Z
5A
5B
5C
6A
6B
6C
6D
7B
7Z
8A
8B
8C
Number of Requests
Executive and Management
Supervisory
Legal
Medical and Biomedical
Physical sciences
Earth sciences and Natural Resources
Human Factors
Mathematics and Statistics
Engineering - General
Engineering - Aeronautics
Engineering - Aerospace
Engineerlng - Chemical, Petroleum, or
Engineering - Civel, Architectural,
Engineering Electrical/Electronic
Engineering - Mechanics Mechanical
Engineering - R & QA
Engineering - Systems, Industrial
Engineerlng - Safety
other Legal, Medical and scientific
Public or Business Administration
Finance, Accounting, Kuditing
Personnel
EEO, Race or Ethnic Studies
Procurement
Policy, Program, or Management Analysis
Quantitative Analysis or Operations
Safety Systems and Operation
Security or investigation
Logistics
Supply
General Safety and Health
Foreign Language
Program and Project Management
Sales, Marketing and Customer Service
Other Administrative
Systems, Safety and Area Access Training
Academic course Work
On-the-Job Training
Basic Clerical
inter-personal and office Management
Administrative Systems
Other Clerical
Engineering and Science Support/Journeyman
Other Trade, craft, Apprentice and
orientation
Cost
8E
Career Planning
Pre-Retirement
Nets/Quality Circles
1211 $1,892,420
2691 $1,655,615
31 $17,805
33 $4,620
19 $6,655
112 $65,637
15 $0
5 $178
186 $44,420
33 $4,322
698 $391,765
146 $56,735
190 $115,939
473 $358,319
165 $97,324
246 $128,603
55 $72,268
100 $58,419
46 $5,565
1224 $138,947
249 $75,729
291 $423,196
272 $16,439
745 $188,475
53 $14,938
32 $5,226
34 $12,407
84 $12,470
59 $22,669
20 $3,345
288 $59,557
14 $6,876
1065 $836,679
22 $5,545
86 $27,610
1325 $0
2050 $552,941
24 $0
109 $9,086
354 $35,828
242 $30,297
107 $9,989
39 $4,945
7 $7,000
24 $0
243 $6,836
$1,188
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1994 Individual Development Plans
Summary by Type of Training
l"ype of Training Number of Requests
8F Productivity 67
8G Professional/Personal Development 943
8H Communication Skills 1117
8Z Other General 85
9A Telecommunications, Networking 117
9B Programming and Programming Languages 764
9C Engineering Applications 146
9D office Automation/AIM, Business 586
9E Software Management, Systems Software 71
9F Artificial intelligence, Expert Systems 6
9Z Other Computer Hardware and Software 104
Cost -_.4
$73,907
$156,450
$271,057
$68,633
$95,060
$710,244
$106,807
$66,532
$40,547
$1,875
$9,690
TOTALS FOR KSC 20070 $9,114,747
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2.2.2 Tile Priority of Training
PTDS' IDP.DBF database file currently stores a "PRIORITY" field for each training request.
Unfortunately, the field reflects the order in which the employee listed his/her requests (i.e., the first
course listed is assigned priority 1, the second one has priority 2, etc.). Obviously this does not reflect the
potential impact of the training for the Center, nor for the person making the request.
2.3 Recommendations for Further Work
2.3.1 On the Financial hnpact of Training
Ensure that the training-related management information system (of which PTDS is currently
the major component) includes the very best possible estimate of costs associated to each training course.
The responsibility of keeping this data base up to date belongs to the Human Resources Development
Branch. The cost data base should store, for each course, the training components (i.e, hours, units of
resources, travel requirements, etc.), rather than the actual dollars spent. At report time the computer will
calculate the dollar cost with actualized values per hour, unit of resource spent, etc. Whether the
particular training component represents a direct cost to the trainee's organization or to other NASA
organization should also be part of the training-related management information system.
2.3.2 On the Priority of Training
Include in the data base a field that reflects the potential importance that the requested training
has for the Center and for the person making the request. This may be the result of an employee and
super_'isor review of the current requests. It would be time consuming, but it may be the best method to
ensure that the user (NOT the Training Branch) defines the potential impact for the Center and the
trainee.
As a possible indicator of priority of content and timing, the following scales were used in the
Summer of 1992 in the Needs Assessment effort conducted by the author at KSC:
Potential Impact
Helps organizational performance
Helps individual's performance in current position
Enables person to perform more responsible position
Useful but not essential
There is no need for training in this subject matter
Priority on Timing
Needed within next three months
Needed within next six months
Needed within next year
Not an urgent need
Weight
4
3
2
1
0
Weight
4
3
2
1
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3.0 THE EVALUATION OF TRAINING
3.1 Existing Evaluation Procedures
Evaluation of training courses is limited to KSC Form 13 (see next page). This form is processed
manually and its major problems are that it is not linked to KSC's goals and objectives, there are no
cost/benefits considered, the form is not used to assess performance improvement, and the results are not
used for formal reporting.
3.2 Objectives
Tile evaluation of training at KSC is envisioned as having the following properties:
• Linked to KSC Mission, Goals and Objectives.
• Has a performance and values-based focus.
• Measures results in terms of performance improvement, financial impact, productivity
and quality improvement, team building accomplishments, and less employee turnover.
• Resets priorities based on results.
• Tracks training and performance data.
Tile link to KSC's mission, goals and objectives and the performance and values-based focus will
be ascertained through user involvement. It is the user (NOT the Human Resources Development Branch)
who nmst define what is "required level of performance". The evaluation process will determine the
training's impact on performance by asking the users: "What is the expected result of trainingT" and
"What may happen if no training is given?"
3.3 Evaluation: A Literature Search
A literature search was performed to ensure that the proposed evaluation procedure agrees with
standard practice. The following sections discuss the sources, most common approaches identified, typical
methods to conduct the evaluation and an indicator of performance effectiveness, the "Content Validity
Ratio". A detailed discussion of the search findings is provided in the appendix, along with the list of
references used. Copies of all references were submitted to NASA in a separate binder and are considered
part of this final report.
3.3.1 Sources
The literature search yielded 782 hits when the keep words "TRAINING', "EFFECTIVENESS",
"ASSESSMENT", and "EVALUATION" were used. From those 782 titles, a total of 78 abstracts were
selected and printed. The analysis of those abstracts resulted in 22 promising articles of which 14 were
available at UCF's library (or though inter-library loans). Most articles are rather theoretical in nature but
a few described specific applications in government agencies such as the Department of Agriculture (Plant
Protection and Quarantine and Forest Service divisions), NASA Headquarters, the Department of the
Navy's Navy Finance Center, and the Office of Personnel Management.
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PARTICIPANT'S EVALUATION
SEMINAR
PARTICIPAHT'S NAME
ORGANIZATION
MAIL SYMBOL
TELEPHONE NUMBER DATEISI
SUPERVISOI_ S HA.ME
PLEASE INDICATE YOUR EVALUA"I[ION OF TIeE SEMIt_AR IN TERMS OF TIlE FOLLOWING:
1. Overall evaluation ol seminal,
2. Seminar content -- omount O| deto;| and extent Of coverage.
3. Level of prelenlollon.
4. Elleclivenesl of hond-oul moteriole.
S. Eltecliveneee of oudio/vilual aide.
6. Inel+ucto,(s) knowledge ol subject.
7. Jnettuclo,($) ollectivenesS.
8. Application Io your job.
! EXCELLEH1
!
GOOD
FAIR
POOR 1
COMMEHTS:
SIGNA I UFIE
TITLE
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3.3.2 Approaches
Training evaluation usually takes one of four emphasis: (1) Reaction, where tile evaluation is
conducted at the end of the training exercise and focuses in the trainee's immediate feelings about the
environment, instructor, and the material covered; (2) Learning, where the evaluation focuses on whether
the student mastered specific knowledge or skills through exams or tests about the subject taught; (3)
Behavior, where the evaluation consists on following the trainee over a period of time to ensure that the
person's behavior changed as a result of the training; and (4) Results; where the emphasis of the
evaluation is not the trainee's learning (or lack of it) or behavior but its impact on the organization's
benefits accrued as a result of the training.
3.3.3 Methods
The most commonly used methods to gather evaluation data are surveys and questionnaires;
interviews (individual or group); performance observations; and miscellaneous inquiries (from co-
workers and supervisors). The Participant Action Plan Approach (PAPA, implemenled by the Office of
Personnel Management) asks the trainee at the end of the training session for a number of personal goals
to achieve as a result of the training and comes back a year later to check whcfl_er those goals were
attained. The main problems with observations, interviews, inquiries, and the PAPA method are timt they
may lack objectivily and require vast resources (time, personnel, and money) to conduct. For an on-going
training evaluation system designed to includc a large number of training programs, the best
recommendation is a set of standardized surveys which printing, distribution, collection, analysis and
reporting can be mechanized.
3.3.4 Content Validity Ratio (CVR)
The Content Validity Ratio is an indicator of the degree of acceptance of a given statement by a
group of respondents. It ranges from -1 (absolute rejection) to +1 (unanimous approval). It is calculated
as follows:
For example, if among 20 persons surveyed, 15 agree with the statement "i recommend that this
training be taken by others in my organizmion', while 3 respondents disagree and 2 do not respond to the
question, the CVR would be 0.67 [(15-3)/18 = 12118 = 0.67]. Note that the indicator is non-linear.
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3.4 The Evaluation Procedure
The proposed evaluation procedure consists of a set of two evaluations and three reports. Copies
of the evaluations (as proposed and as implcmented) are included in the next page.s.
3.4.1 The Scanning Process
An OpScan Model 5 from National Computer Systems (NCS) was purchased by KSC in early
1993 to mechanize the processing of all cvaluation forms. The forms are designed with the help of
DESIGN, a Windows based graphics package. DESIGN allows the user to define the questionnaire, to
specify the typos of responses and the response areas, and to print the questionnaire in forms supplied by
NCS. Another NCS software, SURVEY, processes the designed forms and reads the scanned data into a
file. A statistic (or a data base) package is then needed to analyze the data and produce reports. SPSS for
Windows and FoxPro for Windows will be tried with the data collected in the first few training courses.
3.4.2 Evaluations
The proposed End-of-Course Evaluation is a "reaction" type evaluation. It has four sections. The
first one, "Externals," deals with the training environment (location, handouts, ctc.). The second,
_t • tlInstruction, focuses in the instnnctor, the third, "Focus," on the contents; and the last, "Assessment,"
provides the trainee's feedback of the perceived value for the organization. An overall "Happiness Index"
will be associated (based on a CVR type of analysis) to the trainees' reaction to each training course.
A Follow-Up Evah,ation was proposed, to be delivered about six months after the training. Both
the trainee and the supervisor were targeted. The form focused on the training's effect on performance,
productivily, and satisfaction. It asked also for suggestions for improvement and recommendations for
continuation of training. Although a standard form was proposed for both trainee and supervisor, the
analysis of the trainee's responses would have concentrated in "behavior modification" issues, while the
analysis of the supcrvisor's responses would have focused on the "organizational impact." An overall
"Effectiveness Index" was to be associated (based on a CVR type of analysis) for the trainees' and
supervisors' delayed assessment of the real impact of each training course.
In order to streamline the overall procedure, KSC's Human Resources Development Branch
decided to replace the proposed Follow-Up Evaluation by a briefer form that targets only the supervisor. A
copy of that form is also provided. A limited "Effectiveness Index" may be associated (based on a CVR
type of analysis) to each training course, on the basis of the supervisor's delayed assessment.
3.4.3 Reports
The "Reaction" Report will be an End-of-Course Evaluation Report to be submitted to the Human
Resources Development Branch. It will include infornmtion such as course ID, date, time, place,
instructor, attendance, cost, student reactions, and an overall "happiness index" for the course
The "Assessment of hnpact" Report is the result of the follow-up evaluations. As this evaluation
stands now, the report will essentially reflect the supervisor's assessment of the training impact on the
organization's performance as reflected by his recommendation for future similar training for personnel
under his supervision.
An End-of-Q,arter Report is planned which will summarize the number of courses taught, the
number of students, cost, and indicators of overall happiness and overall effectiveness.
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KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
TRAINING BRANCH
INITIAL _ALUATION OP TRAIN_G
COURSE z
I SSN _ - - INSTRUCTOR t
MAIL CODE I COURSE DATE(g} *
gITE t
INSTRUCTIONS: Indicate the degree to which you agree with the following statements using
SA=STRONGLY AGREE A=AGREE D_-DISAGREE SD=STRONGLY DISAGREE NA=NOT APPLICABLE
EXTERNALS
i. The environment was suitable for learning.
2. There were no distractions during the session.
3. Handouts used at the session were effective.
4. Audio/visual aids used at the session were effective.
INSTRUCTION
5. The instructor delivered the lessons clearly and effectively.
6. The instructor was knowledgeable of the material taught.
7. The instructor kept my interest throughout the session.
8. The instructor showed concern for the student's understanding
of the material.
9. The hands-on component was delivered effectively.
._. i0. Enough time was alloted to hands-on practice.
FOCUS
ii. The material in this class is consistent with the actual and
current requirements of my job.
12. The training focused on the specific tasks, knowledge and
skills needed for acceptable job performance.
13. The knowledge and skills were taught to the appropriate level
of proficiency.
14. Training was included that is NOT needed on the job.
15. Required skills and knowledge were NOT adequately covered.
16. The level of knowledge attained in training meets the level
needed for acceptable job performance.
ASSESSMENT
17. Overall, I am pleased with this course.
18. This training will help me on my job.
19. This training course is right on target with KSC's needs.
20. I recommend that others from my organlzatlon attend thls course.
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KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT BRANCH
INITIAL EVALUATION OF TRAINING
O
i
i
INAME : I COURSE s
INSTRUCTOR:
COURSE DATE(S) s
SITE s
INSTRUCTIONS: Indicate the degree to which you agree with the following statements using
SA=STRONGLY AGREE A=AGREE D=DISAGREE SD=STRONGLY DISAGREE NA=NOT APPLICABLE
PLEASE COMPLETELY FILL IN THE APPROPRIATE BUBBLES WITH A #2 PENCIL.
EXTERNALS
I. The environment was suitable for learning.
2. Handouts used at the session were effective.
3. Audio/visual aids used at the session were effective.
SA A D SD NA
INSTRUCTION
4. The instructor delivered the lessons clearly and effectively.
5. The instructor was knowledgeable of the material taught.
6. The hands-on component was delivered effectively.
FOCUS
7. The material in this class is consistent with the actual and
current requirements of my job.
8. The level of knowledge attained in training will help improve
my job performance.
00000
00000
ASSESSMENT
9. Overall, I am pleased with this course.
i0. This training course is consistent with KSC's needs.
ii. I would recommend that others from my organization attend
this course.
Suggestions for improvement or other comments:
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MAIL CODEr
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
TRAINING BRANCH
FOLLOW-UP EVALUATION OF TRAINING
COURSEI
INSTRUCTORs
COURSE DATE(S):
SITEs
O
i
i
INSTRUCTIONS: Indicate the degree to which you agree with the following statements using
SA=STRONGLY AGREE A=AGREE D=DISAGREE SD=STRONGLY DISAGREE NA=NOT APPLICABLE
On the basis of this employee's performance after the referred
training course, the following have improved:
3
6
7
1 employee's supervisory and management skills.
2 personal productivity.
organization's productivity.
employee's satisfaction.
customer's satisfaction.
job performance-quality.
job performance-quantity-
8. organization's morale.
9. safety.
10. stress reduction.
ii. team building.
12. cost awareness and control.
13. environmental awareness.
14. This training course is right on target with KSC'S needs.
15. I recommend that others from my organization attend thle course.
SA A D SD NA
THIS EORM WAS EILLED OUT BY: _ EMPLOYEESUPERVISOR
TODAY'S DATEs
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KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
HUMA/_ RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT BRANCH
FOL_W-_ _UATI_ OF TRAINING
I PARTICIPANT' S NAME:
COURSE :
VENDOR:
COURSE DATE(S) :
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Approximately six months ago, the employee identified above attended the referenced training
class. In order to assess the long range effects of this training, please indicate the "
degree to which you agree with the following statements using:
SA=STRONGLY AGREE A=AGREE D=DISAGREE SD=STRONGLY DISAGREE NA=NOT APPLICABLE
El"
I
IF
mr
Dr,PLEASE COMI_LET ELY FILL IN THE APPROPRIATE BUBBLES WITH A #2 PENCIL.
i. This employee's job performance has improved as a direct
result of this training.
2. I would recommend that others from my organization attend
this course.
TODAY'S DATEs
Suggestions for improvements or other comments concerning
this training:
SA A D SD NA
00000
00000
PLEASE RETURN THIS SURVEY TO HM-PER-I IN A U.S. GOVERNMENT
MESSENGER ENVELOPE.
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3.5 Expectations
The proposed evaluation procedure will (a) examine training rcquests from the perspective of
KSC goals and objectives, (b) determine if performance improves as a result of investment in training, and
(c) keep a continuous review of the training results. This will allow the Human Resources Development
Branch to document and report to management and to departments (a) the time and resources needed to
provide training, (b) the employee time and Center resources spent in training, and (c) an objective
evaluation of thc results obtained (aggregate values).
3.6 Recommendations for Further Work
3.6.1 On Evaluation:
The first recommendation is to implement the proposed evaluation procedure. It is suggested to
try the proposed evaluation forms in at least two courses and to develop software to produce standard
reports. Then, use the sollware to generate reports, and obtain feedback from the evaluators and from the
report recipients.
3.6.2 On the Training Management Information System:
The second recommendation is to link the evaluation data to the PTDS (NTDS?) information
system. The data should include (a) Cost data (NOT in dollars, but in hours, units of resources, etc.); (b)
delivery data (who, where, how, when, how long, why, what (syllabus), number of attendants, instructor,
student's initial and delayed evaluations, supervisor evaluation, comments), and (c) training evaluation
data
3.6.3 On the Needs Assessment:
The whole Training System should be consistent and dynamic. The evaluations should be used as
a tool for constantly revising needs and priorities o1" what is being trained (Needs Analysis), how
(Method/Means Analysis), and how often. A procedure to this effect should be devised and implemented.
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4.0 APPENDIX: Literature Review
The following pages were preparcd by Joseph Espino, a SHARP (Summer High School
Apprenticeship Research Program) studcnt assigned to work under Dr. los6 A. Scpflvcda's mentoring
during the Summer of 1993. In addition to prcparing this literature search, Mr. Espino was instrumental
in getting the NCS scanner in operation. He also wrote an operator manual for this hardwarc.
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TRAINING EVALUATION - An Overview Of Existing Practices
Four categories of training evaluation are reaction,
learning, behavior and results [Stevens & Hellweg, 1990].
Reaction is the trainee's liking of the training
course. This response should be determined as soon as
possible after the session is completed [Dewine, 1987].
Questions dealing with the atmosphere, physical environment,
instructors and training media should be included on the
first questionnaire. An example of a reaction based
question is:
6. Rate the use o[ handouts in the training. _Excellent Good _Fair _Poor
Learning is the evaluation of whether the trainee
remembers (not necessarily uses) facts, principles and
behaviors taught in class. This is the least relevant
level of evaluation for an organization because increased
knowledge does not necessarily mean the knowledge is used on
the job [Stevens & Hellweg, 1990]. An example of a learning
based question is:
2. Pentium class microprocessors must _ super-c_led prior to use. True _False
The behavior level is the most complex level of
evaluation. This deals with the actual job improvement of
the trainee. The behavior evaluation should come from
trainee, its supervisor, subordinates, and peers. It should
be performed at least three months after the training
455
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[Stevens & Hellweg, 1990]. An example of a behavior based
question is:
6. I am capable of Gpeaklng to large groups: _Excellently well _Acceptably Poorly
Results are the actual effects that training has had on
an organization. Items such as turnover, absences, sales,
customer satisfaction, quantity and quality of performance,
morale, cost reductions, grievance reductions, accident
rates, suggestions, employee satisfaction and time use
should be evaluated [Stevens & Hellweg, 1990].
8. Morale at the workslte has (since my tralning]. _Increased significantly
Remained a_ut the same
_Decreased significantly
The outcome of one of the four areas may affect other
areas [Dewine, 1987]. The amount of time between training
and a post training evaluation is not a standard. Ranges of
suggested times are from two weeks to twenty-three months
[Stevens & Hellweg, 1990]. An average time is from four to
six months.
An alternate method of evaluation of training is
content evaluation. Content validity is the evaluation of
how the training content is related to the job. The
training content must be identified. Items that are
included are knowledge, skills, abilities, and other
personal characteristics(KSA0s) that are needed for job
performance. The content is then evaluated through a Content
Validity Ratio (CVR) approach. People who have a thorough
knowledge of the job rate each KSAO on its importance to the
456
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job. The following formula is used to determine validity
[Ford & Wroten, 1984].
CVR = People statin_ K_AO i_ Important - People stating KSAO is unlmporta/IL
Total Nu_er o[ People
Positive CVRs mean that greater than half of the people
stated that the KSAO was important and negative CVRs mean
that less than half of the people stated that the KSAO was
important. A method for matching the CVR data and training
needs would include the following steps. First divide the
KSAOs into categories. Have your job experts rate the
important KSAOs on a scale. This scale would determine how
training intensity and resources should be_spe nt on
different areas of subject content [Ford & Wroten, 1984].
These methods would work well. However, they would require
customized forms for each course and extra manpower because
the procedure could not be automated.
Kruger & Smith (1987) recommended two different
surveys: a skills/behavior survey and a health/stress
survey. Both surveys use a system of examining statements
and choosing to what degree you agree with the statements.
The following is an example:
3. I am able to communicate with my manager. AGREE 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 i DISAGREE
The skills/behavlor survey deals with what was
learned, how the trainee's performance has changed and how
it has affected the organization. A survey is filled out by
the trainee, its supervisor and some others. A sample
457
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question on a skills/behavior survey might be:
6. I am capable of _peaking to large group_: _Excellently _Well _Acceptably _Poorly
The health/stress survey identifies health and stress
risks to the employee. It is only be filled out by the
trainee. A sample question on a health/stress survey might
be:
6. My knowledge of safety that is required for the Job is: _Proficient
_ Adequate
_Not Adequate
458
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Existing Training Evaluation Programs
The following are some training evaluation programs
currently in place at different governmental and non-
governmental agencies.
Department of Agriculture-Plant Protection and
Quarantine: The Department of Agriculture's Plant Protection
and Quarantine branch currently uses an evaluation program
in which the evaluation is done by front-line supervisors.
The supervisors are first trained in the skills needed to
evaluate the trainees. The supervisors are then assigned to
evaluate recently trained officers. The evaluators may use
questionnaires, interviews, performance observations and
miscellaneous inquiries to gather data. These are all used
after the training. The trainees supply data concerning
their performance through either questionnaires and
interviews- The evaluators gather their own data through
on-the-3ob performance evaluations and candid inquiries. The
data is collected by a central organization and compiled to
determine if the skills taught actually assisted the
officers with their jobs. Advantages of this program include
providing relevant data for evaluation and actively
involving supervisors in the evaluation- Disadvantages
include long length of time needed for process, requiring
supervisors to do work solely on evaluation causes need to
hire temporary replacements and expensive travel costs of
File: WRTUPTOT.DOC, 22July, 1993, page 5
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supervisors. A final disadvantage is that the evaluation is
based on the specific job or supervisor's objectives and not
those of the entire organization [Salinger & Roberts, 1984]
Department of Agrlculture-Forest Service: The Forest
Service currently uses a questionnaire-based evaluation
system. Standard questionnaires are completed by the
trainee, its supervisor and subordinates before the training
session and four weeks after the session. Copies of the
questionnaire are also completed by untrained personnel and
their supervisors and subordinates in order to have a
control population. Questions in the questionnaire are
behavior based such as the following
To what extent do you think training:
will improve your ability to be a better supervisor?
Will increase productivity?
Is a good use of your time?
Improve your communication skills on the job?
GREATLY NOT AT ALL
987654321
987654321
987654321
987654321
Results are statistically tabulated. The results are then
compiled and reported to the specific organizations. The
questionnaires are behavior based and completely
confidential. The tabulation stage tests the statistical
significance of questions, trainee, supervisor and
subordinate perceptions and comparison of trained results
versus the control's results. Advantages of this program
include accurate results due to use of a control group and
small amounts of time and resources needed. The only
significant disadvantage is the possibility of low return
rate of questionnaires [Salinger & Roberts, 1984].
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National Aeronautics & Space Administration: The
evaluation program described below was for a career seminar
sponsored by NASA Headquarters. The evaluation was directly
built into the training program. The evaluation consisted of
both pre and post training questionnaires, group interviews
and individual interviews. The questionnaires contained
general, open-ended questions dealing with current and
future job goals. A sample question on a survey might be:
7. What have you do.e to achieve your goals in the past 30 day_?
In the group interviews, the trainees spoke about their own
job plans and how they were using what they learned.
Trainees could hold optional individual interviews with the
instructor concerning their own progress. There were also
informal evaluations during the course. The instructor was
the only evaluator involved and there was no major
computation of data in the evaluation. The instructor had to
be available after the training session for many months in
order to do the personal interviews. Advantages of the
evaluation program included adaptability. Disadvantages
include the fact that it is not very structured, forms need
to be customized for different courses, constant need for
the instructor, no organizational input and most of work has
to be in groups which may be difficult to assemble [Salinger
& Roberts, 1984].
Department of the Navy - Navy Finance Center: The Navy
Finance Center evaluated one of its interaction Management
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Courses through a system of questionnaires done in a group
setting. The questionnaires were completely behavior based
with questions such as:
When my Gupervisor _peak6 to me regarding disciDllnarv action, he/she ...
Always Never
Uses my ideas when I o££er them. 6 5 4 3 2 1
Acknowledges my feelings abut tile situation. 6 5 4 3 2 1
The questionnaires were completed by employees, their
managers and subordinates that did and did not take the
course. The evaluation was done before the training and two
years after. The results were then computer tabulated to
create statistical averages of how the training works
through the perceptions of the employees, their managers and
subordinates. Reports were then created from that data.
Advantages of this evaluation method includes involvement of
all members of an organization, use of a control (the
untrained sample) to ensure accuracy of results and high
return rate because of the group approach to completing the
questionnaire. Disadvantages include a management commitment
and travel expenses if the respondents are not in a common
geographical area [Salinger & Roberts, 1984].
Office of Personnel Management: The OPM devised a
generic training evaluation program called the Participant
Action Plan Approach (PAPA). The evaluation system asked
each participant to identify certain behaviors or actions
related to the course that he/she would like to change. Here
the evaluator would either interview the trainee (by phone
or in person) or use questionnaires (six months after the
File: WRTU_OT.i_)_ 22 July, 19_, pare 8
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training) to determine whether the actions were carried
out. The evaluation also checked for results of tried action
plans and why untried action plans were not attempted. The
questionnaire also asked how the course could be changed to
better teach the trainee. Problems and obstacles that
deterred the trainee from carrying out the plan were also
identified. The result were computer tabulated. Results were
used to create reports and eventually modify the course. The
program provides data primarily concerning behavioral
changes brought about by the course. Advantages of this
program include ability to be used for many courses and it
can accurately describe what actions came from the training.
Disadvantages include the need of self-reports and skilled
interviewers, large amount of time needed and it does not
involve supervisors and subordinates in the evaluation
process [Salinger & Roberts, 1984].
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Abstract
KATE is a model-based software system developed in the Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory at the Kennedy Space Center for monitoring, fault detection, and control
of launch vehicles and ground support systems. In order to bring KATE to the level
of performance, functionality, and integratability needed for firing room applications,
efforts are under way to implement KATE in the C++ programming language using
an X-windows interface.
This report describes two programs which have been designed and added to the
collection of tools which comprise the KATE toolbox. The first tool, called the
schematic viewer, gives the KATE user the capability to view digitized schematic
drawings in the KATE environment. The second tool, called the model editor, gives
the KATE model builder a tool for creating and editing knowledge base files. The
body of this report discusses design and implementation issues having to do with these
two tools. It will be useful to anyone maintaining or extending either the schematic
viewer or the model editor.
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Summary
The Knowledge-based Autonomous Test Engineer (KATE) system is a model-
based software system which has been developed in the Artifidal Intelligence
Laboratory at the Kennedy Space Center over the last decade. It is designed for
monitoring, fault detection, and control of launch vehicles and ground support systems.
In order to bring KATE to the level of performance, functionality, and integratability
needed for firing room applications, efforts are currently under way to implement
KATE in the C++ programming language using an X-windows interface. The version
of KATE currently under development is called KATE-C; however, we will omit this
distinction and refer to KATE generically.
This report commences with a brief introduction to the fundamental principles
behind the operation of KATE. Emphasis is placed on the structure and importance
of KATE's knowledge-base. We then describe two programs which have been
designed and added to the collection of tools comprising what is called the KATE
toolbox. The first tool, called the schematic viewer, gives the KATE user the capability
to view digitized schematic drawings in the KATE environment. This tool was
designed to illustrate the potential for integrating real-life schematics into the operation
of KATE. The second tool, called the model editor, gives the KATE model builder a
tool for creating and editing knowledge base files. Without such a tool the KATE
model builder has to create and edit knowledge bases outside of the KATE
environment using a traditional text editor. The body of this report discusses design
and implementation issues having to do with these two software tools which have been
designed and prototyped this summer. It will be useful to anyone maintaining or
extending either the schematic viewer or the model editor.
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IAN INTRODUCTION TO MODEL-BASED REASONING
1.1 BASIC PRINCIPLES
The premise of model-based reasoning is extremely simple. A computer simulation
model of a physical system is constructed from a knowledge-base representing the
components of the system and their interconnections. The physical system, which must
have numerous sensors, is put into operation. As the physical system operates, sensor
readings are compared to their predicted values from the simulation model. As long
as there are no significant discrepancies between predicted values and actual sensor
readings, nothing is done. When a significant discrepancy occurs, the model-based
reasoning system carries out whatever actions are necessary to alert a human that a
problem has occurred. This aspect of model-based reasoning is simply known as
monitoring.
If model-based reasoning systems were only capable of monitoring, they would be of
limited utility. Fortunately, model-based reasoning systems such as KSC's Knowledge-
based Autonomous Test Engineer (KATE) have other powerful capabilities. Among
the most interesting is failure diagnosis. Once a significant discrepancy has been
identified in the monitoring stage, KATE utilizes its internal representation of the
physical system in an effort to identify failures which could have led to the conflict
between predicted values and actual sensor values. A significant difference between
this reasoning process and traditional process control techniques is KATE's ability to
include sensors themselves in the diagnostic process. A high-level overview of the
monitoring process and its relationship to diagnosis is illustrated in Figure 1-1.
In addition to their ability to monitor and diagnose complex systems, model-based
reasoning systems such as KATE have the potential for several other very useful
functions. If the computer has the ability to issue commands to the physical system,
it should be possible to describe a desired state of the physical system and have the
reasoning system determine what commands can be issued to achieve that state. If the
physical system has redundant pathways and components, as is frequently the case in
NASA systems, the model-based system can often determine how to continue operation
of the physical system after some component or components have failed. It is also
possible to have such a model-based reasoning system construct an explanation of the
steps taken to identify a failed component or to achieve a specific objective.
In addition to their operational use, model-based reasoning systems have great
potential as training tools. An instructor or student can create failure scenarios in the
simulation environment to test the student's ability to respond to almost any failure in
the actual hardware. Another potential use for model-based reasoning systems is to
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determine the adequacy of the sensors in a complex system before it is built.
more in-depth introduction to model-based reasoning see [1].
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Figure 1-1. Overview of Model-based Reasoning
1.2 KNOWLEDGE-BASES
In order for a model-based reasoning system to function, it must have information
about the structure and operation of the physical system to be modeled. We call such
information about the real world the system's knowledge-base. As characterized in [2]
for the KATE system:
The KATE knowledge base contains vital information about the physical
system that KATE is controlling or monitoring. This information is the raw
material used by KATE to construct a simulation model that mimics the
system's structure and function. Objects in the model have a one-to-one
correspondence with parameters, commands, sensors, and other components
in the physical system. The knowledge-base is referenced by KATE in the
,,.,/
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same way that schematic diagrams and operating specifications are used by
system engineers.
1.2.1 THE KATE KNOWLEDGE-BASE. In order to lay the groundwork for topics
discussed later in this report, we elaborate upon the organization of KATE's
knowledge-base-a three-level hierarchical structure. Such hierarchical structures are
typical of the organization of knowledge-bases used for model-based reasoning
systems.
1.2.1.1 High level system knowledge. The so-called "top-level" of KATE's knowledge
base represents information about very broad classes of system components. For the
systems with which KATE is currently used, these classes are commands,
measurements, components, pseudo objects, display function designators and so called
synchronization objects. For operational efficiency, generic knowledge about the
structure and function of these high level classes of objects is hard-coded into the C++
implementation of KATE. This means that changes to KATE's top-level knowledge of
system component classes requires possible extensive modifications to the source code.
Fortunately, such changes occur infrequently.
1.2.1.2 Middle level system knowledge. The so-called "mid-level" of KATE's
knowledge-base represents information about specific types of system components. For
example, this class contains knowledge about components such as pumps, relays,
values, and tanks in addition to pseudo objects such as pressures and admittances.
Each middle level is an example of some top-level class described above and inherits
certain properties from the top-level class. Again, for efficiency reasons, the mid-level
of KATE's knowledge-base is represented in C++ header and source code files which
are compiled into the corpus of KATE at compile time. However, modifications to the
content of this level have no effect on the body of the KATE system, only the classes
of components available for subsequent modeling. This level of the knowledge-base
has a regular, predictable, organization and syntax which makes it easy to add to.
1.2.1.3 Low level system knowledge. The lowest level of KATE's knowledge-base
is stored in what are referred to as "flatfiles". This is the information about the actual
physical components in a system being modeled. Each object at this level is an
instance of some mid-level class and inherits properties from that abstract class, which
inherits knowledge from its parent class.
The flatfiles representing low-level knowledge are textfiles (ASCII files) with a well-
defined keyword-based syntax. They are read by KATE at run-time in order to
construct an internal representation of the physical system to be modeled.
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II
THE SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT
2.1 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE AND GRAPHICS INTERFACE
Several implementations of the general principles underlying KATE have been carried
out over the past decade under various titles, for example, the LOX [3] and ECS[2]
systems. These systems were originally developed in LISP--the traditional language for
rapid prototyping of AI systems--as a proof of concept.
In order to bring KATE to the level of performance and functionality needed for firing
room applications, current efforts focus on simultaneously porting KATE to the C++
programming language while advancing its capabilities. C++ is an object-oriented
language developed at Bell Laboratories. It is a derivative of the C programming
language with features which encourage the writing of modular, reusable code. The
work described in this report required the investigator to achieve proficiency in the
C++ programming language.
For a software system as complex as KATE to be accepted and used by firing room
personnel it must have an excellent user interface. At the same time, the KATE
environment must be accessible from several different hardware platforms. In order
to achieve both of these goals, the user interface for all KATE modules currently under
development must adhere to the Motif/X-Windows graphics user interface standards.
As with C++, it was necessary for the investigator to develop proficiency with these
tools in order to carry out the work described herein.
2.2 FRAME UTILITIES
In an effort to standardize the user interface of KATE, user interface components are
implemented as so-called "frame utilities". A frame utility interacts with the main body
of KATE in a specific way and inherits graphic and functional properties from the
KATE user interface environment. Working with frame utilities provides conveniences
for the implementor but, at the same time, places constraints on the appearance and
operation of the code being developed.
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III
THE SCHEMATIC VIEWER FRAME UTILITY
3.1 REQUIREMENTS
The first KATE utility developed this summer is known as the Schematic Viewer Frame
Utility (SVFU). The goal was to add to the set of tools available in the KATE
environment a way for the KATE user to view schematic drawings. Specific
requirements for this program were:
o The SVFU must operate as a frame utility.
o The SVFU should allow a KATE user to view digitized schematic drawings
within the KATE environment.
o The SVFU should allow a KATE user to view system overview drawings
created using a "painting" program.
o The SVFU should be useful for demonstrating the potential for accessing
digitized information within the KATE environment.
o The SVFU should be designed and implemented in such a way that KATE
model and hardware values can be superimposed on the drawings while
KATE is executing.
3.2 ACHIEVEMENTS
A frame utility was developed which met the requirements listed above. Figure 2-1
shows the appearance of the SVFU within the KATE user interface. In this example
a schematic drawing was digitized and loaded into the SVFU. Any image file in either
the X-windows bitmap (.xbm) or X-windows pixmap (.xpm) format can be loaded and
viewed. Using the Portable Pixmap library from MIT, almost every graphics and
image file format can be converted to a bitmap or pixmap which can then be viewed
in KATE. The SVFU allows the user to load multiple image files and to then switch
among them quickly and easily. The utility has been demonstrated to potential KATE
users and has been well received. There has been discussion of the possibility of
having digitized schematic drawings stored on compact disc for loading into the SVFU.
3.3 ENHANCEMENTS
Work has begun on superimposing KATE values on top of drawings in the SVFU.
This should be a very useful tool for console operators using KATE.
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Figure 3-1. The Schematic Viewer within the Kate User Interface
Loading large files into the SVFU is time consuming. The files loaded into the SVFU
need to be in a compressed format. This would greatly reduce the storage space
required for storing large collections of digitized schematics and would improve the
time to load a schematic into the system. This modification will require the SVFU to
read image files stored in at least one widely used compression format. The ability to
read various image file formats, compressed and uncompressed, would be ideal.
The initial version of the SVFU does not support the quick-loading feature expected of
a frame utility. Several menu buttons for such things as "Help" options are not
functional. The program has not been thoroughly checked for potential memory leaks.
These are all issues which can be resolved quickly.
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IV
THE MODEL EDITOR
4.1 MOTIVATION
Constructing a KATE knowledge-base is a critical and time-consuming task. Starting
with the pre-defined top-level KATE classes and a pre-defined library of mid-level
components, the model builder proceeds along the following lines:
o Gather together schematics and engineering documents for the physical
system to be modeled.
o Study the target system to gain an understanding of its principal components
and their interactions.
o Determine whether or not the existing middle level component classes are
adequate for the system to be modeled. If not, add new component classes.
This requires at least some C++ code to be written.
o Construct a flatfile for the physical components, commands and
measurements in the physical system.
o Specify the interconnections among the components in the flatfile.
o Add to the pseudo objects to represent logical functions of groups of
components in the system.
There are currently no tools to assist the KATE model builder. All work is done using
a text editor and there is no way for the model builder to view the model under
construction except as a collection of text files. This investigator undertook to design
and implement sophisticated, graphically oriented tools to assist in the process of
constructing KATE knowledge-bases.
4.2 DESIGN
With the benefit of preliminary design documents and discussions with INET engineers
an initial design for a knowledge-base editing environment was developed. This
design is illustrated in Figure 4-1. The principal feature is that of two distinct editing
environments, one for the flatfile level of a model and another for the middle level
components. Henceforth, we shall refer to those portions of an editing environment
which have to do with editing the flatfile level of a model as the flatfile editor (FFE)
and to those portions which pertain to editing the middle level components as the
middle level editor (MLE). In Figure 4-1 the FFE obtains a description of the middle
level of a knowledge base by reading a file containing enough information about each
middle level component to allow a flatfile instance of a component class to be edited
intelligently. The MLE is responsible for editing and updating not only this middle
level description file but also the mid-level C++ header and code files.
L
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Figure 4-1. Preliminary Design for a Model Editing Environment
Upon further study it was decided that it might be possible to eliminate the additional
file of meta-level descriptions of the middle level components by gleaning the required
information directly from the mid-level header (.hpp) files. This revised design,
illustrated in Figure 4-2, was pursued for the remainder of the project.
4.3 REQUIREMENTS
4.3.1 THE FLATFILE EDITOR. With the assistance of existing design documents and
with an overall design plan in hand, specific requirements for the FFE portion of the
model editor were developed. They are:
O The flatfile editor should be a frame utility. In the short term this
requirement is not critical. However, there are two compelling reasons for
having the flatfile editor tightly integrated into the KATE user interface.
First, the simulation capability of KATE could be used to assist in the
verification of a model while still under development. This could greatly
enhance the ability of the model builder to create a thorough, accurate model
,..j
,,,.w
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Figure 4-2. Revised Design for the Model Editor
without repeatedly having to reload and test the model. On the other hand,
a tightly integrated environment could be used to make small corrections to
a model already loaded into KATE.
o The flatfile editor should react transparently and correctly to changes in the
middle level of the knowledge base. Practically speaking, this means that the
connection shown in Figure 4-2 between the middle level header file
(mid-level.hpp) and the flatfile editor should be the only connection needed
between knowledge about the middle level of a knowledge base and the
flatfile editor.
o The flatfile editor should be easy to modify when the top level of the
knowledge base changes. Although any good software should be easy to
modify we are making a slightly more specific requirement here.
4.3.2 THE MIDDLE LEVEL EDITOR. The only specific requirement for the middle
level editor is that it should edit both the C++ header and C++ source code files
composing the middle level of a knowledge base. Given the software organization of
KATE in C++ it is not necessary for this editor to be a tightly integrated part of the
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KATE environment. Any change to the middle level of the knowledge base requires
the entire KATE system to be recompiled and linked. At this time no further work has
been done on this portion of the editing environment. The remainder of this report
deals exclusively with the flatfile editor.
4.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FLATFILE EDITOR
A significant portion of the flatfile editor has been implemented. The following
discussion will describe the major components of that program at a level which would
be useful to someone endeavoring to continue development of this software.
4.4.1 OVERVIEW. At the highest level, the FFE works as a frame utility. The
principal C++ class used is called the FFEFrameUtilityClass. Instances of this class
manage three principal subdivisions of the screen along with a list of structures related
to the individual files loaded into the editor at any point in time.
The FFE's portion of the screen is subdivided into a menu bar, a list area and a
drawing area. The menu bar is used to select editing commands and options for the
editor. The list area is used to list the names of the objects in the flatfile currently
being edited. Several options have been proposed for restricting and organizing the
content of this list window. The drawing area can currently only be used to display
a tree-like representation of the flatfile being edited. This drawing area conceivably
could be used to display an icon-based representation of the flatfile being edited.
The FFEFrameUtilityClass also maintains a list called the FlatFileList. Each item on this
list is itself an instance of a C++ class containing information specific to a single flatfile.
Along with obvious entries such as the name of the flatfile, each instance contains
several entries including a list of the objects in the flatfile and a flag indicating whether
or not any editing changes have been made since the file was saved to disk.
Two other important classes of objects are the TopLevelClass and the MidLevelClass
objects. The TopLevelClass represents useful information about the editing of top-level
KATE classes. The MidLevelClass represents similar information for each mid-level
component class. For example, the MidLevelClass instance for a Pump would contain,
among many other items, the names of the input values expected for a Pump. The
information for the MidLevelClass is gathered almost exclusively at run time by
scanning through a mid-level header file. Interestingly enough, the C code to carry out
this scanning is generated by the UNIX tool lex. If the syntax of the middle level
KATE classes changes, the code which scans the mid-level header file can be modified
by making simple changes to the lex file describing the structure of header files.
4.4.2 OPERATION. When the FFE is loaded, a pane is obtained within the KATE
runtime user interface. At this point the user has two choices-load anexisting flatfile
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for editing or create a new flatfile from scratch. If the user chooses to load an existing
file, the file is read into a KATE knowledge-base structure and this structure is then
used to create a list of the flatfile objects for editing. A list of the flatfile contents is
shown in the list area and a tree diagram is automatically generated. The user can
subsequently either select items for editing or add additional items to the flatfile under
consideration. Whenever the user clicks on an item in either the list window or the
tree window, an edit template is generated containing known information about the
component. The user can then modify the item by typing in the template. Similarly,
if the user wants to add items to a flatfile, he obtains a list of top-level classes and from
a class obtains a list of all the known mid-level components for that class. Selecting
one of these mid-level classes results in a blank template for the user to edit. In both
editing situations, the editing templates popped up are constructed dynamically to
correspond to the specific class of object being edited. The information to do this is
derived from the TopLevelClass and MidLevelClass mentioned previously.
Figure 4-3. The ECLSS Flatfile in the Flatfile Editor
483 OF POOR QUALITY
At any time during the editing process the user can elect to save the edited file, switch
to editing a different file, or use other KATE utilities such as the Schematic Viewer
Frame Utility. Figure 4-3 illustrates an editing session. The names of the objects in the
flatfile are listed on the left and a tree drawing is on the right. The menu bar can be
seen just above these areas.
4.4.3 STATUS. Much of the development effort this summer has been directed toward
constructing a well-conceived foundation upon which the flatfile editor can be
implemented. The major functions of the editor have been completed but many details
remain. The automatic tree drawing capability of the FFE is in its infancy. There are
probably a number of special cases in which the popup editing templates do not have
exactly the correct editing fields displayed. It was not possible to incorporate the
newly defined Synchronization Objects added to KATE this Summer. Also, the class
of so-called TimeDependentObjects has not been dealt with. The Verify option on the
menu bar is not implemented.
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VREVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 CONCERNS
For the most part the design illustrated in Figure 4-2 has proven to be a satisfactory
approach to the implementation of the FFE. We believe this organization will prove
the easiest and most flexible editing organization to maintain as KATE evolves. There
are however some significant problems which should be addressed if the FFE is to
have long-term viability.
First of all, the scanning of the middle level header file (mid-level.hpp) is done in a
very ad hoc manner. The structure of several header files was examined and certain
rules of thumb about their structure were adequate to implement a scanner using lex.
However there is no reason that a model builder constructing a middle level header
file would necessarily stick with the same format. Any significant change to the
structure of the middle level header files will necessitate updates to the lex grammar
file. For long-term viability of the FFE an actual grammar should be constructed for
the header files and a genuine parser should be developed. The middle level
knowledge base is also being broken up into multiple files. This will require some
immediate minor restructuring of the FFE to accomodate this change.
The second major concern is that the current prototype FFE does not do a good job
with knowledge base constructs outside of its range of knowledge. For example, if a
flatfile containing Synchronization objects is read into the FFE and then written back
to disk, those Synchronization objects will not be written back to disk because as far
as the FFE is concerned, they never existed in its realm of knowledge. A similar
statement applies to "comment" fields within a flatfile which is read, processed, and
written back to disk. Currently we do not envision a simple solution to this problem
since the FFE actually works solely with an internal representation of the flatfile and
does not retain any other type of "image" of the file being edited.
5.2 OTHER REMARKS
A significant amount of work has been completed toward the design and
implementation of a knowledge-base editing environment. The FFE integrates very
well into the KATE user interface environment and will, when complete, be of
significant benefit to KATE model builders. Except for the concerns mentioned above,
we expect development to continue along the lines in which it is currently headed.
Much of the remaining work should be in the nature of flushing out and completing
modules already partially developed. With the exception of the icon drawing
components, the FFE infrastructure is complete.
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ABSTRACT.
Winds in excess of 74.5 knots could cause severe damage to a space
shuttle on the launch pad. Current plans exist for rollback to the Vehicle
Assembly Building, but require 48 hour leadtime to implement.
Decisions based upon cost/loss are evaluated to ascertain whether
predetermined forecast probabilities for rollback/rideout decisions can
be made far in advance of hurricane season for use in decision making.
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SUMMARY
KSC lies in the hurricane belt, and there exists the possibility that a
hurricane with winds of at least 74.5 knots might strike the Center.
Should a Space Shuttle be on the launch pad during winds of this
nature, severe damage up to and including the loss of the vehicle could
occur. Therefore, in the event that winds associated with a hurricane
are forecast to be in excess of 74.5 knots, procedures are in place to roll
the mobile launch platform with the shuttle on top back to the relative
safety of the Vehicle Assembly Building.
This plan requires 48 notification in the advance of the onset of the
winds, with the last eight of those hours being devoted to the actual
movement of the shuttle from the pad to the VAB.
Managers make the rollback/rideout decision based upon National
Hurricane Center forecasts, which give numerical percentages of strike.
At present, there is no predetermined probability value which triggers
the rollback decision, and at present the decision ts extremely
subjective.
With a Bayesian analysis of sequential events and their
modification to current probabilities, along with a cost versus loss
study, an objective value from which to base a decision might be
reached. In addition, examination of past information concerning
similar hurricane paths might be useful in fine tuning the
probability forecasts
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SECTION I INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
The Kennedy Space Center, located on the east coast of the Florida
peninsula has been subjected to 64 tropical storms in years 1886
through 1992. Of these, 26 were of hurricane strength. Because winds in
excess of 74 knots would cause extreme damage to a shuttle on the
launch pad, protective measures in the form of rolling the shuttle back
to the Vehicle Assembly Building are planned in the event of such
winds. That rollback decision has to be made by shuttle managers in
sufficient time to allow the actual rollback, and the current timeline
(appendix 1) requires that decision be made 48 hours prior to the onset
of damaging winds.
The primary responsibility of hurricane forecasting lies with the
National Hurricane Center (NHC) who distributes forecasts via alerts,
watches and warnings to the various meteorological stations around the
country. Weather support to the Kennedy Space Center is provided
directly by personnel at the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station Forecast
Facility. These meteorologists provide the manager with not only
forecasts, but rationale, track error analysis_ and model confidence.
While hurricane forecasting has become quite sophisticated in recent
years, there are still sufficient forecast positioning errors to preclude a
cut and dried decision to rollback or to ride out. For example, a recent
National Hurricane Center study shows RMS position errors to be about
170 nautical miles at the 24 hour point. As the radius of maximum
winds in a 95 knot hurricane is less than 25 nautical miles, a storm of
that nature moving inland at 70 miles to the north or south of the
center would produce winds well below the maximum allowable. Thus,
even though the forecast might place the storm directly atop KSC in 24
hours, managers cannot use that forecast as the sole source for decision
making.
Because rolling the shuttle back to the Vehicle Assembly Building is
such a costly event, both in terms of launch delays, shuttle processing
schedules, and redundant operations, the rollback option is taken only
after much deliberation. And, because hurricane strikes at the cape are
relatively rare occurrences, managers have not been able to create any
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2kind of track record of past decisions and the criterion upon which
those decisions were based. Managers rely on advice provided by the
weather support personnel which in turn is largely based on Hurricane
Center forecasts. One problem arises with the probability forecast itself
which is given as a probability of landfall at a certain area. Does the
manager protect if the probability is 5967 What about 10967 At present,
there is no black and white set of rules for making the rollback decision
based strictly upon the strike probability.
The situation is further muddied by the aforementioned forecast
position errors. Obviously, the farther into the future you forecast, the
larger the position errors. This necessarily produces low strike
probabilities for specific locations due to the uncertainties involved.
Simply put, the manager needs some method to yield a set of guidelines
for use in making the rollback/rideout decision at the 48 hour point.
1.2 PREVIOUS STUDIES
Investigation into the work done in the area was conducted during the
summer of 1992 here at the Kennedy Space Center. A detailed
breakdown of several approaches is discussed in the report of that
work. The bulk of the data was found in the NOAA Technical
Memorandum NWS NHC 38 by Charles J. Neumann titled 'The National
Hurricane Center Risk Analysis Program (HURISK)'.
HURISK is a computer program developed to find statistical data
concerning, strangely enough, hurricane risk assessment. When
conducted for a specific location, it provides data about the frequency,
strength and movement of tropical storms through a circle 75 nautical
miles in radius around the selected site. Of particular interest are the
data computed for the mean return periods (chart 1) of tropical storms
with winds of a specified amount, and the probability of at least x
storms passing within 7 S nautical miles of KSC over n consecutive years
(chart 2). This second chart is important as it also yields the probability
of going for n consecutive years without having a storm of a specified
category. See the source document for detailed explanation.
In addition, computerized tropical storm track data were obtained
which contained information similar to that found in the NOAA
Historical Climatology Series 6-2, Tropical Cyclones of the North Atlantic
Ocean, 1871-1986'. These data were examined in a rather cursory
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5manner as rudimentary programs were produced to select specific
storm data. It was concluded that these data should be more closely
examined in a graphical format, and that by selecting storms similar in
nature to the ongoing storm, it might be possible to detect trends from
statistical fields generated from those similar storms.
1.3 NEW TOOLS FOR THE DECISION MAKER
One approach to giving the decision maker a go/no-go kind of decision
is by using a cost versus loss analysis. Typically, this kind of analysis is
used by managers in determining whether to initiate some kind of
protection scheme strictly from a monetary point of view. This method
determines the most cost effective course of action based solely on the
dollars involved, and ignores the cost of public opinion, loss of
capability, and the downstream effects of the loss itself. Additionally, by
applying a Bayesian analysis to the probability of having a damaging
hurricane throughout the season, new thresholds can be developed
which yield probabilities for using the cost versus loss decision making
process.
In the event that protection methods are initiated, costs can be
considered to be delays in the shuttle flow process. In fact, these delays
are not simply the time it takes to enact some protection to the shuttle,
but must include the time that it takes to bring the shuttle to the same
place in the processing timeline that it was in prior to initiating that
protection. The very nature of the differences in payload requirements
themselves makes it difficult to obtain dollar values for the protection
operations. For example, a spacelab mission which is loaded horizontally
in the Orbiter Processing Facility would not need to be removed from
the orbiter while still on the pad. However, a Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite, which is inserted vertically into the payload bay once the
shuttle moves to the launch pad might have to be removed from the
orbiter prior to rolling the orbiter back to the VAB. For the purposes of
this study, cost will be assumed to $2 million per day 1.
_.,.j
In addition to the statistical study, a graphical package was under
development to assist meteorologists in reviewing historical tropical
storm data_ The computer programs are designed to permit individual
selection of storms based upon specified criterion, to allow the
1 Because the costs are so variable, perhaps a better currency for decision making
is days instead of dollars.
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6forecaster to create statistical data on storms which show similarities to
the current storm. Several interesting problems needed to be overcome,
and work continues In this area. Once complete, these should provide
the forecaster the capability to modify the forecast based upon
movement, and a statistical study of forecast and observed motion
vectors of the current storm. At any rate, graphical representation of
historical data is accomplished, and should help In storm track
vlsualtzatlo.n.
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7SECTION II DECISION MAKING
2.1 SIMPLE COST VERSUS LOSS
The cost versus loss approach has been applied to decision making with
respect to meteorological events for some time, as statistical methods
for prediction commonly produce probabilities for the occurrence of a
specific event. As is shown in the diagram below, a decision is made at a
specific point in time to protect assets, or not to protect assets. The
forecast event then either occurs or does not occur. Costs are simply the
value in the currency chosen. These costs are usually given in dollar
values, but can be man hours, days of delays, or some other currency.
Losses are usually expressed in dollars, and represent the replacement
cost of the item.
Decision Event
Protect
Protect
Wx
Wx
Wx
Payout
I
Cost
Cost
Loss
0
Diagram 1. Simplified Cost versus Loss decision making tree
,..j
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8The decision is made as follows:
C thendo not protect
If p<-_
where p is the forecast probability of the meteorological event, C is the
cost of protection, and L represents the loss value. Should the p be
greater than the cost/loss ratio, then one would protect.
In the case of protecting the shuttle, assume that C/L is equal to 1/500,
a somewhat arbitrary figu re2- Studies3 have shown that hurricanes
have passed within 75 nautical miles on 26 occasions since 1886. If one
considers hurricane season to last from 1 June through November (183
days), and hurricanes to affect the area for only one day each, the
probability of being hit on any one day in hurricane season is found to
be 26 in 19398. In a probability to cost/loss comparison:
0.0013403 < 0.002
Thus, one would not protect on a day to day basis since the probability
of the event is less the cost/loss rat io4- Had the probability been
greater that the C/L, it would be unreasonable to expect that rollback
should occur on each day of the season, there would be no launches at
all!
2.2 SEQUENTIAL DECISIONS
The record of tropical storm activity from 1886 through 1991 shows
that of 970 storms, 614 reached hurricane strength. This averages out
to about 9 storms per year, with nearly 6 reaching hurricane strength.
Rarely are hurricanes dependent upon one another, and their existence
can be thought of as independent sequential events. The decision
making tree for more than one event becomes complicated after very
2 Although not unreasonable this number is optimistic at best. In the currency of
days: one day of lost processing time to 500 days to replace a shuttle.
3 NOAA TM NWS N'ltC 38, reprinted Aug 91.
4 In reality, it is unreasonable to expect that a hurricane with winds in excess of
74.5 knots would spontaneously appear close enough to do damage over the course
of 24 hours, so this daily probability is really only useful in determining
climatological probabilities, and works out to about a one in four chance of
having a hurricane in any g!ven year.
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9few iterations. Thus, the example of such a tree is shown below with
associated payouts for only two events.
_ Event 2 "-| PAYOUTEvent 1 1
W
P W
P
P
W
P
W
C
W
2C
W
_C
w
C+L
C
I L
W C
_r C
W L
0
W
Diagram 2. Derision tree for 2 events
For each additional event, another four pronged branch is added to the
tree at all locations where loss does not occur. For n events, the number
of final nodes would be:
M
number of nodes = 3" + _ x 2
z=l
where the summation gives the number of those nodes which end in
losses. Only one node yields no payouts, occurs when you never protect
and never have the occurrence.
This decision tree is based upon having but one orbiter on a launch pad
at a time, and assumes that after a loss shuttle operations would cease.
In reality this is probably the case, but it could be argued that since the
50O
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loss of the orbiter is know to be due to a management decision as
opposed to an engineering flaw, operations might continue shortly
thereafter. Were this scenario to take place, the number of nodes would
increase to:
number of nodes = 4"
We shall use the first example to generate the decision probabilities.
This is done by using 'backward induction' from the endpoint to the
initial condition. In our example, consider the case where the p> (C/L).
On day 2, the decision maker should protect. Thus, if the decision maker
decides to protect on day 1, the cost for the two days is 2C. If the
decision maker does not protect on day 1, he incurs a risk of pL of the
loss and saves -(1-p)C by not protecting. Thus, his expected payoff (or
savings) will be:
-pL - (1 - p)C
Remember, L and C are payouts, and are negative numbers which
makes the overall number positive s. Thus, the decision maker should
protect on day 1 if:
2C > -pL - (I - p)C
Which reduces to:
p>CI(L-C)
The manager should protect on the first day based on is new
relationship. In tabular form the threshold values for each of the
possible situations are as follows.
Case Day 1 Day 2 Payoff Optimal when
1 p P -2C C/(L-C)<p<I
2 P not p -C-pL never 6
3 not p P -pL-( 1-p)C C/1,<p<C/(L-C)
4 not p not p _ p__C/L
5 Unless the probability of the event is .5 in which case one should always protect.
6 Since the payoff for case 3 ts less than or equal the payoff of case 2 for all cases,
case 2 Is never optimal.
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If we assume values bases for cost and loss based upon dollar values of
$3 billion for loss and as mentioned above and $2 million for cost of
rollback per day with five lost days, 7 for a cost of $10 million. If the
probability of strike is .01 the table looks like:
Case Day 1 Day 2 Payoff Opflmalwhen
1 .01 .01 20 0.0033444<p_1
2 .01 .99 40 never 8
3 .99 .01 39.9 0.003333<p<0.0033444
4 .99 .99 59.7 p_0.0033333
It becomes obvious that because of the large disparity between the cost
of protection versus loss, protection should be implemented whenever
forecasts indicate strike probability is greater than some number less
than one. As the cost of protection increases, however, threshold
forecast probabilities also increase, albeit slowly. However, using the
above tables in a spreadsheet form, one could easily tailor the
optimization given the revised cost and loss values based upon
scheduled launches and payloads, and even the two shuttle situation.
7 Two days for rollback, one day during storm, and two days to get back to Initial
conditions.Bestcasescenarlo,
8 Since the payoff for case 3 Islessthan or equal the payoff of case 2 for allcases,
case 2 Isnever optimal.
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SECTION III COMPUTER TRACK ANALYSIS
Another study was initiated using historical data of hurricane and
tropical storm tracks. These data were acquired last summer, and
comprise track data for storms from 1886 through 1991. Storm data is
in ASCII text format, and contains six hourly information containing
position, wind, and sea level pressure (Appendix 1).
One goal set last year was to create the ability to examine these data in
a graphical form. It was felt that by selecting specific storms similar in
nature to the current storm, a probability study on forward motion
could be undertaken which could then be used along with the NHC
warning9 to afford local forecasters another tool for determination of
landfall. In addition, the computer access to track data would allow for
numerous additional courses of study. The source code for these
programs are contained in the appendices and program documentation
is integral to the source code.
3.1 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND REQUIREMENTS
Programming was written in Borland's Turbo Pascal on an MS-DOS
laptop computer. The goal was to create executable programs that
would be easily transportable to that type of machine, and to the extent
of the programs written, this goal has been successfully met. Machine
requirements are minimal, an MS-DOS machine with one megabyte
RAM, and VGA display. As Borland also has Pascal available for the
Apple Macintosh machine, the source code can be transferred to a Mac,
then compiled and run. Since data files are also transferable (being data
files) no significant revision of source code is anticipated.
One note about the programming environment. It was chosen because it
satisfied several criterion. First, it was easy to edit code in the Borland
environment. Conversations with computer programmers at the center
pointed out that fact. Secondly, compilation linking and running are
accomplished very easily with syntax errors found and easily corrected,
as the environment places the cursor at the error in the edit mode for
immediate correction. Finally, the graphical capabilities were greatly
enhanced by the extensive library of commands and features available
9 NHC has recently incorporated a method whereby historical forecasts of similar
storms are used in obtaining forecast guidance, and help in assessing the
confidence level in the current forecast.
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in the environment. I found it extremely easy to write code to
accomplish my task In reasonable time. Having no Pascal experience
(but speaking several other languages) the rather steep learning curve
was possible only due to the user friendliness of the language.
3.2 DATA AND SUBROUTINES
Each program uses one or both of two data files. One, distributed
through shareware, is a database which originally was produced by the
Central Intelligence Agency. The documentation accompanying that
program, PLOTMWDB, contains an interesting history of the data. It also
provides a scheme for unpacking and reading data. Generally, data
points are described by type (coastline, river, island, etc.) and
coordinates given in minute form. Conversion of these data to pixel
address points for screen display was a particularly satisfying success.
The procedure named 'MAKEMAP' accomplishes this.
The storm track file, as mentioned, is a text file. Its conversion to
integer and real number data proved to be another interesting
challenge which was overcome primarily with the use of three
procedures which convert two, three and four sequential text characters
into integer format for use in the storm plotting routines. That
conversion to pixel points makes use of several procedures, one which
converts from decimal degrees to minutes, determines if the point is
visible in the defined visible screen window. If so, it is plotted, if not, it
is discarded. Each visible storm fix is plotted along with adjoining line
segments with different colored circles at the fix points representing
storm strengths, namely, depression, storm and hurricane. Minor code
modifications would permit additional differentiation, for example,
based upon category level. The storm data acquisition and plotting is
accomplished with a procedure named 'GETSTORM', and appears in
several programs as does the map making program.
Another interesting problem was in determining the best way to erase a
storm track in the storm selection program. Using the 'exclusive or'
feature in the graphingpackage, writing the screen with the track twice
effectively returns it to the original color, in effect erasing it. This
required reading a storm data file, and saving it to a temporary location
so that it could be reread and plotted. Then, calling a write procedure
to plot the storm track, and then calling the write procedure again to
rewrite it which in effect erased it. This method was required by the
sequential read nature of the original storm track data file and the
inability to back step easily.
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The following is a brief summary of the two programs which evolved
over the course of the summer. The first selects data, the second plots
selected years.
3.3 PROGRAM PICKTRAK.PAS
As the name implies, this program was created to allow the user to
select the storms of his choice. In it's present form, it requests a storm
data file name (source file) and then asks for the output file name. After
generating a map of the area it sequentially plots the storm track, gives
general information concerning that storm, and asks if the user wants to
include it in the output file. Any keystroke but 'Y' (not case sensitive)
bypasses the storm. This program has the potential of being modified to
accomplish many different selection schemes. Yearly data, storms of
specified strength, storms passing within x miles of a location,
probability distribution functions based upon historical data may all be
fairly easily woven into the code.
3.4 PROGRAM PLOTYR.PAS
Designed to aliow the user to examine storm data for a given year. On
execution, the program requests a file name which contains the storm
data which the forecaster is interested in displaying. It then asks for a
forward storm speed. This velocity is used to generate event circles
which are centered about KSC, and represent decision points for (from
center outward) 8,12,24,36,48 and 72 hours. These correspond to the
rollback timeline event critical points (chart 3). The program then shifts
to graphics mode, generates the map of the region, and plots the storm
tracks for the selected data file. This program has the potential to allow
selection of specific storm criterion with minor revisions in the source
code.
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IV, CONCLUDING REMARKS
Determination of a fixed probability value for making a rollback
decision varies with the number of storms that are forecast to occur at
the center, and is very dependent upon the initial values one places on
the cost of operations and the loss of the vehicle. Cost is difficult at best
to quantify, because of the variability of situations that might exist; one
shuttle vs. two, recently moved shuttle, processing accomplished, and
even availability of space in the VAB add varying degrees of complexity
to the problem. Loss, typically thought of as strictly a dollar value, is
again fogged by the value of the space shuttle in the eyes of the nation,
and its value in terms of a national resource. Replacement cost might be
prohibitive in this period of economic belt tightening, and the adverse
effect of such a loss on NASA's reputation and effectiveness would be
disastrous. For this reason, the author feels that rollback decisions
should be made at a low probability of strike, on the order of 1 or 2
percent.
The time to make those decisions can be fairly easily determined from
the NHC warnings. Forward speed times 48 gives the decision circle to
use.
The computer packages developed through the course of the study can
be used by forecasters .*.o examine more closely the historical data. They
also provide a strong departure point for additional studies that might
improve hurricane forecasting. Some of those would be the
development of a statistical analysis of selected historical storm tracks.
For example, one of the tasks not accomplished this summer is a
'forward scatter' capability based on selected storms. It was felt that if a
significant number of storms from the historical record were analyzed,
probabilities based upon behavior might become evident. For example,
if a storm 300 Nautical miles due east were to begin tracking from a
heading of 270 ° to 290 ° , what percent of similar storms then turned
back westward? In other words, what are the chances that the current
storm will 'get us'? This methodology could be verified by using real
storms which could be shifted so that their track passed within a
specified number of miles of the center. The value of the success of this
method would allow managers to live with a higher probability of
strike.
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ABSTRACT
The present study takes the initial steps of establishing a better flame trench
design criteria for future National Launch System vehicles. A three-dimensional
finite element computer model for predicting the transient thermal and structural
behavior of the flame trench walls was developed using both I-DEAS and
MSC/NASTRANsoftware packages. The results of JANNAF Standardized Plume Flowfield
calculations of sea-level exhaust plumes of SSME, STME and ASRMwere analyzed for
different axial distances. The results of sample calculations, using the
developed finite element model, are included. The further suggestions are also
reported for enhancing the overall analysis of the flame trench model.
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SUMMARY
Pads 39A and B are being studied to determine if a new family of vehicles
can be launched without damaging the existing structure. The new vehicles are
designated as NLS (National Launch System). NLS is a family of vehicles which are
built around a common core using different external booster configurations. The
engines for the core and boosters have not been determined yet. Options include
using old shuttle main engines (SSME), modified Saturn V engines (F-IA), Russian
RD-170 engines, and solid fuel boosters. The flame trench capacity will be an
important factor in the decision of these available options. Recently, the flame
trench has been analyzed using simplifying assumptions for one of the NLS
configuration at the Kennedy Space Center. Due to the importance of this problem
an accurate, reliable solution is required.
The purpose of this summer research study is to investigate the capacity of
the existing flame trench and to establish a better flame trench design criteria
for future NLS launch vehicles. The solution of the problem requires the
following steps"
i. A three-dimensional finite-element model of the flame trench walls.
it flow conditions of the rocket engine nozzles.
2. The _m_]ete analysis of the sea-level plume characteristi?s_ the
3 The _-_ _...... _ent code to predict the heatlng and pL_= rates on
4 The plume lm_LL_=-_
flame trench.
The above steps are carried out as far as possible in the limited time
available. As a first step three-dimensional finite element computer model is
developed for predicting the transient thermal and structural behavior of the
flame trench using I-DEAS and MSC/NASTRAN software packages. Secondly, the JANNAF
Standardized Plume flowfield (SPF) is used to obtain the gas dynamic structure
of sea-level exhaust plumes of different rocket exhaust flow fields. The analysis
is also needed to gain a better understanding of heating rates and pressure rates
on the flame trench walls. Since the steps described above are not completed
fully at the present time, the results presented in this report should be looked
However, these results will be used later to improve
at in a qualitative manner, further suggestions are also reported for improving
the required solution. The
the overall analysis of the flame trench. It was concluded that the three-
dimensional finite-element model of the flame trench can be tested for any given
NLS configuration with slight modifications explained in section V.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The existing flame trench at Launch Pad 39A was built in 1967 for the Apollo
space program. An identical launch pad was built in 1969 and named Pad 39B. Both
pads were converted to be used with the space shuttle in 1981. The flame trench
has not been modified since its construction. Pads 39A and B are being studied
to determine if a new family of vehicles can be launched without damaging the
existing structure. The new vehicles are designated as NLS (National Launch
System). NLS is a family of vehicles which are built around a common core using
different external booster configurations. The engines for the core and boosters
have not been determined. Options include using old shuttle main engines (SSME),
modified Saturn V engines (F-IA), Russian RD-170 engines, and solid fuel
boosters. The flame trench capacity will be an important factor in the decision
process.
The flame trench is built of reinforced concrete lined with a refractory
coating and alumina fire brick. It is 58 feet wide and 42 feet deep. There is a
parabolic flame deflector directly under the vehicle to divert the flow to the
north and south exists from the flame trench.
The flame trench is limited in temperature and pressure capacity. The
effects of an exhaust plume in the trench have not been studied. Excessive
amounts of pressures could cause the trench walls to crack and excessive amounts
of temperatures could damage the refractory coating.
KSC-STD-Z-0OI2B, Standard for Flame Deflector Design, is the only design
criteria standard currently available to the flame trench. This standard
establishes minimum design requirements for the height, width and distance awaythe
from the engines that the flame deflector must comply with. Currently,
deflector width has been empirically established as a minimum of 1.6 times the
sum of all the vehicle engine nozzle diameters impinging on a common surface. The
width and depth of the flame trench must then be sized to accommodate the flame
deflector.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the capacity of the existing
flame trench for different exhaust configurations and to establish a better flame
trench design criteria for future NLS launch vehicles. The study is carried out
based on the drawing number 79KI0338 and Figure 1 shows the general overview of
the PAD39B.
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8Main thrust of the summer research study can be summarized as:
(i) Survey literature of available computer codes for the problem solution
including the nozzle design, plume flow, plume impingement and finite-element
programs.
(2) Developing a three-dimensional finite-element model using I-DEAS and
MSC/NASTRAN softwares for the flame trench walls.
(3) Using Joint Army, Navy, NASA, Air Force (JANNAF) Standardized Plume Flowfield
code (SPF) for predicting the gas dynamic structure of sea-level rocket exhaust
plumes.
(4) Better prediction of the pressure and heating rates on the flame trench walls
using Source Flow Plume Impingement Program (SFPLIMP).
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II. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE COMPUTER CODES REQUIRED FOR THE STUDY
The computer codes required to solve the problem are briefly described
below:
2.1 RAMP CODE
The Reacting multiphase (RAMP) code was developed by Lockheed-Huntsville
under government funding and used to solve a wide variety of problems associated
with real gas, supersonic, compressible flow (Ref. i). The code is capable of
performing rocket nozzle flow calculations and has a direct interface with the
JANNAF CODE. The code is fully coupled in that it considers the exchange of
momentum and energy between the gas particle plumes. The results of the nozzle
solution via RAMP code must be presented in the form of radial distributions of
properties at the exit plane as being the initial conditions for the JANNAF code.
2.2 JANNAF CODE
There has been remarkable progress in developing mathematical simulations
of the complicated structure and behavior of the plume phenomena in the past
decade. A number of review papers and computer programs are available to give the
researcher a general overview of the state-of-the-art in rocket exhaust plume
analysis (Refs. 2 through 4).
Joint Army, Navy, NASA, Air Force (JANNAF) Standardized Plume Flowfield
(SPF) is a computer code which is accepted as government and industry standard
for predicting the gas dynamic structure of two-phase low altitude rocket exhaust
of the plume flowfield regions. The
plumes. Figure 2 illustrates a schematic latest version (SPF-II) of the JANNAF
computational methodology employed in the
code is described in Ref. 5.
The code mainly contains three principal components: Processor, Shock
Capturing and Turbulent Mixing component. Processor component reads the user
parameters, chemical systems, initial conditions and external
input data (run and data bank (JANNAF thermodynamic and chemical kinetic data
flow conditions)
• creates the input files required for the shock-
for the specles). It also L ^dditionallv, the Processor uses
capturing and turbulent mixing components. _ J
laminar viscosity and thermal conductivity data embedded in a subroutine.
The Shock-Capturing Component of the code provides an inviscid, frozen
chemistry solution of the plume nearfield region. It uses shock-capturing to
account for the detailed shock structure, and it fully accounts for gas/particle
interactions. The Shock-Capturing Component is utilized for a distance of
approximately two inviscid cells which is coded as three times the distance to
the Mach disc.
The Turbulent Mixing Component of SPF provides a viscous, turbulent mixing
solution of the plume shear layer with finite-rate chemistry. Gas/particle
interactions are fully accounted for, with the local fluid viscosity and thermal
conductivity. Code offers different forms of turbulence modeling through this
component.
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2.3 SFPLIMP CODE
The Source Flow Plume Impingement Program (SFPLIMP) is a program designed
to compute the forces, moments and heating rates caused by plume impingement on
bodies immersed into plume flow fields. The code is capable of modeling on a wide
range of configurations. In addition to the plume and processing data, user must
provide a three-dimensional representation of a target geometry. The code is
capable of modeling several subshapes including flat plates (right triangles,
rectangles and circles) and three-dimensional shapes (circular cones, circular
cylinders, spheres and polynomials of revolution).
2.4 I-DEAS FEM PACKAGE
I-DEAS Finite Element Modeling (FEM) allows the user to build a finite
element model, including physical and material properties, loads, and boundary
package has excellent pre-processing and post-processing
conditions. This the model generally runs in I-DEAS Model Solution. The model
features. Solving problems in linear statics and in steady-state heat transfer.solution can solve
For other types of analysis such as transient heat transfer, I-DEAS Model
Solution can write the entire FEA model to outside solver package.
2.5 MSC/NASTRAN CODE
MSC/NASTRAN is a large scale general purpose digital computer program which
solves a wide variety of engineering problems by the finite element method. This
code can analyze linear, non-linear and transient heat transfer with constant or
temperature-dependent convective and radiative boundary conditions. The code can
use isotropic and anisotropic temperature dependent thermal conductivity material
properties. It also provides a user-selected difference parameter for stability
in transient solution algorithm.
MSC/NASTRAN operates in a batch mode. Input to the batch process is usually
in the form of a card deck or card image file. The data deck is constructed
preparing the cards for executive control deck. The purpose of this deck is to
identify the job and the type of solution to be performed..It also declares the
general conditions under which the job is to be executed, such as maximum time
of system diagnostics desired etc. The user next sets the data
allowed, type case control deck. This deck defines the load case, selects the
cards for theBulk Data Deck and makes the output requests for plotting. The Bulk
data from the
Data Deck is the final step of organizing the card decks. This deck contains the
majority of the input data for the file. It includes all the data necessary to
describe the thermal model and its loading conditions.
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III. METHODOLOGY
Figure 3 showsthe computational schemerequired for the problem solution.
The JANNAFcomputer code requires the exit conditions of the engine nozzle to
start the calculations for sea-level plume definition of the proposed exhaust
configuration. The results from the JANNAFcode must be run to predict the
loading conditions of the finite element model. The I-DEASand MSC/NASTRANcodes
must be then used to determine the capacity of the flame trench for different NLS
configurations.
3.1 FINITE ELEMENTMODEL
The flame trench facing to the north side of Pad 39B is modeled by a three-
dimensional finite element model starting at the base of the exhaust deflector,
running approximately 50 feet toward the north along the centerline of the plume
footprint. Figure 4 shows the three-dimensional model used in the study. The
model is built of from 280 nodes and 162 solid brick type of elements. The model
uses physical and thermal material properties of concrete and brick. The concrete
stiffeners shownin drawing 79KI0338were modeledwith the restraint set as shown
in Figure 5.
3.2. HEATINGLOADSANDPRESSURELOADS
The impingement of the SpaceShuttle Main Engines (SSME)and Solid Rocket
Motors (SRM)or AdvancedSolid Rocket Motors (ASRM)gaseous exhaust plumes on
Launch Complex39 (LC-39) results in pressure loads and convective heating to
numerouscomponents.Reference 6 presents the results of a study to determine the
thermal and pressure environment imposedon elements of LC-39 by impingement of
the Space Shuttle Vehicle (SSV) exhaust plumes at the sea level for a maximum
north drift trajectory. The plume properties given in this reference are used to
establish pressures and heating loads to objects immersed in the ASRMor SSME
exhaust plume. Reference 6 do not take into account for radiation from plume
exhaust turned by the Mobile Launcher Platform (MLP) and recirculation.
Prediction of this water-cooled launch pad radiation is not readily computeddue
to the extreme changes of rocket plume flow field properties and recirculated
flow field environments during launch.
Both SRMand SSMEflame trenches are subjected to heating due to vehicle
exhaust gases that have flowed downthe trench after having impinged on the flame
deflector. A rigorous calculation of the thermal and pressure environments of
objects subjected to indirect impingement requires a three-dimensional analysis
of the flow field which would be far beyond this study due to time limitation.
Therefore, a simplified approach is used for the heating and pressure loads
required for the study. The heating rates were calculated for each point on the
flame trench as described in Reference 6, assuming that the heating rate at the
point where the plume initially strikes the flame deflector varies with the
distance downthe flame deflector and flame trench, taken to the 0.2 power.
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The heat loading conditions, used in the present study, include the face
heat influx distribution to fifty-four of the elements as presented in Table I
as explained in the previous paragraph and face convection applied to the back
surface of the model. The heat transfer coefficient for face convection was
calculated based on the recommendation of Churchill and Chu (Ref. 7).
The results of the gaseous and particle plume impingement pressure loads
from the plumes are also included in Reference 6. It is assumed that the gaseous
flow and particles travel parallel to the trench walls. The estimates of pressure
loads to the flame trench are presented as a result of indirect impingement. The
face pressure level of 2 atmospheres is used as recommended in Reference 6.
..d'
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IV. RESULTS
Since the I-DEAS software package can not provide transient temperatures and
better predictions of the time dependent loads are required, the calculations
presented in this section should be looked at qualitatively.
- " ts the displacement contour lines for constant applied face
Flgure 6.deplc= o ...... _eres for the static run only. Contour level
pressure ioaalng o_ .. _ _ _ _c nn9 "nches The maximum dlsp£acemen_
indicates the maximum alsplacemen_ uL .... I • ._ _
contour levels occur close to the midpoint of the two concrete stiffeners at tne
center of the model. Following program execution the deformed shape of the
structure is shown in Figure 7. It is notable that the structure deforms in a
manner which agrees with its expected deformation. Figure 8 shows the stress
contour levels for the same loading condition.
Figure 9 illustrates the steady-state temperature contours of the resulting
model based on the applied face heat flux and face convective heat transfer.
Maximum temperatures of 2600 degrees Fahrenheit were observed at alumina brick
close to the deflector as expected. Appendix provides the necessary MSC/NASTRAN
data cards for transient heat transfer analysis. Table 2 presents the results of
the transient analysis with MSC/NASTRAN finite element program during the first
three seconds of launch.
Both I-DEAS and MSC/NASTRAN are capable of computing thermal stress analysis
process, the first run (thermal
due to the thermal loading conditions. In this ibution in the model due to the
analysis) will calculate the temperature distr second run (structural analysis)
given thermal loads and boundary conditions. The
uses these calculated temperatures as temperature loads to a structural analysis
to calculate the displacements and stresses caused by the temperatures. Figure
l0 and II illustrate the displacement and stress contour lines, respectively-
The sea level plume definitions were calculated with the JANNAF code using
an exit plane start line generated with the RAMP code. Tables 3 through 5 include
the plume properties (Mach number, temperature and pressure) of ASRM, SSME and
STME sea-level plumes for different axial distances at a radial distance of 2
feet.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A computational scheme has been proposed and partially developed for the
flame trench capacity of different NLS exhaust configurations. Three-dimensional
finite element model presented in this study can be used effectively to analyze
thermal and structural acceptability of the flame trench for proposed loading
conditions. Further improvements on the FEA model may include: addition of the
reinforced concrete material conditions to the model, addition of the temperature
dependence to the properties and the convergence check of the results with a
better mesh refinement of the FEA model.
Suggestions for completion of the problem are listed below:
- Use of reacting multiphase nozzle code for Saturn V and Russian RD-170 engines.
Run of the JANNAF Plume code for Saturn V and Russian RD 170 engine exit nozzle
conditions.
- Calculations of the impingement pressure loads, convective heating loads and
radiation heating loads on the flame trench walls using SPFPLIMP code.
Setting temperature and stress limits for the flame trench model.
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APPENDIX
P3DMODI
ID DIRECT TRANSIENT,
$
$ MAXIMUM CPU TIME ALLOWED FOR THE JOB
$
TIME i0 $ UNITS ARE IN MINUTES
$
$ THE THERMAL ANALYZER PORTION OF MSC/NASTRAN IS TO BE USED
$
APP HEAT
$
$ THE TRANSIENT ALGORITHM IS TO BE USED
$
SOL 89
CEND $ END OF EXECUTIVE CONTROL DECK
$
$ END OF EXECUTIVE CONTROL ... START CASE CONTROL
$******
$
TITLE=TRANSIENT PROBLEM --- UNITS=BG
$ REQUEST SORTED AND UNSORTED CARD ECHO=S TO SEE COMMENTS
$ IF THIS CARD IS OMITTED ONLY THE SORTED BULK DATA WILL APPEAR
$ COMMENT CARDS WOULD THEN NOT BE PRINTED
ECHO=BOTH
$
$ SPECIFY THE SUPERELEMENTS TO BE RUN. THIS CARD IS REQUIRED
$ AND SPECIFIES ALL FOR THIS MODEL THERE IS BUT A SINGLE
$ SUPERELEMENT WHICH ENCOMPASSES THE ENTIRE MODEL
SEALL=ALL
DLOAD=300
TEMP(ESTI)=400
IC=400
TSTEP=500
$ SELECT THE OUTPUT DESIRED
$ OUTPUT
THERMAL-ALL
SUPER=ALL
FLUX=ALL
SUBTITLE=CASE SET 2, LOAD SET 2
$ END CASE CONTROL DECK
BEGIN BULK
***** BULK DATA RECEIVED FROM THE I-DEAS ******
***** 1085 LINES OF ENTRY ******
TLOAD2,300,2,,O.,I.+6,0-,O-,+TLI
+TLI,O.,O.
TEMPD,400,70.
TSTEP,500,10,-2,1
PARAM AUTOSPC YES
PARAMPOST -2
ENDDATA
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TABLE I
The Face Heat Influx Distribution on the
Brick Elements using I-DEAS software
HEATING RATE (Ref. 6)
BTU/(FEET**2 SEC)
DISTANCE FROM THE
DEFLECTOR BASE
(FEET)
2
6
i0
15
21
27
33
40.5
47.5
DISTANCE FROM
THE FLOOR
(FEET)
3.5 10.5 12.5 24.5 31.5 38.5
240.16 282 44 372.68 372.68 282.44 240.56
192.81 226 76 299.20 299.20 226.76 192.81
174.04 204 69 270.09 270.09 204.69 174.04
160.55 188 83 249.16 249.16 188.83 160.55
150.12 176 57 232.97 232.97 176.57 150.12
142.70 167 83 221.45 221.45 167.83 142.70
137.08 161 22 212.73 212.73 161.22 137.08
131.91 155 14 204.71 204.71 155.14 131.91
128.86 151.54 199.96 199.96 151.54 128.86
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TABLE 2
Results of the Transient Analysis with
MSC/NASTRAN Program
TEMPERATURE (DEGREES IN FAHRENHEIT)
DISTANCE FROM THE DEFLECTOR BASE
TIME X_0' X=12' X=24' X=36'
(SEC)
o.o ioo lOO lOO IOO
0.2 227 185 174 168
0.4 505 371 337 318
0.6 731 523 471 441
0.8 893 634 568 530
1.0 1037 734 655 610
1.2 1160 819 730 679
1.4 1272 898 800 743
1.6 1376 972 864 802
1.8 1474 1043 926 859
2.0 1568 iiii 985 914
2.2 1659 1178 1043 967
2.4 1747 1243 ii00 1019
2.6 1834 1308 1157 1071
2.8 1920 1373 1212 1122
3.0 2003 1436 1268 1173
X=50'
i00
165
309
426
511
588
654
713
772
826
878
929
979
I029
1078
1126
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TABLE3
Sea Level ASRM,SSMEand STMEExhaust Plumes
Axial MachNumberDistributions
MACHNUMBER
Axial Distance
(FEET)
50
I00
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
ASRM SSME STME
2.363 1.466 2.690
2.363 1.145 1.441
2.358 0.615 0.812
2.096 0.387 0.494
1.758 0.278 0.344
1.467 0.216 0.262
1.224 0.177 0.211
1.026 0.150 0.177
0.869 0.131 0.153
0.743 0.116 0.134
0.642 0.105 0.120
0.561 0.096 0.109
TABLE4
Sea Level ASRM,SSMEand STMEExhaust Plumes
Axial Temperature Distributions
Axial Distance
(FEET)
50
I00
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
TEMPERATURE
(DEGREESRANKINE)
ASRM SSME STME
3879 4918 4060
3879 4564 4849
3898 3198 4194
4233 2134 2890
4607 1597 2080
4848 1308 1635
4973 1134 1371
4988 1021 1202
4904 943 1086
4740 885 1003
4496 842 941
4175 808 893
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TABLE 5
Sea Level ASRM, SSME and STME Exhaust Plumes
Axial Pitot Pressure Distributions
PITOT PRESSURE
(PSIA)
Axial Distance ASRM SSME
(FEET)
STME
50 105.8 51.9 97.6
i00 105.8 31.4 43.2
150 105.3 18.6 21.8
200 84.5 16.2 17.2
250 61.6 15.5 15.9
300 45.4 15.2 15.4
350 34.3 15.0 15.2
400 27.3 14.9 15.0
450 23.1 14.9 14.9
500 20.5 14.8 14.9
550 18.9 14.8 14.9
600 17.9 14.8 14.8 V
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Figure 1 General Overview of PAD 39B
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Figure 2 A Schematic Representation of the Plume F1owfield Regions
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Figure 3 Computational Scheme
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Figure 4 Three-Dimensional Model of the Flame Trench
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Figure 5 Restraint Set Number 1 for Static Run
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Figure 9 Steady-State Temperature Contours of the FEA Model
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ABSTRACT
The intent of this study is to investigate the migration of
an Ethernet LAN segment to fiber optics. At the present
time it is proposed to support an Fiber Distributed Data
Interface (FDDI) backbone and to upgrade the VAX cluster to
fiber optic interface. Possibly some workstations will have
an FDDI interface. The remaining stations on the Ethernet
LAN will be segmented.
The rationale for migrating from the present Ethernet
configuration to a fiber optic backbone is due to the
increase in the number of workstations and the movement of
applications to a windowing environment, extensive document
transfers, and compute intensive applications.
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SUMMARY
The Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Engineering
(CAD/CAE) graphics network at Kennedy space Center is
composed of several Local Area Networks (LAN). These LAN's
are interconnected through either bridges or routers. At
present this LAN is an Ethernet network. The
design/engineering workstations are various Intergraph and
Digital Equipment Corporation products, mainly. The host is
a VAX cluster and there are several intergraph servers, for
plotting/printing/disk"
The rationale for migrating from the present Ethernet
configuration to a fiber optic backbone is due to the
increase in the number of workstations and the movement of
the applications to a windowing environment, extensive
document transfers, and compute intensive applications.
In a NASA/KSC report presented in 1988 the Ethernet
utilization was under 5% and there were only fourteen (14)
Intergraph workstations on the Headquarters LAN. At present
utilization of 60-70 % has been observed in short bursts and
30-40 % averaged over longer time periods. There are
presently 58 workstations on the NASA/KSC HQ LAN.
The proposed solution is to use intelligent switches. There
are various configurations for high speed intelligent
switching bridges. They are used by to bridge multiple
LAN'S, either FDDI, Ethernet, Token Ring or others. The
intelligent switch offers many advantages over shared
channel LAN'S. The advantages include an increase in the
bandwidth, latency (propagation delay) reduction, an
increase in connectivity, and better traffic management.
This configuration should also increase throughput due to
the Ethernet LAN segmentation and the installation of FDDI
controllers for the VAX cluster, various intergraph servers,
and several VAX workstations which have a high workload.
One also has the option to privatize Ethernet workstations,
if the load demands. It should also be noted that other
developers have reported that until all workstations are
upgraded to FDDI a sizable increase in throughput is usually
not recognized, this is due not only to the I0 Mb/s output
of the Ethernet controller, but applications are not taking
advantage of the higher bandwidth available from FDDI.
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1.INTRODUCTION
The Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Engineering
(CAD/CAE) graphics network at Kennedy Space Center is
composed of several Local Area Networks (LAN). These LAN's
are interconnected through either bridges or touters. At
present this LAN is an Ethernet network. The
design/engineering workstations are various Intergraph and
Digital Equipment Corporation products, mainly. The host is
a VAX cluster and there are several Intergraph servers, for
plotting/printing/disk.
The workstations use the VAX cluster for their work
environment. There are various protocols on the LAN, mainly
Transport Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and
DecNet, with some XNS (Intergraph protocol).
The intent of this study is to investigate the migration of
the Headquarters Building portion of the LAN to fiber
optics. At the present time it is proposed to support an
Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) backbone and to
upgrade the VAX cluster and Intergraph servers to a fiber
optic interface. Possibly some workstations will have an
FDDI interface.
In the sections that follow, the following items will be
discussed. A review of the NASA/KSC CAD/CAE graphics
network configuration, rationale for migration, Ethernet
and FDDI principles and nomenclature, intelligent switch
concepts, structured cabling and resultant configuration,
and presentation of the proposed LAN re-configuration.
2. NASA/KSC CAD/CAE GRAPHICS NETWORK CONFIGURATION
The NASA/KSC CAD/CAE graphics network (I) configuration is
composed of a VAXcluster utilizing a Star Coupler tying
together a VAX 11/780, VAX 6000-610, and a VAX 6000-510.
The VAX 780 and VAX 6510 are to be replaced with an ALPHA
7610 AXP and an ALPHA 4000 AXP (fig. I). It has not been
decided whether the host machines that are presently on-line
will be removed are kept in the cluster. The VAX cluster is
interfaced to the workstation environment through an
Ethernet LAN, and by Bridges/Routers to workstations that
are not situated at the Headquarters building (fig. 2).
The NASA/KSC CAD/CAE LAN presently provides connectivity for
the CAD/CAE workstations, which are Intergraph, DEC, and
PC's. The network communicates between HQ's, O&C, EDL,
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CIF, and the Merrltt Island Courthouse (MICH) on Broadband
Communication Distribution System (BCDS) Channel FMI. There
is also a gateway to NSI-DECnet network.
There are several DEC workstations in the Mechanical
Engineering area and Boeing has a DEC workstation. These
are VAXstation 4060's and 3176's.
The Headquarters CAD/CAE LAN is a single segment Ethernet
network and their is presently an FDDI fiber optic ring for
the Kennedy Metropolitan Area Network (KMAN). KMAN is to
provide connectivity to other sites (in the future) and
presently to off-KSC sites.
3. RATIONALE FOR MIGRATION TO FDDI
The rationale for migrating from the present Ethernet
configuration to a fiber optic backbone is due to the
increase in the number of workstations and the movement of
the applications to a windowing environment, extensive
document transfers, and compute intensive applications.
In a NASA/KSC report (2) presented in 1988 the Ethernet
utilization was under 5% and there were only fourteen (14)
Intergraph workstations on the Headquarters LAN. At present
utilization of 60-70 % has been observed in short bursts and
30-40 % averaged over longer time periods. There are
presently 58 workstations on the NASA/KSC HQ LAN.
This is then the rationale for obtaining an increase in
bandwidth to relieve present congestion and provide the
capabilities for future growth. It should be noted that in
network communications terminology bandwidth is the amount
of data that can be transmitted over a channel in
bits/second. This is a different definition than used in
electrical engineering terminology.
There are several alternatives for providing greater
bandwidth for the CAD/CAE LAN. One is through segmentation,
this is a reconfiguration of the LAN network into segments
whereby one tries to keep traffic local to the segment and
only obtain access to other segments if needed. This
results in usage of Bridge/Routers to connect the various
segments. Propagation delay will be increased every time a
Bridge/Router is introduced into the network. Propagation
delay is the amount of time between the time the message is
sent from the source to being received by the intended
destination. In the LAN being investigated it is presumed
that most traffic is between the workstations and the
VAXcluster, thereby segmenting would not alleviate the
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problem to a great degree, since the channel would be
utilized between the workstation and the VAXcluster. It can
be concluded that poor performance of the LAN under
consideration is due to inadequate channel bandwidth and
hence a network utilizing an FDDI backbone is warranted.
segments can be composed of the entire LAN on one segment to
having each workstation/host on a segment with appropriate
bridging/routing" The entire LAN on one segment is suitable
if the traffic does not warrant segmentation, i.e., keeping
traffic local. The other extreme is probably useful if just
certain workstations/hosts are provided with a private
segment, i.e., those components which produce/receive the
most traffic, or have highly localized traffic within a
workgroup-
A "rule of thumb" to determine whether segmentation will
increase LAN capacity is the 80-20 rule, i.e., if local
traffic is 80 % of the traffic generated and remote traffic
is 20 % then the LAN capacity will increase by segmentation
of that workgroup. Of course, segmentation can sometimes
increase congestion, if the remote traffic must take several
,,hops" across different segments to reach the destination.
An increase of bandwidth could occur on other segments if
their is considerable remote traffic from different sources
traversing a common segment to get to their destination.
Another approach, i.e., as compared to segmentation, is the
concept of intelligent switching, intelligent switches are
able to accommodate Ethernet and FDDI modes and able to
switch, between segmented networks either internally or
externally, at a very rapid rate. This not only reduces the
propagation delays, but allows one to migrate to FDDI rather
than configuring for fiber optics entirely-
. communications between
-,.... also provide c°n_u_n t bandwidth LAN'Sth[OUg_
_u=_ _ --n match elx_z can acnlev_
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the switch interf_t_j_roDaaation delay _u=**_,,
high-through-puL, . _L-_'between end-stations-
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In the case of the NASA/CAE LAN this Is a reasonable
solution for several reasons. One, most of the workstations
are not upgradeable to FDDI controllers and the cost would
also be prohibitive. Two, the system is not yet saturated
but if the workload increases in the future it will be
needed. ThirdlY, there is a movement to FDDI configurations
at KSC and planning to migrate should be initiated.
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4. ETHERNETTECHNOLOGY
Ethernet (IEEE 802.3 Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Detection - CSMA/CD) (3) provides the services of
the lower two layers in the international Standards
Organization (ISO) Open Systems interconnection (OSI) model
for network protocols. There are seven layers in this
model.
The layers and a brief description of their functions
follow. The lowest layer is the Physical layer which is
concerned with transmitting the bits over the transmitting
medium, the next layer is the Data Link layer which is
concerned with preparing the line for transmission and
framing the packets so that there is a delineation of the
packet boundaries, addressing, and error detection. This is
the layer, along with the Physical layer, for which Ethernet
is used. The next layer is the Network layer, this layer
determines how packets are routed through the sub-networks.
Above this layer is the Transport layer, which mainly
fragments the packet into smaller units, if needed, and
insures that these fragments will be correctly put back
together. The next layer is the Session layer, which is
basically the user's interface to the network. The other
two layers are the Presentation and Application layers.
They are used for tasks, such as data compression and data
distribution, respectively.
The Physical layer characteristics for Ethernet are:
Data rate: I0 Million bits/second
Maximum station separation: 2.8 Kilometers
Maximum number of stations: 1024
Medium: Twisted pair, Coaxial cable, optical fiber
Logical topology: Bus
Physical topology: Star, Bus, Hierarchical Star
Maximum frame size: 1518 bytes
Frames on LAN: Single
The Data Link characteristics are:
Link control procedure: Fully distributed peer protocol,
with statistical contention resolution
Message protocol: Variable frame size, "best effort
delivery"
Ethernet is a carrier sense protocol, i.e., all stations
monitor the cable during their transmission, terminating
transmission immediately if a collision is detected. When
an Ethernet station wishes to transmit a packet a carrier
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sense is performed forcing the station to defer if any
transmission is in progress. If there is no station sensed
to be transmitting then the sender can transmit after an
appropriate delay. It is possible that two, or more,
stations will sense the channel idle at the same time and
begin transmitting. This has the possibility of producing a
collision. The station will continue monitoring and sense
this collision. When a collision is detected the station
will stop transmitting and will reschedule a re-transmission
at a later time. Re-transmission time is random and is
selected using a binary exponential backoff algorithm.
5. FDDI TECHNOLOGY
FDDI is a token passing technology that uses a timed token
protocol (4). There can be multiple frames on the network
which is configured as a logical dual ring, or a dual ring
of trees. The media standard is presently optical fiber,
although transmission of the packet over copper is also
being considered and should be in the standard, in the
future. The designation for the later is Copper Distributed
Data Interface (CDDI). The bandwidth is I00 Mb/s. Of
course the transmission distance for a predetermined db loss
is greater with a fiber optic cable, as compared to a copper
cable. There is also concern with cross-talk and radiation
with the copper media. These concerns are being addressed,
mainly through twisted pair and shielding.
As in Ethernet FDDI provides services at the lower two
levels of the OSI model.
A brief description of the communication on the ring is
described below.
There are dual fibers in the ring network. One fiber is
used as the primary transmission path and the other is the
secondary transmission path. The dual rings are independent
until a fault appears either in the cable or a component.
At that time the rings are joined together to isolate the
fault and continue communications. This is called
,,wrapping". If two faults occur then systems can become
isolated.
Stations (components) are connected in series to form a
ring. Data is transmitted serially from a station to the
next station downstream. Each station performs the repeater
function to regenerate the data frame and re-transmit to the
next station, while possibly inserting data frames of it's
own.
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The right to transmit data frames is controlled by a token.
The token is passed from station to station, and when a
station has the token it can add data to the transmission
frame as long as it is allowed to hold the token, this is
determined by a system parameter called the token holding
time. When a frame returns to the sending station it is
stripped from the ring.
In the FDDI standard one can have multiple frames on the
LAN, as compared to the IEEE 802.5 communications ring. In
IEEE 802.5 once a station has captured the token and
inserted data onto the ring, it has the channel captured
until the receiving station removes the data and re-sends an
appropriate token.
The fiber optic cable can be broadly classified as either
Multimode (MMF) or Singlemode (SMF) fiber. Multimode optic
fiber means that there will be multiple modes transmitted on
the cable. The core sizes are typically, 50, 62.5, or I00
microns. This creates modal dispersion which affects both
the distance and the achievable bandwidth. MMF can use
inexpensive light sources, as compared to SMF. The main
result from using MMF cable is that maximum station
separation is considerably less than with SMF cable, but
attendant costs for transmission components are cheaper.
SMF has only a single mode of transmission. The core size
varies from 8-10 microns, laser's must be used for
transmission and there must be precision alignment.
Station separation can reach 20 Kilometers, or more with
SMF. Normally, SMF cables are used for intra-building
connections.
The characteristics of FDDI are:
Data rate: I00 Million bits/second
Maximum station separation: 2 Kilometers for MMF or
greater than 20 Kilometers for SMF
Maximum number of stations: 500
Medium: Optical fiber and copper shielded twisted pair
Logical topology: Dual Ring or Dual Ring of Trees
Physical topology: Star, Ring, Hierarchical Star
Maximum frame size: 4500 bytes
Frames on LAN: Multiple
Access Method: Timed-token passing
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6. FDDI COMPONENTS
The FDDI concentrator (3,5) has a basic role in the various
FDDI topologies, which will be discussed later. The
concentrator is a component that provides a connection point
for various end stations in the network and other FDDI
devices (fig. 3).
There are four port types used in FDDI components:
o Port A connects to the incoming primary ring and the
outgoing secondary ring of the FDDI dual ring.
o port B connects to the outgoing primary ring and the
incoming secondary ring of the FDDI dual ring.
o Port M connects a concentrator to a workstation/host
or another concentrator. This port is only implemented
in a concentrator-
o Port S connects a singly attached component to a
concentrator-
One can have either dual attached concentrators (DAC) or
single attached concentrators (SAC). The DAC is used in the
dual ring, while the SAC is connected to the upper level
ring through a DAC. A DAC will connect to the dual ring via
its A and B ports, while the SAC accesses the dual ring via
its S port which is connected to an upper level M port.
The concentrator is a Physical level repeater, in that it
allows the connection of hosts/servers/workstati°ns and/or
other concentrators to the FDDI dual ring.
There are two types of connections to the FDDI dual ring.
One is the single attached station (SAS) and the other is
the dual attached station (DAS). The SAS has one S type
port and connects to the dual FDDI ring via a M type port of
a concentrator. The concentrator that the SAS is connected
to has a design feature that allows a defective SAS to be
isolated if it faults, through ,,wrapping".
Dual attached stations connect to both the primary and
secondary rings of the FDDI dual ring. A DAS has two ports
an A port and a B port. The A port connects to another
stations B port, while the B port connects to another
stations A port. A DAS doesn't require a concentrator to
connect to the FDDI ring like the SAS. A disadvantage of
using DAS stations is that when two, or more, DAS'S fail in
the ring then the stations become isolated. Also, if
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several DAS stations are ,'turned off", without having
optical bypass switches, the FDDI network will be become
isolated. A DAS can be connected to a concentrator by using
the B port for the connection.
FDDI controllers connect end user stations to the FDDI
network. The controllers can be either SAS or DAS. The
controller has an interface to a particular workstation/host
or server system bus. It should be noted that not all
components have FDDI controllers available, especially if
there architecture is of an earlier generation. They can
also be quite expensive in comparison to the value of the
component to be upgraded.
7. FDDI TOPOLOGIES
The FDDI standard permits a diverse set of topologies (5).
In this report several will be discussed. The ones to be
presented are the following:
o Standalone FDDI Concentrator Topology
This topology consists of a single attached concentrator
from which components can be attached. These stations
can be either SAS or DAS. This topology can be used to
attach endstations together that form a workgroup. This
is a useful topology if the building is already prewired
for fiber and one does not wish to install a dual ring
FDDI backbone (fig. 3).
o Dual FDDI Ring Topology
This topology consists of dual attached stations being
connected directly into the dual FDDI ring. This
topology can be useful if their are a small number of
stations. The disadvantage is that it does lend itself
well to additions/moves/changes. If a station is
disconnected then one has caused a fault in the ring,
if this is a single fault "wrap around" will occur. If
there is more than one fault then stations will be
isolated. This topology should not be used for DAS
connections, unless there is little risk of the users
disturbing the connection. The utilization of dual
attached concentrators in a dual ring topology is an
accepted topology, since they are presumed to be
in service at all times and this also will provide for
expansion (fig. 4). This will be discussed later.
k.j
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o Tree of Concentrators
In this topology concentrators are wired in a
hierarchical star topology. One concentrator is
designated as the root of the tree, and other
components are connected to it. These components can
be SAS, DAS, or other concentrators. In this topology
the LAN is not disrupted by disconnecting stations,
and/or their movement to other locations. Additional
stations can be added by attaching another level of
concentrators. This topology is best suited for a
single building FDDI LAN. This topology tends to be
more manageable, since concentrators tend to isolate
faults from the rest of the system (fig.5).
o Dual Ring of Trees
This topology is a merging of the dual ring and the
tree of concentrator configurations. Basically, one
connects distinct tree of concentrator topologies in a
dual ring. This dual ring functions as the FDDI
backbone. This is a suitable topology when buildings
will be connected via a FDDI backbone. It has the
advantages and disadvantages of both merged types.
It is the most flexible topology since it has both
fault tolerance and increases the availability of the
FDDI dual ring backbone (fig. 4 and 5).
o Dual Homing
The FDDI standard allows for redundant paths in
tree topologies. This redundancy is called ,,dual
homing". Basically, this topology is constructed as
follows. The dual ring has at least two concentrators
in it. An M port from one concentrator is connected to
the A port of a DAS (which is in the next hierarchical
level) and an M port of the other concentrator is
connected to the B port of the DAS. The B port
connection is the primary connection to the DAS, while
the A port connection of the DAS is the backup
connection. If the primary connection fails then the
backup connection will be activated. This concept can
also be applied to two M port connections from the same
concentrator. The concept can be further diversified
by putting the concentrators that are being used in the
dual homing concept on different FDDI rings. This
concept can be utilized for single attached stations
by installing two single attachment interface cards.
This configuration is not supported in the FDDI
standard (fig. 6).
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8. FDDI INTERCONNECTIONDEVICES
Bridges and Routers are interconnection devices for FDDI
networks (5). Bridges act as Data Link relay between
networks. In our case the bridge would have to connect FDDI
to Ethernet LAN's. Bridges are protocol-independent and
basically store and forward devices.
Basic FDDI to Ethernet bridge functions include:
o Source address tracking: This will allow the bridge to
determine when to forward a packet and when to keep
local.
o Frame forwarding and filtering: Frame forwarding is
achieved through table lookup, while filtering is the
process whereby frames are prevented from crossing the
bridge.
o spanning tree: The logical topology of an extended LAN
must be loop free, i.e., there must be a single path
between all attached stations. To prevent logical loops
bridges must form a logical configuration called a
spanning tree.
o Translation: The bridge must modify the fields of the
forwarded frame to make it compliant with the format of
the network to which it is being sent.
o Fragmentation: Frames may have to be fragmented when
moving across the bridge boundary. FDDI frames can be
up to 4500 bytes, while Ethernet frames are restricted
to a maximum of 1518 bytes. Therefore, the frame from
FDDI to Ethernet may have to be fragmented.
o Bridge management: Ability to monitor conditions and
implement filters on extended networks.
9. INTELLIGENT SWITCH
There are various configurations for high speed intelligent
switches (6). They are used to interconnect multiple LAN's,
either FDDI, Ethernet, Token Ring or others. The
intelligent switch offers many advantages over shared
channel LAN's. The advantages include an increase in the
bandwidth, latency (propagation delay) reduction, an
increase in connectivity, and better traffic management.
-_.j
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Depending upon the vendor the switch may/may not
interconnect various communication standards internally.
Some of the configurations are:
0 Ethernet to Ethernet switching
0 FDDI to FDDI switching
0 FDDI to Ethernet to Token Ring switching externally
0 FDDI to Ethernet switching internally
There are switches which allow only Ethernet to Ethernet or
Token Ring to be internetworked by bridging.
The FDDI to FDDI switching configuration is basically a FDDI
concentrator. One Can typically purchase FDDI line cards
with two (2) or more ports. These ports would support SAS
or DAS devices, or presumably SAC or DAC concentrators.
Through the purchase of appropriate bridges FDDI and
Ethernet segments can be interconnected. These switches can
set up concurrent connections to obtain an aggregate
throughput much higher than a single segment could obtain.
These switches achieve low latency by not utilizing the
store and forward concept, but to use cut-through
forwarding. This technique forwards a packet as soon as the
destination address is determined from tlle header.
Another switching configuration has backplanes for various
communication LAN's, such as FDDI, Ethernet, and Token Ring,
i.e., internal to the switch is a collapsed network backbone
appropriate to the technology to be utilized. One could
connect SAS/DAS stations to the internal FDDI dual ring,
Ethernet workstations to the internal Ethernet LAN via an
Ethernet card, and also suitable connections for Token Ring.
Then externally through appropriate bridging one can
interconnect the various communication configurations. This
offers more flexibility than an FDDI switch, but the
switching speed is determined by the manufacturer of the
bridge.
Both of the above solutions offer the advantage of
non-proprietary solutions for obtaining interconnectivity.
Therefore, if bridge technology is upgraded one could
purchase a bridge with that technology and integrate into
the network. The disadvantage is that numerous components
will have to be purchased to integrate the network into the
switch environment and overall propagation delay will
probably be larger, than if the bridging/interconnection is
integrated into the switch.
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Another type of switch can be called the intelligent switch,
in that the internal configuration is such that FDDI can be
integrated with Ethernet communications (fig. 7). The
concept is to have a collapsed FDDI backbone internal to the
switch and be able to bridge from external FDDI or Ethernet
stations through the FDDI backbone. There is also the
possibility of switching at the module level without going
through the FDDI backbone for the Ethernet module. The FDDI
module must go through the FDDI backbone internal to the
switch.
Each Ethernet module contains ports which can have either
Ethernet LAN segments connected or a private Ethernet
channel, i.e., an end-station. Ethernet segments attached
to a unique module are switched by an internal bridging
function to the appropriate output port. Ethernet segment
connections for ports on separate modules must go through
the FDDI internal backbone to arrive at the destination
address. The same is true for FDDI SAS/DAS connections.
This allows very sophisticated interconnections between
dissimilar LAN segments and also allows gradual migration to
FDDI devices as bandwidth needs increase. The communication
between Ethernet and FDDI is transparent. Due to the usage
of the FDDI internal backbone (backplane) there is a maximum
of two low latency "hops" between any two stations.
Normally, a switch will have filtering capability based on;
source address, destination address, protocol type, or some
combination of these attributes. This can be usually done
on a per port basis, or workgroup. Some routing functions
can be obtained through this capability.
I0. WIRING SYSTEM TOPOLOGY
The wiring topology (fig.
subsystems (5):
8) is divided into several
o Campus backbone system
o Building backbone subsystem
o Horizontal subsystem
o Work area group subsystem
The campus backbone system links clusters of buildings
together within a site. The building backbone subsystem
provides the link between the campus backbone and the
horizontal areas. The horizontal subsystem provides the
connection from the building backbone to the work area
group. The work area group subsystem connects the user end
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stations to the LAN system. Typically, there is also an
administrative subsystem for managing the other subsystems
and their various components.
One could propose that the FDDI KMAN which is currently in
operation would be the campus backbone and the configuration
which is proposed in the next section would comprise the
building/horizontal/work area subsystems. This is not
completely true, since there are numerous other LAN's for
communication, specifically the BCDS. In fact, the BCDS is
proposed as a backup network for the proposed configuration.
II. CONFIGURATION FOR MIGRATION TO FDDI
The present Ethernet LAN in the Headquarters building is a
single segment LAN witll bridge/router connections to other
CAD/CAE LAN's and other parts of the KSC network. To
provide capabilities for migration to FDDI when resources
permit and loading necessitates, the intelligent switching
configuration is proposed.
This configuration consists of a Building switch and several
workgroup switches for the third floor of the building, and
a proposed switch for the first floor, where an additional
LAN is present. This configuration will allow migration to
FDDI when workstations are upgraded to FDDI. It will also
allow the Ethernet LAN to be segmented, which should provide
greater access for each segment to the VAX cluster.
Components of the VAX cluster and the various servers have
FDDI controllers available and hence will be integrated into
the building switch through a concentrator module. The
connection to the Metropolitan Area Network will be provided
by a Router.
The VAX cluster has the capability of utilizing both
Ethernet and FDDI controllers, where one would be designated
as the primary and the other the secondary. By utilizing
this option the •.existing network would remain in usage.
This would provide a backup if the building switching hub is
out of service, or if there is overloading both entry points
to the network could possibly be utilized.
The proposed intelligent switch is from the Synernetics
Corporation and has four modules available (7):
0 System Processor Module (SPM)
0 FDDI Enterprise Access Module (FEAM)
o FDDI Concentrator Module (FCM)
0 Ethernet Switching Module (ESM)
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The SPM module is dedicated to the management of the system
and it continually monitors the system and is used to
configure the system. This module is required.
The FEAM provides A/B ports for connecting the switch to an
FDDI backbone.
The FCM is an FDDI concentrator and allows one to connect
end stations and other intelligent switches to the FDDI
backbone. The FCM has either four (4) or six (6) M ports
The ESM has eight (8) ports for Ethernet connections which
can be switched and a fully translational Ethernet to FDDI
bridge which can forward messages to other ESM modules or to
FDDI stations via the FDDI collapsed backbone internal to
the intelligent switch. Messages can be switched between
ports on an ESM without going through the FDDI backbone
(fig. 9).
There are two switch sizes, one has four (4) slots and the
other has twelve (12) slots available. The modules can be
utilized in both switches.
To achieve reliability in the switch environment, the
horizontal switches are dual homed off separate concentrator
modules in the building switch. This will allow alternate
access if one of the concentrator modules becomes
inoperative. The building switch also has provision for
dual power supplies. One could utilize another horizontal
switch dual homed off of the building switch to integrate
the VAX cluster and various servers into the network, but
this would provide another failure point and would reduce
the reliability. Another possible solution to provide FDDI
redundancy for the VAX cluster would be to provide two SAS
FDDI controllers and dual home into these, if the VAX'S can
operate in this manner. At present there is no DAS FDDI
controllers available for the VAX cluster, there are DAS
FDDI controllers available for the Intergraph servers that
are in the present Ethernet network and for some of the
Intergraph workstations.
spare modules and a spare switch are to be purchased to
ensure that minimal down time would result from a failure.
Since this network is not mission critical these precautions
should be sufficient at this time.
This configuration, which is a dual ring of trees topology,
should provide a reliable network for the CAD/CAE
design/development environment and also provide a path for a
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complete migration to a
resources become available
saturated (fig. I0).
FDDI network environment as
and/or the network becomes
13. SUMMARY
The proposed intelligent switch configuration provides a
path for migration from Ethernet to FDDI as resources become
available and loading necessitates greater bandwidth. The
intelligent switch configuration also provides a gateway to
Asynchronous Mode Transmission (ATM) when it becomes
available in the future. The proposed solution also is
redundant due to dual homing of the horizontal switches,
purchase of spares, and dual power supplies on the building
switch.
This configuration should also increase throughput due to
the Ethernet LAN segmentation and the installation of FDDI
controllers for the VAX cluster, various intergraph servers,
and several VAX workstations which have a high workload.
One also has the option to privatize Ethernet workstations
if the load demands. It should also be noted that other
developers have reported that until all workstations are
upgraded to FDDI a sizable increase in throughput is usually
not recognized, this is due not only to the I0 Mb/s output
of the Ethernet controller, but applications are not taking
advantage of the higher bandwidth available from FDDI.
Several items should be addressed in future work:
o A simulation of the proposed system should be done to
determine throughputs/latency/utilizati°n and a
comparison to various alternative systems, so that the
configuration can be ,,fine-tuned"-
0 A reliability study of various configurations so that
one can intelligently predict the redundancy that is
required for a certain level of reliability.
o There should be a network image constructed, which will
be updated automatically, if possible, as additions /
deletions / movement / upgrades of components are done.
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